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ABSTRACT 
The Foreign Exchange (FX) Risk Management is one of the major components of 
business finance and economics. It is a challenging task of corporate managers across 
the world. The exchange rates of various currencies evolved over a period of time 
taking a cue from barter trading system for commodities. Gold, British Pound Sterling 
(GBP) and US Dollar (USD) have emerged as reference rates in the FX market. As the 
countries depend on imports and exports for economic success and development, 
fluctuation of its local currency against major currencies has a direct impact on the 
profit and loss of the government, companies and firms which have FX exposure. 
In India, the Indian Rupee QNipAvas link^^c^GBP at the time of independence and its 
value was Rs.13.33 per/f®BP which was equ5vd!>nt to lUSD = INR 3.31. Until the 
early seventies, the exchange market was perceivea as fixed rate regime and mainly 
' >• ^ ., • 
merchant transactions wei^jfr^nsacted. With the collapse of Breton Woods agreement 
x< ^ ' • 
and floatation of major currencies, an opportunity rose for market players to trade in 
currency volatilities in the borderless and 24 hours market. As a first step, RBI allowed 
banks to undertake intra-day trading in foreign exchange in 1978 with a stipulation of 
maintaining "square" or "near square" position at the close of each business each day. 
During the period 1975-1992, the exchange rate of rupee was officially determined by 
the RBI in terms of a weighted basket of currencies of India's major trading partners 
and there were significant restrictions on the current account transactions. 
In July 1991, the economic reforms were initiated by the Government. A two-step 
downward adjustment in the exchange rate of the rupee was effected on July 1 and 3, 
1991 with a view to placing it at an appropriate level in line with the inflation 
differential to maintain the competitiveness of exports. Subsequently, the Liberalised 
Exchange Rate Management System (LERMS) involving dual exchange rate 
mechanism was instituted in March 1992 following the recommendations of the High 
Level Committee on Balance of Payments. This was followed by the ultimate 
convergence of the dual rates effective from March 1, 1993. This unification of 
exchange rate of the rupee marked the beginning of the era of market determined 
exchange rate regime of rupee, based on demand and supply in the forex market. It was 
also an important step in the progress towards current account convertibility, which was 
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finally achieved in August 1994 by accepting Article VIII of the Articles of Agreement 
of the International Monetary Fund. 
The Sodhani Committee, an Expert Group constituted by RBI in November 1994 
studied the FX market in India and came up with far reaching recommendations to 
develop, deepen and widen the forex market. As part of important liberalisation 
measures, (a) banks were allowed freedom to fix their trading limits, permitted to 
borrow and invest fimds in the overseas markets up to specified limits, accorded 
freedom to determine interest rates on FCNR deposits within ceilings and were allowed 
to use derivative products for asset-liability management purposes; and (b) corporates 
were given flexibility to book forward cover based on past turnover to use a variety of 
instruments like interest rates and currency swaps, caps/collars and forward rate 
agreements in the international forex market. Rupee-foreign currency swap market for 
hedging longer term exposure has developed substantially in the last few years. 
The forex market is made up of Authorised Dealers (generally banks), some 
intermediaries with limited authorisation and end users viz., individuals, corporates, 
institutional investors and others. It is regulated by RBI. The average monthly turnover 
in the merchant segment of the forex market increased to US$ 40.5 billion in 2003-
2004 from US$ 27.0 billion in 2002-2003; as against, the market's average monthly 
turnover increased sharply to US$ 174.7 billion in 2003-2004 from US$ 130 billion in 
the previous year; and the balance was contributed by the Inter-bank segment. 
This Thesis is a modest attempt to carryout research analysis of the instruments in 
Indian FX market, understand the rules and regulations, find out the correlation 
between different variables of foreign exchange market. And to obtain the market feed 
back of select Indian companies and compare with risk management practices in 
advanced countries selected; and develop a strategy for managing FX exposure of 
Indian companies in view of dynamic and volatile nature of the forex market. 
The document contains 5 chapters and separate section on Appendices. The first 
chapter is Introductory in nature and gives definition of Foreign Exchange Exposure, 
Risk Management tools and background for the study. Chapter 2 includes, study of 
literature related to the current topic of FX risk management both in India and abroad. 
In addition, the methodology adopted to carry out the Research study is dovetailed 
namely, background for the study by stating the problem and its importance, listing 
objectives, raising hypothesis, methodology including scope, data sourcing and tools 
for analysis. Chapter 3 covers the developments related to foreign exchange market in 
India; factors affecting the exchange rate movement of INR, the trend of the variables 
and the USD/INR exchange rate with the help of tables and charts. In Chapter 4, 
detailed analysis and discussions are carried out covering the practices followed in 
select FX markets like USA, Germany, UK, Australia, Finland, Chile, Sweden etc. The 
FX risk management practices by Indian companies and the responses to the 
questionnaire are analysed. In last Chapter 5, Conclusions from the study drawn and 
summarized. Suggestions and Recommendations are given. 
The appendices section covers (1) Chronology of events related to FX operations -
Crisis and Reforms - 1991 to 2005, (2) List of Companies Participated in Survey; (3) 
Questionnaire; (4) Financial Derivatives Timeline; (5) to (12) Statistical analysis of FX 
variables Trade Surplus as % of GDP, Import Cover, Short Term debt/Total Debt%, 
Debt Service Coverage ratio (DSR), External Debt, % change in external debt, FII net 
sales/purchases, FX Reserves Vs. USD/INR exchange rate; (13) A Primer on Technical 
Analysis in Foreign Exchange Markets; (14) Hedging FX Exposure in an MNC - a 
Case Study, (15) Glossary of FX terms; (16) Bibliography and (17) Index. The 
Bibliography provides 148 references that could be a rich source of information to 
future researchers. 
Generally all businesses are open to risks from movements in prices of raw material, cost 
of capital, foreign exchange rates and interest rates etc. and need to be managed so as to 
minimize the risk and maximize the returns. 
1.1 Foreig n exchange (FX) exposure: FX exposure arises from many different activities 
viz. 
A visitor going to another country has the exchange rate risk that if that country's 
currency appreciates against his country's currency, the trip will be more expensive as 
he/she needs to spend more of his own currency. 
An exporter who sells its products in foreign currency (FC) has the risk that if the value of 
that FC reduces then the revenues in local currency will be low. 
An importer who buys goods priced in FC has the risk when it appreciates thereby 
making the local currency cost greater than budgeted. 
Individuals, companies and fund managers who own foreign assets are exposed to 
fluctuations in the currencies movements and they may gain or lose depending on the 
appreciation or depreciation of the holding currency when repatriated. 
In the competitive world where imports and exports are integral part of the business, 
companies have exposure to Foreign Exchange. The magnitude of the risk due to this 
exposure varies depending on cash flows, exchange rates and interest rates movements. 
Eitman and Stonehill (1986) and Shapiro (1991) define the three types of foreign 
exchange exposure as: 
(a) Translation exposure: occurs due to accounting based changes in consolidated 
financial statements caused by exchange rate changes. 
(b) Transactions exposure: occurs when exchange rates change between the time that an 
obligation is incurred and the time it is settled, thus affecting actual cash flows. 
I Economic exposure: reflects the change in the present value of the firm's expected 
future cash flows as a result of an unexpected change in exchange rates. 
Nature of FX transactions: These could be of capital or revenue in nature as shown 
Table It is essential that the company has set up a team in the Corporate Finance/Treasury 
department to manage FX exposure and the risks thereof. 
There is a need to have robust IT systems as to monitor the gaps with proper reports. The 
management should get timely data and information on the FX risks of the company 
periodically and take appropriate action required. 
This is linked to the rules and regulations of the central bank i.e. Reserve bank of India 
relating to FX transactions. And the exchange rate and interest rate movements. It is 
required to develop various scenarios with underlying assumptions so that this risk can be 
mitigated. For example: US Dollar and Swiss Frank currency pair do not show wide 
variations where as USD/Euro and USD/INR have been showing high swings/variations. 
It is a statistical tool to measure the probable loss when a particular variable, say 
exchange rate, moves adverse against the reference at a particular confidence level based 
on historical data. VaR gives broad indicator of profit/ loss, company could make if the 
rate changes by a particular percentage. Systems should be put in place to monitor VaR. 
Volatility risk reflects the speed at which asset prices fluctuate. The more rapidly prices 
changes, the more volatile the asset is said to be. Financial risk managers factor volatility 
variables into complex VaR formulas to predict price ranges of a derivative portfolio. 
Hedging & Risk Management policies 
The first step in implementing procedural best practices is to formulate an Enterprise-
wide risk policy, inter-alia for management of FX Exposure. Top management/Board 
should lay down policy guidelines and procedures to be followed by the risk management 
or treasury officials of the company from time to time with respect to Hedging strategies 
and techniques to be used with proper controls. A strong management information system 
should also be in place for active monitoring the positions and alert the top management 
for proper decision making. It is the responsibility of the senior management to be aware 
of the direction or trend in rates movement and expectations of such shifts and the effects 
of the changes on profitability and balance sheet size of the company. Risk Reporting & 
monitoring process must be put in place giving the pertinent information in various 
formats inter-alia with proper controls like Limits, stop loss limits and breach of any 
limits, etc. as (a) To err is human and (b) A stitch in time saves nine. 
Management should actively monitor the risk of loss and FX positions open and take 
appropriate decision to minimize losses by taking counter positions using hedges. 
The objectives of the current research study are: 
To find out the instruments available in India and understand the rules and regulations 
governing the FX business in India. 
To analyze and find out the correlation of different variables of foreign exchange market 
vis-^-vis USD/INR exchange rates 
To obtain the market feed back from select companies regarding FX management; 
compare with FX risk management practices followed in select advanced countries. 
To develop a strategy for managing Indian companies' FX exposure in view of dynamic 
and volatile nature of the forex market. 
Study of literature related to the current topic of FX risk management both in India 
and abroad is covered in this chapter. In addition, the methodology adopted to 
carryout the Research study is dovetailed. 
A research work to be more realistic, rightly directed, properly analysed, critically 
evaluated, better conclusive and not duplicated is possible only when the review of 
the 'Area of research' is undertaken. It may be noted that review of the existing 
literature plays an equally important role than the research work itself, as it gives the 
lead to embark on expanding the existing research area or explore new areas for 
study. 
Research has been carried on related topics by Avadhoot Nadkarni and Rajat 
Acharya. Studies have been undertaken in Czech Republic by Lacinaand; in USA by 
Sajjid Chinoy relating to the subject of study. 
RESEARCH DESIGN 
Financial sector reforms started in India with liberalization of economy in 1991. This 
has led to many opportunities as well as threats to the Indian corporates, which have 
exposure to FC in the form of imports and exports. 
• The Indian Rupee (INR) was under the Fixed Exchange System (FES) linked lo the 
British Pound Sterling (GBP) and through it to other currencies. 
• This system affixed exchange rates could not withstaruJ the pressure emanating 
from inadequacies of international liquidity arrangement, suspension of convertibility 
of US Dollar (USD) into gold and increase in the price of oil. As a resuh of these a 
rapidly fluctuating and floating exchange rates were bom in 1971. 
• However, in India, Reserve Bank of India (RBI), the Central Bank, in GBP and 
Foreign Exchange Dealers' Association (FEDAI) used to give 'rate schedule' to 
Authorised Dealers (Ads, i.e. Banks and Institutions) based on which the rates to 
customers were quoted the exchange rates. This system of 'rate schedule' was 
abolished effective from 1 January 1984 paving the way for quoting to customers 
based on on-going market rates by Ads. 
• The balance of payment crisis witnessed in the country during the period 1990-91 
was marked by record low level of foreign exchange reserves, widening current deficit, 
Gulf crisis, increasing oil import bill and dwindling/withdrawal of funds by Non-
Residents. The foreign exchange reserves were at USD 5,834 Mn (comprising Gold-
3,496 Mn, SDRs-102 Mn andFC Assets-2,236Mn). 
• This crisis has prompted the Government of India (GOI) to initiate the structural 
reforms in 1991 and bring the sagging economy from the brink of collapse. 
• To begin with Rupee was devalued in June and July 1991, the fragmented 
subsidies on exports were replaced with EximScrip, which gave exporters freely 
tradable import entitlements equivalent to 30-40% of their export earnings The 
EximScrip was replaced with Liberalised Exchange Rate Management System 
(LERMS) introduced in 1992 thus dual exchange rate system was born. LERMS was 
replaced with Unified exchange rate system in August 1993 and RBI adopted direct 
quotation system then onwards. Under this unified exchange rate system, RBI allowed 
Rupee to find its level in the market, albeit with smaller intervention, as and when RBI 
deemed fit to intervene. 
• The GOI had set up Sodhani Committee in 1994 to study the Foreign exchange 
market in India and suggest measures to strengthen the system. In sequel to that GOI 
constituted Tarapore Committee in 1997 to study Capital Account Convertibility 
(CAC) and suggest road map for introduction ofCAC and remove all restrictions on 
capital movement into and outside the borders of country. The Committee has 
suggested a period of 3 years starting from 1997-98, 1998-99 and 1999-2000 for this 
purpose, subject to satisfying various signposts like achieving fiscal deficit of 5.5% to 
5% of GDP, inflation of 3.5% to 4.5%, strong financial system, sufficient foreign 
exchange reserves to the tune of about 28 billion US dollars, stable currency position 
and so on. Though the reserves position is comfortable at USD 34 billion, RBI has 
adopted wait and watch position before lifting all controls. 
• Meanwhile, RBI has been allowing gradual relaxations under FEMA for 
strengthening the forex market in India. The forward market for foreign currencies 
started with introduction of LERMS by RBI and later on left to Ads in the foreign 
exchange market. On account of restrictions on free movement of capital and with the 
administered rates of interest, the forward margins are not truly reflective of interest 
rate differentials as in the advanced economies, but gradually being corrected. RBI 
has allowed booking, cancellation and re-booking of forward contracts from time to 
time in respect of corporate genuine exposures. 
• Also, RBI has allowed Ads to write Options to resident customers to cover their 
genuine exposure subject to certain conditions with effect from 1 January 1994. In 
case of imports under long term and commercial borrowings the repayment of which 
extends beyond 5-7 years, the exchange risk is considerably higher at the time of 
remittances. There are several instruments, which have been acknowledged as 
'durable hedging mechanism' that has come into vogue in the international markets 
viz. currency swaps and interest rate swaps. 
With the changing business environment corporates are required to take proactive 
approach to manage the FC exposure. To site related examples... 
• The exchange rate as on March/April 1991 was lUSD=Rs.l9.53 (i.e. for Rs. 100 
= USD 5.12 as per indirect quotation) and the 6 month forwards were at a premium 
of 2.73% p.a. against USD and at a discount of 2.76% p.a. against GBP. In those days 
the GBP was the anchor currency of RBI. 
• The Rupee was devalued to around Rs.21.40 per Dollar on June 29, 1991, to 
Rs.23.25 on July 1, 1991 and to Rs.26 on July 3, 1991 for a total decline of around 
22%. EximScrip, which gave exporters freely tradable import entitlements equivalent 
to 30-40% of their export earnings to boost exports. In February 1992, LERMS was 
introduced by abolishing the EximScrip and the dual exchange rate system was 
introduced. 
• From March 3, 1992 to February 28, 1993, this dual exchange rate system 
existed. It consisted of (1) a market-determined exchange rate covering 60% of all 
forex remittances and (2) the official rate, which was determined by RBI for the 
balance 40%i of export, proceeds (to be sold to RBI at Rs.26 per USD). 
• From March 1, 1993, the unified exchange rate system was introduced for all 
transactions and also the Direct Method of quotation (for e.g. 1 USD = Rs. X). From 
March 4, 1992 the Dollar became the intervention currency. 
• In August 1994, the Rupee was made convertible for all current account 
transactions. Rupee was gradually allowed to find appropriate level in market. 
• The Rupee was quoted around Rs.31.37 per USD and the forward premium 
levels about 1% in 1994. Also, the spot USD/INR rate has gradually depreciated to 
Rs. 35.91 on March 1, 1997 and Rs. 39.72 in April 1998. This is because, hither to 
RBI was controlling the spot rates and now it is left to market forces. Market forces 
include Banks (Authorised Dealers), Financial Institutions, Corporates (Importers and 
exporters). Government and brokers. 
• Rupee was quoting at Rs. 46.64 per USD on March 30, 2001 indicating 
depreciation of about 7% p.a. between 1994 and 2001. 
• The six-month forward premium levels touched a peak of 24% p.a. in 
January 1998 and as on March 2001 it was hovering at 8% p.a. Different market 
participants will have different views of the market movement and take positions 
accordingly. 
• When there is high volatility, companies are exposed to more risk if they keep 
their positions open. Rates could move to their advantage or disadvantage. Supply 
and demand is constantly changing in the market, and this causes the foreign 
exchange rate continually to change. 
• Exchange rates depend on various factors viz. exchange control regulations 
issued by RBI under erstwhile Foreign Exchange Regulation Act 1973 (FERA) and 
now Foreign Exchange Management Act }999(FEMA), inflows and outflows of 
Foreign Currency (FC) of the country, favourable market conditions, growth in 
industry, demand for products, domestic savings, rate of inflation, balance of 
payments position, foreign exchange reserves. 
• Companies with exports have natural hedge against their FC loan repayments. If 
the company is a net importer it is better to adopt risk management techniques like 
forward cover booking, currency swaps, interest rate swaps and options to minimise 
the risk of volatility in premium and spot levels. The forward premium levels will have 
substantial impact on profitability of the company. 
• The companies have the choice (1) to keep the position open or (2) to hedge 
cover fully or (3) to hedge partially. Therefore, the need for Risk Management has 
become imminent for optimisation of income and minimisation of cost. The cost or the 
premium paid for booking forward cover is like an insurance premium, which 
protects the company's liabilities. 
• Under the forward contract, the future obligations becomes crystal clear at the 
time of contract and hence, the company management can plan and manage cash 
flows efficiently. In India, forward contracts are more popular as it is tailor made 
and settlement takes place on value dates. 
• The forward differential is a function of spot rate, interest rates, demand and 
supply, liquidity in the market, imports and exports, debt servicing obligations, 
tourism. Non-resident deposits. Foreign Direct Investments (FDI) and Foreign 
Institutional Investors (FIIs) portfolio investments into and out of the country. 
• The finance manager has to be vigilant all the times, he is required to track the 
currency movements and forward premium levels and decide to get locked into at a 
particular level, called comfort level, in consultation with top management. 
• // may also be mentioned that company has to track the currency movement of 
the countries of import and/or exports vis-a-vis USD arui its likely impact on INK. For 
e.g. steep depreciation of South East Asian currencies had an impact on INR and 
India's exports and Imports by having competitive advantage. However, RBI has not 
allowed INR to depreciate the way South East Asian Currencies by taking stringent 
measures against speculators. There was reduced scope for speculators to beat down 
INR because of strong fundamentals of the Indian Economy. 
• Hence, there is an urgent need to study on " the regulatory mechanism, 
instruments available for forex risk management in India, study the factors affecting 
the exchange rates, understand the awareness of corporate executives on depth of 
forex market" and to suggest " methods for effective management ofFC exposure by 
Indian Corporates ". 
Multi-national corporations (MNCs) often sell products in various countries with prices 
denominated in corresponding local currencies. Thus, they possess a multitude of cash 
flows that are sensitive to changes in exchange rates. Together with interest rates, and 
commodity prices, these three financial price risks are the subject of the growing field of 
financial risk management. This essay will in turn discuss various methods and 
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procedures that a MNC could use to hedge its cash flows and investments against foreign 
exchange risk through an example of an unreal MNC - ABC Inc. 
ABC Inc. is a multi-national million dollar computer peripheral manufacturing business. 
It has manufacturing plants in Asia, Eastern Europe and Africa. Its products are sold to 
Europe, Australia and the US. The company results are value in terms of euros as a base 
currency. 
Like many other firms, ABC Inc. attempts to manage its financial exposures through 
hedging. So, we need to understand what hedging is before discussing the different 
methods used in hedging. 
Hedging is the taking of a position, acquiring a cashflow, an asset or a contract that will 
rise (fall) in value and offset a fall (rise) in the value of an existing position. It therefore 
protects the owner of the existing assets from potential loss. However, it also eliminates 
any gain from an increase in the value of the asset hedged against. The value of a firm is 
the net present value of all expected future cash flows. The fact that these cash flows are 
expected means that nothing about the future is certain. So, firms use hedging to reduce 
risks or uncertainties. 
Reduction in risk in future cash flows improves the planning capability of the firm. If the 
firm can be more accurate in predicting future cash flows, it may be able to undertake 
specific investments or activities that it might otherwise not consider. 
Reduction of risk in future cash flows reduces the likelihood that the firm's cash flows 
will fall below a necessary minimum. This minimum point, often referred to as the point 
of financial distress, lies left of the center of the distribution of expected cash flows. 
Management has a comparafive advantage over the individual shareholder in knowing the 
actual risk of the firm. Regardless of the level of disclosure provided by the firm to the 
public, management always possesses an advantage in the depth and breadth of 
knowledge concerning the real risks and returns inherent in any firm's business. 
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Markets are usually in disequilibrium because of structural and institutional 
imperfections, as well as unexpected external shocks. Management is in a better position 
than shareholders to recognize disequilibrium conditions and to take advantage of one-
time opportunities to enhance the firm's value through selective hedging. 
Indian companies are satisfied with existing products available for FX risk management. 
RBI and Government policies are satisfactory. Technical indicators are used for short 
term hedging. In the medium term, the positions are kept open. The fundamentals are 
referred but not depended on as RBI intervenes to ensure stability of INR when it 
becomes volatile. USD/INR exchange rates are mainly driven by Demand and Supply 
rather than interest rate differential. Companies use products across the spectrum like 
forwards, options, swaps, FRAs for managing FX Exposure. If RBI publishes the 
composition of REER and prescribe the range (say 3-5%) +/- it would help corporate. 
Public sector banks take the major share of FX business followed by private sector and 
then foreign banks. Market participants prefer gradual depreciation of Indian Rupee. 
Strengthening of USD hurts export earnings and makes import cheaper for India and vice-
versa. Accordingly any un-hedged portions shall result in a loss or gain. Thus, currency risk 
due to an unfavorable change in the value of USD/INR will result in an unpredictable 
decrease in earnings, cash flow or value. 
Each individual investment or trading or exchange cover decision should be viewed as 
discrete decision. A clear objective should be set, with risks identified and managed before 
the decision is implemented. It should be ensured that the company is not over exposed to 
any particular risk. Company executives are required to verify the rates, confirmations etc. 
given by banks and check MTM of the positions, periodically and report to management to 
take necessary and appropriate action. 
Successful Currency Risk Management 
It is essential to systematically implement hedging action as long as the market provides 
prices which cover a company's budgeted costs/realisation prices so that any adverse 
movements in USD/INR rates will not cause pressure on margins and also corporates will 
not be caught unaware all of a sudden. The best hedging decisions are made when risk 
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managers acknowledge that market movements are unpredictable. A hedge should always 
seek to minimize risk. It should not represent a gamble on the direction of market prices. 
A well-designed hedging program reduces both risks and costs. Hedging frees up 
resources and allows management to focus on the aspects of the business in which it has 
a competitive advantage by minimizing the risks that are not central to the basic 
business. Ultimately, hedging increases shareholder value by reducing the cost of capital 
and stabilizing earnings. 
To measure their risk exposure at a central level, corporates can make use of a few complex 
models of risk valuation such as Value at Risk (VaR) and sensitivity analysis to the extent 
possible considering the risk/return trade off. 
Clearly, performance measurement standards, accountability and limits of some form must 
be part of a treasury foreign currency hedging program. Space does not permit a detailed 
examination of trading control methods, but some broad principles can be stated. 
First, management must elucidate the goals of exchange risk management, preferably in 
operational terms rather than in platitudes such as "we hedge all foreign exchange risks." 
Second, the risks of in-house trading (for that's often what it is) must be recognized. These 
include losses on open positions from exchange rate changes, counterparty credit risks, and 
operations risks. 
Third, for all net positions taken, the firm must have an independent method of valuing, 
marking-to-market, the instruments traded. This marking to market need not be included in 
external reports, if the positions offset other exposures that are not marked to market, but is 
necessary to avert hiding of losses. Wherever possible, marking to market should be based 
on external, objective prices traded in the market. 
Fourth, position limits should be made explicit rather than treated as "a problem we would 
rather not discuss." Instead of hamstringing treasury with a complex set of rules, limits can 
take the form of prohibiting positions that could incur a loss (or gain) beyond a certain 
amount, based on sensitivity analysis. As in all these things, any attempt to cover up losses 
should reap severe penalties. 
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Finally, counterparty risks resulting from over-the-counter forward or swap contracts should 
be evaluated in precisely the same manner as is done when the firm extends credit to, say, 
suppliers or customers. In all this, the chief financial officer might well seek the assistance 
of an accounting or consulting firm, and may wish to purchase software tailored to the 
purposes. 
FX Exposure Management Policy 
It is essential to have a well documented Policies and procedures highlighting the following 
items for efficient FX management. 
=> Mission 
=> Objectives 
:=> Definitions 
=> Policy guidelines 
=> Roles and responsibilities 
=> FX Exposure management 
=> Controls - Reporting & Corrective actions 
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Preface 
The Foreign Exchange (FX) Risk Management is one of the major components of 
business finance and economics. It is a challenging task of corporate managers across 
the world. The exchange rates of various currencies evolved over a period of time 
taking a cue from barter trading system for commodities. Gold, British Pound 
Sterling (GBP) and US Dollar (USD) have emerged as reference rates in the FX 
market. As the countries depend on imports and exports for economic success and 
development, fluctuation of its local currency against major currencies has a direct 
impact on the profit and loss of the government, companies and firms which have FX 
exposure. 
In India, the Indian Rupee (FNR) was linked to GBP at the time of independence and 
its value was Rs.13.33 per IGBP which was equivalent to lUSD = INR 3.31. Until 
the early seventies, the exchange market was perceived as fixed rate regime and 
mainly merchant transactions were transacted. With the collapse of Breton Woods 
agreement and floatation of major currencies, an opportunity rose for market players 
to trade in currency volatilities in the borderless and 24 hours market. As a first step, 
RBI allowed banks to undertake intra-day trading in foreign exchange in 1978 with a 
stipulation of maintaining "square" or "near square" position at the close of each 
business each day. During the period 1975-1992, the exchange rate of rupee was 
officially determined by the RBI in terms of a weighted basket of currencies of 
India's major trading partners and there were significant restrictions on the current 
account transactions. 
In July 1991, the economic reforms were initiated by the Government. A two-step 
downward adjustment in the exchange rate of the rupee was effected on July 1 and 3, 
1991 with a view to placing it at an appropriate level in line with the inflation 
differential to maintain the competitiveness of exports. Subsequently, the Liberalised 
Exchange Rate Management System (LERMS) involving dual exchange rate 
mechanism was instituted in March 1992 following the recommendations of the High 
Level Committee on Balance of Payments. This was followed by the ultimate 
convergence of the dual rates effective from March 1, 1993. This unification of 
exchange rate of the rupee marked the beginning of the era of market determined 
exchange rate regime of rupee, based on demand and supply in the forex market. It 
was also an important step in the progress towards current account convertibility, 
ii 
which was finally achieved in August 1994 by accepting Article VIII of the Articles of 
Agreement of the International Monetary Fund. 
The Sodhani Committee, an Expert Group constituted by RBI in November 1994 
studied the FX market in India and came up with far reaching recommendations to 
develop, deepen and widen the forex market. As part of important liberalisation 
measures, (a) banks were allowed freedom to fix their trading limits, permitted to 
borrow and invest ilinds in the overseas markets up to specified limits, accorded 
freedom to determine interest rates on FCNR deposits within ceilings and were allowed 
to use derivative products for asset-liability management purposes; and (b) corporates 
were given flexibility to book forward cover based on past turnover to use a variety of 
instruments like interest rates and currency swaps, caps/collars and forward rate 
agreements in the intemational forex market. Rupee-foreign currency swap market for 
hedging longer term exposure has developed substantially in the last few years. 
The forex market is made up of Authorised Dealers (generally banks), some 
intermediaries with limited authorisation and end users viz., individuals, corporates, 
institutional investors and others. It is regulated by RBI. The average monthly turnover 
in the merchant segment of the forex meirket increased to US$ 40.5 billion in 2003-2004 
from US$ 27.0 billion in 2002-2003; as against, the market's average monthly turnover 
increased sharply to US$ 174.7 billion in 2003-2004 from US$ 130 billion in the 
previous year; and the balance was contributed by the Inter-bank segment. 
This Thesis is a modest attempt to carryout research analysis of the instruments in 
Indian FX market, understand the rules and regulations, find out the correlation between 
different variables of foreign exchange market. And to obtain the market feed back of 
select Indian companies and compare with risk management practices in advanced 
countries selected; and develop a strategy for managing FX exposure of Indian 
companies in view of dynamic and volatile nature of the forex market. 
The document contains 5 chapters and separate section on Appendices. The first chapter 
is Introductory in nature and gives definition of Foreign Exchange Exposure, Risk 
Management tools and background for the study. Chapter 2 includes, study of literature 
related to the current topic of FX risk management both in India and abroad. In 
addition, the methodology adopted to carry out the Research study is dovetailed 
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namely, background for the study by stating the problem and its importance, listing 
objectives, raising hypothesis, methodology including scope, data sourcing and tools 
for analysis. Chapter 3 covers the developments related to foreign exchange market in 
India; factors affecting the exchange rate movement of INR, the trend of the variables 
and the USD/INR exchange rate with the help of tables and charts. In Chapter 4, 
detailed analysis and discussions are carried out covering the practices followed in 
select FX markets like USA, Germany, UK, Australia, Finland, Chile, Sweden etc. The 
FX risk management practices by Indian companies and the responses to the 
questionnaire are analysed. In last Chapter 5, Conclusions from the study drawn and 
summarized. Suggestions and Recommendations are given. 
The appendices section covers (1) Chronology of events related to FX operations -
Crisis and Reforms - 1991 to 2005, (2) List of Companies Participated in Survey; (3) 
Questionnaire; (4) Financial Derivatives Timeline; (5) to (12) Statistical analysis of FX 
variables Trade Surplus as % of GDP, Import Cover, Short Term debt/Total Debt%, 
Debt Service Coverage ratio (DSR), External Debt, % change in external debt, FII net 
sales/purchases, FX Reserves Vs. USD/INR exchange rate; (13) A Primer on Technical 
Analysis in Foreign Exchange Markets; (14) Hedging FX Exposure in an MNC - a 
Case Study, (15) Glossary of FX terms; (16) Bibliography and (17) Index. The 
Bibliography provides 148 references that could be a rich source of information to 
future researchers. 
The findings of the study may be useful to Indian corporates, RBI and banks. For 
companies, it is expected to give direction for introducing better controls and systems 
for management of FX exposure. This study is also expected to be of assistance to 
future researchers in the field of finance, economics and business management. 
06.03.2009 
Aligarh 
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
Generally all businesses are open to risks from movements in prices of raw material, 
cost of capital, foreign exchange rates and interest rates etc. and need to be managed so 
as to minimize the risk and maximize the returns. 
1.1 Foreign exchange (FX) exposure: FX exposure arises from many different 
activities, viz. 
A visitor going to another country has the exchange rate risk that if that country's 
currency appreciates against his country's currency, the trip will be more expensive as 
he/she needs to spend more of his own currency. 
An exporter who sells its products in foreign currency (FC) has the risk that if the 
value of that FC reduces then the revenues in local currency will be low. 
An importer who buys goods priced in FC has the risk when it appreciates thereby 
making the local currency cost greater than budgeted. 
Individuals, companies and flind managers who own foreign assets are exposed to 
fluctuations in the currencies movements and they may gain or lose depending on the 
appreciation or depreciation of the holding currency when repatriated. 
In the competitive world where imports and exports are integral part of the business, 
companies have exposure to Foreign Exchange. The magnitude of the risk due to this 
exposure varies depending on cash flows, exchange rates and interest rates movements. 
Eitman and Stonehill (1986) and Shapiro (1991) define the three types of foreign 
exchange exposure 'as: 
(a) Translation exposure: occurs due to accounting based changes in consolidated 
financial statements caused by exchange rate changes. 
(b) Transactions exposure: occurs when exchange rates change between the time that 
an obligation is incurred and the time it is settled, thus affecting actual cash flows. 
< Malindretos, John, Tsaiucas. Demetri, Fall 1995, Hedging preferences and foreign exchange exposure management 
Multinational Business Review 
I Economic exposure: reflects the change in the present value of the firm's expected 
future cash flows as a result of an unexpected change in exchange rates. 
1.2 Nature of FX transactions: These could be of capital or revenue in nature as shown 
Table 1 
Transaction 
1. Foreign currency borrowing/loan -
whether Floating or Fixed interest rates 
2. Exports/imports - Cash flows 
thereof 
3. FX bookings/cancellations & Hedge 
Transactions cash flows 
4. Any other payments or receivables 
or investments 
Nature of transaction 
• Interest related payments/ receipts 
• Both Capital and Revenue in 
nature 
• FX deals & hedge transactions 
• Both Capital and Revenue in 
nature 
It is essential that the company has set up a team in the Corporate Finance/Treasury 
department to manage FX exposure and the risks thereof. 
1.3 Analysis of exposures and the risk appraisal associated with it to be carried out 
indicated Table 2: 
FX Transaction 
5. FC Cash Flows/Schedules/ value dates 
6. Inflow-Outflow Mismatches / Gaps 
7. Floating / Fixed Interest Rate amounts 
Major risks 
• Systemic risk 
• Market and Transaction Risk 
• Value at risk (VaR) 
1.3.1. Systemic Risk 
There is a need to have robust IT systems as to monitor the gaps with proper reports. 
The management should get timely data and information on the FX risks of the 
company periodically and take appropriate action required. 
1.3.2. Market and Transaction Risk 
This is linked to the rules and regulations of the central bank i.e. Reserve bank of India 
relating to FX transactions. And the exchange rate and interest rate movements. It is 
required to develop various scenarios with underlying assumptions so that this risk can 
be mitigated. For example: US Dollar and Swiss Frank currency pair do not show wide 
variations where as USD/Euro and USD/INR have been showing high 
swings/variations. 
1.3.3. Value at Risk (VaR) 
It is a statistical tool to measure the probable loss when a particular variable, say 
exchange rate, moves adverse against the reference at a particular confidence level 
based on historical data. VaR gives broad indicator of profit/ loss, company could 
make if the rate changes by a particular percentage. Systems should be put in place to 
monitor VaR. 
1.3.4. Volatility Risk 
Volatility risk reflects the speed at which asset prices fluctuate. The more rapidly 
prices changes, the more volatile the asset is said to be. Financial risk managers factor 
volatility variables into complex VaR formulas to predict price ranges of a derivative 
portfolio. 
1.4 Hedging & Risk Management policies 
The first step in implementing procedural best practices is to formulate an Enterprise-
wide risk policy ,^ inter-alia for management of FX Exposure. Top management/Board 
should lay down policy guidelines and procedures to be followed by the risk 
management or treasury officials of the company from time to time with respect to 
Hedging strategies and techniques to be used with proper controls. A strong 
management information system should also be in place for active monitoring the 
positions and alert the top management for proper decision making. It is the 
responsibility of the senior management to be aware of the direction or trend in rates 
movement and expectations of such shifts and the effects of the changes on 
profitability and balance sheet size of the company. Risk Reporting & monitoring 
process must be put in place giving the pertinent information in various formats inter-
• Risk and Derivatives Consulting Board, Inc Handbool<, Market Volatility and the Rogue Trader, A Handbook 
for Directors, Officers, and Risk Managers, Warren, New Jersey 07059 USA, Chubb Group of Insurance 
companies, page 8 
'ibid, page 21 
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alia with proper controls like Limits, stop loss limits and breach of any limits, etc. as 
(a) To err is human and (b) A stitch in time saves nine. 
Management should actively monitor the risk of loss and FX positions open and take 
appropriate decision to minimize losses by taking counter positions using hedges. 
1.4.1 The FX markets comprise four different markets which ftjnction separately but 
closely interlinked'*, viz. (a) the Spot market, (b) the Futures market, (c) the Options 
market and (d) the Derivatives market. 
Various instruments available in the FX market for management of FX exposure/risk 
are: 
(a) Plain vanilla instruments 
• Spot buy/sell of currencies 
• Forwards-FC/INR Forward Contracts & Cross currency forward contracts 
(b) Derivatives 
• Interest Rate Swaps 
• FRAs 
• Currency Swaps 
• Currency Options 
• Interest Rate Options 
• Currency Futures 
• Others (Structured products) 
1.5 Summary: 
The objectives of the current research study are: 
To find out the instruments available in India and understand the rules and regulations 
governing the FX business in India. 
To analyze and find out the correlation of different variables of foreign exchange 
market vis-a-vis USD/INR exchange rates 
To obtain the market feed back from select companies regarding FX management; 
compare with FX risk management practices followed in select advanced countries. 
To develop a strategy for managing Indian companies' FX exposure in view of 
dynamic and volatile nature of the forex market. 
" Mark Levinson, 2006, Guide to Financial Marl<ets, Fourth Edition, London, The Economist page 15 
CHAPTER 2 
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
Study of literature related to the current topic of FX risk management both in India and 
abroad is covered in this chapter. In addition, the methodology adopted to carryout the 
Research study is dovetailed. 
2.1 REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
A research work to be more realistic, rightly directed, properly analysed, critically 
evaluated, better conclusive and not duplicated is possible only when the review of the 
'Area of research' is undertaken. It may be noted that review of the existing literature 
plays an equally important role than the research work itself, as it gives the lead to 
embark on expanding the existing research area or explore new areas for study. 
2.1.1 Existing research studies on the proposed research topic in India: 
Research has been carried on related topics by Avadhoot Nadkami and Rajat Acharya. 
Studies have been undertaken in Czech Republic by Lacinaand; in USA by Sajjid 
Chinoy relating to the subject of study. 
Avadhoot Nadkarni^  carried out doctoral thesis, "India's Exchange Rate under the 
Basket Arrangement: An Exposition and Evaluation" at Department of Economics, St. 
Xavier College, University of Mumbai, which was awarded EXIM Bank International 
Trade Research Annual Award 1996 by Export Import Bank of India in Sept. 1997. 
The study examines India's exchange rate management, i.e. the mechanism for the 
determination of rate and its exchange rate policies, especially vis-a-vis the level of the 
rate, over the period 1975-1991. In particular (a) the study provides an exposition of 
the basket-peg mechanism for the determination fan exchange rate; (b) it discusses the 
way in which the mechanism was used to manage the rate in India, (iii) it develops 
measures for the determination of the level of the rate in India in nominal and real 
terms and (d) it evaluates India's exchange rate policies over the period, i.e. it 
examines the extent to which stabilisation was attained by the Indian basket 
' Avadhoot Nadkami Dr. St. Xavier College, Mumbai, Sept. 1997,, India's Exchange Rate under the Basket 
Arrangement: An Exposition and Evaluation,. Export Import Bank of India, Occasional Paper No.57 
arrangement, as also, in the framework of a model, it examines tlie extent to wliich the 
devaluation brought about by managing the rate was effective in improving the trade 
balance. The findings were as follows: (a) the Indian Rupee was not rigidly pegged, 
within narrow margins around the parity, to a basket of currencies, except initially, i.e.. 
for a little over three years since 1975. Over a major part of the period the Rupee was 
being managed against the basket. The management achieved a nominal devaluation of 
the Rupee at an annual rate of about 10% over the period 1981-91 against a basket of 4 
major currencies (USD, GBP, Japanese Yen and Deutsche Mark). This nominal 
devaluation resulted in a real devaluation of a little over 5% p.a. against a thirty-
currency basket over the same period. The basket arrangement did result in 
stabilisation of exchange rates, (b) The devaluation of the Rupee brought about by 
managing the basket rate comes across as effectual in improving the trade balance if 
we abstract from the inflationary effects of this devaluation. The price elasticities of 
supply/demand for exports/imports are such that devaluation will lead to an 
improvement in trade balance in dollar terms because of an import compression, which 
outweighs the accompanying fall in the dollar value of exports. If inflation feedback 
effects of devaluation are allowed for the fall in the dollar value of exports is arrested 
to some extent because of price setting power in export markets which implies that 
highest domestic prices translate into higher export prices and hence higher export 
values. The inflation, however, also means that relatively cheaper imported inputs tend 
to be substituted for costlier domestic inputs and the dollar value of imports is higher 
than it would be without inflation. The latter effect of inflation outweighs the former 
implying that devaluation is not as effective in improving the trade balance as would 
seem from an examination of the trade elasticities. 
Rajat Acharya^ carried out doctoral thesis, "Theoretical Aspects of Liberal Trade 
Policies in Transition Economies: Exchange Rate, Competition and Exports" at 
Department of Economics, University of Burdwan, West Bengal, which was awarded 
EXIM Bank International Trade Research Annual Award 1997 by Export Import Bank 
of India in March 1998. The study attempts to analyse different aspects of the liberal 
trade policies in the transition economies taking into account the specificities in market 
and production structures. The following issues were focussed: (a) Efficacy of 
'' Rajat Acharya Dr., March 1998, Dept. of Economics, University of Burdwan, West Bengal; Theoretical Aspects of Liberal Trade Policies 
in Transition Economies: Exchange Rate, Competition and Exports, Export Import Bank of India, Occasional Paper No 62 
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exchange rate policies lilce devaluation and convertibility of domestic currency in 
removing the balance of payments constraint and generating employment; (b) 
Macroeconomic implications of devaluation, particularly on black market premium on 
foreign exchange and under invoicing of exports; (c) Post liberalisation domestic 
market structure, output and welfare in the presence of cost-efficient, capacity-
constrained domestic firms and (d) Impact of trade liberalisation on quality innovation 
and the choice between minor and major innovations by large and small firms. The 
conclusions were (a) the trade balance effect crucially depends on the direction of Real 
Exchange Rate movement, but there is not much to be worried about the employment 
changes on this account. The serious threat to employment changes comes from the 
demand for non-traded goods through devaluation-induced changes in the black market 
exchange rate, (b) It is demonstrated that the post-liberalisation domestic market 
structure, out-put and welfare critically depend on the size of the domestic market and 
the degree of asymmetry in cost of domestic and foreign firms, (c) The issue of quality 
innovation is extremely important because in the long run significant export growth 
can only be achieved through improvement in quality of many of our export products. 
Lacina^ has carried out Doctoral work on Foreign Exchange Rate Risk Management 
in Czech Republic and the thesis is divided to three parts. First part analysis the 
increasing volatility of foreign exchange markets since the collapse of Breton-Woods 
system of fixed exchange rates. Exchange rates movements generate business risks of 
many types, often complex and sometimes hidden. These risks can be group according 
to their nature. Author adopting an analysis based on whether the exposure is 
economic, transactional or translation. The aim of the theoretical part of the thesis is to 
explain importance of foreign exchange exposure and risk within the set of risks, 
which firms are facing. Author uses the statistical tools to explain the nature of foreign 
exchange risk and exposure and geometrical tools to explain the relationship between 
exposure and risk. The foreign exchange exposure is defined as the amounts of foreign 
currencies which represents the sensitivity of the future, real domestic-currency 
(market) value of any physical or financial asset (liabilities) to random variations in the 
' LACINA, L.: kizeni devizov6ho rizikapodniku (Foreign Exchange Rate Risk Management), Faculty of 
Business and Economics, Department of finance Mendel University of Agriculture and Forestry Brno, Czech, 
(2000) Doctoral thesis. Text in Czech, summary in English 178 p. (Downloaded from Internet). 
future domestic purchasing powers of these foreign currencies, at some specific future 
date. Author stresses that the words currency risk and exposure are not the synonyms. 
Currency risk is to be identified with statistical quantities, which summarise the 
probability that the actual domestic purchasing power of home or FC on a given future 
date will differ from its originally anticipated value. Exposure in contrast should be 
defined in terms of what one has at risk. The proper understanding of both terms is 
crucial for effective foreign exchange management. Final part of the thesis deals with 
the problematic of foreign exchange risk management. Step by step is described the 
process of FX management. Analyse begin with defmhion of responsibilities for FX 
management within the firm. Then follows description of the hedging techniques 
available for reduction and covering the open positions in foreign currencies. The work 
concludes with the recommendations of optimal foreign exchange risk hedging 
strategy. From the above it can be observed that it has been a theoretical study and 
hence there is scope for expanding the same with practical orientation and also in the 
Indian context. 
Sajjid Chinoy* has carried out doctoral dissertation "Currency Risk Premia and 
Unhedged, FC Borrowing in Emerging Markets" at Department of Economics, 
Stanford University, USA which was awarded EXIM Bank International Economic 
Research Annual Award 2001 by Export Import Bank of India in January 2002. The 
study attempts to jointly rationalise two important puzzles in international economics: 
the existence of a currency risk premium in the interest rates of many emerging 
markets, and the desire of firms in these environments to expose themselves to 
currency-risk, by undertaking unhedged, FC liabilities in the context of East Asian 
crisis. The summary indicates that the portfolio demands of agents in the economy are 
combined to demonstrate that the equilibrium currency-risk premium is a function of 
the current account deficit, the relative net-worth of the non-tradable and tradable 
sectors, the volatility of the exchange rate, the extent to which nominal depreciations 
translate into real depreciations, the share of consumption devoted to tradables and the 
co-efficient of relative risk-aversion of agents in the economy. Contrary to 
conventional wisdom, it is shown that increased exchange rate uncertainties does not 
necessarily reduce the desire of firms to take on risky, FC debt. In this study, though 
' Sajjid Chinoy Dr, Department of Economics, Stanford University, USA. (January 2002); "Currency Risl< Premia and Unhedged, Foreign 
Currency Borrowing n Emerging Markets", Export Import Bank of India, Occasional Paper No.88 
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much theoretical work has focussed on the desire of bani<s in these environments to 
take on unhedged, FC debt, the literature has largely ignored analysing the desire of 
firms to undertake unhedged, offshore FC liabilities. In the proposed study, it is 
envisaged to obtain the feedback of corporate managers and to link up with the 
theoretical aspects so as to derive meaningful conclusions in the Indian context. 
Radhika Samant^ , while analysing the External Commercial Borrowings, which has 
emerged as a cheaper financing option due to apparently the interest rate differential in 
FC compared to Rupee borrowings. Though the FC loan is cheaper in terms of interest 
rate, it is fraught with risks, viz. exchange rate risk, forward premium levels and 
economic factors like influence of RBI on spot rates etc. and therefore a detailed 
hedging strategy along with proper internal control systems is to be laid down by 
corporates. It is necessary to the company to ascertain the risk bearing capacity and 
specifically realistic projections of imports and exports over the tenure of the loan and 
realistic projections of profitability during the currency of loan to be made so as to 
absorb the exchange rate movement. 
Y-M-Deosthalee"* while analysing the Monetary and Credit Policy 1997-98 elaborates 
on two measures aimed at providing flexibility to corporates in foreign exchange 
dealings and enabling the forex market to gain in depth. Firstly, allowing corporates to 
book forward contracts based on likely receivables and payables according to business 
projections subject to maximum of average export-import turnover in the preceding 2 
years. This measure is aimed at facilitating the development of long term forward 
transactions since companies, which have long-term receivables, and payables can take 
a long-term view. Secondly, the Credit policy allows the development of Rupee-Forex 
Swap market. This gives freedom to Ads to run a swap book within their open position 
limits and thereby facilitates development of currency swap market and long-dated 
forward market in India. All these measures provide considerable freedom to corporate 
treasury. Their success will however, hinge on how they review and formalise their 
risk management policies and control mechanisms. In a liberalised environment, risk 
management could make all the difference between success and stagnation. 
' Radhika Samant, (July 1997), Foreign Currency Loan-For Better or For Worse?, New Delhi, The Chartered Accountant, Joumai of ICAI. 
P.36 
'" Deosthalee Y.M., (July 1997), Optimal Cash Management-Onus on Corporate Treasury, New Delhi, The Chartered Accountant Joumai 
oflCAI, P.40-43 
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2.1.2 Research articles related to the proposed thesis in India: 
Investor Guide of the Economic Times '' had carried out a featured article namely 
"A India survives Thursday's trigger on Asia". As the Asian and other markets were 
hit by a domino effect after the devaluation of Thailand Baht (July 2, 1997). India 
marginally avoided the catastrophe with a less rapid fall. Two things had become clear 
to the investing community around the world. One Indian stock market no longer 
cherishes the socialist veil. They are one with any domino or surge effect that takes 
place around the world. Two, India Stock Inc. is well placed o protect itself from any 
global disasters. For, as the Asian Markets bled profusely, India managed to scrape 
through. It may be noted that political instability and imminent fall of coalition 
government and a comment by RBI Official that the Rupee is overvalued by 14.10% in 
REER terms had triggered the fall of Rupee in 1997 rather than the domino effect. 
Immediately on eruption of South-East Crisis, RBI decided to adopt 'Intervention 
Strategy' and hit speculators through physical controls by reversing some of the steps 
taken at the beginning of the year, rather than 'Use of Reserves' to arrest the steep fall 
of Rupee. This has resulted in stabilisation of Rupee towards end of 1997 after 
recording a fall of 12% during the year.'^ 
The Arthur Andersen had conducted Treasury Benchmark Survey of Major 
Corporations in Singapore and Japan in December 2000 and published in July 2001 ' \ 
The key findings are: 
The objective of risk management is to ensure that the activities of the organisations 
are not exposed to unacceptable losses. The responsibility of risk management usually 
lies on the senior management as well as the board. Arthur Andersen has identified six 
main types of risk management policies. They are foreign exchange, credit, 
operational, liquidity, commodity and interest rate risk management policies. Foreign 
exchange risk policy is the most common type of policy that both Japanese and 
Singaporean organisations have in place. Of the various foreign exchange exposure 
'' Investor Guide (1 September-7 September 1997), India survives Thursday's trigger on Asia, Mumbai, The Economic Times 
'^  ABN- Amro Bank, India Treasury, (January 1998), 1997 AND THE INDIAN RUPEE, Special Feature, Treasury Times, Mumbai, P 5 
" Arthur Anttersen LLP • 3 Jul 2001, Key Findings of the Andersen Treasury Benchmarlc Survey of Major Corporations in S ingapore and 
Japan. 
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that are hedged, booked transactions exposures and anticipated transaction exposures 
are most commonly hedged by Singapore companies and Japanese companies 
respectively. The types of common instruments used by both Japanese and Singapore 
companies to hedge their forex risk are mainly spot/ forward and plain vanilla options. 
Most organisations adopt a hedging horizon of less than 12 months. 
2.1.3 External studies related to the subject area: 
Minister of Finance, New Zealand issued Guidelines''* for the Management of Crown 
and Departmental Foreign Exchange Exposures inter-alia, covering the Foreign-
Exchange Policy Objectives. 
Guideline 1 
The policy document must state the department's foreign-exchange policy objectives. 
To minimise transaction exposure by covering all material foreign-exchange exposures 
as soon as they arise, with approved instruments and counterparties; 
to minimise counterparty exposure by establishing the criteria for acceptable 
transaction and bank account counterparties and limiting the amount of exposure to 
any single counterparty; and 
to ensure that the policies and practices comply with the Public Finance Act 1989 and 
the Guidelines for the Management of Crown and Departmental Foreign-Exchange 
Exposure. 
Guideline 2 
The policy document must describe the types of foreign-exchange exposure faced by 
the department. 
Guideline 3 
The policy document must list the delegated authorities and key responsibilities for 
foreign-exchange exposure management within the department. 
Chief Executives are accountable for their department's foreign-exchange exposure 
management. This includes: 
designing and implementing their department's foreign-exchange policy document; 
'* Minister of Finance, New Zealand, 24 November 2003, Guidelines for the Management of Crown and Departmental Foreign Exchange 
Exposure 
identifying and covering their transaction exposure, with approved instruments and 
counterparties; managing the funding and operation of their foreign-currency bank 
accounts; 
monitoring credit and transaction exposure limits; and 
reporting on all aspects of foreign-exchange exposure as part of their normal financial 
reporting. 
And departmental bank accounts and any changes to them thereafter; 
Guideline 4 
The policy document must state the point or points at which identification and covering 
of transaction exposure will occur. Where more than one identification point is stated, 
the policy should define the circumstances under which each is applicable. 
Guideline 5 
The policy document must state the Transaction Exposure Limit for each individual 
currency. The Transaction Exposure Limit for an individual currency must not exceed 
NZ$100,000. 
Guideline 6 
The policy document must identify the instruments which the department may use to 
cover its transaction exposure, together with any limitations on their use. Such 
limitations should include: 
i. maximum utilisation of a particular instrument without reference to the Chief 
Execufive; 
ii. specific approval from the Chief Executive required to use a particular instrument; 
and 
iii. use of particular instruments to cover specified types of transactions. 
Guideline 7 
The policy document should state that the department is prohibited under the Public 
Finance Act 1989 from rolling forward an existing 
Guideline 8 
The policy document must identify the counterparties with whom the department may 
undertake foreign-exchange transactions and/or hold foreign-currency bank accounts. 
The minimum credit rating for a counterparty is A- / A3 (subject to the exceptions 
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outlined in paragraph 48 of this document). Counterparties that do not meet the criteria 
may be included only with the prior approval of joint ministers. 
Guideline 9 
The policy document must state the Counterparty Exposure Limit for each individual 
counterparty. The Counterparty Exposure Limit for an individual counterparty must 
not exceed NZ $5 million. 
Guideline 10 
The policy document must specify how frequently counterparty credit ratings and 
exposure levels are to be checked. It must state that, where an approved counterparty is 
subsequently downgraded to a rating that is below the minimum level (A- / A3), the 
department will be required to cease trading and/or close their bank account with that 
counterparty, unless joint ministerial approval has been granted to keep the account 
open. 
Guideline 11 
The policy document must comply with the requirements of the banking and 
investment provisions contained in the Public Finance Act 1989. These include: 
Guideline 12 
The policy document must identify the types and frequency of foreign-exchange 
exposure reports to be produced for internal and external use, and to whom they are to 
be distributed. 
Global Treasury Management Survey'* conducted by Treasury Strategies Inc. in 
2002 covering the following areas viz. Treasury organisation, Technology utilisation 
and plans, Key projects and issues and International cash management structures. 
Major findings of the survey are: 
(a) Most companies have centralised treasury structure. Among the MNCs, only 
8% respondents operate in decentralised environment. Majority has indicated 
preference to centralised approach. 
(b) While web-based products and capabilities have been a topic of great interest 
in the treasury environment, the survey indicated that a relatively slow transition 
to the web enablement of treasury functions. 
" Treasuty Strategies, Global Treasuiy management Survey 2002, Chicago, page 2 
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I Financial Risk Management is a key issue with more than 60% of the 
respondents. It' seen that companies are implementing new reporting systems and 
processes. And also in the process of refining hedge policies and practices for the 
new world of FAS 133 ^ 
The Foreign Exchange Rate Exposure of Nations'' Based on the research idea of 
Adier and Dumas, the foreign exchange rate exposure was applied to whole economies 
in stead of single firms or industries. Results based on data from 27 countries show that 
national FX rate exposures are significantly related to the current balance variables of 
corresponding economies. 
2.2 RESEARCH DESIGN 
2.2.1 Background; Developments in relating to Rupee market 
Financial sector reforms started in India with liberalization of economy in 1991. This 
has led to many opportunities as well as threats to the Indian corporates, which have 
exposure to FC in the form of imports and exports. 
• The Indian Rupee (INR) was under the Fixed Exchange System (FES) linked to the 
British Pound Sterling (GBP) and through it to other currencies. 
• This system affixed exchange rates could not withstand the pressure emanating 
from inadequacies of international liquidity arrangement, suspension of convertibility 
of US Dollar (USD) into gold and increase in the price of oil. As a result of these a 
rapidly fluctuating and floating exchange rates were born in 1971 '^. 
• However, in India, Reserve Bank of India (RBI), the Central Bank, in GBP and 
Foreign Exchange Dealers' Association (FEDAI) used to give 'rate schedule' to 
Authorised Dealers (Ads, i.e. Banks and Institutions) based on which the rates to 
customers were quoted the exchange rates. This system of 'rate schedule' was 
abolished effective from 1 January 1984 paving the way for quoting to customers 
based on on-going market rates by Ads. 
'^  Ibid, page 6 
" Horn Entorf, Jochen Moebert and Katja Sonderof, Darmstadt University of Technology, Department of Economics, Darmstadt, Germany, 
April 20,2006, Abstract of the study - The Foreign Exchange Rate Exposure of Nations 
'" FEDAI, Management (31 August! 996), Exchange Cover and Risk Foreign Exchange Dealers' Association of India, Mumbai, P.25 
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• The balance of payment crisis witnessed in the country during the period 1990-91 
was marked by record low level of foreign exchange reserves, widening current deficit, 
Gulf crisis, increasing oil import bill and dwindling/withdrawal of funds by Non-
Residents. The foreign exchange reserves were at USD 5,834 Mn (comprising Gold-
3,496 Mn, SDRs-102 Mn and FC Assets-2,236 Mnf. 
• This crisis has prompted the Government of India (GOI) to initiate the structural 
reforms in 1991 and bring the sagging economy from the brink of collapse. 
• To begin with Rupee was devalued in June and July 1991, the fragmented 
subsidies on exports were replaced with EximScrip, which gave exporters freely 
tradable import entitlements equivalent to 30-40% of their export earnings. The 
EximScrip was replaced with Liberalised Exchange Rate Management System 
(LERMS) introduced in 1992 thus dual exchange rate system was born. LERMS was 
replaced with Unified exchange rate system in August 1993 and RBI adopted direct 
quotation system then onwards. Under this unified exchange rate system, RBI allowed 
Rupee to find its level in the market, albeit with smaller intervention, as and when RBI 
deemed fit to intervene. 
• The GOI had set up Sodhani Committee in 1994 to study the Foreign exchange 
market in India and suggest measures to strengthen the system. In sequel to that GOI 
constituted Tarapore Committee in 1997 to study Capital Account Convertibility 
(CAC) and suggest road map for introduction ofCAC and remove all restrictions on 
capital movement into and outside the borders of country. The Committee has 
suggested a period of 3 years starting from 1997-98, 1998-99 and 1999-2000 for this 
purpose, subject to satisfying various signposts like achieving fiscal deficit of 3.5% to 
5% of GDP, inflation of 3.5% to 4.5%, strong financial system, sufficient foreign 
exchange reserves to the tune of about 28 billion US dollars, stable currency position 
and so on. Though the reserves position is comfortable at USD 34 billion, RBI has 
adopted wait and watch position before lifting all controls. 
• Meanwhile, RBI has been allowing gradual relaxations under FEMA for 
strengthening the forex market in India. The forward market for foreign currencies 
started with introduction of LERMS by RBI and later on left to Ads in the foreign 
exchange market. On account of restrictions on free movement of capital and with the 
" Reserve Bank of India Bulletin (May 16, 2001), Table No.44 Foreign Exchange Reserves 
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administered rates of interest, the forward margins are not truly reflective of interest 
rate differentials as in the advanced economies, but gradually being corrected. RBI 
has allowed booking, cancellation and re-booking of forward contracts from time to 
time in respect of corporate genuine exposures. 
• Also, RBI has allowed Ads to write Options to resident customers to cover their 
genuine exposure subject to certain conditions with effect from I January 1994. In 
case of imports under long term and commercial borrowings the repayment of which 
extends beyond 5-7 years, the exchange risk is considerably higher at the time of 
remittances. There are several instruments, which have been acknowledged as 
'durable hedging mechanism' that has come into vogue in the international markets 
viz. currency swaps and interest rate swaps. 
1.1.1 Exchange rate movement of INR 
With the changing business environment corporates are required to take proactive 
approach to manage the FC exposure. To site related examples... 
• The exchange rate as on March/April 1991 was lUSD=Rs.l9.53 (i.e. for Rs. 100 = 
USD 5.12 as per indirect quotation) and the 6 month forwards were at a premium of 
2.73% p.a. against USD and at a discount of 2.76% p.a. against GBP ^°. In those days 
the GBP was the anchor currency of RBI. 
• The Rupee was devalued '^ to around Rs.21.40 per Dollar on June 29, 1991, to 
Rs.23.25 on July 1, 1991 and to Rs.26 on July 3, 1991 for a total decline of around 
22%. EximScrip, which gave exporters freely tradable import entitlements equivalent 
to 30-40% of their export earnings to boost exports. In February 1992, LERMS was 
introduced by abolishing the EximScrip and the dual exchange rate system was 
introduced. 
• From March 3, 1992 to February 28, 1993, this dual exchange rate system 
existed^ .^ It consisted of (1) a market-determined exchange rate covering 60% of all 
forex remittances and (2) the official rate, which was determined by RBI for the 
balance 40% of export, proceeds (to be sold to RBI at Rs.26 per USD). 
" Reserve Bank of India Bulletin (May 1991), Table No.l4 Reserve Bank of India-Foreign Exchange Rates, P: S470 
" Mecklai Market Report (August 15,1997), 50 Years Since Independence, Mecklai Financial & Commercial Services Ltd., Mumbai, Vol 
XII, No.34 
" The IMF, International Financial Statistics (May 1997), Washington, The International Monetary Fund, p 354 
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• From March 1, 1993, the unified exchange rate system was introduced for all 
transactions and also the Direct Method of quotation (for e.g. 1 USD = Rs. X). From 
March 4, 1992 the Dollar became the intervention currency. 
• In August 1994, the Rupee was made convertible for all current account 
transactions. Rupee was gradually allowed to find appropriate level in market. 
• The Rupee was quoted around Rs.31.37 per USD and the forward premium levels 
about 1% in 1994. Also, the spot USD/INR rate has gradually depreciated to Rs. 35.91 
on March 1, 1997^ ^ and Rs. 39.72 in April 1998. This is because, hither to RBI was 
controlling the spot rates and now it is left to market forces. Market forces include 
Banks (Authorised Dealers), Financial Institutions, Corporates (Importers and 
exporters), Government and brokers. 
• Rupee was quoting at Rs. 46.64 per USD on March 30, 2001^" indicating 
depreciation of about 7% p.a. between 1994 and 2001. 
• The six-month forward premium levels touched a peak of 24% p.a. in January 1998 
and as on March 2001 it was hovering at 8% p.a. Different market participants will 
have different views of the market movement and take positions accordingly. 
• When there is high volatility, companies are exposed to more risk if they keep 
their positions open. Rates could move to their advantage or disadvantage. Supply and 
demand is constantly changing in the market, and this causes the foreign exchange rate 
continually to change^ .^ 
2.2.3 Need for Risk Management 
• Exchange rates depend on various factors viz. exchange control regulations issued 
by RBI under erstwhile Foreign Exchange Regulation Act 1973 (FERA) and now 
Foreign Exchange Management Act 1999(FEMA), inflows and outflows of Foreign 
Currency (FC) of the country, favourable market conditions, growth in industry, 
demand for products, domestic savings, rate of inflation, balance of payments position, 
foreign exchange reserves. 
• Companies with exports have natural hedge against their FC loan repayments. If 
the company is a net importer it is better to adopt risk management techniques like 
" Reserve Bank of India Bulletin (May 30, 1997), Table No.38: Daily Foreign Exchange Spot Rates 
" Reserve Bank of India Bulletin (May 16,2001), Table No.47: Daily Foreign Exchange Spot Rates 
" Nick Douch, (1996), Managing Foreign Exchange Risks,, Paris, International Chamber of Commerce, P7 
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forward cover booking, currency swaps, interest rate swaps and options to minimise 
the risk of volatility in premium and spot levels. The forward premium levels will have 
substantial impact on profitability of the company. 
• The companies have the choice (1) to keep the position open or (2) to hedge cover 
fully or (3) to hedge partially. Therefore, the need for Risk Management has become 
imminent for optimisation of income and minimisation of cost. The cost or the premium 
paid for booking forward cover is like an insurance premium, which protects the 
company's liabilities^'^. 
• Under the forward contract, the future obligations becomes crystal clear at the 
time of contract and hence, the company management can plan and manage cashflows 
efficiently. In India, forward contracts are more popular as it is tailor made and 
settlement takes place on value dates. 
• The forward differential is a function of spot rate, interest rates, demand and 
supply, liquidity in the market, imports and exports, debt servicing obligations, 
tourism, Non-resident deposits, Foreign Direct Investments (FDI) and Foreign 
Institutional Investors (FIIs) portfolio investments into and out of the country. 
• The finance manager has to be vigilant all the times, he is required to track the 
currency movements and forward premium levels and decide to get locked into at a 
particular level, called comfort level, in consultation with top management. 
• It may also be mentioned that company has to track the currency movement of the 
countries of import and/or exports vis-a-vis USD and its likely impact on INR. For e.g. 
steep depreciation of South East Asian currencies had an impact on INR and India's 
exports and Imports by having competitive advantage. However, RBI has not allowed 
INR to depreciate the way South East Asian Currencies by taking stringent measures 
against speculators. There was reduced scope for speculators to beat down INR 
because of strong fundamentals of the Indian Economy. 
• Hence, there is an urgent need to study on " the regulatory mechanism, 
instruments available for forex risk management in India, study the factors affecting 
the exchange rates, understand the awareness of corporate executives on depth of 
"'Raja wade AV (1994), Foreign Exchange, International FinanceandRiskManagement, Academy of Business Studies, Mumbal P 192 
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forex market" and to suggest " methods for effective management of FC exposure by 
Indian Corporates ". 
2.2.4 OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY 
a) To carry out desk research and study the features of Forex market in India *: 
(i) Developments in forex market between 1991-2006 
(ii) Regulatory mechanism for Forex management 
(iii) Products/ Instruments available in Indian market 
(iv) Trend analysis of exchange rate (USD/INR) movements with respect to 
1) Spot rates 
2) Forward Rates (Premium Levels) 
3) External Debt (Balance of Payments, Foreign Direct Investments/FIIs) 
4) Foreign Exchange Reserves; 
5) Trade Balance 
b) To find out the Risk Management practices being followed in select advanced 
economies (e.g. UK, Germany, USA, Australia) by referring to the research studies 
carried out by earlier Researchers. 
c) To carry out explorative research to study 
(i) to estimate the awareness of factors affecting the exchange rates and 
opportunities available in the market for managing the foreign 
exchange exposure among Finance Executives of the select companies 
during the study period, 
(ii) identify the most widely used Risk management tool (s) by these select 
companies of sample population. 
d) To combine above three research findings; summarise practices and techniques; 
and suggest suitable Risk Management Practice(s) to Indian companies. 
2.2.5 RESEARCH PLAN (Sources of Data and Tools for Analysis^ 
2.2.5.1 Sources of Data: 
1. For desk research as at 2(a) above, historical data has been referred. The sources 
for data and analysis are RBI annual reports, FEMA/FERA Acts, Foreign Exchange 
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Dealers Association of India (FEDAI), RBI Bulletins, Exchange Control Manual, 
Annual Reports of companies, CMIE publications, Economic Survey, Budget, News 
letters of Banks, Occasional papers from RBI economic department. Research papers 
published in various magazines, Reuters terminal & Bloomberg terminal (used by 
Dealers in banks and some big companies), Trade Journals, News papers clippings, 
Text Books on International Financial Management, International Finance, Technical 
Analysis and Risk Management. 
2. For desk research as at 2(b) above, previous studies carried out in UK, USA, 
Germany, Australia and other countries were consulted. Also, available studies on risk 
management practices by Multinational corporations (MNCs) have been referred. 
3. For explorative research as at 21, Survey technique was adopted. A detailed 
questionnaire covering the questions related to objectives has been prepared and sent to 
select companies (Sample population) and responses were obtained. Further analysis 
has been carried out to find the answers and test hypothesis. 
4. Population and sample selection: 
The current thesis would fall under Conclusive Research as it relies on both 
secondary data, and primary data specifically gathered for the current study. 
The purpose of conclusive research is to provide a reliable or representative picture of 
the population through the use of a valid research instrument. We will also test 
hypothesis and carry out Causal research to find out the correlation between selected 
variables in the study and bring out the final findings. 
One of the quantitative research technique, viz. Survey method have been used as part 
of primary research for collection of data. The questionnaire, which is one of the 
structured research instruments^^ was sent to the representative sample companies of 
the population and responses obtained. It allows for standardization and uniformity 
both in the questions asked and in the method of approaching subjects, making it far 
easier to compare and contrast answers by respondent group. It also ensures higher 
reliability. Results are provided relatively quickly, based on the sample size and 
" httD://wwwrverson.ca/~mioppe/ResearchProcess/ResearchDesignDataCollection TechniquesandSelectionofSubjects htm 
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methodology chosen and is relatively inexpensive. Questionnaire has been designed 
and questions worded in such a way to get responses properly. Some of the 
respondents have not given proper responses and gave biased replies to questions 
resulting in response error or bias. To correct and minimize this error, higher sample 
of 100 companies selected and /inally responses from 50 companies, which are 
complete, were used for analysis and study. 
The above method is used considering the following factors: (i) the availability of time; 
(ii) administrability in terms of cost, printing, mailing and distribution costs ; (iii) the 
sample population, and (iv) the kind of information we wanted to collect. 
2.2.5.2 Database: Information was collected from the sample population. In selecting 
the companies for survey convenient random sampling technique has been used. 
Constrained by the resources, 100 companies were selected for collecting the data. 
Care has been taken to collect information from different size and cluster of companies 
to reflect diverse nature as listed below: 
i. Top 10 companies, under 10 industry categories, which are having (a) 
Exports and/or Imports; (b) net sales of Rs.lOO crore & above; and (c) earning profits 
in the year 2005/2006 as per the Source database, were selected for survey. 
ii. In case of non-availability of top 10 companies with the above criteria, the 
net sales reduced to Rs. 50 crore, other criteria remaining the same. 
The source for selection of population is the "Database of BSIOOO, India's Corporate 
Giants" published by Business Standard in December 2006. It is the research study of 
top 1000 companies of India by the Business Standard magazine. Quota sampling is 
used for selection of sample size. The population is first segmented into mutually 
exclusive sub-groups, just as in stratified sampling. For e.g. Ten industry categories 
viz. (i) Textiles, (ii) engineering, (iii) pharmaceuticals, (iv) diversified, (v) chemicals, 
(vi) consumer durables, (vii) automobiles, (viii) cement, (ix) steel and (x) information 
technology. Then, judgement is used to select the top 10 units/companies from each 
segment based on assumption that top companies would be engaged in active 
management of foreign exchange exposure and expected to get proper responses to the 
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questionnaire. It is this second step, whicli makes the technique one of non-probability 
sampling. The advantages of quota sampling^^ are the speed with which information 
can be collected, the lower cost of doing so and the convenience it represents. 
For example, the name of sample companies under a particular category (Textiles 
Cotton)^ ^ is given below 
Table 3 
Sr.o. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
Name of 
company 
Vardhaman 
Textiles 
Arvind Mills 
Bombay 
Dyeing 
Gokaldas 
exports 
Abhishek 
Industries 
Nahar 
Industries 
Welspun India 
Forbes Gokak 
JCT 
Nahar exports 
Net Sales 
2006 Rs. Cr. 
1890.56 
1586.90 
1003.98 
861.96 
743.64 
692.74 
631.65 
579.19 
518.05 
426.56 
Net Profit 
2006 Rs. Cr. 
196.32 
127.16 
61.34 
60.88 
56.82 
80.47 
41.55 
21.60 
10.84 
34.54 
Exports 
2006 Rs. Cr 
367.42 
727.43 
269.67 
859.93 
418.97 
42.71 
524.20 
139.70 
44.20 
240.22 
Imports 
2006 Rs. Cr 
264.16 
217.04 
111.34 
443.06 
120.12 
110.02 
130.82 
66.17 
19.05 
17.44 
Source: Business Standard, December 2006, Page 122 
2.2.5.3 Tools for Analysis 
i. Historical rates have been tabulated and analysed with using statistical tools like 
Trend Graphs, Correlation, Regression techniques and ANOVA tables. 
ii. Testing of following two hypotheses using p-value. 
(a) Growth in Forex reserves lead to strengthening of INR against USD; & (b) There 
is no dependence between RBI intervention and corporate action for hedging; 
iii. For trend analysis of rates, e.g. moving averages, standard deviation etc. Reuters 
Graphics Metastock Professional package and Microsoft Excel Toolkit were referred. 
^' CP Kothari, Research methodolog': Methods & Techniques, page 73 
" Business Standanl, December 2006, Page 122 
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2.2.5.4 Time span, scope and contribution of this research 
(a) The time span for the research study is between 1991-2006, commensurate with 
the introduction of financial sector reforms. However, the base year for most of the 
data would be 1992-93 as the effect of liberalizations had started trickling down from 
that year. For forward premiums, the dynamic data would be available from Aug 1994 
after India adopted Article VIII status under IMF regulations, i.e. since current account 
convertibility by Government of India was introduced. 
(b) Obtained empirical studies on Risk Management practices being followed by 
MNCs, firms in UK, USA, Germany, Sweden, Chile and Australia have been included. 
(c) The population included in the sample has been expanded or contracted depending 
on the number of companies falling under the criteria, so as to maintain the sample size 
at 100 companies. 
(d) This research study is expected to contribute for understanding the following: (i) 
"the regulatory mechanism, available FX instruments in India; (ii) factors/variables 
affecting the exchange rates and their inter-relationhips, (iii) the awareness of 
corporate executives regarding the development and depth of forex market in India; 
(iv) the practices being followed with regard to current study in developed economies 
and developing countries; and suggest "methods for effective management of Foreign 
Exchange exposure by Indian Corporates". 
2.2.5.5 Reliability and validity 
The questionnaire was constructed in such a way that the professional terms are clearly 
explained with simple words. The intention was to help the individual or the 
respondent be able to understand the questions. The questionnaire was tested by 
sending to five different people in order to ensure that the questions are easily 
understandable to ensure the validity of the data as part of good design^*'. 
'" Research Methodology, Methods & Techniques, CR Kothari, Wishwa Prakashan, New Delhi, Second 
Edition, 2000, page 41 
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2.2.5.6 Technical format of Research write up 
The Research output is organized into 5 chapters. A proper numbering system of 
chapters like N.x-y where N is the chapter and x-y is sub-section of chapter is followed 
for easy and quick reference (e.g. 1.1.1 =Chapter 1 and Subsection 1.1). To have 
continuity of thoughts, footnotes are given at the bottom of pages as and when 
required. A list of acronyms has been placed at the beginning of the Thesis for the 
convenience of readers. Select Bibliography has been placed at the end of the Thesis. 
2.2.5.7 Chapter layout 
The Doctoral Thesis is divided into 5 chapters. The first chapter is Introductory in 
nature and gives definition of Foreign Exchange Exposure, Risk Management tools 
and background for the study. Chapter 2 includes, study of literature related to the 
topic of FX risk management both in India and abroad is covered in this chapter. In 
addition, the methodology adopted to carryout the Research study is dovetailed 
namely, background for the study by stating the problem and its importance, listing 
objectives, raising hypothesis, methodology including scope, data sourcing and tools 
for analysis. Chapter 3 covers the developments related to foreign exchange market in 
India; factors affecting the exchange rate movement of FMR, the trend of the variables 
and the USD/INR exchange rate with the help of tables and charts. In Chapter 4, 
detailed analysis and discussions are carried out covering the practices followed in 
select FX markets like USA, Germany, UK, Australia, Finland, Chile, Sweden etc. The 
FX risk management practices by Indian companies and the responses to the 
questionnaire are analysed. In Chapter 5, Conclusions are summarized. Suggestions 
and Recommendations are given. 
2.3 LIMITATIONS OF RESEARCH 
A study of this kind naturally calls for divulging confidential information by 
companies. Therefore, often hesitated to share and responses expected to be lukewarm. 
Hence, to manage a sample of 25 companies, it was feU to seek over 100 companies' 
responses across all industry segments. Cooperation of respondents is a serious 
problem in a survey based approach. This was so in this study as well. It was difficult 
to get full co-operation from the respondents because of lack of interest. They could 
have felt that this study may not be useful to their organization as things are going on 
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as usual. Some felt that it is difficult to share their practices due to confidentiality. 
Some of the respondents had difficulty in understanding the questionnaire. 
The duration of the Doctorate program has a time limit and research is expected to be 
completed on time. 
Research has become costly and consumed a lot of time. In many cases, author had to 
pay for downloading articles. Especially, responses from companies have taken 
months. 
2.4 FUTURE DIRECTION FOR RESEARCH 
Considering the nuances of current study, there is lot of scope for further research. 
MNCs can be covered and the list of respondent companies can be broadened to get 
more depth and also breadth of industries and their practices and to make 
generalizations of findings. This study is limited to only Indian companies. Similar 
studies can be conducted in other countries, especially developing countries and 
compared. 
More fundamental factors like inflation, stock market indices movement, REER, GDP 
growth, fiscal deficit and capital flows etc. can be included in further research, 
especially post meltdown of financial markets since 2007; and their inter-relationships 
can be studied vis-a-vis spot USD/fNR exchange rate movement and generalisations 
can be made regarding factors causing fluctuations in exchange rates. 
2.5 Summary: The current chapter has given the brief background of review of 
literature and the study being conducted and the tools and techniques used for 
research. Reliability and limitations for the study has also been mentioned and future 
directions for further research given. In the next chapter, the developments and trend of 
USD /INR rates and the correlation between variables for the period 1991-2006 are 
covered. 
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CHAPTER 3 
FX MARKETS AND RISK MANAGEMENT TOOLS 
The development of foreign exchange market in India, the factors causing exchange 
rate fluctuations of USD/INR and product availability for FX risk mitigation and 
management in India are studied in this chapter. Correlations between variables of FX 
market, trend analysis of various components covered. Testing of hypothesis is also 
included in his chapter. 
3.1 FX market in India: 
Officially, the Indian Rupee has a 'market determined exchange rate'. But most of the 
times, RBI intervenes extensively to regulate this market, therefore it is called a 'dirty 
float' or a 'managed float'. The RBI trades actively on the USD/INR market to deliver 
a very low volatility; and other exchange rates like the EUR/INR, GBP/INR or 
JPY/INR have volatilities which are typical of floating exchange rates. The 
psychological level is normally watched by the market and it keeps changing from time 
to time. At the time of independence in 1947, the INR was pegged to GBP at 13.33 Rs. 
(equivalent to 1USD=INR 3.31)^'. Over the period, the INR has depreciated/ devalued 
gradually due to impact of wars in 1960s and 70's, deceleration of economic growth 
and in line with USD movement against other currencies. It touched 26 level on 3 Jul 
1991 when it was devalued and the rest is history after the initiation of financial 
reforms. Currently it is trading at around USD 1 = INR 49 levels. The pegged 
exchange rate is accompanied by an elaborate system of capital controls. On the 
current account, there are no currency conversion restrictions hindering buying or 
selling foreign exchange (though trade barriers do exist). On the capital account, 
"foreign institutional investors" have convertibility to bring money in and out of the 
country and buy securities (subject to an elaborate maze of quantitative restrictions). 
Local firms are able to take capital out of the country in order to expand globally. 
Local households are highly restricted in their ability to do global diversification. 
Owing to an enormous expansion of the current account and the capital account, India 
is increasingly moving into de facto convertibility. 
'' Mecklai Market Report (August 15,1997), 50 Years Since Independence, Mecidai Financial & Commercial Services 
Ltd., Mumbai, Vol. XII, No.34 
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3.2 FX market developments: 
1991 - India began to lift restrictions on its currency. A series of reforms remove 
restrictions on current account transactions including trade, interest payments & 
remittances and on some capital assets-based transactions. 
1997 - A panel set up to explore capital account convertibility recommended India 
move towards full convertibility by 2000, but timetable abandoned in the wake of the 
1997-98 East Asian financial crisis. 
2003 - Government of India asks Finance ministry and RBI to prepare a road map for 
moving towards capital account convertibility. Chronology FX market developments 
is given at Appendix 1. 
3.3 Factors weighing on the Rupee: 
3.3.1 Trade and Current Account Deficit On the surface it would appear that oil 
would be the cause of the widening trade deficit. But non-oil imports are growing 
faster than oil imports. The largest growth in imports is... gold! 
3.3.2 Fickle Financing is largely being driven by fickle sources such as External 
Commercial Borrowings (ECBs), Non-Resident Indian deposits (where carry trades are 
getting wiped out every day, with the Federal Reserve likely to up the U.S. fed funds. 
The volatile FII inflows are unlikely to continue at the scorching pace they have set so 
far. 
3.3.3 Capital Flows 
The Indian rupee (INR) is currently experiencing conflicting undercurrents. On the 
positive side, the INR is being pushed higher by capital inflows, partly due to India's 
strong growth rate, but also due to speculation that there may be an imminent FX 
regime adjustment in China. Such an adjustment may in turn impact the Indian 
economy. On the negative side, the Indian trade deficit is at record levels - on a 
monthly basis - and export prospects look less encouraging given the projected 
slowdown in global growth. As a result, the INR is looking increasingly overvalued 
from a medium- to long-term fundamental perspective. 
However, in our view, positive cyclical fundamentals may push the INR even stronger 
in the near term. Investors confinue to look favourably it would seem on Indian 
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economic fundamentals and as a result invest in Indian local markets. Indeed, for at 
least the last 6 months, there has been a marked and distinct change in how global 
investors have viewed India. As a result, we may be seeing a structural rather than 
cyclical shift in capital inflows, although it is probably too early to say. Certainly, 
government economic policy has done much to encourage such a shift though 
significant fiscal and infrastructure challenges remain. 
3.3.4 The REER of rupee on the trade weighted index is used by RBI to assess the 
INR's competitiveness. Based on the Standard Chartered INR REER index, which 
essentially replicates the RBI's 5- country REER (base year 1993-94), the INR"s real 
value has rarely been outside a 3.5-4.0% band. However, it is currently roughly 7% 
overvalued in comparison with its equilibrium value of 100 (1993-94 parity). An 
overtly overvalued currency over a sustained period of time will impact India's trade 
competitiveness. This is because an overvalued currency makes imports cheaper and 
exports more expensive and thus exacerbates trade imbalances and hurts growth. Thus, 
the central bank in such a situation can either intervene in the foreign exchange 
markets and correct the imbalances or alternatively allow market forces to do so. 
3.3.5 IMD Deposits Withdrawal Pressures in December of 5 year IMD deposits of US 
$ 5 bn issued by SBI are due for redemption; may put pressure on the rupee. 
3.3.6 Equity Impact The Indian software outsourcing sector loves a depreciating 
rupee, as its earnings to a large extent are denominated in U.S. dollars stand to benefit 
from a weak Rupee 
3.3.7 Inflation, Liquidity, Pegging of exchange rate 
(a) Ajav Shah^ ^ offers a provocative essay - What RBI Wants ? after CRR/repo hikes 
in April 2007 by RBI in an attempt to tame inflation. 
A rupee appreciation directly assists inflation control. But events have shown that 
when faced with such a choice between pegging the exchange rate and controlling 
inflation, the RBI is not interested in controlling inflation. However, under a shroud of 
" Ajav Shah: What RBI wants. April 4th, 2007; http://www.galatime.com/2007/04/04/ajay-shah-what-rbi-wants/ 
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secrecy, the RBI has purchased dollars, thus injecting liquidity into the economy, 
which has fuelled inflation. The RBI purchased $3.2 billion in November, $1.8 billion 
in December and $2.8 billion in January. Between April 2006 and January 2007, the 
RBI bought $12.6 billion, thus adding Rs 56,543 crore to the domestic monetary base. 
l.l.The Financial Express" reports that interest rates may continue to rise and/or 
remain high this year, as the RBI seeks to control inflation &. credit growth - "We 
expect 2007 to be the year of multiple policy instruments wherein if liquidity 
conditions ease, we could see the RBI not hesitating to hike the cash reserve ratio 
to absorb excess liquidity. " 
One beneficiary of this should be the Indian rupee -if Indian interest rates remain high , 
inflation begins to drop, and the US Fed doesn't raise (or lowers) interest rates, the 
dollar-rupee rate will drop further (i.e. the rupee will strengthen) - boosted by the 
strong FDI/FII inflows expected this year (2007). 
"A move towards greater CAC raises a conflict between two major policy objectives 
— monetary policy autonomy and exchange rate stability. This conflict, known as the 
'Impossible Trinity', implies that it is impossible for a country to achieve 
simultaneously stable exchange rates, monetary policy freedom and CAC". Or to put 
it simply, if the RBI wants to contain inflation via interest rates, it will have to let the 
rupee appreciate further. 
1.2. Liquidity crunch - Record moves in call rates & Indian rupee 
Isn't is amazing what a liquidity squeeze can dol^'^Money market rates touched 9-year 
highs as the liquidity squeeze in the banking system worsened - the overnight call 
money rate touched 60% intra-day on March 21, 2007. That in turn drove banks, 
which had exhausted their borrowing limits in the call money market, to swap dollars 
for rupees - which made the rupee jump to a 19-month high of Rs 43.74 per dollar. 
" Financial Express Article, March 27,2007 
" Business Standard Article, March 21,2007 
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3.3.8 Year end demand and supply 
The Indian rupee has been on a tear lately, going from 44 in mid-February to 44.7 in 
early March 2007, and then a huge move to 43 & below over the past 3 weeks". The 
key question - is this just a year-end quirk, or a significant bullish move in the 
dollar/rupee rate? Such questions ponder over which needs to be understood. 
3.3.9 Trade deficits 
In 2004/05 India recorded its largest ever-annual trade deficit of-USD26.5bln due to 
high oil and goods imports. Even the trade gap excluding oil imports has been negative 
since mid-2004. This high deficit was despite a healthy 25% growth in exports. More 
recently the monthly trade deficit in April 2005 was a record -USD3.85bln, the largest 
monthly deficit in India's history. The current account has also deteriorated switching 
from a record high surplus of USDS. I bin in 2003/04 into deficit. In the first 9 months 
of 2004/05 the deficit stood at -USD7.4bln. We expect the current account to remain 
in deficit (-1.0% of GDP) in 2004/05 and (-0.8%) in 2005/06. 
3.3.10 Denomination of FX transactions by Indian corporates 
The majority of Indian companies have at least 80% of their foreign exchange 
transactions in US Dollars. This is wholly unacceptable from the point of view of 
prudent Risk Management. "Don't put all your eggs in one basket" is the essence of 
Risk Diversification, one of the cornerstones of prudent Risk Management. 
Dollar to Rupee risks. Many factors affect the Rupee rate. Every serious event in one 
of the leading G-8 countries may lead to fluctuations of the unstable Indian currency. 
Not to mention jumping and chaotic oil prices. 
Disadvantages: 
1. The very nature or structure of the Dollar Rupee market can be harmful because it is 
small, thin and illiquid. Thus, dealer spreads are quite wide and in times of volatility, 
the price can move in large gaps. 
2. Impacted in full by the Trend of the market. For instance, if the Rupee is 
depreciating, its impact will be felt in fiill by an Importer. 
' Economic article Mar 29,2007 
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3. Dollar to Rupee exchanging, in particular, brings the following risks: 
1) Lack of Flexibility...Payables once covered cannot be cancelled and rebooked. 
2) Unpredictability of the Dollar to Rupee rate. The Rupee is not a freely traded 
currency and hence extremely difficult to predict. The normal tools of currency 
forecasting, such as Technical Analysis, are best suited to freely traded markets. 
3) Lack of Information... Information on Dollar to Rupee and Rupee to Dollar rates is 
not freely available to all market participants. Only subscribers to expensive "quote 
services" can get accurate information. 
Advantages of Major currencies 
1. By diversifying into a more liquid market, such as Euro-Dollar, the risk arising from 
the Structure of the Indian Rupee Market can be hedged. 
2. Trends in one currency can be hedged by offsetting trends in another currency, 
3. These constraints do not apply in the case of the Major currencies: 
1) Flexibility...Hedge contracts in Euro-Dollar or Dollar-Yen etc. can be entered into 
and squared off as many times as required. 
2) Predictability...the Majors are much more predictable and liquid than Dollar-Rupee 
and hence Entry-Exit-Stop Loss can be planned with ease, accuracy and effectiveness. 
3) Free Information...The Internet provides LIVE and FREE prices on currencies. 
The biggest beneficiaries from the Rupee appreciation are importers, as the Dollar is 
now worth less for every rupee or to put it in different terms, less rupee can buy more 
dollar denominated assets/commodities/goods. Among the importers, companies from 
energy dependent sectors are likely to benefit in a significant manner (energy, paints 
and few textile majors). Companies that source raw materials from the global markets 
and are largely domestic demand driven could potentially witness margin 
improvement. Besides companies, rupee appreciation is also a positive for the 
government's financials and capital goods sector (most of the equipments are 
imported, as the country is technology deficient). 
3.3.11 Volatility of Rupee - concerns by FICCI 
With the rupee appreciating by as much as four per cent over a fortnight in March-
April, the Federation of Indian Chambers of Commerce and Industry^^ has voiced 
'* Economic time article, April 22,2004, FICCI voices concerns over Rupee fluctuations 
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concern at the volatility in the rupee exchange rates, saying such uncertainties should 
be avoided. The then FICCI President said that sharp fluctuations in the short term 
created problems of adjustment for the domestic industry. Against the backdrop of the 
rupee's volatility he welcomed the new market stabilisation bond scheme, which he 
felt could be an effective instrument in smoothening out the fluctuations. 
3.3.12 Summary of factors affecting Exchange rates 
=>Floating Exchange Rates - Technical Analysis 
In a floating exchange rate environment, the exchange rate responds to the flow of 
imports and exports, the flow of capital, relative inflation rates and more. Often, limits 
are placed on exchange rate fluctuations according to government policies. 
=>The Merchandise Trade Balance 
One factor affecting the exchange rate between currencies is the merchandise trade 
balance. This is the net difference between the value of merchandise being exported and 
imported into a particular country. For example, the net difference between the Canadian 
demand for US dollars to buy American merchandise, and the supply of Canadian 
dollars affected by the Americans' purchase of Canadian merchandise, is the 
merchandise trade balance between the two countries. 
=>Flow of funds to pay for stocks and bonds 
The flow of funds between countries to pay for stocks and bonds also affects the 
currency exchange rate between countries. However, in the near term, capital flows are 
greatly influenced by yield differentials. 
=>Yield differentials and their affect on currency values 
A yield differential is the difference between interest rates in various countries and how 
it affects currency values. As an example, let's use German and American securities to 
illustrate how interest rates affect exchange rates. All else being equal it stands to reason 
that a higher yield on German securities (compared to American securities) would make 
German securities more attractive. What's more, an increase in German yields would 
raise the flow of U.S. dollars into German securities, and decrease the outflow of 
Deutsche marks to American securities. This increased flow of funds into Germany 
would lower the value of the U.S. dollar and increase the value of the Deutsche mark. 
Hence, the Deutsche mark to U.S. dollar ratio, as it is represented in the foreign 
exchange market, would potentially decrease. 
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=> Rate of inflation: 
Consumers try to avoid the eroding effect inflation has on their purchasing power. 
Consequently, goods from countries with a low inflation rate become more attractive than 
the goods from countries with higher inflation. In turn, the currency from the lower 
inflation country rises in value, while the currency from the higher inflation country falls 
in value. Both the inflation factor and the purchasing power of the currencies directly 
impact currency exchange rates. For example, if USA is experiencing lower inflation than 
its trading partner Germany, the DM/USD ratio would rise to reflect the growing price 
level in Germany relative to the United States. This factor is rooted in the concept of 
purchasing power parity. It holds that, over the long run, a currency exchange rate adjusts 
to reflect the difference in price levels between countries. 
=> Fundamental and Technical Analysis 
Fundamental Analysis tries to understand price moves in the market by analyzing the 
economic factors that can affect the price of a particular financial instrument, in this 
case, currencies. Importance is placed on interest rates, trade balance, government 
policies, market supply and demand, and a myriad of other factors that can affect the 
intrinsic value of a currency against another currency. 
=>Technical Analysis, on the other hand, states that all the factors whether it be 
economic, political, or even the effect of weather on the value (or price) of a currency is 
all factored into the 'market price' of a currency. It is therefore only necessary to study 
the technical charts, which show all the effects, and all the causes that a "fundamentalist" 
would study. Thus the study of price movement is of primary importance to a 
"Technician" to determine where the markets are going. 
In reality, both factors are important in determining the value of buying and selling 
currencies. Whichever school of thought you adhere to, the fact remains that when the 
perceived value of a currency is over-priced it will be sold, if the perceived value is 
under-priced it will be bought. If there are more 'sellers' in the marketplace, the price 
will go down. If there are more 'buyers' than 'sellers' the price will go up. 
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3.4 FX Instruments 
Spot rates 
An FX transaction is the simultaneous purchase and sale of one currency against another 
currency at an agreed price. Each party promises to pay the other a certain amount of 
currency on an agreed date called Value Date. By convention this value date is set for 
two business days after the transaction date, this will enable the two parties to effect 
payment on good time. 
A transaction conducted on this basis is called Spot quotation, and it may either be a 
Direct Quotation or an Indirect Quotation. 
Direct quote^' is when the Foreign Currency (FC) is the base currency, and the exchange 
rate is expressed as the amount of a local currency per one unit of FC, For eg.USD/INR 
= 44.1250 meaning that USD 1 = INR 44.1250; EUR/USD = 1.3100, where lEUR = 
USD 1.3100. 
Indirect quote is when the FC is not the base currency and the exchange rate is 
expressed as the amount of FC per one unit of the local currency, like Rs.(INR) 100 
=USD 2.5000. 
When asked for a quotation, a dealer will give two rates called the "Bid and Offer rate", 
in other words the rate at which he is willing to buy and another at which he is willing to 
sell. 
Forwards, Outrights & Swaps 
All deals that have to be delivered beyond two business days from transaction date (i.e. 
after spot) are considered as Forward or Outright contracts. 
The forward rate is composed of the spot rate plus or minus the interest rate differential 
between two currencies that is expressed in points^^ 
" C. Jeevanandam, 1993, A brief course on Foreign Exchange Arithmetic, New Delhi, Sultan Chand & Sons, Page 9 
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"Ibid, page 12 
These forward points are subject to move, upward or downward, according to interest 
rate differential. 
In addition to the flexibility of settling future payments, Forwards are more appropriate 
than spots if a company has a strong directional view of expected movements in 
exchange rates. But certainty is rare and hedging entirely with forwards may leave a 
company locked into unfavourable exchange rates. 
DERIVATIVES 
Derivative instrument is one that derives its value from some underlying variable or 
variables. The underlying variables could be the price of a financial asset, an interest 
rate, the spread between two interest rates, or the amount of snowfall in Aspen, Colorado 
or Index of S&P 500 or Dow Zones Index. Indeed, the possibilities of variables 
underlying a derivative contract are limitless. 
Generally, all derivative instruments are not traded in organised exchanges These 
instruments include Forwards, Swaps, FRAs, Barrier Options, Futures. 
FORWARD CONTRACTS 
A forward contract is an over-the-counter agreement between two parties for the future 
delivery of the underlying at a specified price at the end of a designated time period. The 
party that assumes the long (short) position is obligated to buy (sell) the underlying at 
the specified price. The terms of the contract are the product of negotiation between the 
two parties. No money changes hands between the parties at the time the forward 
contract is established. Both sides are making a promise to engage in a transaction in the 
future according to terms negotiated upfront. 
At expiration, the party with the long position pays the specified price called the forward 
price in exchange for delivery of the underlying from the party with the short position. 
The payoff of the forward contract for the long position on the expiration date is simply 
the difference between the price of the underlying minus the forward price. Conversely, 
the payoff of the forward contract for the short position on the expiration date is the 
' ' Marc Levinson, 2005, Guide to Financial Markets, The Economist,, Page 16 
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difference between the forward price minus the price of the underlying. Clearly, a 
forward contract is a zero-sum game. A forward contract involves potential credit risk 
for both the buyer and the seller depending on the relationship between the never 
changing contract rate and the ever changing market rate . 
SWAPS 
A Swap contract is defined as the simultaneous purchase and sale of identical amounts 
of a currency for different value dates. In other words, it is a combination of a spot 
transaction and a forward with reverse directions. 
The fixed rate receiver in the swap is the party that pays the floating rate and received the 
fixed rate. It is generally the bank. 
Benefits of IRSs 
1. Corporations using interest rate swaps typically have extensive needs for raising 
capital. The companies use swap either to reduce interest expense or to manage interest 
rate exposure. 
2. Asset managers use IRS to diversify their investment portfolios and to increase 
yield on investments. They can purchase fixed rate corporate assets and, by using 
swaps, covert these assets into a floating rate. 
The Contract 
3. A floating rate quotation in the swap is usually quoted on a money market basis. 
This interest rate assumes year base as 360 days and each month has the actual number 
of days. 
4. The floating rate index is normally the US Dollar Libor, 3 and 6 months rates are 
the most frequent used indices. 
5. The "bid" rate is the rate the customer receives, and the "offer" is the rate the 
customer pays. 
"" Heinz Riehl, 1999, Managing Risk in the Foreign Exchange Money & Derivatives Markets, page 190 
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Interest Rate Options 
As for the currencies, options could be dealt for interest rates. These instruments are 
commonly used for hedging purposes or pure trading, they have become one of most 
important and flexible hedging instruments in the money market. 
OPTIONS 
Options are contracts that allow, but do not require one or both parties, to obtain 
certain benefits under conditions. The calculation of an option's contract value must 
take into account the possibility that this option will be exercised"". 
• 
• 
• 
currency options, commonly used for hedging purposes as well as for pure trading, 
have become one of the most important and flexible instruments in the FX market. 
Think of an option as an insurance policy against the risk of price fluctuation and 
volatility. 
An option is a contract between two parties that gives the buyer the right but not 
the obligation to buy or sell a currency, commodity or a financial instrument at a 
specific price on a specific date in the fiiture. To enjoy this right, the buyer will 
pay a small percentage known as the premium. 
• There are two types of options, calls and puts. 
• A call gives the buyer of the option the right to buy the underlying currency, 
commodity or any other instrument, while the buyer of a put has the right to sell 
the underlying. 
• The maximum a buyer can lose is the premium he pays for the option, where as 
the risk facing the seller is theoretically unlimited. The seller is obliged to deliver 
the underlying at the contracted price regardless of the prevailing market price 
whenever the option is exercised. 
• The contracted price or exchange rate at which the contract will be fulfilled is 
called the Strike price. 
"'ibid, page 199 
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• 
• 
• 
In case of a call option, the strike price is said to be out of the Money when the 
strike price is higher than the prevailing market price, and it is said to be in the 
Money if the strike price is lower than the prevailing market price, and it is vice 
versa for a put option. 
Using an option for hedging gives the holder protection against adverse exchange 
rate movements with the flexibility to profit from favourable exchange rate 
movements. Risk is limited to the premium paid. 
Using an option for trading gives the holder the opportunity to position himself for 
a big market move even when he does not know when this move will occur or in 
which way. 
Participants in the foreign exchange options market include all the key players in 
the global financial markets. 
Corporate clients use them to manage their foreign exchange risk resulting from 
payments and receivables in foreign currencies. 
Investors use them to hedge their exposure in foreign securities and for trading 
purposes. 
Options trading strategies can be created to meet any expected market condition. The 
choice of a strike, buying or writing, can be used to vary the degree of risk exposure 
and consequently, the potential profit or hedging efficiency. 
• Bullish Spread Called also Call Spread. It is the purchase of a call at one strike 
price and the sale of another Call at a higher strike price. 
o A bullish spread is a strategy used when there is an expectation of a rising 
currency rate and that will not exceed a certain level. 
o The purpose of this strategy is to minimize the value of the total premium to 
be paid, as it will be the net between the premium to pay on buying the first 
Call and the premium to receive on selling the second Call. 
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• Bearish Spread Called also Put Spread, it is the purchase of a Put at one strike 
price and the sale of another Put at a lower strike price. 
o A bearish spread is a strategy used when there is an expectation of a falling 
currency rate and that the fall will not exceed a certain level. 
• Straddle It is the strategy established by buying a Call and a Put at the same 
strike price, this strategy is a typical trading on the volatility of a currency, we 
buy a straddle when we expect a higher volatility and we sell the straddle when 
we expect a lower volatility 
o Straddle could be suitable for speculative customers. 
o Risk exposure = Total premium paid (buyer) 
Unlimited (seller) 
o Profit potential =Unlimited (buyer) 
Total premium received (seller) 
Average Rate Option 
• It gives the holder the right but not the obligation to receive on the expir> date 
the difference between the exercise price and the average value of the currency 
over the option's life time. The way the average is calculated could be on daily. 
weekly or monthly exchange rates as agreed between the buyer and the seller. 
• This strategy is especially designed for the corporate market, it enables a 
corporate treasurer, for instance, to establish a year budget based on an average 
exchange rate. It is also a useful way to hedge a series of foreign currencies 
payable and receivables with different maturities at a lower premium cost than 
a series of regular individual options covering each currency exposure. 
Knockout options: 
It is just a simple option with an added feature, the Knockout trigger that makes the 
option price cheaper. KO option reacts like a simple Call or Put option if the trigger is 
not touched during the option life, and becomes immediately worthless if the trigger is 
touched. 
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• Knockout options were specifically designed to be part of hedging 
strategies, being an inexpensive way to cover a directional exposure. 
Knock-in Option 
It is also like a simple option that is activated if a specified spot rate reaches a 
specified trigger level between inception and expiry. 
• As a barrier option, it is suitable for hedgers due to the lower cost in 
covering market exposure. 
Binary Option 
• It is similar to Knockout option with the only difference that, a Binary 
option has two outcomes, it pays a fixed amount if exercised and nothing if 
triggered. 
• Binary options are mainly designed for investors who seek a good return 
with a small risk, as investors could define in advance the amount they are 
ready to risk, and therefore, will know the maximum amount they will gain 
if the barriers are not reached. 
Forward Rate Agreement 
Main Features 
• 
• 
It is used to manage short-term interest rate exposure, so it is a contract 
between the bank and the client to set an interest rate at some point in the 
fijture to continue for an additional period. 
In a FRA, principal is not exchanged, only the amount above or below the 
contracted rate is actually exchanged between the parties. 
The buyer or taker of the FRA is the party seeking protection against a rise 
in interest rates. The buyer will make a payment only if the actual rate is 
below the contract rate. 
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• The seller or placer of the FRA is the party taking the risk of an upward 
movement in interest rates. The seller will make a payment only if the 
actual rate is above the contract rate. 
Benefits of FRA 
• It is used to manage short-term interest rate exposure, so it is a contract 
between the bank and the client to set an interest rate at some point in the 
future to continue for an additional period. 
• FRA is an interest management tool used by corporations with short term 
debts to lock-in their borrowing cost for short periods of time, mainly below 
2 years. For example, an FRA with a settlement in 6 months from the 
contract date and a maturity in 9 months from the contract date is quoted as 
a 6 X 9 FRA (six by nine). 
• A company can sell an FRA contract to hedge investments, so the '"bid" is 
used to hedge investments, and the "offer" to hedge borrowings 
Interest Rate Swap 
An IRS is a contractual agreement between the bank and the client to exchange interest 
payments over a period of time. It allows the company to change its floating rate 
borrowing into a fixed rate or to change its fixed rate borrowing into a floating rate. It 
is a powerful financial tool used by many companies to generate interest rate savings 
and to manage actively their interest rate exposures. 
Main Features 
• No principal is actually exchanged either initially or at the maturity of the contract. 
Instead, only periodic interest rate differentials are paid between the parties. 
• The size of an IRS deal varies from US$ 20 to 200 mn, and the term from 1 to 15 
years 
• The fixed rate payer in the swap is the party that pays the fixed rate and receives 
the floating rate. It is the party that wishes to hedge against interest rate rises. 
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• The fixed rate receiver in the swap is the party that pays the floating rate and 
received the fixed rate. It is generally the bank. 
Benefits of IRSs 
• Corporations using interest rate swaps typically have extensive needs for raising 
capital. The companies use swap either to reduce interest expense or to manage 
interest rate exposure. 
• Asset managers use IRS to diversify their investment portfolios and to increase 
yield on investments. They can purchase fixed rate corporate assets and, by using 
swaps, covert these assets into a floating rate. 
The Contract 
A floating rate quotation in the swap is usually quoted on a money market basis. This 
interest rate assumes that the year base is 360 days and each month has the actual number 
of days. 
The floating rate index is normally the US Dollar Libor, 3 and 6 months rates are the most 
fi"equent used indices. 
• The "bid" rate is the rate the customer receives, and the "offer" is the rate 
the customer pays. 
Interest Rate Options 
• As for the currencies, options could be dealt for interest rates. These 
instruments are commonly used for hedging purposes or pure trading, they 
have become one of most important and flexible hedging instruments in the 
money market. 
Cap: It is a call option to protect from an interest rate rise. 
Floor: It is a put option to protect from a decline in interest rates. 
Collar: It allows the company to fix an interest rate within a band, so it combines the 
purchase of a cap and the sale of a floor. The cap protects from the upside, the floor 
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reduces the protection cost by limiting the company to a minimum borrowing rate in 
case of a fall in interest rates. 
Corridor: It is the buying of a cap at one strike price and the sell of another cap at 
higher price to partially offset the premium paid. 
Swaptions: It is an interest rate option giving the right to enter into an interest rate 
swap. The cost is cheaper than a cap, and would be switched to an IRS if rates are 
higher. 
Structured products 
In order to get a protection from markets exposure or to provide higher returns linked 
to diverse underlying markets and instruments, specific client views can be translated 
into suitable strategies for both hedging and investment purposes. 
Structures would be designed to match the following criteria: 
1- Hedge interest rate exposure in short or long term funding. 
2- Assure capital guaranteed investments and higher returns for cash rich depositors. 
Structured strategies are suitable for hedgers as well as for investors looking to 
enhance returns. 
Constant Maturity Swap 
In a constant maturity swap, the parties exchange a Libor rate for a fixed swap rate. For 
example, the terms of the swap might state that six-month Libor is exchanged for the 
five-year swap rate on a semi-annual basis for the next five years, or for the five-year 
government bond rate. In the U.S. market, the second type of constant maturity swap is 
known as a constant maturity Treasury swap. 
Accreting and Amortizing Swaps 
In a plain vanilla swap, the notional principal remains unchanged during the life of the 
swap. However it is possible to trade a swap where the notional principal varies during 
its life. An accreting (or step-up) swap is one in which the principal starts off at one 
level and then increases in amount over time. The opposite, an amortizing swap, is one 
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in which the notional reduces in size over time. An accreting swap would be useful 
where for instance, a fimding liability that is being hedged increases over time. The 
amortizing swap might be employed by a borrower hedging a bond issue that featured 
sinking fund payments, where a part of the notional amount outstanding is paid off at 
set points during the life of the bond. If the principal fluctuates in amount, for example 
increasing in one year and then reducing in another, the swap is known as a roller-
coaster swap. Another application of an amortizing swap is as a hedge for a loan that is 
itself an amortizing one. Frequently this is combined with a forward- starting swap, to 
tie in with the cash flows payable on the loan. The pricing and valuation of an 
amortizing swap is no different in principle to a vanilla interest-rate swap; a single 
swap rate is calculated using the relevant discount factors, and at this rate the net 
present value of the swap cash flows will equal zero at the start of the swap. 
Zero-Coupon Swap 
A zero-coupon swap replaces the stream of fixed-rate payments with a single payment 
at the end of the swap's life, or less common, at the beginning. The floating-rate 
payments are made in the normal way. Such a swap exposes the floating-rate payer to 
some credit risk because it makes regular payments but does not receive any payment 
until the termination date of the swap. 
Libor-in-Arrears Swap 
In a Libor-in-arrears swap (also known as a back-set swap), the reset date is just before 
the end of the accrual period for the floating-rate rather than just before the start. Such 
a swap would be attractive to a counterparty who had a different view on interest rates 
compared to the market consensus. For instance in a rising yield curve environment, 
forward rates will be higher than current market rates, and this will be reflected in the 
pricing of a swap. A Libor-in-arrears swap would be priced higher than a conventional 
swap. If the floating-rate payer believed that interest rates would in fact rise more 
slowly than forward rates (and the market) were suggesting, he or she may wish to 
enter into an arrears swap as opposed to a conventional swap. 
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Basis Swap 
In a conventional swap one leg comprises fixed-rate payments and the other floating-
rate payments. In a basis swap both legs are floating-rate, but linked to different money 
market indices. One leg is normally linked to Libor, while the other might be linked to 
the CD rate or the commercial paper rate. This type of swap would be used by a bank 
in the United States that had made loans that paid at the prime rate and funded its loans 
at Libor. A basis swap would eliminate the basis risk between the bank's income and 
interest expense. Other basis swaps are traded in which both legs are linked to Libor, 
but at different maturities; for instance one leg might be at three-month Libor and the 
other at six-month Libor. In such a swap, the basis is different as is the payment 
fi-equency: one leg pays out 
semi annually while the other would be paying on a quarterly basis. 
Margin Swap 
It is common to encounter swaps where there is a margin above or below Libor on the 
floating leg, as opposed to a floating leg of Libor flat. Such swaps are called margin 
swaps. If a bank's borrowing is financed at Libor+25bps, it may wish to receive 
Libor+25bps in the swap so that its cash flows match exactly. The fixed-rate quote for 
a swap must be adjusted correspondingly to allow for the margin on the floating side. 
So in our example if the fixed-rate quote is say, 6.00%, it would be adjusted to around 
6.25%; differences in the margin quoted on the fixed leg might arise if the day-count 
convention or payment frequency were to differ between fixed and floating legs. 
Another reason why there may be a margin is if the credit quality of the counterparty 
demanded it, so that highly rated counterparties may pay slightly below Libor, for 
instance. 
Off-Market Swap 
When a swap is transacted, its fixed rate is quoted at the current market rate for that 
maturity. When the fixed rate is different from the market rate, this type of swap is an 
ofF-market swap, and a compensating payment is made by one party to the other. An 
ofF-market rate may be used for particular hedging requirements for example, or when 
a bond issuer wishes to use the swap to hedge the bond as well as to cover the bond's 
issue costs. 
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Differential Swap 
A differential swap is a basis swap but with one of the legs calculated in a different 
currency. Typically one leg is floating-rate, while the other is floating- rate but with the 
reference rate stated in another currency but denominated in the domestic currency. For 
example, a differential swap may have one party paying six-month sterling Libor, in 
sterling, on a notional principal of £10 million, and receiving euro-Libor minus a 
margin, payable in sterling and on the same notional principal. Differential swaps are 
not very common and are the most difficult for a bank to hedge. The hedging is usually 
carried out using what is known as a quanto option. 
Forward-Start Swap 
A forward-start swap is one where the effective date is not the usual one or two days 
after the trade date but a considerable time afterwards, for instance say six months after 
trade date. Such a swap might be entered into where one counterparty wanted to fix a 
hedge or cost of borrowing now, but for a point some time in the future. Typically this 
would be because the party considered that interest rates would rise or the cost of 
hedging would rise. The swap rate for a forward-starting swap is calculated in the same 
way as that for a vanilla swap. 
CROSS-CURRENCY SWAPS 
A cross-currency swap is similar to an interest rate swap, except that the currencies of 
the two legs are different. Like interest-rate swaps, the legs are usually fixed- and 
floating-rate, although again it is common to come across both fixed-rate or both 
floating-rate legs in a currency swap. On maturity of the swap, there is an exchange of 
principals, and usually (but not always) there is an exchange of principals at the start of 
the swap. Where currencies are exchanged at the start of the swap, at the prevailing 
spot exchange rate for the two currencies, the exact amounts are exchanged back on 
maturity. During the time of the swap, the parties make interest payments in the 
currency that they have received when principals are exchanged. It may seem that 
exchanging the same amount at maturity gives rise to some sort of currency risk, in 
fact it is this feature that removes any element of currency risk from the swap 
transaction. Currency swaps are widely used in association with bond issues by 
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borrowers who seek to tap opportunities in different markets but have no requirement 
for that market's currency. By means of a currency swap, a corporation can raise funds 
in virtually any market and swap the proceeds into the currency that it requires. Often 
the underwriting bank that is responsible for the bond issue will also arrange for the 
currency swap transaction. 
In a currency swap, therefore, the exchange of principal means that the value of the 
principal amounts must be accounted for, and is dependent on the prevailing spot 
exchange rate between the two currencies. The same principles we established earlier 
in the chapter for the pricing and valuation of interest rate swaps may also be applied 
to currency swaps. A generic currency swap with fixed-rate payment legs would be 
valued at the fair value swap rate for each currency, which would give a net present 
value of zero. A floating-floating currency swap may be valued in the same way, and 
for valuation purposes the floating-leg payments are replaced with an exchange of 
principals, as we observed for the floating leg of an interest rate swap. A fixed-floating 
currency swap is therefore valued at the fixed-rate swap rate for that currency for the 
fixed leg, and at Libor or the relevant reference rate for the floating leg. 
SWAPTIONS 
A bank or corporation may enter into an option on a swap, which is called a swaption. 
The buyer of a swaption has the right but not the obligation to enter into an interest rate 
swap at any time during the option's life. The terms of the swaption will specify 
whether the buyer is the fixed or floating-rate payer; the seller of the option (the writer) 
becomes the counterparty to the swap if the option is exercised. In the market, the 
convention is that if the buyer has the right to exercise the option as the fixed-rate 
payer, the buyer has purchased a call swaption, while if by exercising the buyer of the 
swaption becomes the floating-rate payer he has bought a put swaption. The writer of 
the swaption is the party that has an obligation to establish the other leg. 
Swaptions are up to a point similar to forward start swaps, but the buyer has the option 
of whether or not to commence payments on the effective date. A bank may purchase a 
call swaption if it expects interest rates to rise, and will exercise the option if indeed 
rates do rise as the bank has expected. 
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A corporation will use swaptions as part of an interest-rate hedge for an anticipated 
future exposure. For example, assume that a corporation will be entering into a five-
year bank loan in three months' time. Interest on the loan is charged on a floating-rate 
basis, but the corporation intends to swap this to a fixed-rate liability after it has 
entered into the loan. As an added hedge, the corporation may choose to purchase a 
swaption that gives it the right to receive Libor and pay a fixed rate, say 6%, for a five-
year period beginning in three months' time. When the time comes for the corporation 
to engage in a swap contract and exchange its interest-rate liability in three months' 
time (having entered into the loan), if the five-year swap rate is below 6%. the 
corporation will transact the swap in the normal way and the swaption will expire 
worthless. However, if the five-year swap rate is above 6%, the corporation will 
instead exercise the swaption, giving it the right to enter into a five-year swap and 
paying a fixed rate of 6%, Essentially the corporation has taken out "insurance" that it 
does not have to pay a fixed rate of more than 6%. Hence swaptions can be used to 
guarantee a maximum swap rate liability. They are similar to forward-starting swaps, 
but differ because they represent an option (as opposed to an obligation) to enter into a 
swap on fixed terms. The swaption enables a corporation to hedge against 
unfavourable movements in interest rates but also to gain from favourable movements, 
although there is of course a cost associated with this, which is the premium paid for 
the swaption. 
FUTURES CONTRACTS 
A futures contract is a legal agreement between a buyer (seller) and an established 
exchange or its clearinghouse in which the buyer (seller) agrees to take (make) delivery 
of something at a specified price at the end of designated period. The price at which the 
parties agree to transact in the future is called the futures price. The designated date at 
which the parties must transact is called the settlement or delivery date. When a market 
participant takes a position by buying a fiitures contract, the individual is said to be in a 
long futures position or to be long futures. If, instead, the market participant's opening 
position is the sale of a fiitures contract, the investor is said to be in a short position or 
short fixtures. As can be seen from the description, a futures contract is quite similar to 
a forward contract. They differ on four dimensions. First, futures contracts are 
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standardized agreements as to the delivery date (or month) and quality of the 
deliverable. Moreover, because these contracts are standardized, they are traded on 
organized exchanges. In contrast, forward contracts are usually negotiated individually 
between buyer and seller and the secondary markets are often nonexistent or extremely 
thin. Second, an intermediary called a clearinghouse (whose function is discussed 
shortly) stands between the two counterparties to a futures contract and guarantees 
their performance. Both parties to a forward contract are subject to counterparty risk. 
Counterparty risk is the risk that the other party to the contract will fail to perfortp. 
Third, a futures contract is marked-to-market (discussed shortly) while a forward 
contract may or may not be marked-to-market. Last, although both a futures and 
forward contract set forth terms of delivery, futures contracts are not intended to be 
settled by delivery. In fact, generally less than 2% of outstanding contracts are settled 
by delivery. Forward contracts, on the other hand, are intended for delivery. 
Role of the Clearinghouse 
Associated with every futures exchange is a clearinghouse, which performs several 
functions. One of these fiinctions is guaranteeing that the two parties to the transaction 
will perform. When a market participant takes a position in the futures market, the 
clearinghouse takes the opposite position and agrees to satisfy the terms set forth in the 
contract. Because of the clearinghouse, the user need not worry about the financial 
strength and integrity of the counterparty to the contract. After the initial execution of 
an order, the relationship between the two parties ends. The clearinghouse interposes 
itself as the buyer for every sale and the seller for every purchase. Thus, users are free 
to liquidate their positions without involving the other party in the original contract and 
without concern that the other party may default. This is the reason why we define a 
futures contract as an agreement between a party and a clearinghouse associated with 
an exchange. In addition to its guarantee function, the clearinghouse makes it simple 
for parties to a futures contract to unwind their positions prior to the settlement date. 
Margin Requirements 
When a position is established in a fijtures contract, each party must deposit a 
minimum dollar amount per contract as specified by the exchange in the terms of the 
contract. This amount, which is called the initial margin, is required as deposit by the 
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exchange. The initial margin may be in the form of an interest-bearing security such as 
a Treasury bill. In some futures exchanges around the world, other forms of margin are 
accepted such as common stock, corporate bonds or even letters of credit. As the price 
of the futures contract fluctuates, the value of the user's equity in the position changes. 
At the end of each trading day, the exchange determines the settlement price of the 
fi4tures contract which is an average of the prices of last few trades of the day. This 
price is used to mark-to-market the user's position, so that any gain or loss from the 
position is reflected in investor's margin account. 
Maintenance margin is the minimum level (specified by the exchange) to which a 
user's margin account may fall as, a result of an unfavourable price change before the 
user is required to deposit additional margin linked to daily Mark-to-Market (MTM)"*^ , 
The additional margin deposited is called variation margin and it is an amount 
necessary to bring the margin in the account balance back to its initial margin level. 
Unlike initial margin, variation margin must be in cash, not interest-bearing 
instruments. 
3.5 Hedging Foreign exchange exposures in a multinational computer peripheral 
manufacturing business - a case study is given at Appendix 14. 
3.6 Using Technical Analysis for FX Management 
TA in essence is the study of price action to identify trends - spotting repetitive chart 
patterns that can be traded for profits and or used for taking hedging decision. 
FOREX chart patterns repeat themselves - as they reflect human psychology, which is 
constant. Many traders think that simply studying Forex charts can't work, because it 
doesn't take into account the supply and demand situation, but it does actually work. A 
simple equation explains the TA as below: 
P =MP+F 
Where MP is Market perception (trader psychology); 
F is Fundamentals (Supply & demand) & 
P is the Price 
"^  Managing Risk in the FX, Money and Derivative Marlcets, page 218 
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Price action reflects all the fundamentals - and more importantly, how the participants 
perceive them. In today's world of instant communications, the fundamentals instantly 
show up in price action - so technical analysis simply assumes that all known 
fundamentals show up in price action instantly. 
Some of the largest price moves in history have occurred with little or no change in the 
fundamentals. These price moves were caused by human psychology - and currency 
technical analysis is able to study this. This gives a huge advantage - when we accept 
that ultimately, it's people that determine the price of anything. 
The right price is the market price - so you see the reality, rather than listening to the 
opinions of others. Currency technical analysis is based on the following assumptions: 
3.6.1 Markets Discount 
All fundamentals show up quickly in the price. We can see the impact of the 
fiindamentals and how the dealers perceive and react to them at the same time. 
1.3. Trends Persist 
In the currency trading, trends can be tracked for e.g. Daily, weekly, monthly or yearly 
intervals. It is based on the premise that History Repeats Itself and assumed that what 
has happened in the past will happen again as human psychology never changes. 
As chart patterns reflect shifts in human psychology, certain patterns and trends will 
repeat themselves repeatedly. However, we need to keep in mind that charting is an art, 
rather than a science. While human behavior does repeat itself, humans can be 
unpredictable as well - so you're trading the odds, not certainties. 
Some tips on using technical analysis for bigger profits: 
1.4. Focus on the longer term trends 
Currencies tend to reflect the underlying health of the economy. This creates longer-
term trends that last for months or years - so focus on the longer-term trends, rather 
than the short term "market noise". 
1.5. Use a simple system 
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If an effective Forex trading system need to be developed, it may be better to keep it 
simple - support and resistance, and a few confirming indicators. In online currency 
trading, it's a fact that simple systems work best - as there are fewer elements to break, 
in the real and brutal world of trading. 
1.6. Trade in isolation 
This is a key factor that must be learnt as part of Forex trading education. One should 
not be influenced by the opinions of others, or the news as journalists are not traders. 
There are chances that when the news is followed blindly or allow emotions take 
precedence over trading or hedging decisions, the company may end up in as a loser. 
1.7. Be patient and be disciplined 
Don't trade all the time. Trade should be done only when the system gives trading 
signals and then follow the trade with discipline. A proper system to monitor the rate 
movements, resistant/support level etc. should be put in place. 
Technical Indicators (Tis) 
There are different types of technical indicators which may be used by the traders/ 
finance managers. Few of the TIs are 
Moving average - involves a simple formula that analyzes the average price of a 
security or commodity over a period of time, and when isolating time periods, it is 
much easier to spot different trends. 
Momentum indicators - Stochastic oscillator. Commodity channel index, RSI, 
Chande momentum oscillator (CMO) 
Volatility indicators - Bollinger bands, projection oscillator, average true range, 
Trading bands (envelope) 
Trend indicators - MACD, linear regression. Forecast oscillator 
Volume related indicators - Ease of movement, OBV, Demand index 
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Benefit of TIs 
By no means represent a complete analysis, they can offer an opportunity to find areas 
that are worth closer study based on indication of trends. We need to watch out for 
which direction the trend seems to be heading. 
Caution for using TIs 
TIs are by no means 100% accurate as the market is volatile, and anything can happen. 
Therefore the trends shown by TIs should be used coupled with other tools like interest 
rates forecast, market leaders' opinion, forward rates etc. which may give conclusions 
that would be much more accurate. 
Bollinger Bands Analysis with Momentum Indicator *^ 
It is used to identify turning points in trend direction. It belongs to the volatility 
indicators group. It is necessary to add in our Bollinger Bands analysis one or more 
momentum/strength indicators to determine if the price movement is at the beginning, 
middle or the end phase. Graph 1 illustrates Bollinger Analysis: 
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http://www.besttradinqinfo.com/bollinaer-bands-analvsis.html 
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Graph 1 
Indicators and Parameters: 
Bollinger Bands (blue) - period set to 20, deviation set to 2 (default parameters). 98% 
of price movement will take place inside the bands. 
Momentum indicator (red) - period parameter set to 20, we will use the ability of 
this indicator to identify divergence with the EURUSD price movement. 
Practical analysis: 
Point A - To start our Bollinger Bands analysis we must recognize that the EURUSD 
is in a strong dovm trend, the price bar penetrate the lower band and closed on the 
outside. Also, the momentum indicators indicate selling pressure (at point A the 
momentum indicator is in his lower value). 
Point B - Here a long position at 1.1875 (point B) can be taken, why? Because the 
technical analysis indicates that: 
1. The previous bar low penetrate the lower Bollinger band. 
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2. The previous bar close =1.1875 EURUSD. ^*Niif«^in Um^^-
3. A strong divergence occurred between the EURUSD price and ^^ he momentum 
indicator (purple line 'AB'). 
Now we can determine our stop-loss at 1.1826 (34 pips under the low of the last bar) 
and set our profit target at the Bollinger bands indicator's upper band. 
Point C - The long position was closed at 1.225 (150 pips in profit) when the 
EURUSD price penetrate the upper band. 
Points D, E and F - The same formation has occurred, but this time, the conditions 
triggered a short position. 
Forex day trading strategy rules: 
Normally traders use two time frames, long time frame - 4 hour and short time frame -
15 minute. 
Identifies the support and resistance price levels on the longer timeframe a day 
before. 
The stochastic indicator in both the time frames to determine if we enter long or short 
position in our next intraday trading. 
Indicators and Parameters: 
Support and Resistance Price Levels 
Slow Stochastic Oscillator : the stochastic oscillator create diversion with the Fx pair 
price (green line), i.e. the momentum is weakening; plus the stochastic indicates on an 
overbought situation (above 80 level). So, the next day trader try to find conditions to 
enter a short position. 
Forex Day Trading Strategy Implementation by FX traders 
Generally traders fix the day trading strategy on any Fx currency pair and sets up rules 
for the same. 
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Profitable Japanese Candlestick Trading Techniques 
Developed by Fibonacci, this Candlestick gives Retracement Levels and Time 
Sequence of the historical trades. This Fibonacci retracement levels and time 
zones/sequence are a must have technical analysis tool in any trader toolkit. According 
to this approach, it is said that price retrace exactly at Fibonacci levels and change 
direction in correlation with Fibonacci time sequence periods in Graph 2. 
Graph 2: 
2S«0 
006 22 Aug 200« 1 S«p Z006 13 S«p 2006 2S Ssp 2006 5 Oct 2006 17 Oct 20O6 
EUR/USD Daily Candlestick Trading Forex Chart 23-OCT-2006 
Combining Japanese candlestick chEirt patterns with geometric price formation is a 
win-win situation. Descending Triangle chart formation and a Japanese candlestick 
chart pattern. Bearish Engulfing, is a trigger for a short position used by traders 
generally. 
3.7 Forex Money Management Strategy 
It is necessary to control the risk exposure and estimate the profit potential when we 
enter into a trade. The idea is to control traders/ fmance managers' emotions and lack 
of plan so that proper FX management strategy can be put in place. 
3.7.1 Importance of determining stop-loss limits 
When a trader lose control the results are often disastrous. Many traders often enter the 
market with a profit target, but without a clearly defmed protective stop-loss. With a 
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pre-determined profit target and a pre-determined stop-loss, one can know where he 
will get out if he goes wrong and where he can get out if he is right. In other words, 
one should have control. 
3.7.2 Diversification - Trade/Hedge more then one currency pair 
It would be beneficial if the trader/finance manager do dealing in more than one 
currency pair, i.e. EUR/USD, USD/JPY, USD/CHF, GBP/USD, USD/INR etc. With 
multiple currency pairs, each having a different entry and exit points, one can 
smoothen curve. According to the market information available, it's important to 
diversify orders between currencies that have low correlation. Empirical studies 
indicate that one should Never risk more than 2% of account size on any single 
currency pair, if possible, risk less. Plus, never risk more than 10% in any complex of 
open positions, on any given day. For any given trade you must know how much you 
will lose if the market goes against you. 
3.7.3 Simple Moving Average Strategy 
If we combine a simple moving average with strong resistance line we will get a 
positive expectancy strategy that everyone can execute on any time frame. 
3.8 USD/INR exchange rate since 1990 
The average exchange rate of the Indian Rupee(INR) has moved from a low of 17.883 
in 1990 to 45.790 in 2006, to 43.179 for first 5 months of 2007 and touched a peak of 
yearly average of 48.739 in 2002; as given at Table 1. This indicates the cyclical trend 
of the INR, with the initial exception of devaluation in 1991 along with the 
introduction of structural financial reforms and further gradual depreciation till 2002. 
Since 2003 the INR has started appreciating and depreciating for short periods 
indicating the volatility and removing the one way of depreciation and start of two way 
movement of USD/INR rates. This volatility indicates the need for active management 
of forex exposures by both exports and imports. 
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Table 4 Yearly average rate 
USD/INR 
Year 
1990 
1991 
1992 
1993 
1994 
1995 
1996 
1997 
1998 
1999 
2000 
2001 
2002 
2003 
2004 
2005 
2006 
2007 
Average rate 
17.883 
23.063 
30.248 
31.785 
31.398 
32.814 
35.956 
36.649 
41.737 
43.296 
45.223 
47.448 
48.739 
46.851 
45.732 
44.420 
45.790 
43.179 
Source: Reuters Kobra data base; Pivot run after export data into Excel 
The Quarterly average rate of USD/INR (Table 4), gives clearer picture on quarterly 
movement of the exchange rates. The lowest quarterly average of INR was 49.059 in Q2 of 
2002. After touching this lowest level, INR has started appreciating. The rate of 41.795 in 
Q2 of 2007 reflects the similar levels of 41.487 in Q2 of 1998. 
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Table 5; 
Quarterly average rate USD/INR j 
1990 
1991 
1992 
1993 
1994 
1995 
Qtr2 
Qtr3 
Qtr4 
Qtrl 
Qtr2 
Qtr3 
Qtr4 
Qtrl 
Qtr2 
Qtr3 
Qtr4 
Qtrl 
Qtr2 
Qtr3 
Qtr4 
Qtrl 
Qtr2 
Qtr3 
Qtr4 
Qtrl 
Qtr2 
Qtr3 
Qtr4 
17.468 
17.797 
18.247 
19.179 
20.842 
26.288 
25.944 
28.438 
31.253 
30.741 
30.560 
32.866 
31.501 
31.395 
31.379 
31.408 
31.380 
31.382 
31.424 
31.645 
31.461 
32.823 
35.328 
Source: Reuters Kobra < 
1996 
1997 
1998 
1999 
2000 
2001 
ata base; 
Qtrl 
Qtr2 
Qtr3 
Qtr4 
Qtrl 
Qtr2 
Qtr3 
Qtr4 
Qtrl 
Qtr2 
Qtr3 
Qtr4 
Qtrl 
Qtr2 
Qtr3 
Qtr4 
Qtrl 
Qtr2 
Qtr3 
Qtr4 
Qtrl 
Qtr2 
Qtr3 
Qtr4 
36.967 
35.165 
35.853 
35.837 
35.963 
35.883 
36.375 
38.373 
39.867 
41.487 
42.982 
42.615 
42.644 
43.200 
43.642 
43.697 
43.691 
44.468 
45.843 
46.888 
46.779 
47.076 
47.618 
48.320 
*ivot run after exoort ( 
2002 
2003 
2004 
2005 
2006 
2007 
Qtrl 
Qtr2 
Qtr3 
Qtr4 
Qtrl 
Qtr2 
Qtr3 
Qtr4 
Qtrl 
Qtr2 
Qtr3 
Qtr4 
Qtrl 
Qtr2 
Qtr3 
Qtr4 
Qtrl 
Qtr2 
Qtr3 
Qtr4 
Qtrl 
Qtr2 
48.778 1 
i 
49.059 i 
48.724 
48.393 ! 
47.928 i 
1 
47.363 
46.268 
45.843 i 
45.456 j 
45.607 j 
46.457 ! 
45.408 
43.932 
43.813 
43.993 
45.941 
44.838 
46.138 
46.790 
45.395 
44.563 
41.795 
ata into Excel 
Spot rates and 6 M forward premium since 1993 is shown in Graph 3. It can be 
observed that the INR was fairly stable at 31.375 for 2 years in 1993 and 1994. 
Subsequent to allowing INR to be partial convertibility in Aug 1994 (The Government 
of India allowed INR to be convertible on current account under Article 8 of the IMF), 
the gradual fluctuation of Dollar and Rupee rates began. 
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Graph 3: 6M USD Forward premium and USD/INR Spot rale Mar 'QS-Mar '06 
^yy/^/^////:///AVAA^yA^w.^y/^''Af// 
-6m Fwd premium% USD/INR rate 
Source: RBI Tables 
The graphical weekly historical rates since 1990 have been graphed on quarterly 
basis and are shown in the Graphs 4 to 8 below/following pages. 
Graph 4: Weekly INR movement 1990-94 
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Graph 5: Weekly INR movement 1993-97 
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Graph 7: Weekly INR movement 2001-05 
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3.9 USD 6 Month forward premium trend: 
The historical 6 month forward premium of Dollar against Rupee has fluctuated in the 
wide range from -0.69% to 23.43%. For a short while, in April, May 2004 the forward 
premium levels were negative (-0.69%) indicating that Rupee was quoting at a 
premium and Dollar at a discount; contrary to the opinion and expectations of market 
that Rupee should always be at discount. Also, the annualised premium levels were at 
10.13% in March 1993 touched a high level of 23.43% in Mar 1996 and fell down to 
2.43%) in Mar 2006. The wide fluctuations reflecting the impact of various factors viz. 
FIl inflows, demand and supply, FDI inflow, NRI deposits, trade balance BOP position 
etc. Thus, the Indian market has become dynamic over the period and indicates that 
corporate houses needs better management of their foreign exchange exposures. 
Graph 9 
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3.10 India's Trade Surplus. Import cover. Short term Debt% - 1991-2006 
Fundamental factors like Trade surplus, FX reserves, FDI/FII inflows, external debt 
position, balance of payments and a myriad of other factors can affect the intrinsic 
value of a currency against another currency. The Graph 10 given below shows the 
trend of India's trade plus, Import cover of FX reserves and % of Short term debt for 
the period 1991-2006. 
Graph 10 
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1996-
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1997-
98 
-3.8 
6.9 
5.4 
1998-
99 
-3.2 
8.2 
4.4 
1999-
00 
-4 
8.2 
4.0 
2000-
01 
-27 
8.8 
3.6 
2001-
02 
-2.4 
11.5 
2.8 
2002-
03 
-21 
14.2 
4.5 
- f -T rade Surplus * Import Cover -* -Shor t Term Debt % 
2003-
04 
-2.3 
16.9 
4.0 
2004-
05 
-5.3 
14.3 
6.1 
\ 
1 
2005-
06 
-6.5 
11.6 
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- 1 8 0 
16.0 
14.0 
-12.0 
10.0 
-8.0 
-6.0 
-4.0 
2.0 
0.0 
Note: Trade surplus given above is % of GDP and Short term debt is % of Total debt. 
Source: RBI Tables 
3.11 Correlation between India's Trade Surplus, Import cover. Short term Debt 
& average USD/INR rate 1991-2005 
The historical data of Trade Surplus as % of GDP, ratio of short term external debt to 
total debt, import cover, external debt amoimt. Debt service ratio and the average 
USD/INR exchange rate is given at Table 5. And the same data is plotted to check the 
trend and study the correlation between these variables in the Graph 11 below. It can 
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be observed that Rupee has depreciated higher on many occasions corresponding to (a) 
lower the import cover; (b) higher the external debt service ratio and vice-versa. For 
e.g. In the years 2003and 2004 Rupee has appreciated by 3.87% & 2.39% when the 
debt service ratio fell drastically by 0.61% and 63.03% respectively compared to 
previous year; (c) Fall of Trade surplus up to the year 2004. Subsequently, Rupee has 
appreciated due to other factors may be due to high economic growth. 
Year 
1990 
1991 
1992 
1993 
1994 
1995 
1996 
1997 
1998 
1999 
2000 
2001 
2002 
2003 
2004 
2005 
Tab 
Trade 
Surplus as 
% of GDP 
(3.00) 
(1.00) 
(2.30) 
(1.50) 
(2.80) 
(3.20) 
(3.80) 
(3.80) 
(3.20) 
(4.00) 
(2.70) 
(2.40) 
(2.10) 
(2.30) 
(5.30) 
(6.50) 
e 6: FX Variables and USD/INR Rate 1990-2005: 
Import 
cover of 
reserves (in 
months) 
2.5 
5.3 
4.9 
8.6 
8.4 
6.0 
6.5 
6.9 
8.2 
8.2 
8.8 
11.5 
14.2 
16.9 
14.3 
11.6 
Short term 
Debt/ Total 
Debt 
% 
10.2 
8.3 
7.0 
3.9 
4.3 
5.4 
7.2 
5.4 
4.4 
4.0 
3.6 
2.8 
4.5 
4.0 
6.1 
7.0 
Average 
USD/ INR 
rate 
17.88 
23.06 
30.25 
31.79 
31.40 
32.81 
35.96 
36.65 
41.74 
43.30 
45.22 
47.45 
48.74 
46.85 
45.73 
44.42 
Debt 
service 
ratio (%) 
35.3 
30.2 
27.5 
25.4 
25.9 
26.2 
23.0 
19.5 
18.7 
17.1 
16.6 
13.4 
16.4 
16.5 
6.1 
10.2 
External 
Debt USD 
mn 
83,801 
85,285 
90,023 
92,695 
99,008 
93,730 
93,470 
93,531 
96,886 
98,263 
101,326 
98,843 
104,958 
111,715 
123,204 
125,181 
% of 
change in 
External 
Debt. 
-
1.77 
5.56 
2.97 
6.81 
(5.33) 
(0.28) 
0.07 
3.59 
1.42 
3.12 
(2.45) 
6.19 
6.44 
10.28 
1.60 
Table 7: Pearson product moment correlation coefficient, r, 
Trade Surplus^ Vs INR 
rate 
Import Cover Vs INR 
rate 
Ratio of Stiort term debt 
to Totol debt Vs INR rate 
Debt Service ratio Vs 
INR rate 
External Debt Vs INR 
rate 
% Ctiange in External 
Debt Vs INR rate 
-0.344 
0.831 
-0.704 
-0.916 
0.732 
0.197 
Detailed statistical analysis of FX variables and Exchange rate of USD/INR is given in 
Appendices 5 to 12. 
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Graph n 
India's Trade Suplus, Import Cover, Short term Debt% Vs. Av. USD/INR rate -1990-2006 
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-Trade Surplus -2.3 -1.5 -2.8 -3.2 -3.8 -3.8 -32 -2.7 -2.4 -2.1 -2.3 -5.3 -6.5 
—5- hportQjver 2.5 5.3 4.9 86 8.4 6.5 6.9 8.2 8.2 88 11.5 14.2 16.9 14.3 11.6 
-Short Term tett% 10.2 8.3 3.9 4.3 5.4 7.2 5.4 4.4 3.6 28 4.5 6.1 
Average USD1NR rate 17.88 23.06 30.25 31.79 31.40 3281 35.96 36.65 41.74 43.30 45.22 47.45 48.74 46.85 45.73 44.42 
-Trade Surplus -. Import Cover Short Temi Debt % Average USmNR rate 
Note: Trade surplus given above is % of GDP and Short term debt is % of Total debt. 
Source; RBI tables ., 
3.12 Analytical charts of USD/INR 
Technical analysis (TA) is the use of past price behaviour to guide trading decisions 
in asset markets. For example, a trading rule might suggest buying a currency if its 
price has risen more than 1 percent from its value five days earlier. Such rules are 
widely used in stock, commodity, and (since the early 1970s) foreign exchange 
markets. More than 90 percent of surveyed foreign exchange dealers in London report 
usmg some form of technical analysis to inform their trading decisions (Taylor and 
Allen, 1992) . In fact, at short horizons, less than a week, technical analysis 
predominates over fundamental analysis, the use of other economic variables like 
interest rates, and prices in influencing trading decisions. 
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Taylor, Mark P., and Helen Allen, (June 1992) "The use of technical analysis in the foreign exchange market," 
Journal of International Money and Finance, pp. 304-14. 
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The technical charts of USD/INR are shown in Graphs 12 to 24 in the following pages. 
These chart indicate that there the volatility of the Rupee market has gradually 
increased and gave uncertainty to corporates and forex dealers like banks who do trade 
and provide hedging and enhances the need to be on top of the FX movements. 
Graph 12 : USD/INR : O4'90- 01'92 
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Graph 14 Weekly & MACD -Weekly INR Q3'92 -Q4'94 
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Graph 16 Weekly & MACD -Weekly INR Q4'98 -Q3'00 
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Graph 22 Daily & MACD -INR Oct'95 -Mar'06 
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3.13 FX Reserves and USD/INR Rates 
Table 7 and Graph 25 given below indicates the Foreign Exchange reserves during Mar 
92 and Nov 2006. It can be observed that INR strengthen against USD as and when there 
is accretion to FX Reserves and it has a Pearson Correlation R=0.61 pointing out strong 
relationship between these two variables. Details at Appendix 12. 
Table 8: FX Reserves and USD/INR Rates 
Month 
Mar-92 
Apr-92 
May-92 
Jun-92 
Jul-92 
Aug-92 
Sep-92 
Oct-92 
Nov-92 
Dec-92 
Jan-93 
Feb-93 
Mar-93 
Apr-93 
FX 
Reserves 
USDmn 
9,220 
9,080 
8,992 
9,795 
10,130 
^1^837" 
9,316 
8,995 
8,255 
8,885 
8,693 ' 
8,629 
9,832 
10,523 
Av 
USD 
rate 
29.46 
30.93 
30.34 
30.24 
30.25 
30.09 
30.06 
30.05 
30.08 
30.70 
30.88 
32.65 
31.53 
31.31 
Month 
Jan-95 
Feb-95 
Mar-95 
Apr-95 
May-95 
Jun-95 
Jul-95 
Aug-95 
Sep-95 
Oct-95 
Nov-95 
Dec-95 
Jan-96 
Fd)-96 
FX 
Reserves 
USDnm 
23,790 
23,951 
25,186 
25,037 
24,707 
24,153 
24,347 
23,449 
23,477 
22,200 
21,782 
22,063 
20,945 
20,652 
Av 
USD 
rate 
31.37 
31.38 
31.65 
31.41 
31.42 
31.40 
31.38 
31.58 
33.20 
34.58 
34.74 
34.96 
35.74 
36.63 
Month 
Nov-97 
Dec-97 
Jan-98 
Feb-98 
Mar-98 
Apr-98 
May-98 
Jun-98 
Jul-98 
Aug-98 
Sep-98 
Oct-9r 
Nov-98 
Dec-98 
FX 
Reserves 
USDmn 
27,893 
27,355 
27,838 
27,461 
29,367 
29,452 
28,671 
27,034 
27,088 
27,765 
29,182 
29,757 
29,667 
30,056 
AvUSD 
rate 
37.24 
39.22 
39.38 
^ 8 . 8 9 
39.50 
39.66 
40.47 
42.26 
42.51 
42.76 
42.52 
42.33 
42.38 
42.55 
Month 
Sep-00 
Oct-00 
Nov-00 
Dec-00 
Jan-01 
Feb-01 
Mar-Ol 
Apr-01 
May-01 
Jun-01 
Jul-01 
Sep-01 
Sep-01 
Oct-01 
FX 
Reserves 
USDmn 
35,438 
34,899 
39,040 
^40,077 
41,120 
41,608 
42,281 
42,526 
42,991 
43,454 
43,730 
44,877 
44,877 
45,256 
Av 
USD 
rate 
45.89 
46.34 
46.78 
46.75 
46.54 
46.52 
46.62 
46.78 
46.92 
47.00 
47.14" 
47.64 
47.64 
48.02 
Month 
Sep-03 
Oct-fl3 
Nov-03 
Dec-03 
Jan-04 
Feb-04 
Mar-04 
Apr-04 
May-04 
Jun-04 
Jul-04 
Sep-04 
Nov-04 
Dec-04 
FX 
Reserves 
USDmn 
92,339 
93,803 
97,400 
103,151 
106,384 
109,572 
112,959 
118,490 
119,379 
119,511 
118,385 
119,579 
128,226 
131,178 
Av 
USD 
rate 
45.85 
45.39 
45.52 
45.59 
45.46 
45.27 
45.02 
43.93 
45.25 
45.51 
46.04 
46.10 
45.13 
43.98 
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Apr-93 
May-93 
Jun-93 
Jul-93 
Aug-93 
Sep-93 
Oct-93 
10,523 
10,329 
10,547 
10,920 
11,242 
11,362 
11,825 
Nov-93 12,176 
Dec-93 
Jan-94 
Feb-94 
Mar-94 
Apr-94 
May-94 
Jun-94 
Jul-94 
Aug-94 
Sep-94 
Oct-94 
Nov-94 
Dec-94 
13,851 
14,645 
17,154 
19,254 
19,097 
19,572 
20,510 
21,674 
21,721 
23,012 
23,993 
23,578 
23,419 
31.31 
31.33 
31.41 
31.37 
31.37 
31.37 
31.37 
31.37 
31.37 
31.37 
31.37 
31.37 
31.37 
31.37 
31.37 
31.37 
31.37 
31.37 
31.37 
31.39 
31.39 
Feb-96 
Mar-96 
Apr-96 
May-96 
Jun-96 
JuI-96 
Aug-96 
Sep-96 
Oct-96 
Nov-96 
Dec-96 
Jan-97 
Feb-97 
Mar-97 
Apr-97 
May-97 
Jun-97 
Jui-97 
Aug-97 
Sep-97 
Oct-97 
20,652 
21,687 
21,620 
21,620 
22,091 
22,441 
22,441 
22,900 
23,635 
23,752 
24,110 
23,973 
23,674 
26,423 
26,667 
28,096 
29,331 
29,789 
30,228 
29,435 
30,022 
36.63 ' Dec-98 i 30,056 
34.41 Jan-99 
34.24 
35.01 
34.98 
35.51 
35.70 
35.73 
35.64 
35.74 
35.84 
35.87 
35.89 
35.87 
35.81 
35.81 
35.81 
35.74 
35.92 
36.43 
36.23 
Feb-99 
Mar-99 
Apr-99 
May-99 
Jun-99 
Jul-99 
Aug-99 
Sep-99 
Oct-99 
Nov-99 
Dec-99 
Jan-00 
Feb-00 
Mar-00 
Apr-00 
May-00 
Jun-00 
Jul-00 
Aug-00 
30,445 
30,758 
32,490 
32,538 
33,475 
33,265 
33,422 
33,269 
33,203 
33,805 
34,359 
34,935 
34,896 
35,903 
38,036 
37,896 
37,245 
36,730 
36,231 
35,619 
42.55 
~"42j\" 
42.47 
42.45 
42.73 
42.77 
43.13 
43.29 
43.46 
43.53 
43.44 
43.40 
43.45 
43.55 
43.61 
43.59 
43.64 
43.98 
44.69 
44.78 
45.68 
Oct-Ot 45,256 48.02 ' Dec-04 131,178 
Nov-01 46,891 47.99 Jan-05 129,463 
Dec-Ol 48,112 47.92 Feb-05 
Jan-02 
Feb-02 
Mar-02 
Apr-02 
May-02 
Jun-02 
Jul-02 
Sep-02 
Oct-02 
Nov-02 
Dec-02 
Jan-03 
Feb-03 
Mar-03 
/ipr-03 
May-03 
Jun-03 
Jul-03 
49,479 
50,776 
54,106 
55,870 
56,779 
58,693 
60,607 
63,620 
65,159 
48.33lMar-05 
48.69 1 Apr-05 
48.74 
48.92 
49.00 
48.97 
May-05 
Jun-05 
135,900 
141,514 
141,841 
138,857 
138,370 
43.98 
43.75 
43.68 
43.74 
43 49 
43.58 
Jul-05i 140,542143.54 
Aug-05 144,079 43.62 
48.76 Sep-O-i 143,059 43 92 
48.44 Oct-05 143,573 44.82 
48.37 Nov.05 
67,578 1 48.25 i Jan-06 
71,110 48.14 Feb-06 
142,821 45.73 
1 140,374 44.40 
142,400 44.33 
74,256 47.93 Mar-06 151.622 44,48 
73,547 47 74 Apr-06'160.677)44.95 
76,100 47.64 MaY-06 163,868145.41 
78,325 47.38 Jun-06 162.912 46.06 
82,308 
83,221 
85,551 
47.08 
46.71 
, 46.23 ! 
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Graph 25 A & 25 B 
FX Resives and USD/INR rate Mar 92-Jun 06 
I FX Reserves USD mn 
• Linear (FX Reserves USDmn) 
• Linear (Av USD rate) 
-Av USD rate 
-Linear (FX Reserves USD mn) 
24,000 
^^i^i'mi'PZ^^ic^z^^m^^py 
-^- FX Reserves USD mn —Av USD rate 
Log. (FX Reserves USD mn) Log. (Av USD fate) 
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Table 9: Statistical analysis of FX Reserves and USD/INR Rates 1992-2006 
SUMMARY OUTPUT 
Regression Statistics 
Multiple R 
R Square 
Adjusted R Square 
Standard Error 
Observations 
ANOVA 
0.61 
0.37 
0.36 
33,814.08 
166.00 
H. ss MS F 
Significance 
F 
Regression 
Residual 
Total 
1.00 
164.00 
165.00 
109,237,483,108 
187,516,300,574 
296,753,783,681 
109,237,483,108 
1,143,392,077 
95.54 0.00 
Coefficients 
Standard 
Error tStat P-value Lower 95% Upper 95% 
Intercept 
29.46 
(110,875.09) 
4,016.74 
16,663 
411 
(6.65) 
9.77 
0.00 
0.00 
(143,777.23) 
3,205.31 
(77,972,95) 
4,828.17 
F-Test Two-Sample for Variances 
FX Reserves 
USD/INR 
Rate 
Mean 
Variance 
Observations 
Df 
F 
P(F<=f) one-
tail 
F Critical 
one-tail 
49,964.54 
1,798,507,779.89 
166.00 
165.00 
43,830,011.55 
1.29 
40.04 
41.03 
166.00 
165.00 
t-n 'est: Two-Sample Assuming Unequal Variances 
FX Reserves 
Mean 49,964.54 
Variance 1,798,507,780 
Observations 166.00 
Hypothesized Mean 
Difference 
Df 165.00 
USD/INR Rate 
40.04 
41.03 
166.00 
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tStat 
P(T<=t) one-tail 
t Critical one-tail 
P(T<=t) two-tail 
t Critical two-tail 
15.17 
0.00 
1.65 
0.00 
1.97 
The trend and correlation is given in Graph 25 A and Graph 25 b above. At an alpha 
level of 0.05 (i.e. 5% probability/significance level), the P value is 0.00 which is below 
the alpha; and therefore statistically it is more significant. Thus the null hypothesis that 
with the accretion of FX reserves, the Indian Rupee shall become strong is not true and 
gets rejected as summarized below: 
p-value 
less than 0.001 
Outcome of test Statement 
Reject Ho 
Very strong evidence to reject 
Ho (Null Hypothesis) 
Statistical analysis in detail is at Appendix 12. 
3.1.4 Summary 
The historical movement of Indian Rupee since independence inter-alia pegging to 
Pound sterling initially and to USD and basket of currencies later has been lucidly 
covered. FX market developments since the introduction of financial sector reforms in 
1991 upto 2006 including introduction of FEMA 2000 explained. Factors affecting 
the exchange rates and volatility has been explained with the support of technical 
analysis and trend analysis. Various FX instruments available in the market for FX 
risk management have been illustrated. The Hypothesis formulated as part of the stud>' 
that TNR shall become strong with the increase of forex reserves' has been disproved. 
In the next chapter, 4, analysis and discussions on how the forex exposure 
management processes are done and practices followed in select countries and in India 
shall be covered. 
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Chapter 4 
ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSIONS 
In this chapter FX risk management practices followed in advanced economies like 
Switzerland, USA, Germany, UK, Canada and Chile and in India collected from the 
secondary sources and through questionnaire have been studied. 
4.1 Practices in select countries 
4.1.1 Currency risk management practices of Swiss industrial corporations: 
A survey of Swiss Firms to study the practices regarding FX exposure was conducted 
in 2000 by Claudio Loderer and Karl Pichler''\ The title of the survey was "Do you 
know your currency risk exposure?" 
Many of these companies sell most of their output abroad and would therefore seem to 
be heavily exposed to currency risk. In fact, currency risk can be substantial. Between 
1978 and 1996, the Swiss franc experienced dramatic swings in relation to major 
currencies such as the U.S. dollar, the Italian lira, and the British pound. Comparing 
highest and lowest exchange-rate levels, the U.S. dollar depreciated by 60% vis-a-vis 
the Swiss franc, the Italian lira by 70%, and the British pound by 62%. The annual 
currency rate volatilities was sizable in the six years, the volatility of the U.S. dollar, 
for example, had exceeded 12%. The purpose of the study was to examine whether 
industrials quantify their risk profile (RP). Such a RP maps firm value against 
unexpected changes in a specific output price or factor cost. 
Generally, maximization of firm-value is the ultimate reason for managing risk. Under 
that assumption, adopting the appropriate risk-protection policy would seem to require 
knowing the (asymmetric) RP of firm value. Depending on the purpose of currency 
risk management, it can be simpler for managers to focus on other risk profiles. For 
instance, to reduce expected taxes in the presence of convex tax schedules, all they 
need to know is the currency risk profile of taxable income, which maps taxable 
income against unexpected changes in currency rates. Similarly, to avoid the 
45 Claudio Loderer and Karl Pichler, January 5, 2000, Institut fur Finanzmanagement, Universitat Bern. 
Engehaldenstrasse 4, 3012 Bern, Switzerland 
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deadweight costs of externa! finance, it might be simpler to focus on the RP of the 
firm's cash flow [Froot, Scharfstein, and Stein (1994), Tufano (I998a)]'* .^ Therefore 
the survey focused on knowledge of the RP of firm value. 
It was found that industrials do not quantify their currency risk exposure and 
investigate possible reasons. One possibility is that firms do not think they need to 
know because they use on-balance-sheet instruments to protect themselves before and 
after currency rates reach troublesome levels. This is puzzling because a rough 
estimate of at least cash flow exposure is not a prohibitive task and could be helpful. It 
is also puzzling that firms use currency derivatives to hedge/insure individual short-
term transactions, without apparently trying to estimate aggregate transaction 
exposure''''. 
The full sample was biased toward larger firms, since firms with less exposure are less 
likely to participate in the survey, the sample is also biased toward firms with non 
negligible currency risk exposure. The sample firms were therefore larger firms with 
nonzero currency risk exposure. Larger firms would seem to command more resources 
and therefore be able to afford a more sophisticated risk management approach, larger 
firms are arguably more interesting in a survey of risk management practices. 
There are many ways in which firms can protect against foreign exchange risk. Bodie 
and Merton (2000) list four broad possibilities. 
First, firms can simply avoid risk. That would seem to involve choosing to sell or buy 
in markets that are not exposed to currency risk. The head of the Swiss employers' 
association of the machinery industry recently discussed tying Swiss wages to the euro 
to reduce firms' currency risk. In an open economy, this is almost impossible to 
achieve since even if firms are able to avoid direct exposure, at least some of their 
suppliers, customers, or competitors will bear some exposure. 
46 
For the U.S., see also Petersen and Thiagarajan (1998), Tufano (1998b), and Brown (1999). 
'*' Ibid, page 2 
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Second, firms can reduce the likelihood or the severity of losses. A Swiss company 
that exports to France can finance some of its operations with French francs or buy 
materials from French suppliers. 
Third, firms can transfer risk to others. There are basically three ways they can do 
this: 
> They can hedge. That means, they can sell potential gains from favourable 
currency changes to cover losses from unfavourable changes. A Swiss importer, for 
instance, can enter into a forward contract to buy Italian lire to fund its purchases from 
its Italian supplier; 
> They can insure. This involves paying another party to assume their currency risk. 
For example, some firms insure with currency options whereas others do so by 
invoicing in Swiss francs rather than in foreign currencies; 
> They can diversify. An importer can source from suppliers in different countries 
rather than from only one supplier. This diversification spreads risk over different, 
possibly uncorrected currencies. The suppliers assume some of the importer's risk 
since the importer will buy from the suppliers with the more favourable currency 
rates. 
> The final approach to risk protection in the Bodie and Merton (2000) 
classification is risk bearing. Firms can simply decide that the risk they are exposed to 
is too small to worry about. 
> Firms are then asked to state their exposure to the risk of unexpected changes in 
the U.S. dollar, the German mark, the Italian lira, and the French franc (the associated 
countries are important trading partners of Switzerland).5 Their answers are presented 
in Table 3. Not even 40% of the sample firms are able to quantify their exposure: 37% 
can do so for the U.S. dollar, 38% for the German mark, 30% for the Italian lira, and 
28% for the French franc. These low percentages may be misleading, since not all 
firms have a significant exposure to all four currencies. Perhaps the firms that know 
their exposure to. say, the dollar are not concurrently exposed to any of the other three 
currencies. We therefore compute the number of firms able to quantify their exposure 
to at least one of the four currencies, but our conclusion does not change much. Only 
43% of the sample firms can do so. 
> Almost two-thirds of the answering companies protect individual foreign 
exchange commitments and claims. In comparison, there is much more reluctance to 
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shield future cash in- and outflows that have not been contractually stipulated yet. 
Interestingly, only 26% of these firms focus, and therefore presumably compute, a net 
figure of aggregate transaction exposure (aggregate foreign exchange commitments 
minus claims). 
> Frequency and type of currency derivatives used by industrial firms. The 
significance test examines whether forwards are used more often than other derivative 
securities. Forward contracts are used by 81% of the firms that use currency 
derivatives more than occasionally, much more frequently than other currency 
derivatives, in particular options. This makes sense if firms are confident about the 
exposure they want to reduce, consistent with the claim that they focus on transaction 
exposure. In contrast, if firms wanted to reduce economic exposure, we would 
probably observe more frequent use of options, since economic exposure itself is 
uncertain [see also Giddy (1988)]. This argument ignores disclosure considerations, 
however. Firms might prefer forward contracts to options because the former do not 
show up on the balance sheet [see also Bodnar and Gebhardt (1999), 
> Establishing a firm's currency RP of firm value requires the following steps: (1) 
projecfing the firm's free cash fiows; (2) capitalizing those cash flows to compute firm 
value; and (3) assessing how unexpected changes in currency rates affect that value. 
There are several problems in implementing this estimation. First, it is difficult to 
project the relevant future cash flows. Second, the assets of these firms trade, if at all, 
in highly illiquid markets. That complicates the assessment of the appropriate cost-of-
capital measures. Third, currency exposure changes with the identity and the policies 
of competitors, suppliers, and customers. Basing risk management on inaccurate 
measures of risk exposure can lead to seriously flawed hedges that could potentially 
increase rather than decrease currency risk. Almost half of the firms profess an 
inability to measure future cash flows and their currency composition with much 
precision. This is consistent with the claim that sample companies are afraid of 
making mistakes in assessing their currency risk exposure. There is also evidence that 
firms focus on short-term transaction exposure, since 34% of the firms hedge 
individual transactions. Note that 29% of the firm focus on the short term with the 
argument that any long-term exposure will be reduced with on-balance-sheet 
instruments. 
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> Money-market hedges are defined in the questionnaire as financing foreign 
activities in foreign currencies, or lending or investing in foreign currencies to offset 
liabilities denominated in foreign currencies. 13 The table shows that money-market 
hedges are fairly diffuse, as almost 60% of the firms claim to be using them. Firms 
also attempt to shed currency risk with contractual clauses that give them the right to 
choose the currency in which to pay or be paid. Currency risk sharing and various 
forms of government-sponsored currency risk insurance are also used, but much less 
frequently. 
Sample year: 1996. 
Percentage of firms using these instruments 
Money-market hedges 56% 
Choice of currency in which suppliers are paid 54% 
Choice of currency in which customers are invoiced 51% 
Currency risk sharing 23% 
Swiss export risk insurance 16% 
Export risk insurance provided by foreign countries 9% 
> Reaction to currency fluctuations. Nearly 80% of firms (not shown) say currency 
risk induces them to make at least one of the adjustments listed in the table. The use of 
operating adjustments in anticipation of unfavourable currency fluctuations follows a 
very similar pattern. If anything, preventive adjustments are used more often than ex-
post adjustments. 
Percentage of firms making these adjustments in 1996: 
Pricing policy 65% 
Choice of countries in which to buy inputs 48% 
Credit policy 41% 
Improving productivity 31% 
Choice of countries in which to sell products and services 3\% 
Improving the flexibility of manufacturing systems 20% 
Relocating parts of the firm abroad 18% 
Shifting production among plants internationally 14% 
Changing the pace of product/service innovation 10%) 
Setting the size of the budget for sales promotion 0%) 
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5.1.1.2 The sample include some fairly large multinational corporations, such as 
Ciba-Geigy AG and Sandoz (now merged into Novartis), Swissair, Oerlikon Buhrle, 
and Sulzer. More importantly, we can compare some of our findings with findings 
reported elsewhere. Bodnar and Gebhardt (1999), in particular, have surveyed 
derivative usage in German and U.S. firms. We can use that study for a comparison. 
The more striking similarities between the two studies are: 
> Like Swiss firms, U.S. and German firms use both currency derivatives and on-
balance-sheet instruments to reduce currency risk. This has been observed also, 
among others, by Petersen and Thiagarajan (1998) and Brown (1999); 
> In their risk management strategies, U.S. and German firms appear to pursue the 
same targets as Swiss firms. All firms, regardless of nationality, primarily target 
accounting earnings and cash flow rather than firm value. In comparison, 83% of our 
firms target operating cash flows, and 80% target earnings. 
> As in our sample firms, U.S. and German firms hedge/insure transaction 
exposure, while essentially ignoring translation exposure. 
> The horizon of U.S. and German firms in hedging/insuring transaction exposure 
is also not much longer than 12 months 
> OTC forwards are the most frequently used currency derivative in U.S. and 
German firms. OTC swaps come second (at least for German firms), and OTC options 
are third. Swiss firms have the same preferences. So, in general, it would appear that 
our firms are similar to firms in Germany and in the U.S. One apparent difference is 
that larger firms in the Bodnar and Gebhardt (1999) study are more likely than small 
firms to focus on cash flow and firm value. Swiss firms do not share that regularity. 
Yet, since Swiss companies are more likely when compared with the firms in the 
Bodnar and Gebhardt study to focus on cash flow and firm value to begin with, it is 
not clear whether this apparent difference is significant. 
It would appear that U.S. and German firms hedge anticipated cash flows that are not 
contractually committed more often than our firms. We would need more information, 
however, to make a definite statement. 
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The purpose of this survey was to examine the risk management policies of industrial 
firms. The expectation was that they estimate the risk profile of firm value (or at least 
that of their operating cash flow) and hedge/insure it with derivative securities. That is 
not what we find. Firms appear to rely on operating tools both actively and reactively 
to protect against currency risk. Currency derivatives are used mainly to micro hedge/ 
micro insure transaction exposure. 
Firms do not know the currency RP of their value or that of their cash flow. 
Apparently, they do not think they need to know. Yet, this approach is puzzling, since 
knowing their RPs could help firms better calibrate their risk management tools. 
Whereas most firms ignore the quantitative dimensions of their RPs, they at least 
know the direction of the impact of unexpected currency rate changes on their cash 
flow. Yet, almost no firms are aware of risk profile concavities of the kind postulated 
in the literature as the reason to manage currency risk to maximize firm value. Firms 
either fail to properly understand why currency risk reduces firm value or manage risk 
even when it is unnecessary. 
These results raise many questions for future research. One of the most challenging is 
the apparent overall approach to risk management by firms, namely the reduction of 
economic exposure with (mostly) on balance- sheet instruments on the one hand and 
the short-run micro hedging and micro insuring of transaction exposure with (mostly) 
currency derivatives on the other. What makes this approach particularly puzzling is 
that it does not seem to rely on even rough quantitative assessments of exposure (of 
firm, cash fiow, or transaction value). We suspect that these observations could be the 
result of the way firms are internally organized and of the incentives they create for 
their executives. 
CEOs and treasurers may have a compartmentalized view of the firm. Their main 
incentive might be to guarantee sufficient liquidity and borrovv'ing capacity rather than 
to worry about firm value directly. 
Focusing mainly on transaction exposure might therefore a sensible thing to do 
(although it is not clear why it would not make sense to aggregate individual foreign 
currency positions). Only the CEOs and the heads of the various divisions may have 
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the integral view that CFOs and treasurers apparently lack. But the divisions may not 
have the tools (currency derivatives) or the authority to manage currency risl< other 
than with operating instruments. And the CEOs may not have the proper incentives to 
reduce currency risk with derivative securities. Moreover, CEOs, like academics, may 
have only a fuzzy notion of the benefits of currency risk management. 
4.1.2 Financial risk management by US non-financial firms'*^ 
Weiss Center for International Financial Research of the Wharton School, in 
partnership again with CIBC World Markets, undertook third survey on financial risk 
management practice and derivatives used by non-fmancial corporations in the United 
States between October 1997 and March 1998. In terms of size, 160 firms are from 
the large category, consisting of firms with fiscal year 1996 total sales greater than 
$1.2 billion, 116 are from the medium-sized category, with total sales between $1.2b 
and $150m, and 123 are from the small category, with total sales less than $150m. 
Key findings of the survey are given below: 
I. Use of Derivatives 
A. Sample Firms and Overall Derivatives Usage 
The first question in the survey asks firms whether they use derivatives. Of the firms, 
200, or 50%, report using derivatives. Interestingly, in all three years the percentage of 
derivatives users from this group is 41%, although several firms switch between use 
and non-use across years. Overall, these results suggest that the percentage of firms 
using derivatives has remained constant over the past three years. 
B. Change in Usage Intensity 
Of derivative users, 42% indicated that their usage had increased over the previous 
year, compared to just 13% who indicated a decrease. The remaining firms indicated 
that their usage had remained constant. Overall, these responses suggested that a 
significant proportion of derivatives users is finding derivatives helpful enough that 
they are choosing to increase their usage. 
" Gordon M. Bodnarand Richard C. Marston, Wharton School, University of Pennsylvania 
And Greg Hayt, CIBC World Markets, .luly 1998,1998 Survey of Financial Risli Management by U.S. Non-Financial Firms 
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C. Derivatives Usage Conditional on Size and Activity 
In the size dimension, usage is heaviest among large firms at 83%. The derivative 
usage rate drops to 45% for medium-sized firms and to 12% for small firms. That 
large firms are so much more likely to use derivatives is suggestive of an economies-
to-scale argument for derivative use, with large firms better able to bear the fixed cost 
of derivatives use compared to small firms. In the industrial dimension, derivatives 
usage is greatest among primary product producers at 68%. Given that futures 
exchanges were originally established to help manage commodity risks, it is not 
surprising that such a large percentage of primary product producers use derivatives. 
Among manufacturing firms, 48% use derivatives; much of this usage is likely driven 
by foreign currency exposure arising from foreign operations or exporting/importing. 
Even among service firms, 42% use derivatives, most likely because of the increased 
internationalization of service firms and the growing need to manage foreign currency 
exposure. 
The change in derivatives usage also varies across these groupings. Service firms are 
nearly twice as likely to have increased derivatives usage as manufacturing or 
primary-product firms. Also, not a single small firm indicated that it had decreased its 
derivatives usage over the previous year. These responses suggest that the usage rate 
is increasing most among groups where overall derivatives usage is least common. 
D. Approach to Risk Management Across Risk Classes 
Financial price risk can be classified into four broad classes: foreign-currency, 
interest-rate, commodity, and equity risk. The survey results reveals that of the firms 
using derivatives, foreign-exchange (FX) risk is the risk most commonly managed 
with derivatives, being done so by 83% of all derivatives users. Interest-rate (IR) risk 
is the next most commonly managed risk with 76% of firms indicating IR derivatives 
use. Commodity (CM) risk is managed with derivatives by 56% of derivatives users, 
while equity (EQ) risk is the least commonly managed risk at just 34%. 
FX risk is most commonly managed by manufacturing firms, with 95% of this group 
indicating FX derivatives use. For service firms, IR risk was slightly more commonly 
managed with derivatives than FX risk, with derivatives usage rates of 78% versus 
72%, respectively. 
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Approach, in terms of decision-making structure, to managing each class of risk. 
The following question was asked to clioose between: 1) risi<-manageiTient activities 
being primarily centralized, 2) risk-management decisions primarily decentralized 
with centralized coordination, or 3) risk-management activities primarily 
decentralized. 
Centralized risk-management activities are overwhelmingly most common, with the 
only exception being commodity risk management where one-third of the firms 
indicated some degree of decentralized structure. 
E. Concerns About Derivatives Usage 
These issues include: accounting treatment, credit risk, market risk (unexpected 
changes in prices of derivatives), monitoring and evaluating hedging results, reaction 
by analysts and investors. Security and Exchange Commission (SEC) disclosure 
requirements, and secondary market liquidity (ability to unwind transactions). For 
each issue, firms are asked to indicate a high, moderate, or low level of concern or 
indicate that the issue is not a concern to them. Firms were also given the option of 
listing any other issues of great concern to them regarding derivafives use. 
Accounting treatment was the issue causing the most concern among derivatives 
users, with 37% of the firms indicating a high concern and only 15% low or no 
concern with this issue. Undoubtedly, this concern is the result of the August i997 
release by the Financial Accounfing Standards Board (FASB) of a draft proposal for a 
new accounting standard for the measurement and reporting of derivatives. Market 
risk, defined as unforeseen changes in the market value of derivative positions, was 
the next issue most troubling firms, with 31%) of the firms indicating a high degree of 
concern and 11% of the firms indicating little or no concern. This was followed 
closely by monitoring and evaluating hedge results with 19% of the firms indicating a 
high degree of concern but 26% indicating little or no concern. The remaining four 
issues had significantly more firms indicating little or no concern as compared to high 
concern. In the case of credit risk, secondary market liquidity, and reaction by analysts 
and investors, more than 35%) of the firms indicated low or no concern with these 
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issues. For credit risk, this result contrasts markedly with the 1995 survey in which it 
was the issue causing the most serious concern among derivative users. Among the 
"other issues" that some firms indicated high concern about were transaction costs and 
unauthorized trading. 
F. Likely Impact of FASB's New Accounting Rules: Statement No. 133, "Accounting 
for Derivative Instruments and Hedging Activities." 
The new proposal requires all derivatives to be recorded on the balance sheet at fair 
market value and marked to market each reporting period. Changes in market value 
are either reported in income each period, or directly in the equity section of the 
balance sheet, depending on the specific use of the derivatives. The rule also 
essentially covers all derivatives instruments, including derivatives embedded in other 
securities, thus expanding the set of derivatives instruments for which accounting 
rules are explicitly stated. For 73% of the firms, the new rules will have no effect on 
their derivatives use or their risk-management strategies. Of the 27% of the firms for 
which the new rules will cause some change, the most likely effect is a change in the 
type of instruments used, with 55% of these firms indicating this change. Other 
commonly mentioned effects include a reduction in the use of derivatives and a 
change in the timing of hedging transactions. 
III. Foreign Exchange Exposure Management 
This section focuses on the issue of currency exposure and its management using 
derivatives. 
1.8. Currency Exposure 
Foreign currency derivatives are the most commonly used class of derivatives with 
83% of derivative-using firms utilizing them. In terms of the percentage of total 
revenues and costs in foreign currency, 40% of the firms report foreign currency 
revenues to be 20% or more of total revenues, while 36% of the firms report foreign 
currency expenses to be 20% or more of total expenses. So, many firms in the survey 
have significant foreign currency exposure. 
It is interesting that a majority of firms roughly balance out total foreign currency 
revenues with foreign currency expenses. Although the responses mask whether the 
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expenses and revenues are in the same foreign currencies, and thus many of these 
balanced firms may have exposures to particular foreign currencies, this pattern 
suggests that natural hedging is a common way for firms to manage their exposure to 
exchange rates. Of the firms that report a net imbalance in total foreign currency 
revenues and costs, nearly twice as many firms report a net revenue exposure (26%) 
as report a net expense exposure (15%). 
Conditionally, these revenue and expense exposures exhibit several interesting 
characteristics. First of all, large and medium firms are both substantially net-revenue-
exposed, while the small firms are, on average, net-expense-exposed. Across 
industries, manufacturing and service firms are heavily revenue-exposed with more 
than three times as many net-revenue-exposed firms as net-expense-exposed firms. 
This is offset by a heavy net-expense exposure on the part of the primary-product 
firms. 
B. Transactions in Foreign Currency Derivatives Markets 
Firms were asked to indicate how often they transacted in the foreign currency 
derivatives market for hedging eight frequently cited exposures. These were 
contractual commitments - both on-balance-sheet (i.e., payables and receivables) and 
off-balance-sheet (i.e., signed contracts pending), anticipated transactions within one 
year, anticipated transactions beyond one year, economic/competitive exposure, 
translation of foreign accounting statements, and foreign repatriations. 
The most frequently cited motivations for transacting in the foreign currency 
derivatives markets are for hedging near-terrn, directly observable exposures. The 
most commonly hedged exposures were on-balahce-sheet commitments (89% hedge 
frequently or sometimes), anticipated transactions expected within one year (85% 
hedge frequently or sometimes), and foreign repatriations (78% hedge frequently or 
sometimes). Identifiable off-balance-sheet commitments are substantially less likely to 
be hedged by these firms than on-balance-sheet commitments. Anticipated 
transactions beyond one year are frequently hedged by 12% of the firms but 
sometimes hedged by 45%, suggesting that a majority of firms using foreign currency 
derivatives at least sometimes hedge exposures over a longer horizon. The more 
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amorphous and longer-term competitive exposure is hedged frequently by just 11% of 
the firms but sometimes by an additional 28%, which is a noticeable increase from 
past surveys. Hedging translation exposure was a reason for currency derivatives 
transactions for only a minority of the firms, with 14% doing this frequently and 
another 23% doing so sometimes. Finally, transacting in derivatives to hedge 
exposures from arbitraging interest rates across currencies was done frequently by 
only 5% of the firms; however, 35% of the firms indicated that they do this 
sometimes. 
C. Hedging Intensity 
The survey revealed that with the exception of three types of exposure - on-balance-
sheet exposures, anticipated transactions less than one year and foreign repatriations -
the majority of firms hedge less than 25% of their perceived exposures. Even for these 
three heavily hedged exposures, the average proportion hedged, shown in the final 
column of the table, is less than 50%. Only for on-balance-sheet commitments does 
the average percentage of the exposure hedged reach 50%. Thus, partial hedging 
appears to be normal practice for these firms. Even in the cases of these three types of 
exposures, only a third of the firms indicated that they hedged more than 75% of the 
total exposure. Again, these three were the more easily identifiable, near-term, 
transacfion-based exposures. For longer-term exposures, such as anticipated 
transactions beyond one year and economic/competitive exposure, less than 10% of 
the firms indicated that they hedged as much as 75% of the perceived exposure. These 
results suggest that foreign currency hedging, rather than eliminating exposiir 
generally only reduces the exposures, but typically by less than half of the original 
outstanding exposure. 
D. Maturity Structure of Hedging 
First, short-term derivatives are used by a vast majority of firms. In fact, 82% of the 
firms utilize foreign-currency derivatives with an original maturity of 90 days or less, 
and 77% use foreign-currency derivatives with an original maturity of 91 to 180 days, 
while only 12% use foreign-currency derivatives with maturities of more than three 
years. Second, firms tend to concentrate most of their foreign-currency derivatives 
usage at the short horizon, especially 90 days or less. Thus, nearly one-quarter of the 
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firms do all of their foreign-currency derivatives activity in instruments with original 
maturities of 180 days or less. Finally, the intensity of usage drops off dramatically 
with the lengthening of the maturity of the derivatives. Very few firms use any 
instruments with maturities over one year. A small group, 7% of the firms, all large 
firms, concentrates their foreign-currency derivatives usage only in the long-horizon 
instruments. 
E. Impact of a Market View on Foreign Currency Derivatives Use 
Firms were asked to indicate the fi-equency with which their market views cause them 
to alter the timing or size of their hedges or to actively take a position in the market 
using derivatives. 10% of the firms indicated that their market view on exchange rates 
"fi'equently" altered either the size or the timing of the hedges that they entered into. A 
substantially larger number of firms occasionally incorporate their market view into 
their hedging decision, with 49% of the firms sometimes altering the timing of their 
hedges and 51% sometimes altering the size of their hedges. Without entering the 
debate about what constitutes a hedge and what constitutes speculation, it is apparent 
that a majority of firms sometimes takes into account their opinion about market 
conditions when choosing a risk-management strategy. A smaller, but still substantial, 
proportion of firms "actively take positions" based on a market view of the exchange 
rate. While only 6% of the firms "fi-equently" take positions, another 26% do so at 
least "sometimes." 
F. Benchmark for Evaluating Foreign Currency Risk Management 
For foreign-currency risk management, the firms were asked about the benchmark 
they used for evaluating foreign-currency risk management over the budget/planning 
period. 
Of the firms surveyed, 44% indicated that they did not have a benchmark for 
evaluating the foreign-currency risk-management process. Of the remaining 
responding firms, the most common benchmark was the use of the forward rates 
available at the beginning of the budget/planning period. Of the firms with some 
benchmaricing, 42% used the forward rates, which is a simple and reasonable 
approach to the question. Of the responding firms with a benchmark, 24% indicated 
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that they simply use the spot rates available at the beginning of the period. This 
approach is questionable on theoretical grounds as the current spot rates do not 
incorporate any market expectations of currency movements over the period nor do 
they offer rates at which any risks could actually be laid off. Of the firms with some 
form of benchmark, 17% use a baseline percent hedged strategy. The firms indicated 
that the baselines for these benchmarks typically range from 50% to 100% hedged. 
Finally, 17% of the responding firms indicated the use of some other form of 
benchmark. Examples of these include comparison against fully open and fully 
hedged results, comparison against an average executable rate over a period, 
comparison against some combination of a forward and option hedge, and simple 
profit and loss on currency derivatives. While some of these ideas have more merit 
than others, it is disturbing that nearly half of the firms do not have a well-specified 
benchmark for evaluating whether their foreign-currency risk-management process is 
providing any useful service to the firm. 
IV. Interest-Rate-Exposure Management 
Nearly all firms that use interest-rate derivatives reported using them to swap from 
floating-rate debt to fixed-rate debt. While only 13% of the firms indicated that they 
do this frequently, 83% of the firms indicated that they use interest-rate derivatives to 
do this sometimes. In contrast, just 60% of the firms indicated that they use interest-
rate derivatives to swap from fixed-rate debt to floating-rate debt with most firms 
doing so only sometimes as opposed to frequently. Of the firms, 66% indicated that 
their view on interest rates causes them to alter the timing of a transaction, 60% of [' 
firms doing so sometimes and just 6% doing so frequently. A slightly smaller 
percentage, 59%, responded that their view affected the size of their derivatives 
transaction, again with the majority, 54%, doing so sometimes. Additionally, 41% of 
the firms indicated that their view on interest rates causes them to actively take 
positions, with 37% doing so sometimes. 
V. Option Contracts 
Options are generally less popular than forwards in the FX area, swaps in the IR area, 
and futures in the CM area. Option use tended to be concentrated in exposures that are 
longer term and more contingent. Firms limited their option usage either because they 
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felt some other instrument was better suited to the exposure or they pointed to some 
obstacle to their use, such as excessive cost or laclc of sufficient comfort with their 
behavior. 
The variety of options commonly used in the market today has increased dramatically 
over the past few years. In addition to standard options, average-rate options, barrier 
options, and option combinations are widely available in the over-the-counter market. 
Of the 200 derivatives-using firms, 68% indicated that they had used some form of 
option within the past 12 months. FX options were the most common, used by 44% of 
derivatives-using firms, while IR and CM options were used by just 28% of 
derivatives using firms. The instrument-specific responses indicate that the standard 
European-style (exercisable only at maturity) and American-style (exercisable any 
time up to maturity) options are the most commonly used, with 42% of responding 
firms using European-style and 38% using American-style options. Option 
combinations, such as collars, straddles, etc., are used by 25% of all derivatives users. 
The most commonly used exotic option is the average-rate option, which is diifercnt 
in that its payoff is based upon the difference between the strike price and some 
average of the history of prices. This type of option is used by \9% of derivatives 
users. Barrier options, which come into existence or cease to exist when some price 
point is reached, are used by 13% of the firms, while contingent-premium options, 
with deferred or contingent-premium payments, have been used by just 6% of the 
firms in the past 12 months. Among the "other" type of options used are compound 
options (i.e., opfions on options) and equity options generally. Another ua -
revealed by the table is that options usage is heaviest in foreign currencies and 
commodities. Currency-option usage is heaviest in the European-style and the exotic 
basket and barrier options while commodity option usage is heaviest in the American-
style and average-rate options. 
Of large firms that used derivatives, 74% indicated the use of some form of option 
within the past 12 months. This compares with 58%i of medium-size firms and 47% of 
small firms. By industry, manufacturing firms were most likely to use options, with 
78% indicating some use compared to 67%o of primary-product firms and 50% of 
service firms. Manufacturing firms are substantially more likely to have used 
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European-Style relative to American-style options, while the opposite is weakly true 
for firms in the primary-product and service sectors. Manufacturing firms are also 
more likely to have used barrier options, with most of this use being in the FX area. 
Finally, option combinations are most commonly used by primary-product firms. 
VI. Control and Reporting Procedures 
Responses regarding internal policy regarding derivatives usage and reportmg & 
corporate policies regarding the monitoring and evaluation of derivatives risks are 
given below: 
1.9. Corporate Policy and Reporting 
Of the firms using derivatives, 79% report having such a documented policy. With 
regard to reporting of derivatives activity to the board of directors, 50% of the firms 
have no preset schedule, while 27% report either monthly or quarterly and another 
17% only annually. Only 27 firms, or 14% of the firms using derivatives, indicate 
having neither a documented policy nor regular reporting of derivative activity to the 
board. 
B. Counterparty Risk 
For derivatives with maturities 12 months or less, 25% of the firms insist on a rating 
of AA or above for the counterparty, and 74% of the firms insist on A or above. 
Policies become even stricter for derivatives with maturities longer than 12 months. 
Of the firms, 40% insist on a rating of AA or above. 
C. Monitoring and Evaluation 
Monitoring helps keep the firms abreast of market changes. It also provides a basis for 
detecting sudden changes in value and determining whether such changes in value 
continue to constitute a sufficient hedge of the underlying exposure. 28% of the firms 
are revaluing their derivatives portfolio either daily or weekly, while another 27% 
revalue monthly. There is a shift towards the source of valuations. In contrast to 
previous results, where the original dealer was the most important source for 
information about revaluing derivatives, firms now indicate that internal sources (such 
as software and simple spreadsheets with market data) are the most relied upon 
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method for revaluing derivatives. Of the firms, 43% indicated that in-house sources 
are the most important source for revaluing derivatives, with just 38% indicating that 
they still rely primarily on the original dealer. Also, 26% of the firms indicated a 
primary reliance on another dealer, consultant, or professional price vendor. This 
increase in in-house valuations as the primary source of valuation due to widespread 
availability of low-cost software for end-user pricing. 
With regard to the risk of the derivatives portfolio, 44% of derivatives users, indicated 
that they calculated a value at risk (VaR) measure for some or all of their derivatives 
portfolio. Use of VAR was much more common among large firms and firms in the 
primary-products sector. 
Given that the purpose of risk management is to reduce risk rather than increase 
profits, it is surprising that 40% of the firms have a profit-based approach to risk-
management evaluation. Such an approach can provide incentives for risk managers to 
take positions that may ultimately increase the total riskiness of the firm. 
Vn. Non-Use of Derivatives 
Majority (60%) of firms do not use derivatives because their exposures are too small. 
An additional 14% of non-users with potentially large exposures indicated that the 
most important reason they do not use derivatives is that they can manage these 
exposures effectively by other means, such as operational diversification or risk-
shifting/sharing arrangements. 
The only other concern receiving much weight was the concern about perceptions of 
derivatives use by others, such as investors/analysts. Of the firms, 10% indicated that 
this was the primary reason in their mind for not using derivatives, with an additional 
31 % citing it as a supporting explanation. 
The other three specifically mentioned issues, difficulty pricing and valuing 
derivatives, concerns over disclosure requirements of the SEC, and concerns over the 
new FASB accounting treatment, all generated only token measures of concern from 
the respondents. 
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VIII. Summary 
Many of the results of this year's survey confirm and reinforce those found in 
previous surveys in 1994 and 1995. In particular, derivatives use is not widespread, 
with less than half of the population of firms using financial derivatives of any kind. 
While the intensity of derivatives use appears to be increasing among the firms using 
derivatives, no compelling evidence suggests that the total percentage of firms using 
derivatives has changed dramatically over the past four years. Foreign-currency 
derivatives are the most commonly used, followed by interest-rate, commodity, and 
equity derivatives, respectively. 
4.1.3 Derivatives Usage in Risk Management by US and German Non-Financial 
Firms '^ 
This paper is a comparative study of the responses to the 1995 Wharton School survey 
of derivative usage among US non-financial firms and a 1997 companion survey on 
German non-financial firms, comparable sub sample of firms from the US study to 
match the sample of German firms on both size and industry composition.. A 
comparison of the responses to parallel surveys on derivative usage conducted on 
comparable samples of US and German non-financial firms. The results of this 
comparison suggest that firms in both countries primarily use derivatives to manage 
risks from fluctuating financial prices. Given the responses, German firms are more 
likely to use derivatives than US firms, across all three classes of derivatives 
examined. This is consistent with Germany being a smaller more open economy 
leading to greater exposure of its firms to financial price risk, especially foreign 
exchange rates and commodity prices. It was found that German firms are more likely 
to use derivatives than US firms, whh 78 percent of German firms using derivatives 
compared to 57 percent of US firms. Aside fi-om this higher overall usage, the general 
pattern of usage across industry and size groupings is comparable across the two 
countries. In both countries, foreign currency derivative usage is most common, 
followed closely by interest rate derivatives, with commodity derivatives a distant 
third. In contrast to the similarifies, firms in the two countries differ notably on issues 
*'' Gordon M. Bodnar, GUnther Gebhardt, 1999, Derivatives Usage in Risl( Management by US and German Non-Financial Firms: A 
Comparative Survey, Journal of International Financial Management & Accounting,, Blackwell Publishers Ltd, Volume 10 Issue 3 
Pagesl53-I87 
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such as the primary goal of hedging, their choice of instruments, and the influence of 
their market view when taking derivative positions. These differences appear to be 
driven by the greater importance of financial accounting statements in Germany than 
the US and stricter German corporate policies of control over derivative activities 
within the firm. 
In contrast, firms across the two countries differed noticeably on such issues as their 
primary the goal derivatives use, their choice of particular instruments in each 
derivative class, and the influence of their own view of the market when taking their 
derivative positions. Firms in the two countries differ with respect to the primary 
focus of risk management with derivatives, with German firms focusing more on 
managing accounting results and US firms focusing more on managing cash flows. 
This result is consistent with the greater importance of the financial accounting 
statements in Germany (where they also act as the basis for taxation) relative to the 
US (where they are purely to provide information to investors). German firms are 
more likely to incorporate their own view on price movements when taking derivative 
positions than US firms. 
4.1.4 Risk management practices of Non-banks in the UK's FX Market 
Up until the mid-1990s, the UK foreign exchange (FX) market for corporates was 
dominated by the main high street banks. There was a natural and obvious association 
between 'money' and 'bank', ensuring that all businesses used their bank when 
purchasing or selling foreign exchange. As a nafion built on trade, the UK has a 
substantial number of import and export companies, many of which are reliant on a 
cheap and reliable intemational payment service in order to remain competitive. 
Whether the price and service on offer was good was not relevant; UK business had 
no alternative to their bank. Only if you were a very large corporation would you get 
access to superior service, relationship and price. 
The Rise of the 'Non-Bank' 
As more UK businesses started to demand a simple and competitive method by which 
to book and send an FX payment overseas, a small number of dedicated FX 'non-
banks' began to emerge. What non-banks could offer was a simple one-stop shop 
James Arnold, Investec - 30 Jul 2007, http://www.gtnews.com/article/6849.cfin 
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whereby a small business could book its FX rate and make a payment at the same 
time; a simple method for success. This one-stop shop philosophy attracted many 
clients. All of a sudden, UK companies could book an FX rate and send their 
payments with just one phone call. In addition, if there were any problems, the 
company knew exactly who to speak to as they were given a dedicated dealer and 
relationship manager. This new ordering process was a breath of fresh air when 
compared to the laborious process that companies had to endure with their bank. 
Overlaying this approach was a strong relationship-based ethos. To a small UK 
corporate at that time any relationship was a good one. Relationships between small 
companies and their banks were sporadic and, in general, weak. This relationship-
based approach made the client feel valued, an emotion that most businesses crave, 
regardless of their size. 
'Competitive pricing' was the non-banks' mantra, and as we know this was not a 
difficult promise to deliver when the banks were offering such uncompetitive rates. In 
fact, non-banks would often 'lure' the client in by offering market prices and, after a 
time, would charge gradually more, until they reached the poor rates that the banks 
were charging. In fact, many companies had a limited understanding about how the 
FX market worked and how the rate on offer could vary between providers. The only 
thing that was transparent was the fee on each payment, something the non-banks used 
to their advantage. 
As the global business environment becomes increasingly competitive and v 
excellent payment execution is simply not good enough. Profit maximisation and risk 
mitigation are now the buzzwords around most boardrooms. This is not achieved 
solely through competitive FX pricing. Of course, the better price a client gets, the 
more they save at any given instant. However in the world of international business, 
risk mitigation is paramount. Both banks and non-banks can actively compete on price 
for unregulated products (such as spot FX). The most basic form of FX risk 
management is that of forward contracts. These unregulated products offer simple yet 
rigid solutions to FX risk mitigation, allowing companies to lock in a profit margin on 
any traded goods, and prevent any unexpected losses from adverse movements in the 
exchange rate. However, in such a competitive market, many companies find them 
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increasingly suffocated by their lack of flexibility. There is no ability to take 
advantage of any favourable movements in the exchange rate, and when competitors 
don't hedge (and many don't) and FX rates move in their favour, the sensible hedger 
is left uncompetitive and in a worse position. 
Therefore, should UK businesses leave their risk unprotected? Absolutely not. Most 
companies are not in the business of gambling and should always protect their risks. 
There are, however, many other products available to avoid FX risk but that also allow 
the user the flexibility to benefit from favourable exchange rate movements, and/or 
flexibility on the end delivery amount. For example, FX options offer a simple solution 
by offering companies downside protection with potential upside gain. 
4.1.5 HOW DO UK-BASED FOREIGN EXCHANGE DEALERS THINK 
THEIR MARKET OPERATES? '^ 
The results of a survey of UK-based foreign exchange dealers conducted in 1998. It 
addresses topics in three main areas: the microeconomic operation of the foreign 
exchange market; the beliefs of dealers regarding the importance, or otherwise, of 
observable macroeconomic fundamental factors in affecting exchange rates; 
microstructure factors in FX. It was found that heterogeneity of traders' beliefs is evident 
from the results but that it is not possible to explain such disagreements in terms of 
institutional detail, rank or trading technique (e.g. technical analysts versus 
fundamentalists). As expected, non-observable fundamental factors are thought to 
dominate short horizon changes in exchange rates, but observable fundamentals are 
deemed important over much shorter horizons than the mainstream empirical literature 
would suggest. Finally, market 'norms' and behavioural phenomena are very strong in 
the FX market and appear to be key determinants of the bid-ask spread. 
The three main topics are: 
1. The microeconomic operation of the foreign exchange market}the trading techniques 
used by FX dealers, who traders deal with, and the mechanisms by which they trade. 
2. Traders' views on exchange rate determination} the perceived relevance of the concept 
of fundamental value, the factors that traders think important in determining exchange 
'^ YlN-WONG CHEUNGa,*,y, MENZIE D, CHINNb and IAN W. MARSHca Department of Economics, Univereity of California, USA 
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rate changes over a range of horizons, and the predictability of exchange rate trends over 
the same range of horizons. 
3. Further market microstructure factors}the size of bid-ask spreads, and the factors that 
determine spreads. 
The results point to three areas of divergence between academic writing and traders' 
views: 
(i) Fundamental value is seen as a relevant concept by a large proportion of traders at 
horizons much shorter than mainstream academic theory can explain. Over half the 
respondents think exchange rate changes over a 6-month horizon (or less) accurately 
reflect changes in economic fundamentals of an observable nature. The academic 
consensus is closer to 36 months. 
(ii) 'Speculative forces' appear to be an important factor in determining short-term 
currency movements. This is over and above the contribution made by economic factors, 
news, technical trading effects and bandwagon effects. Answering the question of what 
factors precipitate speculative flows in addition to the alternatives may contribute to our 
knowledge of exchange rate determination. 
(i)Although much has been made of the differences between chartists and 
fundamentalists, this survey shows very little evidence of systematic differences of 
opinion between these two groups. However, there is clear evidence of heterogeneity in 
the foreign exchange market as a whole. There is no consensus among traders on a wide 
range of important issues relating to fundamental value and the determinants of exchange 
rate movements. 
The results also suggest a new answer to an old puzzle. The concept of purchasing power 
parity (PPP) as a measure of an exchange rate's fundamental value is supported by a 
sizeable proportion of traders. 
However, a much smaller percentage of respondents would trade in such a way as to 
move exchange rates closer to PPP levels. This suggests an alternative reason for the 
ambiguous empirical results of tests of PPP. 
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In addition to the standard arguments such as measurement difficulties and price 
frictions, traders, who jointly determine exchange rates, in the main do not act so as to 
restore equilibrium. 
Finally, the results point to a new puzzle. Traders do not vary their bid-ask spread either 
very often or for some of the reasons thought important in the microstructure literature. 
Instead, market convention appears to exert a strong hold over traders. Why this is so 
deserves fiirther research, and the importance of 'market norms' should be incorporated 
into microstructure models. 
The data used in this study were collected by a postal survey of UK-based foreign 
exchange dealers conducted in March/April 1998. A copy of the questionnaire is reported 
in the Appendix. Approximately 1940 surveys were sent out to named dealers whose 
affiliations were extracted from the 1997 Hambro's Dealers Directory. 
Correlations 
Trivially but reassuringly, for example, customer order-led traders conduct a significantly 
greater proportion of their deals with customers (52%) than other types of traders (22%); 
t-statistic is 6.76. At a more meaningful level, however, there is no significant 
relationship between trader type and any measure of market power (daily position limit, 
departmental turnover or rank), implying that high-ranking traders do not seem to use 
one particular trading strategy. Regarding trading systems, low position limit traders 
(5US$25 m) do appear more likely to use the interbank network (41%) rather than 
brokers when compared to higher-ranking traders (25%); t-statistic is 3.19. 
1.10. FUNDAMENTAL VALUE 
Most (macro)economic models of the exchange rate seek to explain a fundamental or 
equilibrium value. The survey showed that traders believe 'fundamental value' to be a 
concept of relevance to the foreign exchange market, but that this only truly becomes a 
widely held view when considering exchange rate movements over a period in excess of 
6 months. 
When looking intraday, only 3% of traders agree that exchange rate changes accurately 
reflect movements in fundamental value (Table 4(a)). This rises to 58% for the 
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intermediate horizon of up to 6 months, and to 87% for the long run (over 6 months). Just 
1% of respondents selected 'no opinion', and then only over the long run which may be a 
period beyond the ken of exchange rate traders. 
The responses to this question accord in part with the academic literature. Twenty-five 
years of research has had only limited success in modelling movements in exchange rates 
over horizons below 6 months, where the findings of Meese and Rogoff (1983) still hold 
considerable sway. For example, in their comprehensive survey of exchange rate 
modelling, Frankel and Rose (1995) conclude: ... the Meese and Rogoff analysis at short 
horizons has never been convincingly overturned or explained. 
It continues to exert a pessimistic effect on the field of empirical exchange rate modelling 
in particular and international finance in general. 
A clear pattern emerges from these studies (Frankel and Froot, 1987, 1990b; Froot and 
Ito, 1989; Chinn and Frankel, 1994). At short horizons, extrapolative expectations, as 
characterized by the first equation, are strong and follow a bandwagon form. That is, the 
estimated coefficient bE is significantly greater than zero, such that positive (negative) 
changes in the log exchange rate, s, over the previous periods are extrapolated into 
further positive (negative) expected changes over the forthcoming k periods. However, as 
k, the forecast horizon, lengthens, the expectations coefficient turns negative, implying 
that expectations are more stabilizing}a positive (negative) change is expected to follow 
a negative (positive) move. This switch appears to occur in predictions over a period 
somewhere between 3 and 6 months. This move to the stable form over the longer-run 
coincides with estimates of bR in the second equation, which are increasingly positive 
and significant as k rises. Such findings are supportive of a regressive expectations 
formation mechanism, whereby the exchange rate is forecast to move towards its 
equilibrium or fiindamental value, .s. Equilibrium is loosely specified in many of these 
papers and, in increasing levels of sophistication, is proxied by a constant, long-term 
moving average or purchasing power parity estimates. Frankel and Froot (1987), for 
example, find an expected half-life of 2.5 years for deviations from a PPP equilibrium. 
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1.11. MICROECONOMIC ASPECTS OF FOREIGN EXCHANGE DEALING 
Market microstructure is a major growth area in foreign exchange economics. 
Dissatisfaction with the failure of macroeconomics-based attempts to model key 
exchange rates, perhaps best exemplified by Meese and Rogoff (1983), is a major cause. 
More positively, the success of the microstructure approach in explaining hitherto opaque 
aspects of other asset markets has acted as a spur. 
Lately, a proliferation of new databases facilitating high-frequency studies and/or 
containing microeconomic variables (e.g. inventory positions, order flow and bid-ask 
spreads) has allowed empirical research to address some of the issues raised by the 
theoretical microstructure literature. Unfortunately, the sheer size of the market, 
combined with its decentralized nature, makes generalizations based upon this empirical 
work questionable. Rather than seek 'hard numbers', this survey concentrates on 
opinions. This is not without danger, as is fully recognized by the authors. However, we 
believe that the paucity of information in this area means that with any plausible levels of 
measurement error or selection bias, the results of this survey contain sufficient 
information to be relevant to current research. 
1.12. Summary 
The results from the survey complement the studies in both the microstructure and 
macroeconomic literatures. 
A key finding is that the irrelevance of the macroeconomic factors detected in the 
plethora of empirical exchange rate studies is to be expected, given the market 
participants' own assessment of the factors important at the daily, weekly or even 
monthly horizon}namely over-reaction, speculative and bandwagon effects. It reaffirms 
the importance of the non-fundamental factors in explaining short-term exchange rate 
fluctuations. On the other hand, the time horizon at which dealers believe observable 
fundamentals such as macro aggregates and prices have significant effects on exchange 
rates seems much shorter than that reported in the empirical literature. It is a challenge to 
reconcile these two strands of evidence. 
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While market practitioners accord some importance to purchasing power parity as the 
determinant of a currency's 'fiindamental value', it clearly does not dominate in their 
trading calculations. 
Rather, traders view long-term movements as being determined by a much larger set of 
fiindamental variables. Identifying the manner in which these other factors enter 
expectations may lend guidance to future empirical modelling of exchange rates. 
4.1.6 Hedging Foreign Exchange Risk in Chile: Markets and Instruments^^ 
I. INTRODUCTION 
This paper explores the following questions about the market for foreign exchange 
hedging in Chile: (i) the foreign exchange exposure of the Chilean corporate sector; (ii) 
the determinants of the demand and supply of foreign exchange hedging; (iii) the 
instruments available for hedging foreign exchange risk; (iii) the impact of the regulatory 
fi-amework and market structure on the growth of the foreign exchange derivatives 
market; and finally, (iv) the degree to which foreign exchange risk hedging reduces 
systemic vulnerabilities to financial crises. 
II. FOREIGN EXCHANGE EXPOSURE IN CHILE 
In Chile, systemic risk from currency mismatches in corporate balance-sheets appears to 
be low, as foreign exchange exposure in Chile is low compared to other developed and 
emerging market countries. Caballero, Kowan, and Keams (2004) report that the mean 
and median share of foreign currency liabilities in Chile are approximately 28 percent 
and 5 percent, compared to more than 50 percent and 60 percent respectively, in 
Argentina, Peru, and Uruguay. These authors also note that foreign exchange liabilities 
appear to be concentrated mainly in the tradable sector, a sector that may be able to 
withstand adverse exchange rate movements better than other industrial sectors. Central 
Bank figures also indicate that 84 percent of the total external debt in the non-financial 
private sector, standing at $24.9 billion or 34 percent of GDP by end-2003, is tilted 
towards medium and long-term maturities. The relatively long maturity profile reduces 
corporate sector vulnerabilities to adverse exchange rate movements. Finally, findings by 
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Dominguez and Tesar (2001) suggest that foreign exchange exposure is significant only 
for 13 percent of publicly listed firms. At the industry level, the exposure only affects 17 
percent of all industries. Foreign exchange exposure in the Chilean corporate sector is 
thus significantly lower than in other countries. 
Factor analysis suggests the financial sector has been the most exposed to foreign 
exchange risk. 
III. THE MARKET OF FOREIGN EXCHANGE DERIVATIVES 
1.13. Demand and Supply 
Foreign exchange derivatives in Chile are traded mainly in the over-the-counter market, 
and banks have a major role as market makers.4 Domestic banks and financial 
institutions can write a variety of derivatives instruments, and are responsible for 
matching corporate end-users and institutional investors' needs to cover exchange rate 
risk.5 Commercial banks are allowed to take positions on foreign futures contracts on 
foreign currency and interest rates, and on exchange-traded options on foreign currency 
and interest rate futures. Thus, commercial banks that act as market makers in the local 
market can hedge their net positions offshore if needed. 
Demand for foreign exchange hedging comes mainly from large corporations, mostly 
because they have the resources and skills to implement foreign exchange hedging 
programs. 
In consequence, they participate actively in the foreign exchange derivatives market. 
Small and medium enterprises, however, seldom hedge their foreign exchange exposures 
because of lack of knowledge about the benefits of hedging using financial instruments. 
Currently, local banks are organizing seminars to educate end-users in the small and 
medium enterprise sector about the benefits of foreign exchange hedging. Some market 
analysts also suggest that foreign exchange hedging may not be used more widely even 
among large corporations because it requires sacrificing the option to prepay dollar 
liabilifies. 
Financial institutions hedge a higher share of their currency exposure than non-financial 
institufions. In Chile, banks hedge 90 to 100 percent of their exposure, while corporations 
hedge only 40 percent (IMF and World Bank, 2004). This is not surprising since the 
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exposure of financial institutions is associated mostly to transactions on nominal 
contracts and a limited number of risk factors, which are easy to measure. Also, staff in 
financial institutions is more familiar with risk management techniques. In contrast, the 
exposure of non-financial corporations is difficult to assess since their exposure is not 
only related to financial assets and liabilities, but also to operating decisions. 
Empirical evidence fi"om small industrialized countries suggests that financial distress 
can often be the main driver of foreign exchange hedging in the corporate sector. 
The regulafion of foreign exchange derivatives in Chile follows the guidelines contained 
in the Law of Banks and Financial Institutions, and in the Law of Capital Markets. In 
addition, these contracts must satisfy the Central Bank regulations related to exchange 
rate markets and financial institutions. 
These instruments include futures, forwards, swaps, and combinations of these 
instruments on the domestic currency, inflation-linked indexes, interest rates, and foreign 
currency and interest rates. 
Hedging is determined mainly by three factors: the costs of financial distress, tax 
advantages, and agency costs among different stakeholders in the firm (Box 2). Empirical 
studies in small Industrialized countries using survey data suggest financial distress is the 
main determinant of hedging. Jalilvand (1999) found that proxies for the costs of 
financial distress explain why Canadian firms use derivatives. For instance, firms with 
higher leverage and lower credit rating tend to use more derivatives. Taxes and agency 
costs were not important for Canadian firms. Financial distress also explains derivative 
usage in Australia, as found by Nguyen and Faff (2002). Finnish and Swedish firms also 
use currency derivatives to reduce financial distress costs, according to Hakkrainen et al 
(1998), and Hagelin (2003) respectively. 
Arguably, financial distress may also be the main determinant of hedging in Chile, an 
hypothesis that may be testable using FECUS data. 
Pension funds are the main providers of foreign exchange hedging to corporate end-
users. As of end-December 2003, pension funds held 24 percent of their assets, or $11.9 
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billion, in foreign assets, most of them denominated in U.S. dollars (Table 3). Minimum 
coverage requirements of foreign assets makes pension funds the natural providers of 
foreign currency hedging to corporate end-users since they have an incentive to take the 
foreign currency paying leg of a derivatives transaction. Furthermore, the sizable foreign 
asset holdings of pension fiinds (14 percent of GDP) implies there is no shortage of 
foreign exchange hedging to meet corporate end users' needs. Indeed, by end-December 
2003, institutional investors had an outstanding dollar-paying position of $ 7.7 billion 
compared to the outstanding dollar buying position of $ 2.9 billion of corporations 
(Alarcon, Selaive, and Villena, 2004). 
Exporters are also important providers of foreign exchange hedging to corporate end-
users. According to market analysts and discussions with corporate treasurers, exporters 
also take foreign currency-paying positions in derivatives contracts. Central bank data 
show that foreign-currency paying positions of corporate end-users, mainly exporters, 
amounted to $ 4.8 billion or close to 28 percent of the total amount of foreign-currency 
paying positions in the domestic derivatives market in 2003 (Alarcon, Selaive, and 
Villena, 2004). However, some big exporters such as Codelco, prefer to conduct 
transactions in the spot market rather than the forward market because earnings volatility 
is not considered a major concern for their financial operations. 
The supply of foreign exchange hedging, however, is concentrated on derivatives 
contracts with short maturities. Pension funds and exporters take foreign currency paying 
positions in derivatives contracts with maturities of three months or less, according to 
market analysts. Furthermore, analysts also note that pension fund managers do not 
always cover their long foreign currency positions fiilly since carrying naked dollar 
positions during periods of dollar appreciation is profitable. 
Banks, therefore, are the suppliers of foreign exchange hedging for maturities of one year 
and above. Banks hedge the foreign exchange exposure arising from these long-term 
forward contracts with dollar and dollar-linked bonds issued by the Central Bank. Market 
analysts estimate that the outstanding amount of forward contracts with maturities above 
one year exceeds banks' holdings of dollar and dollar linked instruments by 50 percent, 
implying that banks carry an unhedged position in Chilean pesos. Banks' exposure, 
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though, is rather small given that these contracts only account for 1 percent of the 
forward market, as explained in the next section.e 
B. Instruments 
Forward Contracts 
Forward contracts can be traded either onshore or offshore. In the onshore market, 
contracts can be written for Chilean pesos and Unidades de Fomento against the U.S. 
dollar, though the former are preferred. Nine out often contracts are non-deli\>.idUic 
(Moguillansky, 2002). 
In the offshore market, forward contracts are non-deliverable and written only for 
Chilean pesos. Market analysts indicate that domestic corporations find more 
advantageous to hedge their exposure in the onshore market while the offshore market is 
used mainly by leveraged foreign investors. The average daily volume for the past three 
years have been in the range of 6 Back of the envelope calculations using figures reported 
by Alarcon, Selaive, and Villena (2004) and the opportunity costs detailed below suggest 
that the banks' exposure arising from unhedged long-maturity forward contracts amounts 
only to $50-60 million, or barely 0.1 percent of total assets in the financial system. 
The maturity breakdown of forward contracts in the onshore market is similar to that 
observed in Australia and New Zealand. In Chile, 21 percent of contracts are conducted 
for maturities of one week and less, 78 percent for maturities between 7 days and one 
year, and 1 percent for maturities of one year and above. The corresponding figures for 
Australia are 61 percent, 31 percent, and 8 percent, and for New Zealand, 41 percent, 38 
percent, and 1 percent. Because a majority of contracts have very short maturities, 
hedging in the forward market may not contribute much to reduce cash flow volatility. 
This situation, however, is similar to the one in Australia and New Zealand. 
Forward contract maturities 
The onshore forward market is quite liquid for contracts with maturities of three months 
or less. Market participants indicate that the forward market for contracts with maturities 
of one year or less is a two-way market: the demand for foreign currency hedging by 
corporations with short dollar positions is mostly met by the supply of hedging from 
institutions with long dollar positions such as exporters and pension funds. 
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The cost of using forwards, as measured by the bid-ask spread as a percent of the forward 
rate, is low compared to emerging market countries. In Chile, the bid-ask spread is 8 
basis points for one-month contracts. Compared to emerging market countries, the bid-
ask spread in Chile is half of that observed in Brazil (15 basis points), similar to the 
spread in South Korea (8 basis points), but still higher than in small industrialized 
countries like New Zealand (4 basis points) and Australia (2 basis points) (Mendelson 
and Glaessner, 2004, and Alarcon, Selaive, and Villena, 2004). 
The opportunity cost of hedging with forward contracts is comparable to costs in 
Australia and New Zealand. The opportunity cost can be measured as the foreign 
exchange gains foregone by locking in the exchange rate in advance. The higher the 
opportunity cost, the lower the incentives to hedge foreign exchange risk. Opportunity 
costs in Chile, measured as the difference in percent between the realized spot rate at the 
time the contract matures and the forward rate at the inception of the contract, are slightly 
lower than in Australia and New Zealand (Table 5). For the period April 2001 to April 
2004, the average opportunity cost in Chile was similar to that in Australia and lower 
than in New Zealand. With respect to the maximum gain foregone by entering a forward 
contract, Chile also fared better than the other two countries during the time period 
examined. 
Forward contracts in Chile, though, have additional costs that can work against their 
widespread use by corporate end-users. Corporate end-users that enter a forward contract 
with a bank may be required to post collateral with the bank because of counterparty risk 
On average, the collateral requirement is equal to 5 percent of the nominal value of the 
contract for maturities less than 30 days, 7 percent to 10 percent for maturities over 30 
days and up to 180 days, and 15 percent for maturities over 180 days and up to 360 days 
(Diario Estrategia, 2004). Even if corporations meet the credit ratings requirements of the 
bank underwriting the forward contract, the approval of a credit line is required. The 
credit line is costly since it ties up the bank's economic capital. The cost of the credit line 
is passed on to the end-user as less the premium on forward rates. 
These additional costs, that are tied up to the credit rating of the corporate end-user, may 
contribute to the observed low hedge ratios in the corporate sector. The collateral 
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requirement and the use of credit lines may explain why only 40 percent of foreign 
exchange liabilities were hedged using forwards (Mendelson and Glaessner, 2004), a 
figure well below those observed in other small industrialized countries. For example, 
results from a special survey in 1999 showed that in New Zealand financial contracts 
were used to hedge 64 percent of foreign currency denominated liabilities. 
Currency Options 
Plain vanilla currency options on U.S. dollar-Chilean peso (USD-CLP) are available 
offshore at prices similar to those quoted for U.S. dollar-Australian dollar (USD-AUD) 
and U.S. dollar-New Zealand dollar (USD-NZD) options. A simple way to measure the 
costs of using currency options for hedging is to use the implied volatility of at-the-
money forward contracts. 
While implied volatility can be used as a first approximation of an option premium, it 
may also reflect the compensation investors demand for expected realized volatility. 
Hence, high implied volatilities may reflect higher expected realized volatility and vice 
versa. The option premium, thus, is a better indicator of the option costs. Figure 3 shows 
the option premium for USD-CLP, USD-AUD, and USD-NZD options for the period 
May 2003-April 2004. The premium is lower for the Australian dollar, especially for the 
6-month maturity contract, arguably reflecting higher liquidity in this market. The cost of 
hedging U.S. dollars using offshore currency options is similar for Chile and New 
Zealand. 
There is an incipient onshore, over-the-counter currency options market whose growth 
has been constrained by regulation. Regulation prevents banks from offering option 
contracts. In order to circumvent this constraint, banks have set up affiliates or 
"sociedades de inversion" to offer these contracts to corporations. Corporate demand for 
these contracts remain low for two reasons, according to market analysts. First, in 
contrast to a forward contract, the option premium has to be paid upfront. Corporate 
users viewed this payment as a cost rather than the price of insuring against adverse 
exchange rate movements. Second, there is the perception that currency options may be 
"illegal" contracts since banks cannot offer them directly to their clients. As a result, the 
option market is very thin with a daily average volume of $2.5 million. The customer 
base in this market is comprised by large corporations. 
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Reflecting these regulatory constraints, currency options in the onshore market are rather 
expensive compared to offshore options. Option premia in the onshore over-the-counter 
market are quoted as a percentage of the spot rate, and currently, it stands at 3 percent for 
the three-month contract, and 4 percent for the 6 month contract (Diario Estrategia, Feb. 
16, 2004). Compared to offshore options, domestic currency options are expensive since 
the average premium during the period April 2003-2004 was 2.2 percent for the 3-month 
contract, and 3.11 percent for the six-month contract. 
IV. FOSTERING THE GROWTH OF THE FOREIGN EXCHANGE DERIVATIVES MARKETS 
The growth of the foreign exchange derivatives market can enhance risk allocation 
during normal times. More efficient risk transfer, better investment decisions, and lower 
exchange rate volatility justify adopting policy measures that foster growth of the 
currency derivatives market. In addition, derivatives markets may help reduce agency 
problems that affect investment decisions by firms. Thus, increased availability of 
currency derivatives could contribute to enhance a country's welfare. While there are no 
specific studies on how introducing currency derivatives affects existing markets, 
empirical studies also suggest that the volatility of the underlying asset declines 
substantially following the introduction of options (Conrad, 1989; Detemple and Jorion, 
1990). 
The development of the derivatives market, including foreign exchange contracts, 
requires modernizing current clearing and settlement systems and continuing the 
implementation of market friendly policies.9 There are still some legal and operational 
voids affecting the clearing and settlement systems, especially those related to the netting 
of positions. Among market friendly policies, authorities may consider removing 
restrictions on derivatives trading for pension funds and insurance companies. In 
addition, authorities may want to consider fostering the development of derivatives 
exchanges as a complement to the over the-counter market. Exchanges do a better job 
than over-the-counter markets in decentralizing risk, reducing counterparty risk and its 
associated costs, facilitating price discovery, and allowing access to risk sharing 
instruments to small corporations. 
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V. FOREIGN EXCHANGE HEDGING AND FINANCUL CRISES 
During periods of extreme financial distress, however, the availability of currency 
derivatives may exacerbate systemic risk in a country's financial system. Prior to the 
occurrence of a financial crisis, markets become one-sided as firms and investors look 
forward to hedge their foreign currency exposures, using short-term instruments. With 
few or no investors willing to step in on the other side of the trade, market makers are 
forced to hedge their exposure by short-selling the domestic currency on the spot market. 
As a result, the domestic currency weakens further, domestic interest rates rise, volatility 
increases and corporate solvency deteriorates. A vicious circle emerges as continued 
weakening of the domestic currency prompts fiirther demand for foreign currency hedge. 
In addition, a liquid domestic derivatives market may also contribute to the transmission 
of financial crisis from neighbouring countries. For instance, it has been reported that 
volatility in the Chilean foreign exchange market increased during the second half of 
2001 in the run-up to the Argentinean sovereign default. The surge in volatility has been 
attributed to multinational firms' decision to hedge their currency exposures on 
Argentinean pesos using currency derivatives traded in the local Chilean market 
(Moguillansky, 2002). Systemic risk arising from derivatives transactions may be 
reduced through derivatives exchanges and centralized clearing-houses. When 
derivatives trading is concentrated among a handful of market makers, as is the case in 
Chile, the failure of one market maker can trigger a chain reaction. A centralized 
clearing-house reduces this risk by acting as the sole counterparty to all the exchange 
members. Risk is also reduced as the clearing-house nets aggregate positions across 
members. Furthermore, it is easier for authorities to monitor and regulate activities in the 
derivatives market if all information is concentrated on the clearinghouse. 
VI. CONCLUSIONS 
Foreign exchange exposure in Chile is lower than in other countries in the region, and 
similar to that observed in small industrialized countries. The most exposed sector is the 
financial sector. However, this is not a major source of systemic risk since a recent 
assessment of financial sector in Chile suggests that banks can withstand severe 
exchange and interest rate shocks successfully. 
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Managing currency exchange risk has been facilitated by a well-functioning forward 
market. There exists a two-way market, with pension funds and exporters taking foreign-
currency paying positions and domestic corporate end-users taking foreign-currency 
buying positions. 
Currently, the foreign exchange hedging needs of domestic users are met fully by 
pension funds and exporters. This situation is likely to continue as the pension fund 
industry continues to grow. Liquidity in the forward market, as measured by bid-ask 
spreads, is lower than in most emerging markets and deemed satisfactory by market 
participants. 
Counterparty credit risk and lack of sophistication prevent small and medium enterprises 
from accessing the forward market. Banks require collateral from clients who do not 
meet internal credit rating requirements. Also, underwriting a forward contract requires 
first extending a credit line to the end-user. Costs associated to collateral and credit lines 
are passed on to the end-user as less favourable forward rates. Finally, corporate 
treasurers in the SME sector lack the needed training to manage currency risk actively. 
Growth in the currency options market has been constrained by regulation. Allowing 
banks and pension funds to underwrite currency options could help fostering the 
development of this market. Currency options are valuable tools for hedging foreign 
exchange risk since their non-linear payoffs cannot be replicated with forward contracts. 
Also, establishing a liquid market of plain-vanilla currency options is a necessary step to 
introduce more exotic options. 
Notwithstanding the benefits associated with currency derivatives markets, these markets 
may be a source of instability during periods of financial turmoil. In the absence of 
derivatives markets, speculative attacks are channelled through spot markets. Hence, the 
central bank can defend the exchange rate by intervening directly in the spot market. 
When derivatives markets exist, speculators can take virtually unlimited positions in 
forward and swap markets and reduce the effectiveness of Central bank's intervention 
(Dodd, 2001). Furthermore, as markets become one-sided, dynamic hedging in the 
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derivatives market can amplify market movements. Authorities should bear these risks in 
mind while fostering the development of the derivatives market. 
What Factors Determine the Demand for Foreign Exchange Hedging 
Hedging foreign exchange risk is just one component of a firm's overall risk 
management program. Hedging foreign exchange risk is valuable if it helps reduce the 
costs of financial distress, decrease taxes, or avoid bad investment decisions arisin 
agency costs (Smith and Stuiz, 1985). 
Financial distress happens when a firm's income cannot cover its fixed expenses. Direct 
costs associated with financial distress are those linked to default, bankruptcy, 
reorganization, and/or liquidation. In addition, there are indirect costs associated with the 
firms' operations even if no default occurs. For instance, borrowing costs increased 
significantly to compensate for increased probability of default. Also, customer loyalty 
may decline causing sales, and hence, income to decline. Hedging reduces the likelihood 
of financial distress by reducing the volatility of foreign currency-denominated cash 
flows. 
Foreign exchange hedging can decrease tax payments if the tax schedule is a convex 
function of income. In this case, smoothing pre-tax income lowers the average tax 
burden. Even in countries where the tax schedule is flat, tax preference items such as tax 
loss carry-forwards and investment tax credits create convexity, and hence, an incentive 
to hedge. 
Finally, different stakeholders in the firm, that is shareholders, debt-holders, and 
managers, have conflicting objectives that may lead to sub-optimal investment decisions. 
For instance, managers' compensation largely depends on the performance of the firm. 
As a result, managers may demand a premium be added to their wages or bypass projects 
they deem too risky. If the firm hedges its exposure, including that related to foreign 
currency-denominated cash flows, these problems are attenuated. Hedging also helps 
firms to increase their leverage by reducing borrowing costs since it assures potential 
bondholders of a reduced probability of financial distress. Hence, it becomes easier for 
firms to achieve an optimal capital structure. 
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How Currency Derivatives Can Contribute to Destabilizing Exchange Rates during 
Periods of Distress 
A market maker that is a foreign currency payer in a forward contract can hedge the 
foreign exchange risk exposure by creating a reverse position synthetically in the money 
market. This involves borrowing the present value of the notional amount of the contract 
in domestic currency, exchanging it for foreign currency in the spot market toda^  r' 
depositing it in a money market account. When the contract matures, the principal and 
interest earned on the foreign currency deposit offset the foreign currency payment, while 
the domestic currency received is used to pay the domestic currency loan. Hence, in the 
midst of a financial panic, hedging activity by market makers may lead to upward 
pressure on interest rate and downward pressure on the domestic currency beyond that 
justified solely by economic fundamentals. This situation was experienced in Brazil in 
mid-2002, when uncertainty about the presidential elections boosted demand for currency 
hedging in the forward market. Substantial selling pressure in the spot market drove the 
Brazilian real and domestic interest rates to all time highs. 
End-users who want to hedge foreign exchange risk have to buy foreign currency call 
options, or equivalently, domestic currency put options. Market makers selling foreign 
currency call options to end-users can hedge their short position using delta hedging. 
Delta hedging requires buying an amount of foreign currency proportional to the notional 
amount of the option contract. The amount of foreign currency is determined by the 
"delta" of the contract, a measure of the sensitivity of the option price to changes of the 
exchange rate. When the exchange rate depreciates, that is, the foreign currency becomes 
more expensive relative to the domestic currency, the delta of the option increases. 
Therefore, the market maker is forced to buy increasingly larger amounts of foreign 
currency, which in turn, puts additional downward pressure on the domestic currency. 
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4.1.7 Firm wide Risk Management of Foreign Exchange Exposure by U.S. 
Multinational Corporations '^' 
This paper investigates the impact of firm wide risk management practices on the foreign 
exchange exposure of 208 U.S. multinational corporations (MNC) over the period 1994 
to 1998. Firm wide risk management is referred to here as the coordinated use of both 
financial hedges, such as currency derivatives, and operational hedges, described by the 
structure of a firm's MNC foreign subsidiary network. We find that the use of currency 
derivatives, particularly forward contracts, is associated with reduced levels of foreign-
exchange exposure. Furthermore, MNCs with dispersed operating networks have lower 
levels of currency exposure. These findings are robust to alternative ways of measuring 
foreign exposure. Finally, our results strongly support the view that MNCs hedging in a 
coordinated manner can significantly reduce exposure to currency risk. These results 
strongly suggest that operational and financial hedges are complementary risk 
management strategies. 
I. Introduction 
The practice of corporate risk management has changed dramatically over the past two 
decades. Originally, risk management was implemented on an uncoordinated basis across 
different units of the firm. The primary focus of these ad hoc risk management programs 
was to minimize costs of particular units. Today, however, risk management of currency 
exposure has, in many cases, evolved into a firm wide exercise that addresses both short-
term and long-term exposures and encompasses financial as well as operational hedges. 
The ultimate goal of firm wide risk management is to reduce risk while placing the firm 
in a position to benefit from opportunities that arise from exchange rate changes. For 
example, Davis and Militello (1995) describe how Union Carbide employs a firm wide 
perspective in risk management. The company uses a one-year horizon for financial 
hedges (e.g., foreign-exchange derivatives), whereas for longer horizons, operational 
adjustments are made in sourcing, utilization of different plant locations, and pricing. 
Firm wide risk management for multinational corporations (MNCs) is defined as the 
combined use of both financial and operational hedges as part of an integrated risk 
management strategy aiming at reducing exposure to foreign-exchange risk 
David A. Carter, Christos Pantzalis , and Betty J, Simkins Department of Finance, College of Business Administration, Oklahoma 
State University, Stillwater, April 28,2003 
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II. Multinational Corporations, Foreign Exchange Exposure, and Firm wide Risk 
Management^ 
A number of studies have examined the uniqueness of U.S. multinational corporations 
(MNCs). For example, Errunza and Senbet (1981,1984), Kim and Lyn (1986), and 
Morck and Yeung (1991) investigate the value of international operations. However, as 
Christophe (1997) points out, these studies generally focus on MNC activities during the 
1970s, a period characterized by relatively stable exchange rates. In fact, the exchange 
rate volatility that has existed since the 1970s makes it necessary to investigate the means 
by which MNCs manage their risk, and the effectiveness of their risk-management 
techniques. 
Financial and operational hedges are two fundamental ways MNCs can manage 
the risk introduced by increased exchange rate volatility. Flood and Lessard (1986) 
identify two types of exposure to foreign exchange risk: 1) transaction exposure and 2) 
operating exposure. Transaction exposure is the effect of unanticipated changes in real 
exchange rates on nominal cash flows (i.e., cash flows fixed in nominal terms) and 
primarily a short-term exposure that can be hedged using financial derivatives. In 
contrast, operating exposure is the effect of unanticipated changes in exchange rates on 
the cash flows associated with a firm's real assets and liabilities and is, therefore, 
primarily a long-term exposure that amounts to the impact of unexpected changes in the 
exchange rate on the firm's competitive position. Logue (1995) and Chowdhry and Howe 
(1999) argue that operating exposure cannot be effectively managed using financial 
hedges. Instead, they suggest that long-term strategy adjustments (i.e., operational 
hedges) are the most effective way of managing long-run operating exposure. 
A firm facing future, contractually fixed, foreign-currency cash flows, in which 
the only source of uncertainty is the exchange rate (i.e., transaction exposure), can easily 
5 
hedge with swaps or forward contracts. However, if the future cash flows are uncertain 
and not perfectly correlated with the exchange rate (i.e., operating exposure), financial 
hedging is likely to be ineffective. 
'" ibid 
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A firm's operating exposure to currency risk depends on the effect of unexpected 
changes in the exchange rate on the firm's output prices (e.g., product prices) and input 
costs (e.g., raw materials, labor costs, etc.). Since the correlation of prices with exchange 
rates is determined by the degree of segmentation of their respective markets, operating 
exposure depends on whether input costs and output prices are determined locally or 
globally. Firms facing substantial operating exposures, as is often the case for U.S. 
MNCs, can manage this exposure by devising operating strategies that consist of 
combinations of different marketing initiatives, such as market selection or pricing 
strategy, and production initiatives, such as raw materials sourcing and production 
location (see Shapiro, 1996). Thus, operational hedges entail long-term operating policy 
adjustments that are implemented within a firm's network of operating units. 
Theoretically, the effectiveness of these policies in managing operating exposures is 
enhanced when they can be implemented across different lines of business and locations. 
II. Conclusion 
This study investigates the influence of financial and operating hedges or the 
foreign-exchange exposure of U.S. multinational corporations. We build on previous 
studies of currency exposure to more fully understand how corporate risk management 
practices can reduce exposure to exchange-rate risk by managing risk across the firm. 
Our research is important for the following two reasons. First, the evidence indicates that 
operational hedges and financial hedges can effectively reduce foreign currency 
exposure. The ability to construct operational hedges, reflected in the MNC network 
structure, and the usage of various currency derivatives are significant determinants of 
currency exposure. Furthermore, these results are robust to alternative methods of 
measuring currency exposure, operating hedges, and financial hedges. 
Second, the results indicate that multinational corporations are taking a firm wide 
or "strategic" perspective in their currency risk management strategy, and are thus 
focusing on hedging overall economic exposure. We present strong evidence that shows 
the combined use of operating hedges and financial hedges is associated with decreased 
exchange-rate exposure. If firms were speculating using currency derivatives, or not 
attempting to use operational hedges effectively, we should find financial hedges and 
operational hedges associated with increased exposure. However, this is not the case. 
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These results are consistent with the notion that operational and financial hedges 
compliment each other and support the importance of firm wide risk management in 
mitigating currency risk. 
4.1.8 Summary of the Survey on Canadian Corporate Foreign Exchange Hedging^' 
Each year since 2004, the Bank of Canada has undertaken a questionnaire with banks that 
are active in the Canadian dollar foreign exchange market through offices in Toronto 
and/or Montreal. These questionnaires focused on the foreign exchange hedging 
activities of their corporate customers. The purpose of these questionnaires has been to 
gain a better understanding of the degree to which hedging activhies are evolving in 
corporate Canada, whether through reliance on natural hedges or through the use of 
financial market instruments, and to see the extent to which banks' corporate client base 
rely on such strategies to buffer the effects of changes in the level of the Canadian dollar. 
The latest survey was sent to eleven banks in late May of 2007, and the Bank followed 
up with individual meetings in June 2007 with the respondents.2 
The evidence collected from this survey was anecdotal and reflected the banks' 
evaluations of their clients' hedging activities and the effects of the stronger Canadian 
currency. Responses to the questionnaire varied significantly because of the differences 
in the client bases of the banks and variations in the nature of the hedging activities 
transacted as well as the subjective nature of the questionnaire. Nonetheless, common 
themes emerged, as highlighted below. 
Results 
1.14. Banks reported increases in the percentages of Canadian companies 
that they considered to be either experiencing a very negative or a very 
positive direct effect from the appreciation of the Canadian dollar.-
The results of the 2007 survey compared to previous years' showed that a higher 
proportion of the respondent banks' clients appeared to be negatively affected by the 
Canadian dollar's strength. The percentage of firms expected to be very negatively 
impacted by the stronger Canadian dollar moved from around one-quarter to just under 
" Canada central bank, Monday, 7 January 2008, Publications and Research, http://www.bank-banoue-
canada.ca/en/notices_fmd/20Q8/not070108.html?stvlel=pcint 
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one-third, according to those surveyed, while the percentage expected to be just 
negatively affected held steady. 
There was also a slight increase in the percentage of Canadian companies that the banks 
considered to be experiencing a very positive direct benefit from the stronger Canadian 
dollar. The banks suggested that this group included such firms as importers with U.S. 
dollars to buy and commodity producers whose underlying products' price gains more 
than offset any currency effects. The proportion of client firms for which the Canadian 
dollar's appreciation was seen as either neutral or moderately positive declined. 
Many banks noted that they have been impressed by the resilience shown by the 
Canadian economy as a whole over the course of the last five years in the wake of the 
large appreciation of the currency since 2002. 
(2) Banks reported that many firms continued to be shielded from the stronger 
Canadian dollar to differing degrees by a combination of natural and financial 
hedges. 
The most important factor cited by respondents behind this apparent resilience to the 
appreciation of the Canadian dollar was the natural hedge afforded by rising commodity 
prices. The importance of commodity prices as a natural hedge had been cited repeatedly 
by respondents in all previous surveys. 
Other hedges most cited by respondents included: 
i. the residual protection afforded by existing financial hedges, although these hedges 
are being rolled at less advantageous currency levels and thereby only buy time for 
companies to adapt by delaying the impact of the appreciation; 
ii. the use of U.S.-dollar-denominated borrowing; 
iii. shifting to lower-cost offshore production, as well as mergers and acquisitions of 
foreign capacity, although such strategic moves are usually predicated on longer-
term views about the currency's likely equilibrium level and the compatibility of 
such diversification with a firm's existing business model; and 
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iv. the movement to U.S.-dollar-based accounting, although there has been little if any 
new use of this option over the past two years as most firms who wish to make the 
transition have likely already done so. 
(3) Banks reported that the degree of financial hedge coverage and the average term 
of hedges targeted by U.S.-dollar sellers had continued to decline. 
Almost all survey respondents reported that, on balance, the degree of coverage of 
financial hedges, as well as the term of the hedges for U.S. dollar selling firms had 
continued to shrink in comparison to what had been typical in the past. This was often 
associated with exporting firms that were experiencing negative currency effects from the 
stronger Canadian dollar, but that were unwilling to lock-in the exchange rate at current 
levels. Such firms preferred instead to use swaps or even to hold on to their US dollars 
once delivered, and just covered fiinding needs through the spot market in the meantime. 
Several factors were cited in the 2007 survey to explain the declining use of financial 
hedges: 
i. a belief as of June 2007 that the Canadian dollar would weaken somewhat at some 
point during the second half of 2007; 
ii. an unwillingness by some firms to lock in a level for the Canadian dollar that was 
significantly stronger than their 2007 budgeted levels;- and 
iii. the fact that forward contracts traded at a discount (in terms of Canadian dollars per 
U.S. dollar), which would lock in an even stronger Canadian dollar level than would the 
then current spot levels. 
In comparison, the banks reported that some importers were looking to further increase 
the average term and coverage ratio of their U.S.-dollar-buying hedges and to lock in 
what they saw as reasonable long-term levels for the Canadian dollar, while a minority 
were reluctant to lock-in hedges as long as they expected the exchange rate to continue to 
move in their favour. Note that U.S.-dollar buyers typically represented only about 5 per 
cent to 20 per cent of the corporate client base of the banks surveyed. 
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(4) While the majority of firms that hedge using options were reported to still prefer 
simple structures, a gradual increase in the use of more exotic structures as well as 
some new corporate users of options as hedges were reported. 
According to respondents, simple option structures continued to be favoured due to 
accounting conventions that discourage the use of more complex option structures since 
such strategies are less likely to gain favorable hedge accounting treatment. 
However, several new trends in options use began to emerge in 2007: 
i. More firms were choosing to undertake more complex option strategies which better 
addressed their economic exposures; these firms appeared to be prepared to live with the 
concurrent increase in mark-to-market balance sheet volatility; 
ii. More use of participatory option structures which also act as protection for 
Canadian dollar buyers against extreme currency moves. Conversely, Canadian dollar 
sellers sought structures which allowed them to reduce the opportunity cost of fully 
hedging their exposures should the Canadian dollar continue to appreciate; and 
3. Survey respondents were asked to separate their client base, based on the impact of the 
appreciation of the Canadian dollar, into the following categories: very negative, 
moderately negative, essentially neutral, moderately positive and very positive. 
4. It was noted in June 2007 that the sharp currency appreciation in the second quarter of 
2007 resulted in many firms never even having the opportunity to transact hedges at the 
levels originally budgeted for the year. 
4.2 Practices in Indian corporates 
4.2.1. The Indian risk equation^* 
Broadly speaking, companies worldwide have to deal with two big baskets of risk. 
The first is business and economic risk, the second is market risk (volatility in forex, 
commodity, financial markets, etc). Over the years, Indian companies have been quite 
diligent and largely successfully in putting together strategies and processes to deal 
with business risk. 
Commodity companies like Hindalco, Essar Steel and Tata Steel, among others, have 
reduced risk by integrating both forward and backward in the production chain. Tata 
* Kunal N Talgeri.http://business.outlQokindia.com/Drint.aspx?articleid=l987&editioni(l=52&catgid=9&subcati;id=')21 
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Motors has reduced its exposure to the commercial vehicles segment by getting into 
cars, IT outsourcing companies are keenly developing their revenue streams in Europe 
to balance their heavy exposure to the US (Infosys has increased Europe revenues 
from 15% to 30% in five years), and large business groups have aggressively set up or 
acquired businesses abroad in order to de-link themselves from the Indian economic 
cycle. 
"Risk is a fundamental part of management," says Ishaat Hussain, Finance Director, 
Tata Sons. "There are risk-reward tradeoffs to be made all the time," says Hussain, 
who works closely with several group companies in his role. "Risk management has 
always been embedded in business," adds YM Deosthalee, Whole-Time Director and 
CFO, L&T. "But now, companies are beginning to address risk systematically, 
holistically and in an integrated manner. We have institutionalised risk management." 
At L&T, there are clear processes in place to hedge risks associated with projects even 
at the bidding stage. Similarly, all projects beyond a certain value are cleared by a 
committee of directors. 
"Risk management is embedded in our business model that we call PSPD 
(Predictable, Sustainable, Profitable and De-Risked)," says S Gopalakrishnan, Chief 
Executive Officer, Infosys Technologies. "The board oversees the risk management; 
then we have a risk committee, which assists the board in identifying, evaluating and 
mitigating operational, strategic and external environment risks. Then, there's the risk 
council, consisting of the CEO, COO and CFO, that is responsible for management of 
risk. And, finally there are risk management officers within each of the departments of 
our various business units who facilitate the execution of risk management across the 
company. We also have a systematic risk-management process through which we 
identify risks using external indicators as well as a bottom-up evaluation of how 
various departments perceive their own risk to be. Based on this, we score all the risks 
and come out with the top 5-10 key risks along with actual mitigation action." 
Other companies are catching on. "We take a multi-planner approach to risk. We look 
at risk fi-om different angles," says C Ramakrishnan, President and CFO, Tata Motors. 
In 2006, the company tapped 540 executives to compile a 'heat map', which identified 
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and evaluated all possible risks. "We are evolving rapidly from the first stage of 
looking at risk-management, primarily as compliance and internal audit to the third 
stage where risk-management will get flilly integrated into every process," says YM 
Kale, Hinduja Group President, Corporate Governance and Development. "Over the 
past two years, we have set in place a fairly formalised ERM (enterprise risk 
management) framework," says Ananda Mukerji, Managing Director & CEO, First 
source. 
Although there may still be some ground left to be covered, practices and processes 
established at many Indian companies are robust and mature. "We have hired Deloitte 
to compare the Essar Group's risk-management practices with the best in the world," 
says VG Raghavan, CFG, Essar Global. 
That was the good news, first. The bad news is that Indian companies are nowhere as 
prepared when it comes to managing market risks. In the last few months, currency, 
metals and commodities, and energy markets, have been hit by unprecedented two-
way volatility. This has taken companies by surprise. The IT industry, for example, 
has been used only to a gradual depreciation of the rupee. But in recent times, the 
rupee appreciated sharply to the extent of threatening the very outsourcing business 
model, but subsequently lost value, leaving IT companies completely perplexed. 
Volatility, volatility 
At his Bombay House office, Ishaat Hussain sits with the increasingly ubiquitous 
Bloomberg terminal right behind him. "I manage risks eight hours a day," he says 
pointing to the rupee-dollar rates flashing on the screen. "If you have un-hedged 
positions in the forex market, you could burst a blood vessel every two minutes. 
Volatility is so high...but you have to see this as the cost of doing business." From 
here on, volatility is only going to increase, not decrease. 
"We have revenues coming in pounds and dollars, and the cost base is spread in 
dollar, pound, Indian rupee and Philippines Peso," says Rohit Kapoor, President and 
Chief Executive Officer, EXL Service. "Currencies, in the last eight months or so, 
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have been swinging widely. It becomes extremely difficult to manage business in this 
kind of volatility." Market risks, like these, are now beginning to weigh heavily even 
on long-term business decisions. "We were planning to set up a delivery centre in 
South Africa, but we had to drop it because the South African currency can be very 
volatile," says Kapoor. EXL has since set up a centre in Philippines and is now 
looking at Eastern European countries, where currencies are more stable. 
Traditionally, most companies have maintained that they do not worry about the 
markets and focus only on the business. That approach has served them well so far, 
but that was at a time when the markets were stable. But now, a two-way volatility, 
big and sharp, is here to stay. "I expect the rupee to be highly volatile in the Rs 41-45 
band," says Hussain. Or take oil. Even a couple of months ago, a $200 barrel seemed 
certain. But now, oil too has dropped to $112 from a high of $145 since July. Such 
volatility has left companies with only two options—build risk-tolerant businesses as 
much as possible, and take up more evolved and sophisticated hedging positions in the 
forex and commodity markets (though not exotic products that no one really 
understands). 
How companies hedge 
The IT industry, more than any other sector, has been hurt by market risks. Till 2007, 
the rupee-dollar movement was largely unidirectional—steady depreciation of the 
rupee. This was to the benefit of IT companies that generally tend to book long-term 
contracts at fixed rates. So, as the contracts matured, (the rupee would also generally 
depreciate) and the IT companies would earn more rupees per dollar worth of work 
completed. There was no need to hedge. But in 2007, when the markets started seeing 
two-way volatility, IT companies saw their margins erode. Since then, IT companies 
have been giving far greater thought to hedging forex risks. 
Two options are available to companies. The first is to 'protect your rate', at a 
cost. Here companies buy hedges to protect the rate at which they have negotiated 
contracts with clients. This way, they do not loose when the rupee appreciates, nor do 
they gain when the rupee depreciates. 
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There is a cost attached to these hedges, but companies treat it lilce insurance. 
Companies like HCL Technologies follow this rigidly. "HCL intends to neither make 
such windfall gains (when the rupee depreciates) nor does it want to risk it's margin 
(when the rupee appreciates), and hence HCL follows a policy of keeping itself 
adequately hedged against all such fluctuations by taking forward covers," explains 
Sandip Gupta, Corporate Vice-President, Finance, HCL Technologies. 
Satyam Computer takes a similar approach too, but for only 50% of its dollar inflow 
over the next 12 months. "Even though the rupee depreciated sharply in Ql 2008-09, 
we did not change our hedging strategy. It's better not to get tempted by what's 
happening in the market," says V Srinivas, CFO, Satyam Computer. Such companies 
do not mind forgoing potential gains in favour of stable realisations. 
"Although the writing on the wall is clear that the rupee will continue to depreciate, 
we aren't going to change our forex hedging strategy," adds Srinivas. Similarly, L&T 
has swapped its forex loans (worth approximately $ 800 million) into rupees. "We are 
willing to forego the benefit of rupee appreciation," says Deosthalee. 
That is the conservative view. But slowly companies are trying to stretch the boundary 
of pure safety. "The basic philosophy of our hedge program is to protect future 
earnings at certain rates without sacrificing the ability to benefit on the upside," S 
Mahalingam, CFO, TCS, told analysts in a recent conference call. "We hedge our 
exposures through a combination of forward contracts and option contracts, with a 
substantial portion in options...During the sharp rupee appreciation during FY 2008, 
we had significant forex gains, largely offsetting the losses that occurred as a result of 
the appreciation. On the other hand, in spite of a strong depreciation of the currency 
during this past quarter, we have been able to participate in approximately 65% of the 
benefit. For the balance of the year, we will be able to participate on 80% of the 
exposure." 
This combination of protecting the downside risk without losing the opportunity to 
participate in much of the upside is difficult to strike. Infosys, for example, believes 
that in the short term, hedging is the only way out; and in the long term, companies 
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need to look at their business mix, services, geographical spread, etc. "If the 
fluctuation is sudden and significant, which is what happened in the last quarter (7%), 
your ability to manage and plan for that becomes very small. You have to take a hit," 
says Gopalakrishnan. 
Spotlight on treasury 
But it is very likely that ongoing volatility in markets will force companies to 
constantly re-examine their stand regarding avoiding the downside and participating in 
the upside. Corporate treasuries could take two extreme views. The first is to provide 
pure insurance for the business. "Play only a supportive role to protect the business," 
as NS Paramasivam, Global Treasury Head, Essar group, puts it. The other extreme is 
where treasury cells function as profit centres, aiming to make money from market 
opportunities. At the moment, most Indian treasury cells are content to play a 
supportive role. But that is slowly beginning to change. 
"We have a small amount that we manage as a profit centre," says L&T's Deosthalee. 
"We do look out for the occasional market opportunity," says Essar Group's 
Paramasivam. He manages several billion dollars of global funds purely as a support 
centre. But a small amount of treasury profits is sometimes used as risk capital. After 
all, his mandate is to "lower the cost of imports as much as possible and increase the 
realisation on exports as much as possible". 
It is very unlikely that many companies will chose to convert their treasuries into full-
fledged profit centres. But at the same time, it is also very likely that companies will 
start their walk away from treasury being a pure support function and towards the 
direction of making it a profit centre. Most will chose not to complete that walk, but 
will search for comfortable middle ground they can occupy. There will be some 
mistakes along the way. But given the volatility, simply avoiding the downside at the 
cost of losing the upside may prove to be costly too. 
"We have the skill sets and maturity needed to convert our treasury to a profit centre," 
says Deosthaleee. "But we have no plans to do it yet. I don't think Indian companies 
are ready to make a full shift." Most agree with him. "The walk has begun," says Tata 
Motor's Ramakrishnan. "The degree and pace at which this happens will depend on 
each underlying business...it has to be a careful balance as there is temptation to rush." 
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He too believes that the pendulum will never swing to the other extreme, but expects 
Tata Motors to move away from a pure-de-risking model just a little bit in the next 
two to three years. 
Indian treasury cells are gaining expertise and growing in the range of risk-mitigating 
contracts and structures. Some are going beyond hedging currencies and into raw 
materials. About 60% of L&T's project costs are in materials like steel, copper. -•' < 
silver etc. The company hedges raw material prices when required. Tata Motors has so 
far managed raw material costs through long-term contracts, but is now not ruling out 
hedging raw material prices in the ftiture. "We are keeping an eye on it, and are 
constantly evaluating the benefits," says Ramakrishnan. 
Tata Motors is also alive to the idea of consolidating the treasury operations of all 
global subsidiaries (including Jaguar-Land Rover) under one roof. "The possibility of 
a centralised treasury exists. It is an exciting possibility. We could balance forex 
outflows and inflows, find natural hedges, identify sourcing synergies, etc," says 
Ramakrishnan. At a larger group level, Hussain has been trying, for quite some time 
now, to find treasury synergies across the Tata Group. "I've spoken to a few banks on 
how we can leverage group treasury, without compromising the independence of 
individual companies. We may not be able to pool in our deals, but we could certainly 
work together more," says Hussain. 
The Essar Group already runs a central global treasury, headquartered in Mumbai. 
Operations of its recent Canadian acquisition Algoma Steel are managed out of 
Mumbai. "Algoma has to cope with volatility in the Canadian-US dollar exchange 
rate. This is being managed by the global treasury, though actual execution of deals 
could happen out of a desk in Dubai," says Paramasivam. "All group forex inflows 
and outflows are managed by the global treasury, as well as the current surpluses," 
adds Raghavan. 
The group has also established a fair amount of automation in its treasury. All 
individual businesses are wired to the central 20-member treasury team using SAP 
Treasury. So every time any group company takes on a forex exposure, the treasury 
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team is automatically intimated and proceeds to build a hedge, if required. "You will 
find that Essar group companies have not reported forex losses this quarter," says 
Paramasivam. In the past year, volumes handled by the team have trebled, and now 
runs into several billion dollars. "We are constantly challenging the capabilities of the 
people in treasury management, and exposing them to the senior management and the 
board," says L&T's Deosthalee. 
These skills will come in handy if companies decide to gradually take a more 
proactive approach when it comes to managing market risk. The constant T manage 
business, not markets' refrain that one hears from CEOs, CFOs and treasury heads 
may gradually come under scrutiny. Companies had better face it—in volatile times, a 
prudent and well-run treasury can turn into a major competitive advantage. 
According to Hinduja Group's Strategy Head Aditya Sapru, short term financial 
markets turbulence (with global linkages) may not interfere with their long-term 
growth plans." If growth is a given, sophisticated risk management skills have to go 
hand in hand". 
4.2.2 Practices from Surveyed companies 
4.2.2.1 The quesfionnaire was sent to 111 companies. All the sample companies had 
imports. Of these only two companies were not having exports. From the Table 9, it 
can be observed that on an average Exports constituted 24.66% of net sales and 
Imports at 19.92%. 
Table No. 10 : Statistical summary of selected companies for survey 
Measure 
Average 
Minimum 
Maximum 
Count 
Net 
Sales 
2,609.15 
190.10 
28,081.41 
111 
Net 
Profit 
324.06 
0.84 
4,012.97 
111 
2006 (Rs.Cr.) 
Exports 
667.91 
. 
10,127.08 
111 
Imports 
487.10 
1.03 
6,226.96 
111 
Exports 
as % of 
Sales 
24.66 
99.99 
111 
Imports 
as % of 
Sales 
19.92 
0.11 
82.47 
111 
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4.2.2.2 It can be observed from the table 10 below that Indian companies are satisfied 
with existing products available for FX risk management and are satisfied with RBI and 
Government policies. Technical indicators are used for short term hedging. In the 
medium term, the positions are kept open. It is opined that RBI intervention is high 
Indian market. And the exchange rates are mainly driven by Demand and Supply rather 
than interest rate differential. Companies use products across the spectrum like forwards, 
options, swaps, FRAs for managing FX Exposure. 
Table 11: Questionnaire Responses suniniat7 analysis j 
1 
2 
3 
4 
According to the responses received FX management is being handled by 1 
Finance department in most of the companies and by Treasury department in 
big companies. In few companies it is managed by Foreign Exchange 
Department 
Public sector banks has a major share of FX business of Indian companies 
followed by private sector banks and foreign banks, in the ratio of 47:29:24 
Bank sector 
Public sector banks 
Pvt. Sector banks 
Services 
with few 
quotes d 
Foreign banks 
% Share 
47 
29 
24 
of forex consultants/brokers are limited in use by corporate managers, 
saying that there is no use of consultants as currently Banks give better 
ue to high competition. 
The market players develop the forecasts on FX Rates based on 
Factors 
Fundamentals of economy 
Technical Analysis 
Combination of fundamentals and Technical 
5 The best indicator of forward prices 
(a) 
Jbl_.._. 
I 
(d) 
Interest rate differential 
1 month forward rates 
3 month forward rates 
6 month forward rates 
% responses 
7 
20 
73 
% responses 
40 
00 
00 
53 
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6 
7 
8 
9 
(e) 
(0 
12 month forward rates 
None of the above 
RBI intervention and tracking by 
companies 
(a) 
(b) 
1 
(d) 
(e) 
(f) 
RBI intervention in FX market 
Daily 
Weekly 
Anytime 
Tracking Intervention 
Modify Company's Strategy 
RBI Intervention and Band expected 
NEER 
REER 
Depreciate gradually 
3-5% & 3months 
3-5% & 6 months 
RBI policy export oriented 
Fundamental factors determining FX rates in 
a. 
b. 
c. 
d. 
e. 
f. 
Items 
Demand and Supply 
Inflation differential 
• Interest Rate differential 
Capital Flows, 
NRI Remittances 
Any other 
Use of Technical indicators 
a. 
Items 
Elliot Wave/Moving average 
00 
07 
Responses 
Yes 
% 
responses 
100 
I 
Anytime 100 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
100 
% responses 
13 
-
60 
1 27 
Spot and Forwards 
Vo responses 
34 
8 
13 
37 
7 
2 
% responses 
13 
131 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
b. 
c. 
d. 
Candle Stick 
Relative Stochasting 
Capital Flows 
33 
13 
40 
Exposure in FX is a risk position? 
a. 
b. 
c. 
d. 
e. 
f. 
g-
h. 
Most 0 
in 
Buyer's (Importers) 
Seller (Exporter' risk 
Exchange Rate risk 
Interest rate risk 
Country risk 
Liquidity risk 
Operational risk 
Any other 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
% responses 
20 
14 
16 
14 
n 
1 
13 
12 
-
the companies (60%) have separate Risk Management Committees and 
40% of cases Risk Mgmt is handled by either Finance or Treasury. 
Instruments used for FX risk management in order of importance 
Sr. No. 
a. 
b. 
c. 
d. 
e. 
f. 
G 
Instrument 
Forward Contract 
Options 
Currency Swaps 
Futures contracts 
FRAs 
IRSs 
1 Any other (please specify) 
Importance i % responses 
Yes 28 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
24 
17 
9 
12 
11 
-
Most of the companies do subscribe to Reuters basic version and iceep track of 
the FX movements. 
Regulatory issues and products by RBI: Companies are generally satisfactory. 
i 
1 
Management of Risk Positions 
Monitor 
Daily 
Weekly 
Monthly 
Policy (document available 
Is it sufficient 
Importance 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
% responses 
- 100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
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4.2.3 When risk becomes life^ ^ 
On August 7, 2007, when the Indian currency was trading at Rs 40.42 to a dollar, and 
appreciating uncomfortably fast (10% in the past seven months), a senior group level 
director at a large Indian conglomerate sent out an email advisory to all chief financial 
officers in his fold. The director had noticed that some group companies had reported 
substantial profits on forex transactions relating to external borrowings and impo'^  
payment obligations for the quarter ended June 2007. While some of these profits were on 
completed transactions, some part were unrealized gains, purely accounting in nature, 
shown on a mark-to-market basis on the spot rupee-dollar rate at the end of the quarter. 
Essentially, companies had borrowed abroad and because the local currency had 
appreciated, they were required to pay less rupees to repay the dollar loan at the then 
prevailing exchange rates. This was shown as an accounting gain. 
The director, a seasoned veteran, feared the reverse could also happen anytime. He realized 
that if the rupee depreciated sharply, these profits could quickly turn into huge losses. (At 
that time, though, no one believed this could happen as the country was flooded with 
copious capital inflows and the RBI was fighting to reign in any runaway appreciation of 
the rupee.) And so, in a first-ever such email advisory, the director urged all CFOs to 
hedge all exposure relating to outstanding forex borrowings. "It is undesirable to leave the 
exposures open...I urge you to put in place appropriate hedging strategy to minimize the 
downside (including accounting) impact if we were to witness volatility and a reversal of 
the current trend (of an appreciating rupee)," he wrote in the email. 
If only that email had been sent out to all CFOs in India Inc! The director's words have 
now turned prophetic. The tide turned, and the rupee depreciated 9.7% against the dollar 
since February this year; it is now trading at a 17-month low. Many companies had chosen 
not to (or couldn't) cover their exposure. Even large and respected companies left their 
forex borrowings uncovered expecting the rupee to appreciate further giving them even 
more forex gains. But the rupee fell, leading to huge mark-to-market losses. A quick 
sample of 17 companies had combined MTM losses of Rs 5,288 crore as on June 30, 2008. 
'Ibid 
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This episode has triggered several debates. Some companies have not shown these losses 
on the profit and loss account, but have shown it as a balance sheet adjustment. That has 
sparked an accounting debate. Some companies could not cover these exposures, as it was 
hard to find hedges that could match the long-term tenure of their forex borrowings. That 
has raised the issue of lack of depth and range of instruments, in India at least. 
Table 12: Figures as of June 30, 2008^*. 
Caught without cover 
Mark to Market Foreign currency losses 
WIPRO 
RELIANCE INDUSTRIES 
RELIANCE COMMUNICATION 
JSW STEEL 
TATA STEEL 
HCL TECHNOLOGIES 
BHARTIAIRTEL 
TATA MOTORS 
RANBAXY 
STERLITE INDUSTRIES 
GE SHIPPING 
HINDLACO INDUSTRIES 
TCS 
FIRSTSOURCE 
MAHINDRA & MAHINDRA 
KPIT CUMMINS 
SATYAM COMPUTERS 
(Rs. Crore) 
1262 
940 
787 
313 
303 
300 
260 
200 
191 
156 
138 
115 
81 
80 
78 
48 
36 
Other companies were hit by their exposure to foreign currency convertible bonds 
(FCCBs), which, by their very nature, are hard to hedge. This has made people question 
the real utility of such instruments. But perhaps the most important among these debaies is 
this: are treasury cells in Indian companies competent enough; and are risk-management 
structures and practices good enough to deal with this unprecedented two-way volatility, 
not just in the forex market, but also in the commodity, energy and financial markets? 
It's now time for ambitious Indian businesses to transform their attitude to risk and 
appetite for it. 
4.2.3.1 From the foregoing, it is essential to identify the factors causing influence on INR 
and discuss in details and take a decision to hedge or not to hedge. For example, the table 
58 Ibid 
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given below shows that there is high volatiUty in few months and correspondingly high 
standard deviation. The factors behind this have to be studied properly and appropriate 
decision taken for exposing to or talcing a calculated risk. Draw the essence of the study 
and the give direction for risk management. 
Table 13 
Yearly volatility o; 
Year 
1998 
1999 
2000 
2001 
2002 
2003 
2004 
Feb- Jun 2005 
2005 
2006 
Feb-
Mar2006 
2007 
Sep-08 
Monthly high-
low % change 
11.6 
2.8 
7.8 
4.3 
2.3 
5.3 
6.9 
1.3 
6.9 
6.6 
1.3 
12.8 
16.2 
' the exchange rate 
Standard 
Deviation 
3.2 
0.9 
2.4 
1.4 
0.8 
1.7 
2.1 
0.4 
2.1 
2.1 
0.4 
3.6 
4.5 
Yearly Average 
USD/INR rate 
41.74 
43.30 
45.22 
47.45 
48.74 
46.85 
45.73 
44.42 
45.79 
43.18 
47.04 
For example: Rupee steady at 49.00/49.01 against a dollar on 21/10/08^^ and the following 
factors were driving the movement. 
Despite consolidation in equity markets, the domestic unit moved in a range of between 
48.9500 and 49.1550 during the day. It had closed at 48.99/49.00 on October 20,'08. 
Forex dealers said the activity was not much as investors remained sideline but the rupee 
moved erratically on the alternate bouts of small dollar buying and selling. 
They said rupee drew some support from a fresh surge in equity markets which helped the 
currency to remain steady at close. 
' Times of India, 20 Oct '08, httD://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/articleshow/msid-3624691.DrtDage-l.cms 
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The Indian benchmark Sensex on Tuesday gained another 460 points or 4.5 per cent while 
Asian markets witnessed mixed pattern trading during the day. 
FIIs pulled out over USD 1.0 billion from equity during last week, taking the total capital 
outflow to nearly USD 12 billion so far in the current calendar year. 
Rupee ends weaker than 50/dlr for first time** 
The rupee closed weaker than 50 per dollar on 19'^  November 2008, Wednesday, for the 
first time as it was sideswiped by a falling stock market and demand for dollars to arbitrage 
a gap to offshore non-deliverable forward rates. It hit a low of 50.03 in late trade, its 
weakest since Oct. 27 when it hit a record low of 50.29. 
"We have closed above 50 for the first time, it is a very bullish close for the dollar-rupee," 
a senior dealer with a private bank said. Losses in the share market also hurt sentiment. 
The share market fell 1.8 percent, and had lost nearly 17 percent over the past six sessions. 
Foreign funds have withdrawn more than $13 billion from Indian shares up to November 
2008, after buying a record $17.4 billion last year. Dealers said the Reserve Bank was 
seen selling dollars via state-run banks to try to halt the rupee's fall through the day, but 
said volumes were not large. It was estimated the central bank sold about $200 to $250 
million. 
4.2,4 Indian Outsourcing's Local Hedge*' 
The challenges facing India's outsourcing firms like Infosys and Tata. The biggest 
challenge is a strengthening rupee, although there are others. For instance, foreign firm'; 
like IBM has set up shop in India doing outsourcing as well, posing more competition. If 
those weren't enough, wage costs are escalating, possibly because IBM and others are 
hiring away personnel from local outsourcing firms. Indian software companies, which 
compete fiiriously with each other for global outsourcing deals, are now facing a common 
enemy in the rising rupee. 
'•" Swat) Bhatt, Reuters, 19 Nov 2008, http7/in biz.vahoo.com/Og 11 l9/137/622s2.html. 
Andy Mukherjee, Friday, July 20,2007, Bloomberg 
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Infosys Technologies Ltd., India's second-largest computer- services provider, last week 
pared its full-year sales and profit estimates. A strengthening home currency is reducing 
the rupee value of its dollar revenue and earnings. 
Tata Consultancy Services Ltd., Infosys's bigger rival, this week reported that its profit 
margin was hurt by 2.6 percentage points in the three months ended June 30 by. among 
other things, a 7 percent appreciation in the rupee against the dollar, the biggest quarterly 
gain in more than three decades. 
The company said it managed to ''largely offset" the impact on net income by hedging its 
revenue against an increase in the rupee's value. Although the day-to-day volatility in the 
exchange rate has abated since the end of April, the challenge of long-term 
competitiveness remains for Indian exporters. 
As the Indian economy expands 9 percent a year, soaking in larger amounts of overseas 
capital, the real effective exchange rate of the rupee is bound to rise. Since inflation 
tolerance in India is low, much of this adjustment will occur through an appreciation in the 
nominal currency value. The Indian central bank will try to hold the rupee down when it 
can afford to loosen monetary conditions at home. It would be less willing to protect a 
competitive exchange rate when doing so could lead to overheating. 
All is not lost for Indian software exporters. The economics of outsourcing are still in their 
favour, though wage costs are galloping, too. Out of the several large outsourcing deals 
from India in the past several years, few have gone to Indian companies. 
In March 2004, IBM won a $750 million order from Bharti Tele-Ventures Ltd., an Indian 
mobile-phone service provider. Around the same time, Dabur India Ltd., a local maker of 
shampoos and beverages, asked Accenture to manage its computer systems. A 10-year, 
$150 million order from Bank of India, a state-owned commercial lender, went to HP. 
At Infosys, revenue generated within the Indian market is just 2.4 percent of North 
American sales. The neglect of the home market was a logical thing to do when it was 
small, dominated by government orders. Now, when some of the fastest-growing 
companies in the world are in India, the apathy is strange. In the current fiscal year, which 
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will end in March 2008, the domestic software and services industry is expected to grow 
22 percent to $10 billion in revenue. 
Sure, exports will be three times as large. That, however, is no excuse to ignore the home 
turf anymore. From retail and transportation to hospitality, banking, insurance and 
telecommunications, there are many domestic businesses in which Indian companies are 
scaling up at a breakneck speed to meet burgeoning demand. 
These local growth engines offer learning opportunities. Indian outsourcing companies 
must tap them if they want to go beyond being low-cost service providers. Apart from its 
other advantages, local, rupee-denominated revenue will also serve as a natural currency 
hedge. 
4.2.5 Hedging easier for oil companies^ ^ 
Refiners can hedge up to 50 per cent of imports. The RBI has permitted domestic crude oil 
refining companies to hedge their commodity price risk on domestic purchase of crude oil 
and sale of petroleum products on the basis of underlying contracts, which are linked to 
international prices on overseas commodity exchanges/markets. 
Refining companies can hedge up to 50 per cent of the volume of imports during the 
previous year or 50 per cent of the average volume of imports during the previous three 
financial yeas, whichever is higher. 
The companies will have to ensure regulalisation of the contracts booked under this facilil 
by production of supporting import orders during the currency of the hedge. The proposed 
norms will allow Indian companies to hedge their payments without seeking the RBl's 
nod. 
Indian oil firms purchase crude from overseas and process it in India. This, in turn, is sold 
to the domestic companies at the spot price (the prevailing price at that point of time). Till 
now, the companies could not hedge their future payments to the domestic oil firms 
without getting the RBI's approval. By the time approval is obtained, the oil prices go up, 
*^  Business Standard, BS Reporter / Mumbai April 30, 2008 
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say experts. Even if the payments are done in rupees, the underlying base price is in dollars 
and keeps fluctuating. 
The RBI has also allowed Indian companies to invest overseas in energy and natural 
resources sectors such as oil, gas, coal and mineral ores in excess of the current limits with 
the prior approval of the central bank. This will help companies like Reliance Industries 
and Videocon Industries, who have been eyeing oil assets abroad. 
4.2.6 IT companies hedge despite rupee fall 
Despite the rupee's fall since the beginning of 2008, India's software and business process 
outsourcing companies continue to hedge their foreign exchange inflows as they believe 
the local currency will keep rising in the long-term. 
Forex consultants said that some companies, however, have cancelled a small number of 
hedging contracts to sell in the spot market. The currency value, which has fallen 2.3 
percent to 40.32 against the U.S. dollar since January 1, has taken the companies aback, as 
most of the dollar inflows, which account for more than half of India's outsourcing 
revenue, have been hedged and hence won't be able to gain from the fall. 
For example, Infosys Technologies had assumed a conversion rate of Rs 39.41 against the 
dollar in its March quarter guidance. Similarly, Satyam Computer Services assumed an 
exchange rate of Rs 39.30 for the same period. 
"We take a short-term view on the currency rather than a long-term view," Infosys chief 
financial officer V Balakrishnan said. "The currency markets globally are very volatile and 
there is no point in taking a long-term view in a volatile environment. We only hedge our 
exposures and do not trade or speculate. The current level of the rupee is at an attractive 
level for the exporters to hedge." Analysts said the fall in rupee would provide temporary 
relief to IT companies, since over 50 percent of their revenues are coming as dollar money. 
' silicon India news bureau, Friday, March 14, 2008 http://www.siliconindia.com/sliownews/40330 
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4.2.7 Risk management in Indian industry-Excerpts 
A case study of HCL technologies, Impact of global turbulences on Indian companies and 
Conference board's study of ERM practices in four major companies, viz. Tata Motors. 
ICICI Bank, Tata Chemicals and Dr Reddys Labs are summarized. The essence is that 
there is a need to improve the risk management practices and FX exposure has to be 
managed properly, otherwise companies may have to book MTM or real losses. Details ar' 
at Appendix 15. 
4.3 Southwest Airlines* ,^ one of the largest operators in the US, is a case in point. The 
company has been actively hedging oil prices since 1998, and has managed to lock in fuel 
prices way below market prices, even today and all the way till 2010. Some reports say this 
has helped the company profit by at least $3.5 billion in 10 years, enabling it to remain 
profitable even though the rest of the aviation sector has been wrecked by turbulence. 
Last quarter, it reported a 15% rise in profit, while rivals floundered. Such an approach is 
not without its dangers. Continental Airlines, which also used hedging to manage fuel 
prices, unfortunately, got its timing wrong. It is now seemingly locked into paying prices 
that are higher than prevailing market prices by virtue of hedging contracts it entered into 
recently. But Indian companies would do well to consider the possibilities this opens up. 
4.4 The Hedging decision^^ 
The issue of whether or not to hedge risk continues to baffle many corporations. At the 
heart of the confusion are misconceptions about risk, concerns about the cost of hecigrin , 
and fears about reporting a loss on derivative transactions. A lack of familiarity with 
hedging tools and strategies compounds this confusion. Corporate risk managers also face 
the difficult challenge of getting hedging tools (i.e., derivatives) approved by the 
company's board of directors. 
An effective hedging program does not attempt to eliminate all risk. Rather, it attempts to 
transform unacceptable risks into an acceptable form. The key challenge for the corporate 
risk manager is to determine the risks the company is willing to bear and the ones it wishes 
'' ibid 
' The Corporate Hedging Process, by Ian H. Giddy, (Adapted from an article published by Bank ot Montreal) 
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to transform by hedging. The goal of any hedging program should be to help company 
achieve the optimal risk profile that balances the benefits of protection against the costs of 
hedging. 
Step 1: Identify the risks 
Before management can begin to make any decisions about hedging, it must first Identify 
all of the risks to which the corporation is exposed. These risks will generally fall into two 
categories: operating risk and financial risk. For most non-financial organizations 
operating risk is the risk associated with manufacturing and marketing activities, in 
general, operating risks cannot be hedged because they are not traded. 
The second type of risk, financial risk, is the risk a corporation faces due to its exposure to 
market factors such as interest rates, foreign exchange rates and commodity and stock 
prices. Financial risks, for the most part, can be hedged due to the existence of large, 
efficient markets through which these risks can be transferred. 
Step 2: Distinguish between hedging and speculating 
One reason corporate risk managers are sometimes reluctant to hedge is because they 
associate the use of hedging tools with speculation. They believe hedging with derivatives 
introduces additional risk. In reality, the opposite is true. A properly constructed hedge 
always lowers risk. It is by choosing not to hedge that managers regularly expose their 
companies to additional risks. Conversely, hedging strategies designed to reduce risk often 
receive a great deal of scrutiny. Corporate risk managers who wish to use hedging 
techniques to improve their company's risk profile must educate their board of directors 
about the risks the company is naturally exposed to when it does not hedge. 
Step 3: Evaluate the costs of hedging in light of the costs of not hedging 
The cost of hedging can sometimes make risk managers reluctant to hedge. Admittedly, 
some hedging strategies do cost money. But consider the alternative. To accurately 
evaluate the cost of hedging, the risk manager must consider it in light of the implicit cost 
of not hedging. In most cases, this implicit cost is the potential loss the company stands to 
suffer if market factors, such as interest rates or exchange rates, move in an adverse 
direction. In such cases the cost of hedging must be evaluated in the same manner as the 
cost of an insurance policy, that is, relative to the potential loss. 
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step 4: Use the right measuring stick to evaluate hedge performance 
Another reason for not hedging often cited by corporate risk managers is the fear of 
reporting a loss on a derivative transaction. This fear reflects widespread confusion over 
the proper benchmark to use in evaluating the performance of a hedge. The key to properly 
evaluating the performance of all derivative transactions, including hedges, lies in 
establishing appropriate goals at the onset. 
Step 5: Don't base your hedge program on your market view 
Many corporate risk managers attempt to construct hedges on the basis of their outlook for 
interest rates, exchange rates or some other market factor. However, the best hedging 
decisions are made when risk managers acknowledge that market movements are 
unpredictable. A hedge should always seek to minimize risk. It should not represent a 
gamble on the direction of market prices. 
Step 6: Understand your hedging tools 
A final factor that deters many corporate risk managers from hedging is a lack of 
familiarity with derivative products. Some managers view derivatives as instruments that 
are too complex to understand. Most derivative solutions are constructed from two basic 
instruments: Forwards (Swaps, Futures, FRAs, Locks) and Options (Caps, Floors, Puts, 
Calls, Swaptions). 
Step 7: Establish a system of controls 
As is true of all other financial activities, a hedging program requires a system of internal 
policies, procedures and controls to ensure that it is used properly. The system, often 
documented in a hedging policy, establishes, among other things, the names of the 
managers who are authorized to enter into hedges; the managers who must approve trades; 
and the managers who must receive trade confirmations. The hedging policy may also 
define the purposes for which hedges can and cannot be used. For example, it might state 
that the corporation uses hedges to reduce risk, but it does not enter into hedges for trading 
purposes. It may also set limits on the notional value of hedges that may be outstanding at 
any one time. 
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4.5 Trading in the Australian foreign exchange market^ ^ 
A survey conducted among the Dealers for their view on marlcet behaviour and trading 
strategies. The type of factors that have a major influence on exchange rates differs 
depending on time horizon. Intra-day movements were mainly determined by order 
placements followed by over reaction to news, speculative forces, bandwagon effects and 
technical trading. 
As the time horizon increases the respondents indicated that economic fundamentals i\n\c a 
growing impact on exchange rate movements while the other factors, apart from technical 
trading, become less significant, particularly over periods greater than six months. 
Technical analysis has the greatest influence on exchange rate movements up to six months 
but its impact is not a significant as the impact of fundamental analysis. Majority of dealers 
adopt an even mixture of fundamental and technical analysis. This mixture is required as 
changing economic fundamentals are only considered to affect the exchange rates over a 
medium to long term horizon. The economic announcement having the biggest impact both 
today and five ago is still interest rates. 
Tiffany Hutcheson, University of Technobgy, Sydney, September 2000, Trading in the Australian foreign exchange 
marlcet, Woricing Paper 107 
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Table 14: Economic announcement and its impact on FX markets in Australia and USA 67 
Economic 
Announcement 
Interest rate 
Current account 
Inflation 
Trade deficit 
Unemployment rate 
GDP (GNP) 
Retail Sales 
From Australia 
Today 
(Sep 2000) 
(%) 
28.2 
17.6 
16.5 
11.8 
9.4 
9.4 
7.1 
5 years ago 
(Sep 1995) 
(%) 
27.5 
17.5 
15.0 
13.8 
12.5 
11.3 
2.5 
From USA 
Today 
(Sep 2000) 
(%) 
32.4 
25.4 
18.3 
2.8 
4.2 
9.9 
7.0 
5 years ago 
(Sep 1995) 
(%) 
28.8 
9.1 
24.2 
10.6 
10.6 
12.1 
4.5 
4.6 Four factor Equation with a constant coefficient developed by myself 
(m.s.babu): 
Here an attempt is made to develop an equation connecting the USD/INR exchange rate 
(e) by assigning weights to variables viz. Trade Surplus as % of GDP (a), Import cover of 
reserves(b) and Debt service ratio (c). 
The data from 1990 to 2005 is analysed as shown in the Table 15 below. After assigning 
the weights and calculating the total weight and carried out the iterations to arrive at a 
comparable Constant factor (k). 
The equation thus developed is 
In(e) *k = ln(0.40a+0.70b-0.10c) where k >= 0.46 & k<=0.66 
iquation A 
equation A 
Equation B 
Equation B 
where 
ln(0.40a+0.70b-0.10c) 
In (0.40*Trade surplus as %of GDP+0.70* Import 
cover-0.10*Debt service ratio) 
Log (average Exchange rate)*K 
k*ln(e) 
Equation A=B 
a is Trade surplus as %of GDP 
b is Import cover 
c is Debt service ratio 
e is average USD/INR exchange rate & 
k is a constant and varies in the range of 0.46 to 0.66 
Ibid, page 30 
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Year 
1990 
1991 
1992 
1993 
1994 
1995 
1996 
1997 
1998 
1999 
2000 
2001 
2002 
2003 
2004 
2005 
Sum 
Mean 
SD 
Trade 
Surplus 
as % of 
GDP 
-3 
-1 
-2.3 
-1.5 
-2.8 
-3.2 
-3.8 
-3.8 
-3.2 
-4 
-2.7 
-2.4 
-2.1 
-2.3 
-5.3 
-6.5 
-49.9 
-3.12 
1.33 
Table 15 : Four factor Equation developed - Data and calculation 
a 
Weight 
0.4 
0.38 
0.13 
0.29 
0.19 
0.36 
0.41 
0.49 
0.49 
0.41 
0.51 
0.35 
0.31 
0.27 
0.29 
0.68 
0.83 
Import 
cover of 
reserves 
(in 
months) 
2.5 
5.3 
4.9 
8.6 
8.4 
6 
6.5 
6.9 
8.2 
8.2 
8.8 
11.5 
14.2 
16.9 
14.3 
11.6 
142.8 
8.93 
3.75 
B 
Weight 
©.7 
0.2 
0.42 
0.38 
0.67 
0.66 
0.47 
0.51 
0.54 
0.64 
0.64 
0.69 
0.9 
1.11 
1.33 
1.12 
0.91 
Debt 
service 
ratio (%) i 
35.3 
30.2 
27.5 
25.4 
25.9 
26.2 
23 
19.5 
18.7 
17.1 
16.6 
13.4 
16.4 
16.5 
6.1 
10.2 
328 
20.5 
7.42 
c 
Weight 
i 
i 
i 
-0,1 j 
-0.17 
-0.15 [ 
-0.13 
-0.12 
-0.13 
-0.13 
-0.11 
-0.1 
-0.09 
-0.08 
-0.08 
-0.07 
-0.08 
-0.08 
-0.03 
-0.05 
Average 
Total USD/ 
weight [NR rate 
0.41 17.88 
0.4 23.06 
0.55 30.25 
0.74 
0.89 
0.75 
0.88 
0.93 
0.96 
1.07 
0.96 
1.14 
1.3 
1.54 
1.77 
1.69 
31.79 
31.4 
32.81 
35.96 
^36.65 
41.74 
43.3 
45.22 
47.45 
48.74 
46.85 
45.73 
44.42 
603.25 
37.7 
\ 8.94 
New i 
Factor i 
ln(0.40a 1 
+ 0.70b- \ 
0.10c) ; 
1.4061 
1.8453 
1.6601 
2.0744 
1.9947 
1.712 
1.6734 
1.6601 
1.8453 
1.7664 
1.9081 
2.1318 
2.374 
2.5305 
2.1401 
1.8779 
k*ln(lF 
late) 
1 7.31 
i 9 15 
16 49 
23 62 
28 
24' 'I 
31.82 
34.21 
40.17 
46.45 
43.21 
54.3 
63..'^  1 
72.15 
81.01 
75.23 
ln(FE 
rate) k 
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4.7 USD/INR rates and FII Net sales/Puchases Nov 2007-Oct 2008 
It can be observed from the exchange rate movement and the net inflows of FIIs during the 
period, November 2007 -October 2008. There is a strong correlation between these two 
variable in the Spot market. The trend is given in Graph & Graph below. At an alpha 
level of 0.05 (i.e. 5% significance level), the P value is 0.015 which is very much below 
the alpha; and hence highly significant (Statistical analysis is at Appendix 11). Meaning 
that when there is net sales by FII in stock market the and they repatriate back to parent 
company, then INR is likely to depreciate against USD. The graphical analysis is given in 
Graphs 28 and 29 below. 
Graph 26 & 27 : Correlation between USD/INR Rate and FII net sales/purchases -
Nov 2007-Oct 2008 
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Graph 26 & 27 : Correlation between USD/INR Rate and FII net sales/purchases 
Nov 2007-Oct 2008 
Graph 26 
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Graph 27 
Correlation between USD/Rate and Fll net sales/purchases: 
Nov 2007-october 2008 
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4.8 Summary: FX exposure management practices followed by major countries and India 
including the respondent companies have been explained. Four factor equation ln(e)*k = 
ln(0.40aHK).70b-0.10c) developed. 
In the next and last chapter, summary of the research study findings and suggestions 
and recommendations shall be covered. 
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Chapter 5 
CONCLUSIONS, SUGGESTIONS & RECOMMENDATIONS 
The objectives of the Research study have been achieved and the study findings out 
desk research and primary data survey have been illustrated and analysed in the 
previous chapters. 
In this final chapter, the summary of findings, conclusions and suggestions are 
covered. It incorporates the following points: 
=> Open FX positions - Foreign Exchange Risk 
=> Nature and Magnitude of exchange risk 
^ The strategy to be adopted for hedging or managing exchange risk. 
=> The tools of managing exchange risk and their relative merits. 
=> Managing Forex Exposure 
=> The Hedging decision 
=> What drives corporate hedging policy? 
=> Hedging imperatives - Critical scenarios. Systematic hedging 
=> Tools and techniques for the management of foreign exchange risk 
=> Main financial risks faced by corporate treasury 
=> Controlling Corporate treasury trading risks 
=:> Central bankssurvey of FX and derivative market activity 
=> Trading in currency futures introduced by GOl 
=> Growth of the foreign exchange market in India 
=> Comparison of foreign exchange and derivatives products availability in India 
=> Summary of responses to Questionnaire from Indian companies 
=> Successful Currency Risk Management -implementing hedging actions 
=> Seven steps to successful Currency Risk Management 
=> Measurement of Risk exposures 
=> Exposure Management Policy - contents 
=> Familiarity with the products 
=> Market risk and Value at Risk(VaR) 
=> Globalisation and projected volatility 
=> RBI Guidelines/Notifications 
=> Inferences from past data 
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5.1 Open FX positions 
The risk inherent in running open foreign exchange positions have been heightened in 
recent years by the pronounced volatility in forex rates, thereby adding a new dimension to 
the risk profile of companies' exposures. Foreign Exchange Risk is the risk that a company 
may suffer losses as a result of adverse exchange rate movements during a period in which 
it has an open position, either spot or forward, or a combination of the two, in an individual 
foreign currency. The corporates are also exposed to interest rate risk, which arises from 
the maturity mismatching of foreign currency positions. Even in cases where spot and 
forward positions in individual currencies are balanced, the maturity pattern of forward 
transactions may produce mismatches. Any changes in premia/discounts of the currencies 
concerned could result in a loss. 
Government's decision about exchange rate management continues to be the single most 
factor shaping the currency markets**. There are three major exchange rate regimes viz. 
Fixed, Semi-fixed and Floating. The exchange rate management is closely related to 
managing the domestic economy of the country. FX risk is one of the major component of 
market risk. Market risk is the risk that adverse movements in the market affect the value 
of investment or the expected returns on future cash surpluses or currency positions. It has 
two important components viz. interest rate risk and foreign exchange risk^ .^ 
5.2 The three important issues that need to be addressed in this regard are: 
• Nature and Magnitude of exchange risk 
• The strategy to be adopted for hedging or managing exchange risk. 
• The tools of managing exchange risk and their relative merits. 
5.3 Nature and Magnitude of Risk 
5.3.1 The first aspect of management of foreign exchange risk is to acknowledge that such 
risk does exist and that it must be managed to avoid adverse financial consequences. Many 
companies refrain from active management of their foreign exchange exposure because 
they feel that financial forecasting is outside their field of expertise or because they find it 
difficult to measure currency exposure precisely. However not recognizing a risk would 
Marc Levinson, Guide to Financial Marlcets,, Page 26 
*' HSBC, The Treasurers' Guide to Investing Corporate Cash, page 39 
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not make it go away. Nor is the inability to measure risk any excuse for not managing it. 
Having recognized this fact the nature and magnitude of such risk must be identified. 
5.3.2 It is essential to understand the forex market relationships like covered interest parity 
relationship. For example, if there is free and unrestricted mobility of capital, the interest 
differential between two currencies will equal the forward premium/discount for either of 
the currency. Two factors are driving the Dollar premium against INR, viz. interest rate 
differentials and forward demand / supply factors. Hence, forward hedging should be 
considered carefully. 
5.3.3 From the above it can easily be determined that a currency with a lower interest rate 
will be at a premium to a currency with a higher interest rate. The other relationships in the 
forex market are not as deterministic as the covered interest parity, but needs to be 
recognized to manage forex exposure because they are the theoretical tools used for 
predicting exchange rate movements, essential to any hedging strategy particularly to 
economic risk as opposed to accounting risk. The most important of these is the Purchasing 
Power Parity relationship which says exchange rate changes are determined by inflation 
differentials. The Uncovered Interest Parity theory says that the forward exchange rate is 
the best and unbiased predictor of future spot rates under risk neutralitj. These 
relationships have to be clearly understood for any meaningful forex risk management 
process. 
5.4 Managing Forex Exposure 
The first major decision on forex risk management is to fix its open foreign exchange 
position considering the cash flows in various currencies and the need for expansion. There 
are various tools, available for hedging of FX risk like over the counter forwards, futures, 
money market instruments, options, structured products etc. In equilibrium and in an 
efficient market the cost of all will be the same. The tools differ for different risks, for 
example symmetric hedging tools like futures cannot easily hedge contingent cash flows 
where the risk is non-linear and options may be better suited. 
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5.5 The Hedging decision'*' 
The issue of whether or not to hedge risk continues to baffle many corporations. At the 
heart of the confiision are misconceptions about risk, concerns about the cost of hedging, 
and fears about reporting a loss on derivative transactions. A lack of familiarity with 
hedging tools and strategies compounds this confusion. Corporate risk managers also face 
the difficuh challenge of getting hedging tools (i.e., derivatives) approved by the 
company's board of directors. 
An effective hedging program does not attempt to eliminate all risk. Rather, it attempts to 
transform unacceptable risks into an acceptable form. The key challenge for the corporate 
risk manager is to determine the risks the company is willing to bear and the ones it wishes 
to transform by hedging. The goal of any hedging program should be to help the 
corporation achieve the optimal risk profile that balances the benefits of protection against 
the costs of hedging. 
5.6 What drives corporate hedging policy? '^ 
The analysis in the above article indicates that steady growth in business volumes and a 
policy of systematically hedging operating foreign exchange exposures have lowered 
earnings volatility for the IT sector. The stock market seems to have recognized that and 
has consistently provided robust valuations for the sector. 
The lesson, therefore, for companies with an export bias is to have a proper hedging policy 
in place and, more importantly, implement the policy. For instance, if the policy mandates 
compulsory hedging of revenue flows if the market provides hedging levels (prices) which 
cover the internally budgeted cost levels, the hedging action should follow almost 
automatically. Discretion should be allowed only in respect of the instruments utilized for 
hedging- for instance, forward contracts or options -but not on the price level to be 
hedged. 
™ Ian H. Giddy, The Conxjrate Hedging Process, (Adapted from an article published by Bank of Montreal) 
" T.B.Kapali, Sunday, Jul 01,2007, Business Line, Business Daily from THE HINDU group of publications. 
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5.7 Hedging imperatives 
Hedging is imperative for companies which have revenue flows with a single-currency bias 
or that are denominated in a single currency. 
In that case, the flexibility and cushion provided by a currency-diversified revenue stream 
is not available. Official statistics show that Indian exports are still predominantly invoiced 
in the US dollar. Therefore, Indian companies, by and large, do not enjoy the benefits of 
the foreign exchange market equivalent of portfolio diversification. 
Of course, an alternative in such a situation is to move the cost base itself to the currency 
in which companies' exports are predominantly invoiced. 
This could involve a shift to imported raw materials from locally procured raw materials 
and/or financing - both for working capital and capital expenditure — in the currency 
which causes exposure on the income side. Official balance of payments statistics show 
that Indian companies are trying out these strategies. 
Non-oil and non-consumption imports have registered strong growth over the past few 
years. (The recent permission for also hedging the price risk on the commodities planned 
to be imported is another important step towards reducing the overall level of risk on 
companies' operating cash flows, as this would serve to fix the dollar or foreign currency 
price of the commodity being imported). Indian companies have also taken to foreign 
currency borrowings for their working capital/capital expenditure in a big way. 
5.7.1 CRITICAL SCENARIOS 
Systematic hedging also becomes critical in scenarios where currencies are subject to 
secular trends. The earnings stream of a company with international exposures could 
remain broadly anchored to its medium-term growth rate if what is lost in one year is made 
up in another year on account of volatility in exchange rates. 
The stock market also may not worry much about companies with currency exposures — 
even if the exposures are not hedged — in such a scenario. 
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But where currency volatility becomes minimal or negligible, a company has to 
methodically hedge its operating exposures. 
It will otherwise face considerable erosion of its local currency earnings base or could face 
pressure on the expenditure side. There is an inverse relationship between the level of 
currency volatility and the stability/growth of the earnings stream. 
The rupee, for instance, appears to be in the midst of a secular and structural run against 
the dollar. It has risen 4-5 per cent per annum, on average, against the dollar in the past 
five years, interrupted only by brief reversals. 
In other words, volatility in the bilateral dollar-rupee currency pair has been low, though 
that in the derived currency pairs - such as, say, in the Euro-rupee or British Pound-rupee -
has been notable because of the variability in the Euro-dollar or Pound-dollar pairs. 
From a capital market perspective, the corporate policy on earnings distribution or the 
dividend policy, for instance, could have an important bearing on companies' decision to 
hedge and the formulation of a hedging policy. 
High dividend pay-outs could be considered the managements' way of assuring its 
shareholders (and prospective investors) about the inherent strengths and, more important, 
the growth potential of the earnings stream and operating cash flows. 
It then becomes incumbent on the fmance manager to minimize volatility in the earnings 
stream and in the cash-flows generated so that the dividend payouts are serviced smoothly. 
The need to preserve the stability and inherent growth potential of the earnings stream 
could also be strong for those companies that have to, say, carry on R&D operations 
uninterrupted. 
The pharma sector, for instance, could fall in this category. Pharma R&D is a long-drawn-
out affair, involving the commitment of considerable amounts of money and time before a 
product or formula can be commercialized. 
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Usually, the R&D effort consumes so much resources that local sales alone may not be 
enough. Wider markets (exports) and the revenues they bring are also necessary to justify 
the resources consumed in the R&D phase. 
There is a mutually reinforcing relationship here. High expenditure during the R&D stage 
demands very wide markets but the revenue flows from those markets have to be 
protected/hedged so that the earnings stream/cash-flow remains strong enough to support 
continued R&D. 
A Ranbaxy or a Dr Reddy's, for instance, would need a comprehensive hedging policy to 
be in place, given their R&D efforts and the diverse markets in which they sell. 
5.7.2 Imperatives in corporate forex hedging^ ^ 
Low-profile exporters such as textiles as also the more high-profile ones such as IT 
companies which have revenue (in)flows denominated in the dollar will have pressure on 
margin when INR is appreciating.. 
For companies with FC borrowings, there will be a gain on account of outflows and 
valuation. However, it will not be possible to "fix" the final cost of unhedged foreign 
currency borrowings for reporting on a particular balance-sheet date. 
Therefore it is necessary for Indian companies which have significant revenue flow 
exposures in foreign exchange to move or convert all or at least a part of their capital 
liabilities into foreign currency exposures. This can be a broad financial management 
strategy as long as the appreciating rupee view continues to hold. 
That is, as the revenue base is under pressure on account of the depreciation of the 
currency in which the revenues are denominated, the strategy should be to move the cost 
base also to the currency which is depreciating against the Indian currency. In other words, 
increasing levels of 'doUarisation' of the balance sheet should be the strategic response to 
sustained rupee appreciation. 
^^  Business Line, Wednesday, 08 August, 2007 
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The risk in Swap is beisically the same as the risic a company talces in borrowing FC 
directly. As such, as long as the company has a view on currencies, a certain risk appetite 
and a risk management policy in place, it should be open to doing this product. 
At the system level, the RBI places some restrictions on the quantum of such currency 
swaps (outlined above) which can be outstanding at a point in time for a single bank. 
A study of the quarterly results of some textile exporters ('Rupee squeeze prompts textile 
companies to change tack'. Business Line, August 6) showed the operating margins of 
many companies declining by a few percentage points in the June quarter on the back of a 
7-8 per cent appreciation in the rupee in the period between March and now. 
It is very clear that if these companies had hedged their export receivables in March at the 
then prevailing levels (spot of around Rs 43.50 during end-March and higher around Rs 
44.10 to the dollar earlier in the month and 3 month/6 month dollar premium of around 40-
70 paise respectively), they could have avoided much of the margin pressure being 
witnessed currently, at least for a part of the overall financial year. The rupee has since 
strengthened around 7% fi-om its March levels and further costing/budgeting has to be 
from this base. Such hedging does not appear to have taken place or it has taken place 
only sporadically. What needs to be stressed here is the criticality of systematically 
implementing hedging action as long as the market provides prices which cover a 
company's budgeted costs/realization prices. 
5.8 TOOLS AND TECHNIQUES FOR THE MANAGEMENT OF FOREIGN 
EXCHANGE RISK" 
The relative merits of several different tools for hedging exchange risk, including forwards, 
futures, debt, swaps and options. 
First, there are different tools that serve effectively the same purpose. Most currency 
management instruments enable the firm to take a long or a short position to hedge an 
opposite short or long position. Thus one can hedge a DM payment using a forward 
exchange contract, or debt in DM, or futures or perhaps a currency swap. In equilibrium 
" Ian H. Giddy and Gunter Dufey, The Management of Foreign Exchange Risk, 
New York University and University of Michigan, http://pages.stern.nyu.edu/~igiddy/farisk.htm 
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the cost of all will be the same, according to the fundamental relationships of the 
international money market. 
Second, tools differ in that they hedge different risks. In particular, symmetric 
hedging tools like futures cannot easily hedge contingent cash flows: options may be 
better suited to the latter. 
5.9 Main financial risks 
Following rapid and large shifts in exchange rates, which remain unstable, and amid 
uncertainty over interest rates, which have changed sharply in some countries, FX 
transactions and interest rates are the main financial risks capturing the attention of 
European corporate treasurers, according to the second Ernst & Young European 
treasury survey of corporate treasurers across the continent covering nine different 
countries across Europe (Belgium, Finland, France, Italy, Luxembourg, the 
Netherlands, Spain, Sweden and the UK). That focus derives partly from hectic 
global financial markets. But the risks arising from FX and interest rates are also 
well understood by management and operational participants because they play an 
integral role in the business of the companies surveyed. 
Graph 28: What are the main financial risks? 
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The vast majority of European companies (three-quarters of respondents) measure 
their risk exposure at a central level, and complex models of risk valuation such as 
VaR and sensitivity analysis are widespread. Nevertheless, more than one-half 
report difficuhies in measuring these risks and only two fifths of the corporate 
treasurers report to their Audit Committee, illustrating the long road ahead for risk 
management in the future. 
Graph 29: HOW DOES COMPANY MEASURE RISK? 
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5.10 CONTROLLING CORPORATE TREASURY TRADING RISKS 
In a corporation, there is no such thing as being perfectly hedged. Not every 
transaction can be matched, for international trade and production is a complex and 
uncertain business. As we have seen, even identifying the correct currency of 
exposure, the currency of determination, is tricky. Flexibility is called for, and 
management must necessarily give some discretion, perhaps even a lot of discretion, 
to the corporate treasury department or whichever unit is charged with managing 
foreign exchange risks. Some companies, feeling that foreign exchange is best 
handled by professionals, hh-e ex-bank dealers; other groom engmeers or 
accountants. Yet however talented and honorable are these individuals, it has 
become evident that some limits must be unposed on the trading activities of the 
corporate treasury, for losses can get out of hand even in the best of companies. 
In 1992 a Wall Street Journal reporter found that Dell Computer Corporation, a star of the 
retail PC industry, had been trading currency options with a face value that exceeded 
Deli's annual international sales, and that currency losses may have been covered up. 
Complex options trading was in part responsible for losses at the treasury of Allied-Lyons, 
the British foods group. The $150 million lost almost brought the company to its knees, 
and the publicity precipitated a management shake-out. In 1993 the oil giant Royal Dutch-
Shell revealed that currency trading losses of as much as a billion dollars had been 
uncovered in its Japanese subsidiary. 
<75 5.11 Central banks survey of FX and derivative market activity in April 2004 
Bank for International Settlements (BIS) conducted survey of Foreign Exchange and 
Derivative activity and central banks and monitory authorities of 52 countries participated. 
It can be observed from the findings of the survey that Indian Foreign Exchange market's 
share is still very small and is increasing over the period since 1994, post 
liberalisation(TabIe 14). 
Table 16: FX and Derivatives market turnover USD Vs. INR 1989-2004 
Item 1989 1992 
1. Currency wise FX market turnover % 
(a) USD 
(b)INR 
90.0 
0 
82.0 
0 
2. Currency wise FX market turnover (USD 
(a) USD 
(b)INR 
-
-
167 
0 
3. OTC derivatives turnover (USD billions) 
(a) USD 
(b)INR 
-
-
-
-
4.0TC derivatives turnover (% share) 
(a) USD 
(b) INR 
-
-
-
-
1995 
83.3 
0 
billions) 
244 
0 
53 
0 
19.6 
0 
1998 
87.3 
0.1 
351 
2 
90 
0 
18.9 
0 
2001 
90.3 
0.2 
254 
3 
135 
0 
17.7 
0 
2004 
88.7 
0.3 
461 
7 
355 
i 
23.5 
0.1 
75 Triennial Central Bank Survey of Foreign Exchange and Derivatives Maricet Activity in April 2004, Preliminary global 
results, September 2004, Monetaiy and Economic Department, BIS, Basel 
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5.12 Trading in currency futures introduced by GOI 
As per the market expectations, another long pending financial reform issue on Currency 
futures trading was approved by the government. Launch of trading in currency futures 
has come at such a time when several Indian corporates have burnt their fingers in another 
version of currency derivative called Over the Counter (OTC) products few months back, 
and the issue has turned into a legal battle between suffered companies and banks 
involved. This introduction will bring complete foreign exchange derivative market in 
India same as developed countries. 
According to Government of India and RBI, a person who is resident of India can now 
hedge his currency risk by using advanced and complex derivatives like currency forwards, 
currency swaps and currency options not only through OTC products but also through 
exchange traded currency futures products. 
With increased depth of FX market, which has reached to a daily turnover of $30 billion as 
on March 2007 from $27.0 billion in March 2006, it was felt that there should be some 
measures to protect the corporates from excess volatility in foreign exchange market, 
which otherwise would impact export performance and balance sheet of the companies and 
the country too. 
In an era when Indian companies are buying foreign companies and are going abroad for 
availing loans/funds, there's an increased exposure of corporate India to various currencies 
of the world, in which they have to make payment or receive payments. In this direction 
this step of government, RBI and SEBI was a welcome move, which is expected to create a 
full fledged FX derivative market in India and will bring India nearer towards capital 
account convertibility. 
Exchange traded currency futures will work just like future and options (F&O) in stock 
market, with the underlying various currencies of the world. The exchange traded 
currency future expected to ensure that there may not be any incidents of Indian corporates 
suffering due to unfavorable movements of currency rates in between option booking date 
•'* Ravi Kant. 7 Aug 2008 httD://india.merinews.coni/catFull.isp?articleD>138992 
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and option expiry date since daily mark-to-maricet meciianism will ensure effective hedge. 
Had this facility been available to Indian corporates earlier, the extent of losses Indian 
corporates suffered could have been avoided. 
Benefit of exchange traded currency future contracts 
=> Daily mark-market obligations settlement between parties concerned. 
=> Counter-party risk of non obligation of contract could be avoided due to 
intermediary like clearing corporation, which will become guarantor for both the 
parties. 
=> Introduction of exchange traded currency option will ensure equitable participation 
fi-om both large and small investors in currency trading, as compared to OTC 
contract market, lot will be smaller. Minimum lot size of the newly introduced 
scheme is US dollar 1000 only. 
=> It will lead to greater transparency, efficiency and accessibility in currency futures 
and options market. 
Currency futures are intended to provide further depth and breadth to the market 
and expected to be one of the effective risk management instrument^ ^ in India. 
5.13 As per the BIS Triennial Survey on the global foreign exchange and derivatives 
market activity (2007), the foreign exchange market in India has grown into the 16^ ^ 
largest market in the world in terms of total daily turnover which was US$34 billion in 
2007. The OTC derivatives segment of the foreign exchange market has also increased 
significantly to register a daily average turnover of USD 24 billion, which is 17* largest 
among all countries. The bid-offer spreads are narrow reflecting the liquidity and 
efficiency of the market. There is a wide menu of products available in the OTC market 
which serves a distinct economic purpose. 
5.14 Comparison of foreign exchange and derivatives products availability in India 
It can be observed that all the FX products are available in India now and is comparable 
with developed market as given in Table 17. 
" Smt. Shyamala Gopinath, Deputy Governor, Reserve Bank of India .August 29,2008, Excerpts from speech on the occasion of the 
launch of currency futures by National Stock Exchange on, http://www.banknetindia.com/bankine/80830.htm 
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Table 17: Foreign Exchange and Derivatives Markets Comparison ^ * 
Product 
1. Foreign exchange markets 
Spot 
Outright forwards 
Foreign exchange swaps 
2. The global OTC derivatives 
market 
A. Foreign exchange contracts 
Outright forwards and forex 
swops 
Currency swops 
Options 
B. Interest rate contracts 
FRAs 
Swaps 
Options 
C. Equity-linlced contracts 
Forwards and swaps 
Options 
D. Commodity contracts 
Gold 
Other 
Forwards and swaps 
Options 
E. Credit default swaps 
Single-name instruments 
Multi-name instruments 
3. Derivative financkil 
instruments traded on organized 
exchanges 
A. Futures 
Interest rote 
Currency 
Equity index 
B. Options 
Interest rote 
Currency 
Equity index 
Developed 
markets 
Available 
V 
V 
^ 
V 
V 
V 
V 
V 
V 
V 
V 
V 
V 
V 
V 
in India 
Avaikible 
V 
V 
V 
V 
V 
V 
V 
V 
^ 
V 
V 
V 
V 
V 
i^ 
" Source: I Triennial Central Bank Survey of Foreign Exchange and Derivatives Market Activity in 2007 - Final results. 01/12/2007. 
http://www.bis.org/publ/rp6(fD7thtni 
2. RBI circular dated Jul 1,2008 regarding Risk Management and Inter-bank dealings. 
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5.15 Summary of responses to Questionnaire: 
Indian companies are satisfied with existing products available for FX risk management. 
RBI and Government policies are satisfactory. Technical indicators are used for short term 
hedging. In the medium term, the positions are kept open. The fundamentals are referred but 
not depended on as RBI intervenes to ensure stability of INR when it becomes volatile. 
USD/INR exchange rates are mainly driven by Demand and Supply rather than interest rate 
differential. Companies use products across the spectrum like forwards, options, swaps, 
FRAs for managing FX Exposure. If RBI publishes the composition of REER and 
prescribe the range (say 3-5%) +/- it would help corporate. Public sector banks take the 
major share of FX business followed by private sector and then foreign banks. Market 
participants prefer gradual depreciation of Indian Rupee. 
5.16 Strengthening of USD hurts export earnings and makes import cheaper for India and 
vice-versa. Accordingly any un-hedged portions shall result in a loss or gain. Thus, currency 
risk due to an unfavorable change in the value of USD/INR will result in an unpredictable 
decrease in earnings, cash flow or value. 
Each individual investment or trading or exchange cover decision should be viewed as 
discrete decision. A clear objective should be set, with risks identified and managed before 
the decision is implemented. It should be ensured that the company is not over exposed to 
any particular risk^'. Company executives are required to verify the rates, confirmations etc. 
given by banks and check MTM of the positions, periodically and report to management to 
take necessary and appropriate action. 
5.17 Successful Currency Risk Management 
It is essential to systematically implement hedging action as long as the market provides 
prices which cover a company's budgeted costs/realisation prices so that any adverse 
movements in USD/INR rates will not cause pressure on margins and also corporates will 
not be caught unaware all of a sudden. The best hedging decisions are made when risk 
managers acknowledge that market movements are unpredictable. A hedge should always 
seek to minimize risk. It should not represent a gamble on the direction of market prices. 
" HSBC.The Treasurer's Guide to Investing Corporate Cash, page 50 
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advantage by minimizing the risks that are not central to the basic business. Ultimately, 
hedging increases shareholder value by reducing the cost of capital and stabilizmg earnings. 
Graph 30: Seven steps to successful Currency Risk Management 80. 
A A 
1. Risk Definition: Define the type of currency risk to be managed 
2. Measurement methodology: Create a model to measure the currency exposure to be 
managed 
3. Exposure gathering: Gather data and calculate exposure 
4.Covering Strategy: Determine to what extent and how exposure will be hedged 
5. Hedge Execution: Hedge exposure through trade execution and other techniques 
6. Internal Control/Monitoring mechanism: Periodical review and improvements 
required 
7. Repeat Steps 1 to 6 
Another critical factor to consider when determining which risks to hedge is the materiality 
of the potential loss that might occur if the exposure is not hedged. As noted previously, a 
corporation's optimal risk profile balances the benefits of protection against the costs of 
hedging. Unless the potential loss is material (i.e., large enough to severely impact the 
corporation's earnings) the benefits of hedging may not outweigh the costs, and the 
corporation may be better off not hedging. 
Treasury Strategies Inc, 2006, 5 steps to successful Currency Risk Management, Best practices in currency risk iranagement: A growth 
company perspective, presentation, Tlie AFP Annual conference 2006 
corporation's earnings) the benefits of hedging may not outweigh the costs, and the 
corporation may be better off not hedging. 
6.18 Measurement of Risk exposures 
To measure their risk exposure at a central level, corporates can make use of a few complex 
models of risk valuation such as Value at Risk (VaR) and sensitivity analysis to the extent 
possible considering the risk/return trade off 
Clearly, performance measurement standards, accountability and limits of some form must 
be part of a treasury foreign currency hedging program. Space does not permit a detailed 
examination of trading control methods, but some broad principles can be stated. 
First, management must elucidate the goals of exchange risk management, preferably in 
operational terms rather than in platitudes such as "we hedge all foreign exchange risks." 
Second, the risks of in-house trading (for that's often what it is) must be recognized. These 
include losses on open positions from exchange rate changes, counterparty credit risks, and 
operations risks. 
Third, for all net positions taken, the firm must have an independent method of valuing, 
marking-to-market, the instruments traded. This marking to market need not be included in 
external reports, if the positions offset other exposures that are not marked to market, but is 
necessary to avert hiding of losses. Wherever possible, marking to market should be based 
on external, objective prices traded in the market. 
Fourth, position limits should be made explicit rather than treated as "a problem we would 
rather not discuss." Instead of hamstringing treasury with a complex set of rules, limits can 
take the form of prohibiting positions that could incur a loss (or gain) beyond a certain 
amount, based on sensitivity analysis. As in all these things, any attempt to cover up losses 
should reap severe penalties. 
Finally, counterparty risks resulting from over-the-counter forward or swap contracts should 
be evaluated in precisely the same manner as is done when the firm extends credit to, say, 
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suppliers or customers. In all this, the chief financial officer might well seek the assistance 
of an accounting or consulting firm, and may wish to purchase software tailored to the 
purposes. 
5.19 FX Exposure Management Policy 
It is essential to have a well documented Policies and procedures highlighting the following 
items for efficient FX management. 
=> Mission 
=:> Objectives 
=> Definitions 
=> Policy guidelines 
=> Roles and responsibilities 
=> FX Exposure management 
=> Controls - Reporting & Corrective actions 
It should be approved by The Board and senior management and be reviewed annually and 
revised incorporating the latest changes in the market. 
5.20 Familiarity with the products 
Lack of familiarity with derivative products may deter corporate managers in risk 
management. It is felt that Derivatives are complex to understand. The fact is that most 
derivative solutions are constructed from two basic instruments: forwards and options, 
which comprise the following basic building blocks: 
Forwards Swaps Futures FRAs 
Options Caps Floors Puts Calls Swaptions 
Structured products: Combination of options, exchange rates, indices etc. 
The manager who understands these will be able to understand more complex structures 
which are simply combinations of the two basic instruments. Some companies, feeling that 
foreign exchange is best handled by professionals, hire ex-bank dealers; other groom 
engineers or accountants. Yet however talented and honorable are these individuals, it has 
become evident that some limits must be imposed on the trading activities of the corporate 
treasury, for losses can get out of hand even in the best of companies. In addition, all the 
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market participants should try to leverage on the Currency futures introduced in India on 
Aug 29, 2008. It should be used for skill development within company as well as at a 
broader industry level. 
5.21 Market risk and Value at Risk(VaR) 
The major components of market risk are: Foreign exchange risk, Interest rate risk. Equity 
risk, Commodity risk. 
VAR is a statistical methodology that helps risk managers to aggregate risk numbers across 
business and product lines in a meaningful way. This helps to impose risk limits on market 
risk exposure, and it helps them to manage and optimize risk across their various portfolios 
- at a corporate level as opposed to a trading desk level. 
VAR estimations provide information about the potential for losses in value for a given 
position or portfolio. Of course, over any time horizon, a portfolio can lose 100% of its 
value - maybe even more if the portfolio is leveraged. So VAR is an estimate of the possible 
size of loss over a given time period, and for a given level of confidence. 
For example, if the parameters of the model have been set conservatively, a senior executive 
looking at a VAR number might be able to think, "There's a 99% chance that our losses 
won't exceed that VAR number within the stated time horizon". There are three ways to 
calculate VAR: the variance-covariance approach, historical simulation and Monte Carlo 
analysis. 
Though the VaR is more useful to financial institutions and banks, major corporates with 
large exposure to FX risk can also use this method to estimate the potential losses. 
5.22 With Globalisation it is projected that corporate FX volumes rise to USD I trillion by 
2010. Currency volatility is expected to ride the same wave rising fi-om 10% in 2007 to 
13.9% in 2010 according to British Bankers Association.*' While market forces have 
converged to make foreign exchange exposure management more critical than ever, 
Accounting Standards in India and International Accounting Standards have added more 
" Corey Edens, Chief Operating officer, FiREapps, September 2008, A Methodology for combating Currency Volatility Madness, 
Treasury Management International. 
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scrutiny to the process. A systematic method to identify the FX exposure and its 
management is becoming increasing complex, especially in MNCs and is challenging. With 
the emergence of high FX volatility Indian Companies are also expected to face difficult 
situations in P&L if they do not take pre-caution and put necessary risk management process 
in place with proper systems and controls. 
5.23 RBI issues notifications and circulars prescribing the guidelines for carrying out 
transactions related to Foreign Exchange from time to time. 
The major areas covered are: 
•Direct Investment by Residents in JVs/Wholly Owned Subsidiary (WOS) abroad 
•Export of Goods and Services 
• External Commercial Borrowings and Trade Credits 
•Foreign Investment in India 
•Import of Goods and Services 
• Miscellaneous Remittances from India - Facilities for Residents 
• Non-Resident Ordinary Rupee (NRO) Account 
• Remittance Facilities for NRIs/Persons of Indian Origin / Foreign Nationals 
• Risk Management and Inter-Bank Dealings 
5.24 Inferences from past data: 
From the trend analysis of data variables and exchange rate for 15 years between 1990-2005 
as given below and also the statistical analysis carried out in appendices and historical trend 
charts prepared, it can be observed that the exchange rate is dependent on these fundamental 
factors as well. Therefore it is pertinent for the company executives/risk managers to keep a 
watch on these factors, especially while deciding on long term hedging decisions. 
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Table 18: Pearson Correlation co-efficient: Dependent/ Independent variables -USD/CVR 
1990-'05 
Dependant 
variable 
Independent 
variables 
Pearson 
product 
moment 
correlation 
coefficient, r 
USD/ INR average rate 1990-2005 (annual rates) 
Trade 
Surplus 
as % of 
GDP 
(0.34) 
Import 
cover 
of 
reserves 
(in 
months) 
0.83 
Short 
term 
Debt/ 
Total 
Debt 
(0.70) 
Debt 
service 
ratio 
(%) 
(0.92) 
External 
Debt 
USD 
mn 
0.73 
% of 1 
change i 
in 
External | 
Debt. i 
1 
i 
0.20 
It is suggested that Finance/Treasury/Senior Management officials keep track of the new 
changes introduced by the central bank and take necessary action suitable to their 
organisation, like amendments to FX Policy, modifying the strategies for hedging / trading 
decisions, unwinding the bookings etc. They can refer to www.rbi.org.in or get in touch with 
their Bankers for details and interpretation. And it should be submitted to senior 
management for decision making, if any, periodically. If the marks to market valuations are 
negative, it should be highlighted and informed to senior management and Boards for 
information and corrective action if required. 
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Appendix 1 
Chronology of events related to FX operations - Crisis and Reforms 
1991 to 2005 
Dates 
I & 3 Jul 
1991 
Nov 1991 
1991 
Mar 1992 
22 Dec 1992 
1992 
March 1,1993 
1993 
15 Jul 1994 
Event 
External Payments Crisis. Rupee Devalued in two stages. Cumulative 
devaluation about 18 percent in USD terms. 
The Narsimahmam Committee Report suggested far reaching reforms 
in the Indian Banking sector. These included a phased reduction in 
the SLR and CRR as well as accounting standards, income 
recognition norms and capital adequacy norms. 
Rangarajan Committee constituted - High level committee on Balance 
of Payments 
A dual exchange rate system called Liberalised Exchange Rate 
Management System (LERMS) introduced after Rangarajan 
Committee recommendations. 
C. Rangarajan appointed Governor. 
SEBI formulated 'Insider Trading Regulations'. 
Unified Exchange rate. 
Guidelines for the establishment of private sector banks issued. This 
heralds a new policy approach aimed at fostering greater competition. 
Nationalised Banks allowed to tap the capital market to strengthen 
their capital base. 
Jun 1994 1 National Stock Exchange commenced operations 
1994 1 'Committee on Reform of the Insurance Sector', RNMalhotra. 
Aug 1994 
Oct 1994 
Nov 1994 
17 Sep 1996 
1 Apr 1997 
6 Jun 1997 
Rupee made convertible on the Current Account. Acceptance of 
Article VIII of the Articles of Agreement of the IMF. 
Lending rates of commercial banks deregulated. Banks required to 
declare their Prime Lending Rates (PLR). 
Sodhani Committee - Expert group on foreign exchange appointed 
RBI Web site made operational. 
1 RBI & Government of India agree to replace the system of ad hoc 
1 Treasury Bills with Ways and Means Advances ending automatic 
monetisation of fiscal deficits. 
RBI Conducts first auction of 14 day Treasury Bills. In October, 
auction of 28 day Treasury Bills was introduced. 
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Appendix 1 (contd..) 
Chronology of events related to FX operations - Crisis and Reforms 
1991 to 2005 (..continued) 
10 Jul 1997 Foreign Institutional Investors (debt funds) permitted to invest in dated Government Securities. 
22 Nov 1997 | BimalJalan appointed Governor. 
28 Nov 1997 A series of measures introduced in response to the Asian Currency Crisis. 
Fixed rate repos in G-Secs introduced to give manoeuvrability in 
28 Nov 1997 liquidity management; and to bring orderly conditions in money and 
forex markets. 
1998 The Narasimham Committee on financial sector reforms 
Apr 1998 
Recommendations on the harmonisation of the Role and Operations 
of Development Financial Institutions and Banks paved the way for 
universal banking in India. 
20 Apr 1999 Interim Liquidity Adjustment Facility introduced. 
Jul 1999 Interest Rate Swaps (IRS) and Forward Rate Agreements (FRAs) introduced as OTC derivatives. 
1999 
Foreign Exchange Management Act (FEMA), 1999 replaces FERA, 
1973 with the objective of'facilitating external trade and payments' 
and 'promoting the orderly development and maintenance of foreign 
exchange market in India'. The new act became operative from June 
2000 along with a sunset clause. 
May 2000 
The Narasimham-Tarapore Committee (NTK2 Committee): AN 
ADVISORY to report on 'Transparency in Monetary and Financial 
Policies. 
2000 ECB Norms liberalised 
2001 Establishment of Clearing Corporation of India Ltd. (CCIL) 
Jul 2003 Over-the-counter foreign exchange options introduced 
Nov 2003 
Tarapore Committee on Capital Account Convertibility constituted- a 
Committee on Procedures and Performance Audit on Public Services. 
The Tarapore Committee examined the Reserve Bank's procedures 
and performance under four different areas affecting individual 
customer transactions. These were foreign exchange, Government 
transactions, banking operations and currency management 
2004 Technical Advisory Committee of RBI regarding money, securities 
and Forex markets appointed 
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Appendix 2 
Sr. No. 
(i) 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
(ii) 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
Category wise 
Name of company 
Vardhaman Textiles 
Arvind Mills 
Bombay Dyeing 
Golcaldas exports 
Abhishek Industries 
Nahar Industries 
Welspun India 
Forbes Gokak 
JCT 
Nahar exports 
BEML 
Therm ax 
Alsthom Projects 
Engineers India 
Alfa Lavel 
Elecon Engineering 
TIL 
LG Balakrshnan 
list of Companies for tlie Survey 
Net Sales 
Text 
1,890.6 
1,586.9 
1,004.0 
862.0 
743.6 
692.7 
631.7 
579.2 
518.1 
426.6 
Engin 
2,056.3 
1,487.6 
945.6 
792.7 
577.8 
439.8 
436.1 
414.8 
Net Profit 
lies 
196.3 
127.2 
61.3 
60.9 
56.8 
80.5 
41.6 
21.6 
10.8 
34.5 
eering 
186.9 
123.3 
46.3 
138.6 
64.9 
27.9 
11.9 
13.6 
2006 (Rs.Cr.) 
Exports 
367.4 
727.4 
269.7 
859.9 
419.0 
42.7 
524.2 
139.7 
44.2 
240.2 
44.5 
242.0 
37.5 
80.5 
195.1 
21.9 
13.7 
33.8 
Imports 
264.2 
217.0 
111.3 
443.1 
120.1 
110.0 
130.8 
66.2 
19.1 
17.4 
119.4 
187.6 
148.6 
82,1 
28.6 
16.3 
13.6 
93.5 
82 Database of BS1000, India's Corporate Giants, Business Standard, December 2006, pages 104-123 
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Sr. No. 
9 
10 
Name of company 
Texmaco 
Larsen & Toubro 
Net Sales 
363.0 
14739.0 
Net Profit 
19.0 
1,012.3 
2006 (Rs.Cr.) 
Exports 
9.6 
3,177.6 
Imports 
15.5 
172.1 
(Hi) 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
g 
9 
10 
Pharmaceuticals 
Ranbaxy Labs 
Cipla 
Dr Reddy's Labs 
Sun Pharma 
Lupin 
GlaxoSmithKline 
Pharma 
Nicholas Piramal 
Aurobindo phrama 
Cadila Healthcare 
Wockhardt 
3,580.0 
2,897.4 
2,005.9 
1,641.0 
1,593.8 
1,470.4 
1,406.3 
1,367.2 
1,246.0 
960.0 
223.7 
667.6 
211.1 
461.3 
182.7 
502.1 
170.4 
69.4 
164.9 
238.5 
2,357,8 
1,565.6 
1,210.0 
404.9 
789.4 
46.0 
224.7 
833.0 
219.0 
358.8 
1,324.4 
655.4 
465.0 
283.3 
455.2 
219.9 
203.6 
728.6 
203.8 
181.2 
(iv) 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
Diversified 
Grasim Inds 
Videocon Inds 
Century Textiles 
DCM Shriram 
Voltas 
Kesoram Industries 
Sintex Inds 
Prakash Inds 
6,640.7 
5,449.4 
2,589.6 
2,334.8 
1,853.1 
1,613.2 
855.0 
799.3 
863.2 
427.7 
109.1 
115.2 
70.5 
45.7 
92.0 
71.5 
200.3 
219.7 
359.2 
0.6 
98.9 
166.2 
30.0 
10.2 
738.6 
517.5 
211.1 
53.6 
178.9 
139.0 
60.6 
32.1 
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Sr. No. 
9 
10 
11 
12 
(V) 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
g 
9 
10 
(vi) 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
Name of company 
Andhra Sugars 
Nava Bharath Ventures 
SIEL 
Engolish Indian Clays 
Net Sales 
488.8 
439.7 
214.1 
• 196.2 
Net Profit 
60.3 
58.0 
40.5 
17.7 
2006 (Rs,Cr.) 
Exports 
2.6 
185.8 
9.3 
8.4 
Imports 
38.1 
25,8 
8.2 
3.3 
Chemicals 
Jayant Agro Organics 
United Phosperous 
Pidilite Inds 
Clariant Chemicals 
Aarti Inds 
Godrej Inds 
India Glycols 
BASF 
Ciba Speciality 
Chemicals 
Rain Calcining 
1,323.3 
1,281.3 
906.2 
850.6 
765.1 
737.1 
706.9 
683.0 
624.0 
570.9 
6.6 
116.5 
88.7 
40.4 
49.1 
71.2 
58.6 
45.4 
33.4 
41.3 
938.8 
742.2 
64.6 
242.7 
306.8 
151.5 
124.7 
63.6 
92.3 
385.5 
509.7 
332.1 
147.2 
172.6 
86.7 
253.8 
168.9 
235.2 
294.2 
422.6 
Consumer durables/ Domestic Appliances/Electronics 
Bharat Electronics 
Crompton Greaves (M) 
MIRC Electronics 
Videocon Appliances 
Bajaj Electricals 
Samtel Color 
Graphite India 
Salora International 
3,500.5 
2,541.6 
1,217.1 
1,095.2 
848.5 
756.0 
585.1 
583.3 
583.0 
163.1 
32.8 
27.2 
29.8 
0.8 
63.0 
10.8 
52.7 
440.9 
238.9 
37.4 
26.0 
157.9 
329.6 
19.9 
5.8 
210.4 
286.2 
48.2 
45.9 
371.1 
164.3 
368.2 
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Sr. No. 
9 
10 
11 
(vii) 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
(viii) 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
Name of company 
Yokogawa Industries 
TTK Prestige 
Khaitan Electricals 
Net Sales 
260.8 
220.5 
190.1 
Net Profit 
13.1 
7.1 
7.0 
2006 (Rs.Cr.) 
Exports 
21.5 
31.8 
5.3 
Imports 
114.1 
9.8 
14.3 
Automobiles 
Tata Motors 
Maruti Udyog 
Hero Honda 
M&M 
Bajaj Auto 
Ashok Leyland 
TVS Motors 
Eicher Motors 
Escorts 
Punjab Tractors 
Force Motors 
20,271.5 
12,015.9 
8,714.0 
7,945.8 
7,461.9 
5,329.8 
3,235.0 
1,637.4 
1,266.6 
958.6 
933.9 
1,528.9 
1,189.1 
971.3 
857.1 
1,101.6 
327.3 
117.0 
217.9 
39.1 
129.3 
30.1 
2,220.5 
583.9 
253.6 
508.1 
943.9 
472.4 
180.7 
121.4 
146.4 
45.6 
16.1 
1,576.5 
1,865.2 
671.2 
204.8 
378.5 
231.2 
120.7 
37.6 
38.3 
1.0 
121.9 
Cement 
ACC 
Ultratech Cement 
Gujarat Ambuja 
Cement 
India Cements 
Birla Corpn 
Madras Cements 
JK Cements 
Shree Cement 
3,160.2 
3,302.8 
2,593.7 
1,530.3 
1,216.1 
999.2 
972.3 
666.0 
544.2 
229.8 
468.3 
45.3 
125.8 
79.0 
32.6 
18.4 
61.8 
502.8 
272.3 
64.8 
51.8 
68.2 
9.0 
_ 
82.6 
305.6 
70.1 
6.9 
32.7 
93.4 
6.9 
34.5 
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Sr. No. 
9 
10 
11 
12 
( « ) 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
(X) 
1 
2 
3 
Name of company 
OCL India 
JK L^shmi Cement 
Prism Cement 
Dalmiya Cement 
(Bharat) 
Net Sales 
595.8 
583.1 
572.7 
571.4 
Net Profit 
37.8 
55.5 
62.1 
84.8 
2006 (Rs.Cr.) 
Exports 
25.6 
. 
1.2 
3.8 
Imports 
43.0 
6.6 
20.3 
47.3 
Steel 
SAIL 
Tata Steel 
Essar Steel 
Bhusan Steel & Stripes 
Jindal Steel & Power 
Jindal Saw Pipes 
National Steel & Agro 
Mukand 
Usha Martin 
Maharashtra Seamless 
Shree Precoated Steels 
Kirloskar Ferrous 
Tata Metallics 
Visa Steel 
Lyods Metals 
28,081.4 
15,139.4 
6,168.0 
2,716.2 
2,564.6 
2,267.2 
1,911.8 
1,572.0 
1,189.2 
966.2 
896.3 
482.8 
441.5 
386.0 
254.0 
4,013.0 
3,506.4 
530.2 
154.5 
572.9 
100.7 
22.5 
110.7 
65.0 
139.1 
15.4 
26.1 
45.9 
12.5 
42.1 
1,091.6 
2,110.2 
1,774.7 
1,005.7 
371.9 
1,542.9 
859.5 
8.0 
327.9 
102.8 
677.6 
14.9 
48.8 
44.2 
70.9 
6,227.0 
1,880.7 
1,663.8 
1,329.5 
717.7 
1,869.8 
645.1 
279.2 
217.3 
307.0 
646.0 
161.6 
209.9 
293.2 
1.3 
Information Technology 
TCS 
WIPRO 
Infosys 
11,230.5 
10,227.1 
9,028.0 
2,716.9 
2,020.5 
2,421.0 
10,127.1 
7,083.3 
8,655.0 
4,692.6 
3,473.2 
3,546.0 
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Sr. No. 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
Name of company 
Satyam Computers 
HCL Technologies 
HCL Info System 
Moser Baer 
I-flex Solutions 
Patni Computers 
CMC Ltd 
Net Sales 
4,634.3 
3,032.9 
2,294.0 
1,663.7 
1,153.8 
875.6 
828.8 
Net Profit 
1,239.8 
638.4 
113.2 
4.7 
240.8 
194.4 
44.1 
2006 (Rs-Cr.) 
Exports 
3,855.4 
2,994.3 
78.6 
1,409.5 
1,108.3 
875.5 
81.0 
Imports 
2,215.2 
921.3 
1,395.1 
1,316.4 
366.0 
139.4 
193.4 
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Questionnaire 
(Please put 'X') where applicable 
Appendix 3 
1 Please indicate your company's' exposure in foreign change 
Ex 
Imports Both 
2 Does you company has separate department to handle foreign exchange transactions, 
If Yes, Please indicate the Name of Department and Designation of In charge 
(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
(d) 
(e) 
Exports 
Imports 
Treasury 
Foreign 
Exchange Dept 
Any other name 
Does your company deal with banks directly in the forex market 
If yes, please indicate 
Public 
sector 
Yes, thro' Bank 
No, thro' Broker 
If Distributed, pis. indicate approximate distribution 
Public 
sector 
Pvt. 
Sector 
Pvt. 
Sector 
Foreign 
Foreign 
Do you engage the services of FOREX Consultants for getting advise on FX movements, 
If Yes, pis. indicate their 
effectiveness 
in the scale of 1-5,1-No Use, 2-Fair, 3-4 Good, 5-
Excellent 
No 
Use Fair Good 
Excel 
- lent 
If No, pis. indicate tiie reason for not engaging FX Consultants 
177 
In your opinion, how do the market players develop the forecasts on FX Rates. Based on 
(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
Fundamentals of economy 
Technical Analysis 
Any other ( Please specify) 
In your opinion, which is the best indicator of forward prices 
(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
(d) 
(e) 
Interest rate 
differential 
1 month forward 
rates 
3 month forward 
rates 
6 month forward 
rates 
12 month 
forward rates 
7 In India, do you feel that RBI intervenes in the forex 
market, Yes 
If Yes, please indicate 
frequency Daily Weekly 
If Yes, pls.indicate if you are tracking RBI 
intervention Yes 
Based on the RBI intervention, do you change your strategy of booking 
forward Sales/Purchases 
Modify 
Not 
modify 
No 
Any 
time 
No 
Do you feel that RBI should disclose and specify the Band for 
daily movement. 
Yes No 
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10 Do you feel that RBI should refer to NEER (Nominal Effective 
Exchange Rate) 
or REER (Real effective exchange rate 
11 What should be the band of USD/INR 
against REER/NEER 
+/- 3% +/- 5% Any other 
12 Generally do you feel that Rupee should 
depreciate gradually, 
Yes No 
If 
Yes, 
Please indicate 
comfortable level 
and time frame 
3-5% & 3 
Months 
3-5% & 
6 
Months 
Any 
other 
period 
Please indicate 
If comfortable level 
No, and time frame 
for Appreciation 
3-5% & 3 
Months 
3-5% 
& 6 
Mths 
Any 
other 
period 
13 In your opinion. Is RBIs exchange rate 
policy export oriented? 
Yes No 
14 Stable Rupee impedes exports growth and favourable to Imports, 
do you agree 
Yes 
If Yes, why? 
No 
If No, why? 
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15 
16 
Among the fundamental factors which determines FX rates in 
Spot and Forward are 
& their proportion: 
a. 
b. 
c. 
d. 
e. 
f. 
Items 
Demand and 
Supply 
Inflation 
differential 
Interest Rate 
differential 
Capital Flows, 
NRI Remittances 
Any other 
% Proportion 
Do you think that Technical analysis has been extensively used for day-to-day functioning 
If Yes, please rank the usage of techniques in on 
a. 
b. 
c. 
d. 
Elliot Wave/Moving average 
Candle Stick 
Relative Stochasting 
Capital Flows 
er of importance 
17 Do you agree that Exposure in Foreign Exchange is a Risk position, if Yes, please rank the 
following in order of importance 
a. 
b. 
c. 
d. 
e. 
f 
G 
h. 
Buyer's 
(ImportCTs) 
Seller (Exporter' 
risk 
Exchange Rate 
risk 
Interest rate risk 
Country risk 
Liquidity risk 
Operational risk 
Any other 
18 Please indicate if your company has separate Risk Management Committee. 
If No, please give the name of the department handing FX Risk 
Yes 
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19 Please rank the following instruments used for FX risk management 
Sr. 
No. 
a. 
b. 
c. 
d. 
e. 
f. 
G 
Instrument 
Forward Contract 
Options 
currency Swaps 
Futures contracts 
FRAs 
IRSs 
Any other (pis 
specify) 
Importance Usage Low 
Cost 
n order of importance: 
User 
friendly 
Product 
availability 
20 Do you consult Reuters or Bloomberg or 
CNBC for latest rates 
Yes No 
If yes, pis give the Name of the Provider 
21 Do you feel that other products to be allowed in the market by RBI? 
If Yes, pis give the name of products 
22 
Is there any regulatory issues which are coming in your way of Managing FX Risk? 
No Yes 
If Yes, Please elaborate 
23 Does your company actively monitors the Risk positions on account of FX transaction? 
Yes No 
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If Yes, how frequently 
Daily Weekly 
Mon-
thly Quarterly 
24 Do you have formal Policy guidelines for 
FX Risk Managemait? 
Yes No 
If 
Yes, 
Is it sufficient to handle growing 
treasury risks Yes No 
If No, when you plan to revise Policy framework for 
FX Risk Management 
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FINANCIAL DERIVATIVES TIMELINE*^ 
12th Century 
In European trade fairs sellers sign contracts promising future delivery of the items they 
sold. 
13th Century 
There are many examples contracts entered into by English Cistercian Monasteries who 
frequently sold their wool up to 20 years in advance to foreign merchants. 
Early 17th Century 
1634-1637 Tulip Mania in Holland 
Fortunes are lost in after a speculative boom in tulip futures burst. 
Late 17th Century 
Dojima Rice Futures 
In Japan at Dojima, near Osaka a futures market in rice is developed to protect sellers 
from bad weather or warfare. 
19th Century 
1868 Chicago Board of Trade 
Trading in wheat, pork belly and copper futures starts. 
20th Century 
Late 1960s - Black and Sholes begin collaboration 
Fischer Black and Myron Sholes tackle the problem of determining how much an option is 
worth. Robert Merton joins them in 1970. 
Source: http://www.proiects.ex.ac.uk/RDavies/arian/scandals/derivatives.html 
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April 1973 The Chicago Board Options Exchange opens. 
IMay/June 1973 The Blacl(-Sho!es IModel is Published. 
It appears in the Journal of Political Economy, one of the journals that had previously 
rejected it. 
1994 Metallgeselishaft loses $1.5 billion on oil futures. 
1995 Barings Bank goes bust. 
Nick Leeson loses $1.4 billion by gambling that the Nikkei 225 index of leading Japanese 
company shares would not move materially from its normal trading range. That 
assumption was shattered by the Kobe earthquake on the 17th January 1995 after which 
Leeson attempted to conceal his losses. 
1997 Nobel Prize in Economics awarded to Robert Merton and Myron Sholes. 
1998 Long Term Credit Management Bailout 
The hedge fund is rescued at a cost of $3.5 billion because of worries that its collapse 
would have severe repercussions for the world financial system. 
1999 The Flaming Ferraris 
Some traders at CSFB are sacked following allegations of illegal trades in an attempt to 
manipulate the Swedish stock market index. 
21st Century 
2001 Enron goes Bankrupt 
The 7th largest company in the US and the world's largest energy trader made extensive 
use of energy and credit derivatives but becomes the biggest firm to go bankrupt in 
American history after systematically attempting to conceal huge losses. 
2002 AIB loses $750 million 
John Rusnak uses fictitious options contracts to cover loses on spot and forward foreign 
exchange contracts. 
2003 Terrorism Futures Plan Dropped 
The US Defense Department had thought that such a market would improve the prediction 
and prevention of terrorist outrages. 
January 2004 NAB admits losing A$180 million 
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Four foreign currency dealers at the National Australia Bank are said to have run up the 
losses in three months of unauthorised trades. 
August 2004 Citigroup bear raid 
Citigroup traders led by Spiros Skordos made €15 million by suddenly selling €11 billion 
worth of European bonds and bond derivatives, and buying many of them back at a lower 
price. 
November 2004 China Aviation loses $550m in speculative trade 
This loss is the largest amount a company in Singapore has lost by betting on derivatives 
since the case of Nick Leeson and Barings. 
October 2005 Refco suspends trading 
One of the world's largest derivatives brokers is forced to freeze trades. 
September 2006 Amaranth Advisors loses $6 billion 
the US-based hedge fund suffered enormous loses trading in natural gas futures 
Source: http://www.projects.ex.ac.uk/RDavies/arian/scandals/derivatives.html 
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Statistical analysis : Trade Surplus as % of GDP Vs average USD/INR Rate 1990-2005 
Descriptive statistics 
Trade Surplus as % of GDP 
Columnl 
Mean 
Standard Error 
Median 
Mode 
Standard Deviation 
Sample Variance 
Kurtosis 
Skewness 
Range 
Minimum 
Maximum 
Sum 
Count 
Confidence Level 
(95.0%) 
-3.119 
0.343 
-2.9 
-2.3 
1.371 
1.880 
1.468 
-1.004 
5.5 
-6.5 
-1 
-49.9 
16 
0.731 
Average USD/ INR rate 
Columnl 
Mean 
Standard Error 
Median 
Mode 
Standard Deviation 
Sample Variance 
Kurtosis 
Skewness 
Range 
Minimum 
Maximum 
Sum 
Count 
Confidence Level 
(95.0%) 
37.703 
2.309 
39.195 
#N/A 
9.237 
85.324 
-0.310 
-0.716 
30.86 
17.88 
48.74 
603.25 
16 
4.922 
F-Test Two-Sample for Variances 
Variable 1 Variable 2 
Mean 
Variance 
Observations 
df 
F 
P(F<=f) one-tail 
F Critical one -tail 
-3.12 
1.88 
16 
15 
0.022 
0.000 
0.416 
37.70 
85.32 
16 
15 
t-Test: Paired Two Sample for Means 
Variable I Variable 2 
Mean 
Variance 
Observations 
Pearson Correlation 
Hypothesized Mean 
Difference 
df 
tStat 
P(T<=t) one-tail 
-3.12 
1.88 
16 
-0.34 
0 
15 
-16.67 
0.00 
37.70 
85.32 
16 
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t Critical one-tail 
P(T<=t) two-tail 
t Critical two-tail 
1.75 
0.00 
2.13 
z-Test: Two Sample for Means 
Variable 1 Variable 2 
Mean 
Known Variance 
Observations 
Hypothesized Mean 
Difference 
z 
P(Z<=z) one-tail 
z Critical one-tail 
P(Z<=z) two-tail 
z Critical two-tail 
-3.12 
0.5 
16 
0 
-163.29 
0.00 
1.64 
0.00 
1.96 
37.70 
0.5 
16 
ANOVA; Two-Factor Without Replication 
SUMMARY Count Sum Average Variance 
Row 1 
Row 2 
Row 3 
Row 4 
Row 5 
Row 6 
Row 7 
Row 8 
Row 9 
Row 10 
Row 11 
Row 12 
Row 13 
Row 14 
Row 15 
Row 16 
Column 1 
Column 2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
16 
16 
14.88 
22.06 
27.95 
30.29 
28.6 
29.61 
32.16 
32.85 
38.54 
39.3 
42.52 
45.05 
46.64 
44.55 
40.43 
37.92 
-49.9 
603.25 
7.44 
11.03 
13.98 
15.15 
14.30 
14.81 
16.08 
16.43 
19.27 
19.65 
21.26 
22.53 
23.32 
22.28 
20.22 
18.96 
-3.12 
37.70 
2)7.99 
289.44 
529.75 
554.11 
584.82 
648.36 
790.43 
818.10 
1009.80 
1118.65 
1148.16 
1242.51 
1292.35 
1207.86 
1302.03 
1296.42 
1.88 
85.32 
ANOVA 
Source of Variation SS dL MS P-value F crit 
Rows 
Columns 
Error 
588.68 
13331.40 
719.39 
15 
1 
15 
39.25 
13331.40 
47.96 
0.818 
277.974 
0.649 2.403 
0.000 4.543 
Total 14639.47 31 
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statistical analysis : Import Cover Vs average USD/EW Rate 1990-2005 
Descriptive statistics 
F-Test Two-! 
Import cover of reserves (in 
Columns 
Mean 
Standard Error 
Median 
Mode 
Standard Deviation 
Sample Variance 
Kurtosis 
Skewness 
Range 
Minimum 
Maximum 
Sum 
Count 
Confidence Level(95.0%) 
Sample for Variances 
Mean 
Variance 
Observations 
df 
F 
P(F<=f) one-tail 
t-Test: Paire 
F Critical one-tail 
d Two Sample for Means 
Mean 
Variance 
Observations 
Pearson Correlation 
Hypothesized Mean 
Difference 
df 
tStat 
P(T<=t) one-tail 
months) 
8.925 
0.968 
8.3 
8.2 
3.870 
14.981 
-0.151 
0.550 
14.4 
2.5 
16.9 
142.8 
16 
2.062 
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Average USD/ INR rate 
ColumnA 
Mean 
Standard Error 
Median 
Mode 
Standard Deviation 
Sample Variance 
Kurtosis 
Skewness 
Range 
Minimum 
Maximum 
Sum 
Count 
Confidence Level 
(95.0%) 
Variable 1 Variable 2 
8.925 37.703 
14.981 85.324 
16 16 
15 15 
0.1756 
0.0009 
0.4161 
Variable 1 Variable 2 
8.93 37.70 
14.98 85.32 
16 16 
0.83 
0 
15 
-18.007 
0.000 
37.703 
2.309 
39.195 
#N/A 
9.237 
85.324 
-0.310 
-0.716 
30.86 
17.88 
48.74 
603.25 
16 
4.922 
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t Critical one-tail 
P(T<=t) two-tail 
t Critical two-tail 
1.753 
0.000 
2.131 
z-Test: Two Sample for Means 
Variable 1 Variable 2 
Mean 
Known Variance 
Observations 
Hypothesized Mean 
Difference 
z 
P(Z<=z) one-tail 
z Critical one-tail 
P(Z<=z) two-tail 
z Critical two-tail 
8.925 
0.5 
16 
0 
-115.11 
0.00 
1.64 
0.00 
1.96 
37.703125 
0.5 
16 
ANOVA: Two-Factor Without Replication 
SUMMARY Count Sum Average Variance 
Row 1 
Row 2 
Row 3 
Row 4 
Row 5 
Row 6 
Row 7 
Row 8 
Row 9 
Row 10 
Row 11 
Row 12 
Row 13 
Row 14 
Row 15 
Row 16 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
20.38 
28.36 
35.15 
40.39 
39.8 
38.81 
42.46 
43.55 
49.94 
51.5 
54.02 
58.95 
62.94 
63.75 
60.03 
56.02 
10.19 
14.18 
17.58 
20.20 
19.90 
19.41 
21.23 
21.78 
24.97 
25.75 
27.01 
29.48 
31.47 
31.88 
30.02 
28.01 
118.27 
157.71 
321.31 
268.89 
264.50 
359.39 
433.95 
442.53 
562.47 
616.01 
663.21 
646.20 
596.51 
448.50 
493.92 
538.58 
Column 1 
Column 2 
ANOVA 
Source of Variation SS 
16 
16 
# 
603.25 
142.8 
iWS 
37.70 
8.93 
F 
85.32 
14.98 
P-value 
Rows 
Columns 
Error 
Total 
1198.09 
6625.44 
306.49 
8130.02 
15 
1 
15 
31 
79.87 
6625.44 
20.43 
F crit 
3.91 0.0061 2.403 
324.26 0.0000 4.543 
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Statistical analysis : Short Term debt/Total Debt% Vs Average USD/INR Rate 
1990-2005 
Descriptive statistics 
Short term Debt/ Total Debt % 
Columns 
Mean 
Standard Error 
Median 
Mode 
Standard Deviation 
Sample Variance 
Kurtosis 
Skewness 
Range 
Minimum 
Maximum 
Sum 
Count 
Confidence 
LeveK95.0%) 
5.506 
0.497 
4.95 
7 
1.988 
3.954 
0.453 
0.922 
7.4 
2.8 
10.2 
88.1 
16 
1.060 
Average USD/ INR rate 
Column6 
Mean 
Standard Error 
Median 
Mode 
Std Deviation 
Sample Variance 
Kurtosis 
Skewness 
Range 
Minimum 
Maximum 
Sum 
Count 
Confidence 
Level (95.0%) 
37.703 
2.309 
39.195 
#N/A 
9.237 
85.324 
-0.310 
-0.716 
30.86 
17.88 
48.74 
603.25 
16 
4.922 
F-Test Two-Sample for Variances 
Variable 1 
t-Test: Paired Two Sample for Means 
Variable 1 
Variable 2 
Mean 
Variance 
Observations 
df 
F 
P(F<=f) one-tail 
F Critical one -tail 
5.506 
3.954 
16 
15 
0.046 
0.000 
0.416 
37.703 
85.324 
16 
15 
Variable 2 
Mean 
Variance 
Observations 
Pearson Correlation 
Hypothesized Mean 
Difference 
df 
tStat 
P(T<=t) one-tail 
5.506 
3.954 
16 
-0.704 
0 
15 
-12.002 
0.000 
37.703 
85.324 
16 
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t Critical one-tail 
P(T<=t) two-tail 
t Critical two-tail 
1.753 
0.000 
2.131 
z-Test: Two Sample for Means 
Variable 1 Variable 2 
Mean 
Known Variance 
Observations 
Hypothesized Mean 
Difference 
z 
P(Z<=z) one-tail 
z Critical one-tail 
P(Z<=z) two-tail 
z Critical two-tail 
5.506 
0.5 
16 
0 
-128.79 
0 
1.645 
0.000 
1.960 
37.703 
0.5 
16 
ANQVA: Two-Factor Without Replication 
SUMMARY Count Sum Average Variance 
Rowl 
Row 2 
Row 3 
Row 4 
Row 5 
Row 6 
Row 7 
Row 8 
Row 9 
Row 10 
Row 11 
Row 12 
Row 13 
Row 14 
Row 15 
Row 16 
Column 1 
Column 2 
Source of Variation 
Rows 
Columns 
Error 
Total 
SS 
475.59 
8293.11 
863.58 
9632.28 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
16 
16 
28.08 
31.36 
37.25 
35.69 
35.7 
38.21 
43.16 
42.05 
46.14 
47.3 
48.82 
50.25 
53.24 
50.85 
51.83 
51.42 
88.1 
603.25 
df MS 
15 31.706 
1 8293.110 
15 57.572 
31 
14.04 
15.68 
18.63 
17.85 
17.85 
19.11 
21.58 
21.03 
23.07 
23.65 
24.41 
25.13 
26.62 
25.43 
25.92 
25.71 
5.51 
37.70 
. 
29.49 
108.93 
270.28 
388.93 
367.21 
375.65 
413.57 
488.28 
697.14 
772.25 
866.11 
996.81 
978.59 
918.06 
785.27 
700.13 
3.95 
85.32 
F P-value 
0.551 0.870 
144.048 0.000 
F crit 
2.403 
4.543 
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Statistical analysis : DSR Vs average USD/INR Rate 1990-2005 
Descriptive statistics 
Debt service ratio (%) 
Coliimn7 
Mean 
Standard Error 
Median 
Mode 
Standard Deviation 
Sample Variance 
Kurtosis 
Skewness 
Range 
Minimum 
Maximum 
Sum 
Count 
Confidence 
Level(95.0%) 
20.5 
1.917 
19.1 
#N/A 
7.667 
58.781 
-0.264 
0.050 
29.2 
6.1 
35.3 
328 
16 
4.085 
Average USD/INR rate 
Columns 
Mean 
Standard Error 
Median 
Mode 
Standard 
Deviation 
Sample Variance 
Kurtosis 
Skewness 
Range 
Minimum 
Maximum 
Sum 
Count 
Confidence 
Level(95.0%) 
37.703 
2.309 
39.195 
#N/A 
9.237 
85.324 
-0.310 
-0.716 
30.86 
17.88 
48.74 
603.25 
16 
4.922 
F-Test Two-Sample for Variances 
Variable J 
t-Test: Paired Two Sample for Means 
Variable 1 
Variable 2 
Mean 
Variance 
Observations 
df 
F 
P(F<=f) one-tail 
F Critical one -tail 
20.5 
58.781 
16 
15 
0.689 
0.240 
0.416 
37.70 
85.32 
16 
15 
Variable 2 
Mean 
Variance 
Observations 
Pearson Correlation 
Hypothesized Mean 
Difference 
df 
tStat 
P(T<=t) one-tail 
t Critical one-tail 
20.50 
58.78 
16 
-0.92 
0 
15 
-4.158 
0.000 
1.753 
37.70 
85.32 
16 
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P(T<=t) two-tail 
t Critical two-tail 
0.001 
2.131 
z-Test: Two Sample for Means 
Variable 1 Variable 2 
Mean 
Known Variance 
Observations 
Hypothesized Mean 
Difference 
z 
P(Z<=z) one-tail 
z Critical one-tail 
P(Z<=z) two-tail 
z Critical two-tail 
20.5 
0.5 
16 
0 
-68.81 
0 
1.645 
0.000 
1.960 
37.70 
0.5 
16 
ANOVA: Two-Factor Wittiout Replication 
SUMMARY Count Stmt Average Variance 
Rowl 
Row 2 
Row 3 
Row 4 
Row 5 
Row 6 
Row 7 
Row 8 
Row 9 
Row 10 
Row 11 
Row 12 
Row 13 
Row 14 
Row 15 
Row 16 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
53.2 
53.3 
57.8 
57.2 
57.3 
59.0 
59.0 
56.2 
60.4 
60.4 
61.8 
60.9 
65.1 
63.4 
51.8 
54.6 
26.6 
26.6 
28.9 
28.6 
28.7 
29.5 
29.5 
28.1 
30.2 
30.2 
30.9 
30.4 
32.6 
31.7 
25.9 
27.3 
151.73 
25.49 
3.78 
20.42 
15.13 
21.85 
83.98 
147.06 
265.42 
343.22 
409.55 
579.70 
522.94 
460.56 
785.27 
585.50 
Column 1 
Column 2 
ANOVA 
Source of Variation SS 
16 
16 
df 
603.3 
328.0 
A^ 
37.7 
20.5 
F 
85.32 
58.78 
P-value F crit 
Rows 
Columns 
Error 
Total 
107.57 
2367.58 
2054.01 
4529.16 
15 
1 
15 
31 
7.17 
2367.58 
136.93 
0.05 
17.29 
1.00 
0.001 
2.403 
4.543 
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Statistical analysis : External Debt Vs average USD/INR Rate 1990-2005 
Descriptive statistics 
F-Test Two-
External Debt USD mn 
Column 9 
Mean 
Standard Error 
Median 
Mode 
Standard 
Deviation 
Sample Variance 
KurtDsis 
Skewness 
Range 
Minimum 
Maximum 
Sum 
Count 
Confidence 
Level(95.0%) 
99494.9 
2959.93 
97574.5 
#N/A 
11839.73 
140179283.40 
0.8030 
1.0892 
41380 
83801 
125181 
1591919 
16 
6308.95 
Average USD/ INR rate 
Column 10 
Mean 
Standard 
Error 
Median 
Mode 
Standard 
Deviation 
Sample 
Variance 
Kurtosis 
Skewness 
Range 
Minimum 
Maximum 
Sum 
Count 
Confidence 
Level (95.0%) 
Sample for Variances 
Variable 1 Variable 2 
Mean 99,494.94 37.70 
Variance 140,179,283.40 85.32 
Observations 16 16 
df 15 15 
F 1,642,902.40 
P(F<=f) one-tail 0 
F Critical one-tail 2 
t-Test: Paired Two Sample for Means 
Variable 1 Variable 2 
Mean 
Variance 
Observations 
Pearson 
Correlation 
H: 
99494.94 
140179283.40 
16 
0.733 
ypothesized 
37.70 
85.324 
16 
37.703 
2.309 
39.195 
#N/A 
9.237 
85.324 
-0.310 
-0.716 
30.86 
17.88 
48.74 
603.25 
16 
4.922 
0 
194 
Mean Difference 
df 
tStat 
P(T<=t) one-tail 
t Critical one-tail 
P(T<=t) two-tail 
t Critical two-tail 
15 
33.620 
0.000 
1.753 
0.000 
2.131 
z-Test: Two Sample for Means 
Variable 1 Variable 2 
Mean 
Known Variance 
Observations 
Hypothesized 
Mean Difference 
z 
P(Z<=z) one-tail 
z Critical one-tail 
P(Z<=z) two-tail 
z Critical two-tail 
ANOVA: Two-Factor Without 
Replication 
SUMMARY Count 
Row 1 
Row 2 
Row 3 
Row 4 
Row 5 
Row 6 
Row 7 
Row 8 
Row 9 
Row 10 
Row 11 
Row 12 
Row 13 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
99494.94 
0.5 
16 
0 
397828.94 
0.00 
1.64 
0.00 
1.96 
Sum 
83,818.88 
85,308.06 
90,053.25 
92,726.79 
99,039.40 
93,762.81 
93,505.96 
93,567.65 
96,927.74 
98,306.30 
101,371.22 
98,890.45 
105,006.74 
37.70 
0.5 
16 
Average 
41,909.44 
42,654.03 
45,026.63 
46,363.40 
49,519.70 
46,881.41 
46,752.98 
46,783.83 
48,463.87 
49,153.15 
50,685.61 
49,445.23 
52,503.37 
Variance 
3,509,805,598.47 
3,634,799,206.28 
4,049,347,526.28 
4,293,235,243.75 
4,898,183,673.78 
4,389,581,706.95 
4,364,959,915.36 
4,370,596,740.96 
4,689,405,347.47 
4,823,554,734.05 
5,128,898,198.70 
4,880,280,349.90 
5,502,976,416.87 
195 
Row 14 2 111,761.85 55,880.93 6,234,887,862.21 
Row 15 2 123,249.73 ' 61,624.87 7,583,979,734.70 
Row 16 2 125,225.42 62,612.71 7,829,581,827.05 
Column 1 16 1,591,919.00 99,494.94 140,179,283.40 
Column 2 16 603.25 37.70 85.32 
ANOVA 
Source of 
Variation 
Rows 
Columns 
Error 
Total 
SS 
1,052,548,204.20 
79,133,931,756.19 
1,050,142,326.60 
81,236,622,286.99 
df 
15 
1 
15 
31 
MS 
70,169,880.28 
79,133,931,756.19 
70,009,488.44 
F 
1.00 
1,130.33 
P-
value 
0.50 
0.00 
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Appendix 10 
Statistical analysis: % Change in External Debt Vs. average USD/INR Rate 1990-2005 
Descriptive statistics 
% of change in External Debt. 
Column 11 
Mean 
Standard Error 
Median 
Mode 
Standard Deviation 
Sample Variance 
Kurtosis 
Skewness 
Range 
Minimum 
Maximum 
Sum 
Coimt 
Confidence Level 
(95.0%) 
2.61 
0.973 
2.37 
#N/A 
3.894 
15.161 
0.2010 
-0.0485 
15.61 
-5.33 
10.28 
41.76 
16 
2.075 
Average USD/ INR rate 
Column 12 
Mean 
Standard Error 
Median 
Mode 
Std Deviation 
Sample Variance 
Kurtosis 
Skewness 
Range 
Minimum 
Maximum 
Sum 
Count 
Confidence Level 
(95.0%) 
37.703 
2.309 
39.195 
#N/A 
9.237 
85.324 
-0.310 
-0.716 
30.86 
17.88 
48.74 
603.25 
16 
4.922 
F-Test Two-Sample for Variances 
Variable 1 Variable 2 
Mean 
Variance 
Observations 
df 
F 
P(F<=f) one-tail 
F Critical one -tail 
2.61 
15.16 
16 
15 
0.178 
0.001 
0.416 
37.70 
85.32 
16 
15 
t-Test; Paired Two Sample for Means 
Variable 1 Variable 2 
Mean 
Variance 
Observations 
Pearson Correlation 
Hypothesized Mean 
Difference 
df 
tStat 
P(T<=t) one-tail 
t Critical one-tail 
2.61 
15.16 
16 
0.26 
0 
15 
-15.53 
0.00 
1.75 
37.70 
85.32 
16 
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P(T<=t) two-tail 
t Critical two-tail 
0.00 
2.13 
z-Test: Two Sample for Means 
Variable 1 Variable 2 
Mean 
Known Variance 
Observations 
HyfK»thesized Mean 
Difference 
z 
P(Z<=z) one-tail 
z Critical one-tail 
P(Z<=z) two-tail 
z Critical two-tail 
2.61 
0.5 
16 
0 
-140.3725 
0 
1.64 
0 
1.959964 
37.70 
0.5 
16 
ANOVA: Two-Factor Without Replication 
SUMMARY Count Sum Average Variance 
Rowl 
Row 2 
Row 3 
Row 4 
Row 5 
Row 6 
Row 7 
Row 8 
Row 9 
Row 10 
Row 11 
Row 12 
Row 13 
Row 14 
Row 15 
Row 16 
Column 1 
Column 2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
16 
16 
17.88 
24.83 
35.81 
34.76 
38.21 
27.48 
35.68 
36.72 
45.33 
44.72 
48.34 
45 
54.93 
53.29 
56.01 
46.02 
603.25 
41.76 
8.94 
12.42 
17.91 
17.38 
19.11 
13.74 
17.84 
18.36 
22.67 
22.36 
24.17 
22.50 
27.47 
26.65 
28.01 
23.01 
37.70 
2.61 
159.85 
226.63 
304.80 
415.30 
302.33 
727.33 
656.67 
669.05 
727.71 
876.97 
886.21 
1245.01 
905.25 
816.48 
628.35 
916.78 
85.32 
15.16 
ANOVA 
Source of Variation SS dL MS P-value F cril 
Rows 
Columns 
Error 
Total 
894.79 
9852.22 
612.49 
11,359.49 
15 
1 
15 
59.653 
9852.219 
40.832 
1.461 
241.284 
0.236 
0.000 
2.403 
4.543 
31 
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STATISTICAL VALUES: USD/INR rates & FII Net sales/Puchases Nov '07-Oct 
2008 
Descriptive statistics 
Column 1 Column! 
Mean 
Standard Error 
Median 
Mode 
Standard Deviation 
Sample Variance 
Kurtosis 
Skewness 
Range 
Minimum 
Maximum 
Sum 
Count 
Confidence 
Level(95.0%) 
42.17 
0.20 
42.07 
#N/A 
2.76 
7.63 
0.19 
0.99 
10.64 
39.13 
49.77 
7759.71 
184.00 
0.40 
Mean 
Standard Error 
Median 
Mode 
Standard Deviation 
Sample Variance 
Kurtosis 
Skewness 
Range 
Minimum 
Maximum 
Sum 
Count 
Confidence 
Level(95.0%) 
-220.74 
60.82 
-199.80 
-611.40 
825.00 
680622.60 
4.10 
-0.02 
7204.10 
-3393.40 
3810.70 
-40615.60 
184.00 
120.00 
F-Test Two-Sample for Variances 
t-Test: Paired Two Sample for Means 
Variable I 
Variable 1 
Variable 2 
Mean 
Variance 
Observations 
df 
F 
P(F<=f) one-tail 
F Critical one-tail 
42.17 
7.63 
184 
183 
0.00 
-
0.78 
-220.74 
680622.60 
184 
183 
Variable 2 
Mean 
Variance 
Observations 
Pearson Correlation 
Hypothesized Mean 
Difference 
df 
tStat 
P(T<=t) one-tail 
t Critical one-tail 
P(T<=t) two-tail 
t Critical two-tail 
42.17 
7.63 
184 
-0.180 
0 
183 
4.320 
0.000 
1.653 
0.000 
1.973 
-220.74 
680622.60 
184 
z-Test: Two Sample for Means 
Mean 
Known Variance 
Variable I 
AIM 
0.5 
Variable 2 
-IIO.IA 
0.5 
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Observations 
Hypothesized Meein 
Difference 
z 
P(Z<=z) one-tail 
z Critical one-tail 
P(Z<=z) two-tail 
z Critical two-tail 
ANOVA: Two-Factor Without 
SUMMARY 
Row I 
Row 2 
Row 3 
Row 4 
Row 5 
Row 6 
Row? 
Row 8 
Row 9 
Row 10 
Row 11 
Row 12 
Row 13 
Row 14 
Row 15 
Row 16 
Row 17 
Row 18 
Row 19 
Row 20 
Row 21 
Row 22 
Row 23 
Row 24 
Row 25 
Row 26 
Row 27 
Row 28 
Row 29 
Row 30 
Row 31 
Row 32 
Row 33 
Row 34 
Row 35 
Row 36 
Row 37 
Row 38 
Row 39 
Row 40 
Row 41 
Row 42 
Count 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
184 
0 
3566.28 
0 
1.64 
0.00 
1.96 
Replication 
Sum 
297.63 -
223.22 -
163.07 
791.10 -
818.54 -
1,862.47 -
792.02 -
140.72 -
794.26 -
2,274.92 -
799.28 -
500.23 -
1,073.60 -
998.21 -
237.20 -
130.98 
433.37 
557.60 -
657.29 -
128.29 -
821.76 -
156.97 
1,213.21 
1,287.78 -
1,194.23 -
583.12 -
809.66 -
1,364.56 • 
824.47 
140.63 • 
803.06 
354.69 
1,382.06 
127.36 -
188.15 
323.59 
462.29 
137.54 
70.05 
234.41 
242.08 
1,092.36 
184 
Average Variance 
148.81 
111.61 
81.53 
395.55' 
409.27 
931.23 
396.01 
70.36 
397.13 
1,137.46 
399.64 
250.11 
536.80 
499.10 
118.60 
65.49 
216.68 
278.80 
328.64 
64.14 
410.88 
78.49 
606.61 
643.89 
597.12 
291.56 
404.83 
682.28 
412.23 
70.31 
401.53 
177.34 
691.03 
63.68 
94.07 
161.80 
231.14 
68.77 
35.02 
117.20 
121.04 
546.18 
78,873.11 
52,028.39 
2,082.12 
395,252.22 
419,952.60 
1,921,059.94 
395,501.26 
28,198.93 
396,178.44 
2,811,965.50 
401,519.34 
177,590.71 
683,516.78 
598,191.77 
54,847.40 
722.68 
57,946.58 
211,642.29 
281,486.30 
24,312.98 
417,370.76 
2,153.51 
630,101.90 
951,126.64 
828,140.85 
228,137.32 
408,007.24 
1,060,613.06 
419,283.15 
26,812.81 
254,140.32 
98,440.43 
835,594.52 
23,337.27 
4,945.16 
27,896.50 
151,092.79 
1,263.05 
12,411.41 
51,775.61 
54,029.82 
695,304.76 
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Row 43 
Row 44 
Row 45 
Row 46 
Row 47 
Row 48 
Row 49 
Row 50 
Row 51 
Row 52 
Row 53 
Row 54 
Row 55 
Row 56 
Row 57 
Row 58 
Row 59 
Row 60 
Row 61 
Row 62 
Row 63 
Row 64 
Row 65 
Row 66 
Row 67 
Row 68 
Row 69 
Row 70 
Row 71 
Row 72 
Row 73 
Row 74 
Row 75 
Row 76 
Row 77 
Row 78 
Row 79 
Row 80 
Row 81 
Row 82 
Row 83 
Row 84 
Row 85 
Row 86 
Row 87 
Row 88 
Row 89 
Row 90 
Row 91 
Row 92 
Row 93 
Row 94 
Row 95 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
603.49 -
341.27 -
452.26 
121.46 
23.06 
1,670.67 
106.16 
358.57 -
300.04 -
639.20 
349.70 -
289.81 -
567.02 -
598.84 
348.34 -
69.83 -
631.95 
578.38 
167.84 -
637.69 -
169.11 -
267.16 -
303.19 -
244.90 -
211.45 
276.87 -
575.95 
307.30 -
217.37 
184.13 -
703.15 -
426.16 -
60.81 -
316.72 
578.16 -
909.74 -
309.73 -
406.92 -
415.33 
490.08 -
9.01 -
1,098.74 -
691.74 -
311.43 -
1,072.33 -
508.07 -
568.71 -
276.85 -
99.90 
772.41 
300.71 
228.86 
83.05 -
301.74 
170.63 
226.13 
60.73 
11.53 
835.34 
53.08 
179.28 
150.02 
319.60 
174.85 
144.90 
283.51 
299.42 
174.17 
34.91 
315.98 
289.19 
83.92 
318.84 
84.56 
133.58 
151.59 
122.45 
105.73 
138.43 
287.98 
153.65 
108.69 
92.07 
351.58 
213.08 
30.41 
158.36 
289.08 
454.87 
154.87 
203.46 
207.67 
245.04 
4.50 
549.37 
345.87 
155.71 
536.16 
254.04 
284.35 
138.42 
49.95 
386.21 
150.35 
114.43 
41.52 
237,439.38 
91,306.56 
67,395.30 
674.97 
1,864.28 
1,258,532.34 
242.82 
97,962.35 
73,867.04 
153,900.33 
94,222.30 
70,234.42 
212,280.04 
131,974.41 
93,596.43 
11,853.39 
149,302.17 
121,632.10 
32,045.66 
261,447.43 
32,585.42 
62,458.22 
75,588.18 
54,615.16 
7,881.05 
65,859.87 
119,779.76 
77,499.55 
8,583.81 
36,522.33 
311,297.38 
131,094.58 
10,714.70 
26,792.26 
220,075.74 
495,274.14 
78,196.32 
121,368.13 
54,273.85 
165,725.92 
4,473.90 
701,708.46 
301,137.84 
78,794.49 
670,334.75 
176,019.48 
213,918.76 
65,794.06 
102.21 
236,251.50 
23,261.16 
10,302.49 
14,070.20 
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Row 96 
Row 97 
Row 98 
Row 99 
Row 100 
Row 101 
Row 102 
Row 103 
Row 104 
Row 105 
Row 106 
Row 107 
Row 108 
Row 109 
Row 110 
Row 111 
Row 112 
Row 113 
Row 114 
Row 115 
Row 116 
Row 117 
Row 118 
Row 119 
Row 120 
Row 121 
Row 122 
Row 123 
Row 124 
Row 125 
Row 126 
Row 127 
Row 128 
Row 129 
Row 130 
Row 131 
Row 132 
Row 133 
Row 134 
Row 135 
Row 136 
Row 137 
Row 138 
Row 139 
Row 140 
Row 141 
Row 142 
Row 143 
Row 144 
Row 145 
Row 146 
Row 147 
Row 148 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
328.41 
360.46 
366.68 
687.14 
265.29 
760.73 
44.10 
385.99 
121.66 
389.18 
485.89 
222.96 
432.46 
317.37 
738.89 
43.74 
43.35 
120.73 
8.66 
274.93 
132.34 
188.60 
416.62 
1,404.55 
502.92 
19.79 
1,148.25 
50.70 
74.32 
470.79 
597.46 
1,385.28 
364.06 
577.14 
647.44 
592.07 
88.60 
132.04 
184.02 
132.22 
1,097.56 
1,147.05 
89.29 
432.66 
643.40 
203.82 
488.95 
436.39 
125.19 
778.19 
413.90 
325.60 
96.75 
164.20 
180.23 
183.34 
343.57 
132.65 
380.36 
22.05 
193.00 
60.83 
194.59 
242.95 
111.48 
216.23 
158.68 
369.45 
21.87 
21.67 
60.37 
4.33 
137.46 
66.17 
94.30 
208.31 
702.27 
251.46 
9.89 
574.13 
25.35 
37.16 
235.40 
298.73 
692.64 
182.03 
288.57 
323.72 
296.04 
44.30 
66.02 
92.01 
66.11 
548.78 
573.52 
44.65 
216.33 
321.70 
101.91 
244.47 
218.20 
62.59 
389.09 
206.95 
162.80 
48.37 
85,116.00 
98,808.30 
40,192.88 
296,807.16 
60,520.22 
230,569.55 
7,849.98 
46,453.13 
829.80 
47,561.20 
160,352.51 
45,978.47 
62,001.27 
28,187.29 
217,211.32 
653.12 
653.39 
843.29 
2,538.88 
62,896.28 
22,484.21 
5,918.41 
56,711.87 
877,354.20 
169,873.55 
1,799.25 
754,171.08 
423.29 
11,870.67 
76,287.78 
134,024.97 
851,927.79 
40,367.23 
123,632.33 
265,110.01 
226,145.68 
14,281.17 
22,676.90 
5,323.17 
22,595.48 
693,415.22 
568,766.71 
14,468.25 
131,554.60 
261,946.78 
40,435.36 
162,252.52 
63,512.71 
1,040.34 
244,170.81 
121,870.13 
30,208.37 
138.63 
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Row 149 
Row 150 
Row 151 
Row 152 
Row 153 
Row 154 
Row 155 
Row 156 
Row 157 
Row 158 
Row 159 
Row 160 
Row 161 
Row 162 
Row 163 
Row 164 
Row 165 
Row 166 
Row 167 
Row 168 
Row 169 
Row 170 
Row 171 
Row 172 
Row 173 
Row 174 
Row 175 
Row 176 
Row 177 
Row 178 
Row 179 
Row 180 
Row 181 
Row 182 
Row 183 
Row 184 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
1,624.94 
75.79 
1,187.42 
1,143.50 
388.66 
75.52 
1,805.34 
128.79 
488.58 
616.34 
3,850.20 
1,073.72 
3,354.25 
572.27 
245.79 
1,473.94 
708.29 
1,311.85 
2,460.46 
2,216.42 
2,386.20 
1,316.72 
2,146.62 
2,240.39 
264.97 
213.51 
152.96 
591.65 
313.77 
1,092.68 
41.77 
547.94 
764.35 
205.33 
181.50 
410.48 
812.47 
37.89 
593.71 
571.75 
194.33 
37.76 
902.67 
64.40 
244.29 
308.17 
1,925.10 
536.86 
1,677.13 
286.13 
122.89 
736.97 
354.15 
655.92 
1,230,23 
1,108.21 
1,193.10 
658.36 
1,073.31 
1,120.20 
132.48 
106.76 
76.48 
295.82 
156.88 
546.34 
20.88 
273.97 
382.18 
102.67 
90.75 
205.24 
1,193,914.65 
12,169.84 
613,362.57 
747,739.67 
47,844.84 
11,963.22 
1,776,348.46 
21,634.02 
161,207.87 
144,433.84 
7,110,964.88 
494,895.46 
5,891,187.09 
211,595.91 
52,621.50 
1,205,371.09 
198,265.70 
966,817.28 
3,223,623.49 
2,633,916.34 
3,038,102.02 
973,685.97 
2,476,149.97 
2,688,430.68 
17,415.75 
9,124.38 
2,770.38 
224,419.50 
27,714.15 
514,217.02 
7,203.87 
110,289.34 
235,330.72 
40,233.60 
5,314,60 
119,816.23 
Column 1 
Column 2 
184 
184 
7,759.71 
40,615.60 
42.17 
220.74 
7.63 
680,622.60 
ANOVA 
Source of Variation 
Rows 
Columns 
Error 
Total 
SS 
62,202,635.12 
6,359,160.36 
62,352,696.64 
130,914,492.12 
df 
183.00 
1.00 
183.00 
367.00 
MS 
339,905.11 
6,359,160.36 
340,725.12 
F 
1.00 
18.66 
P-
value 
0.51 
0.00 
Fcrit 
1.28 
3.89 
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SUMMARY OUTPUT 
Regression Statistics 
Multiple R 0.180 
R Square 0.032 
Adjusted R 
Square 0.027 
Standard Error 2.72 
Observations 184 
ANOVA 
Regression 
Residual 
Total 
Coefficients 
Intercept 42.039 
X Variable 1 -0.001 
df 
1 
182 
183 
Standard 
Enor 
0.208 
0.000 
SS 
45.20 
1351.11 
1396.30 
tStat 
202.145 
-2.467 
MS 
45.20 
7.42 
P-value 
0.000 
0.015 
F 
6.09 
Lower 95% 
41.629 
-0.001 
Significance 
F 
0.01 
Upper Lower 
95% 95.0% 
42.450 41.629 
0.000 -0.001 
Upper 
95.0% 
42.450 
0,000 
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Appendix 12 
CALCULATIONS OF STATISTICAL VALUES : 
FX Reserves and USD INR rate Mar 92-Jun 06 
Descriptive statistics 
Column 1 
Mean 
Standard Error 
Median 
Mode 
Std Deviation 
Sample Variance 
Kurtosis 
Skewness 
Range 
Minimum 
Maximum 
Sum 
Count 
Confidence 
Level(95.0%) 
Correlation 
Column 1 
Column 2 
Column2 
49,749.73 Mean 
3,300.57 Standard Error 
30,601.50 Median 
21,620.00 Mode 
42,524.88 Standard Deviation 
1,808,365,810 Sample Variance 
0.44 Kurtosis 
1.32 Skewness 
155,613.00 Range 
8,255.00 Minimum 
163,868.00 Maximum 
8,258,456.00 Sum 
166.00 Count 
Confidence 
6,516.80 Level(95.0%) 
Column 1 Column 2 
1 
0.613 1 
F-Test Two-Sample for Variances 
Mean 
Variance 
Observations 
df 
F 
P(F<=f) one-tail 
Variable 1 Variable 2 
49,749.73 
1,808,365,810 
166.00 
165.00 
43,734,664.21 
39.93 
41.35 
166 
165 
39.93 
0.50 
42.54 
31.37 
6.43 
41.35 
(1.52) 
(0.26) 
19.54 
29.46 
49.00 
6,628.78 
166.00 
0.99 
205 
F Critical one-
tail 1.29 
t-Test: Paired Two Sample for Means 
Variable 1 Variable 2 
Mean 
Variance 
Observations 
Pearsott 
Correlation 
Hypothesized 
Mean Difference 
df 
tStat 
P(T<=t) one-tail 
t Critical one-tail 
P(T<=t) two-tail 
t Critical two-tail 
49,749.73 
1,808,365,810 
166.00 
0.61 
-
165.00 
15.06 
0.00 
1.65 
0.00 
1.97 
39.93 
41.35 
166 
z-Test: Two Sample for Means 
Variable 1 Variable 2 
Mean 49,749.73 39.93 
Known Variance 0.50 0.05 
Observations 
Hypothesized 
Mean Difference 
z 
P(Z<=z) one-tail 
z Critical one-
tail 
P(Z<=z) two-tail 
z Critical two-
tail 
166 166 
863,604.18 
1.64 
1.96 
ANOVA: Single Factor 
Groups Count 
Column 1 166 
Column 2 166 
SUMMARY 
Sum 
8,258,456.00 
6,628.78 
Average 
49,749.73 
39.93 
Variance 
1,808,365,810 
41.35 
206 
SUMMARY OUTPUT 
ANOVA 
Regression 
Residual 
Total 
df 
1 
163 
164 
Coefiicienis 
Intercept 
29.46 
•112278 
4057 
Regression Statistics 
Multiple R 
R Square 
Adjusted R 
Square 
Standard Error 
Observations 
SS 
Standard Error 
16710 
413 
0.61 
0.37 
0.37 
33,801.87 
165 
110,489,366,023 
186,238,377,767 
296,727,743,790 
tStat 
-6.72 
9.83 
MS 
110,489,366,023 
1,142,566,734 
P-value 
0.000 
0.000 
F 
96.70 
Lower 95% 
(145,274) 
3,243 
Significance 
0.00 
Upper 
95% 
(79,282) 
4,872 
F 
Lower 
95.0% 
(145,274) 
3,243 
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Appendix 13 
A PRIMER ON TECHNICAL ANALYSIS 
IN FOREIGN EXCHANGE MARKETS ** 
Technical Analysis (TA), states that all the factors whether it be economic, political, or 
even the effect of weather on the value (or price) of a currency is all factored into the 
'market price' of a currency. It is therefore only necessary to study the technical charts, 
which show all the effects and all the causes that a "fundamentalist" would study. Thus 
the study of price movement is of primary importance to a "Technician" to determine 
where the markets are going. TA is a short-horizon trading method; positions last a few 
hours or days. Technical traders will not hold. In contrast, fundamental investors study 
the economic determinants of exchange rates as a basis for positions that typically last 
much longer, for months or years. Some traders, however, use technical analysis in 
conjunction with fundamental analysis, doubling their positions when technical and 
fiindamental indicators agree on the direction of exchange rate movements. Three 
principles guide the behaviour of technical analysts. 1 The first is that market action 
(prices and transactions volume) "discounts" everything. In other words, all relevant 
information about an asset is incorporated into its price history, so there is no need to 
forecast the fiindamental determinants of an asset's value. In fact. Murphy (1986) claims 
that asset price changes often precede observed changes in fundamentals. The second 
principle is that asset prices move in trends. Predictable trends are essential to the success 
of technical analysis because they enable traders to profit by buying (selling) assets when 
the price is rising (falling), or as technicians counsel, "the trend is your friend." 
Practitioners appeal to Newton's law of motion to explain the existence of trends: Trends 
in motion tend to remain in motion unless acted upon by another force. The third 
principle of technical analysis is that history repeats itself Asset traders will tend to react 
the same way when confronted by the same conditions. Technical analysts do not claim 
their methods are magical; rather, they take advantage of market psychology. Following 
from these principles, the methods of technical analysis attempt to identify trends and 
reversals of trends. These methods are explicitly extrapolative; that is, they infer future 
" Christopher J. Neely, Gregory L. White. SEPTEMBER/OCTOBER 1997, Technical Analysis in the Foreign Exchange Market A 
Uyman's Guide; Wall Street Journal tio\em\)tt 12.1992 FEDRRAI. RESERVE BANK OF ST. LOUIS 23 
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price changes from those of the recent past. Formal methods of detecting trends are 
necessary because prices move up and down around the primary (or longer-run) trend. An 
example of this movement is shown in Figure 1, where the dollar/deutsche mark ($/DM) 
exchange rate fluctuates around an apparent uptrend.2 To distinguish trends from shorter-
run fluctuations, technicians employ two types of analysis: charting and mechanical 
rules. 
Charting, the older of the two methods, involves graphing the history of prices over 
some period—determined by the practitioner— t^o predict fiiture patterns in the data from 
the existence of past patterns. Its advocates admit that this subjective system requires the 
analyst to use judgement and skill in finding and interpreting patterns. The second type of 
method, mechanical rules, imposes consistency and discipline on the technician by 
requiring him to use rules based on mathematical functions of present and past exchange 
rates. 
Charting 
To identify trends through the use of charts, practitioners must first find peaks and 
troughs in the price series. A peak is the highest value of the exchange rate within a 
specified period of time (a local maximum), while a trough is the lowest value the price 
has taken on within the same period (a local minimum). A series of peaks and troughs 
establishes downtrends and up trends, respectively. 
A short seller borrows foreign currency today and sells it, hoping the price will fall so 
that it can be bought back more cheaply in the fixture. Spotting the reversal of a trend is 
just as important as detecting trends. Peaks and troughs are important in identifying 
reversals too. Local peaks are called resistance levels, and local troughs are called 
support levels (see Figure 1). If the price fails to break a resistance level (a local peak) 
during an uptrend, that may be an early indication that the trend may soon reverse. If the 
exchange rate significantly penetrates the trend line, that is considered a more serious 
signal of a possible reversal. Technicians identify several patterns that are said to foretell 
a shift from a trend in one direction to a trend in the opposite direction. An example of 
the best-known type of reversal formation, called "head and shoulders," is shown in 
Figure 2. The head and shoulders reversal following an uptrend is characterized by three 
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local peaks with the middle peak being the largest of the three. The line between the 
troughs of the shoulders is known as the "neckline." When the exchange rate penetrates 
the neckline of a head and shoulders, the technician confirms a reversal of the previous 
uptrend and begins to sell the foreign currency. There are several other similar reversal 
patterns, including the V (single peak), the double top (two similar peaks) and the triple 
top (three similar peaks). The reversal patterns of a downtrend are essentially the mirrors 
of the reversal patterns for the uptrend. 
Mechanical Rules 
Charting is very dependent on the interpretation of the technician who is drawing the 
charts and interpreting the patterns. Subjectivity can permit emotions like fear or greed to 
affect the trading strategy. The class of mechanical trading rules avoids this subjectivity 
and so is more consistent and disciplined, but, according to some technicians, it 
sacrifices some information that a skilled chartist might discern fi-om the data. 
Mechanical trading rules are even more explicitly extrapolative than charting; they look 
for trends and follow those trends. A well-known type of mechanical trading rule is the 
"filter rule," or "trading range break" rule which counsels buying (selling) a currency 
when it rises (falls) x percent above (below) its previous local minimum (maximum). The 
size of the filter, x, which is chosen by the technician from past experience, is generally 
between 0.5 percent and 3 percent. Figure 1 illustrates some of the buy and sell signals 
generated by a filter rule with filter size of 0.5 percent. A second variety of mechanical 
trading rule is the "moving average" class. Like trend lines and filter rules, moving 
averages bypass the short-run zigs and zags of the exchange rate to permit the technician 
to examine trends in the series. A moving average is the average closing price of the 
exchange rate over a given number of previous trading days. The length of the moving 
average "window"— t^he number of days in the moving average—governs whether the 
moving average reflects long- or short-run trends. Any moving average will be smoother 
than the original exchange rate series, and long moving averages will be smoother than 
short moving averages. 
A typical moving average trading rule prescribes a buy (sell) signal when a short moving 
average crosses a longer moving average from below (above)—that is, when the 
exchange rate is rising (falling) relatively fast. Of course, the lengths of the moving 
averages must be chosen by the technician. The length of the short moving average rule is 
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sometimes chosen to equal one, the exchange rate itself. A final type of mechanical 
trading rule is the class of "oscillators," which are said to be useful in non-trending 
markets, when the exchange rate is not trending up or down strongly. A simple type of 
oscillator index, an example of which is shown in Figure , is given by the difference 
between two moving averages: the 5-day moving average minus the 20-day moving 
average. Oscillator rules suggest buying (selling) the foreign currency when the oscillator 
index takes an extremely low (high) value. Note that the oscillator index, as a difference 
between moving averages, also generates buy/sell signals from a moving average rule 
when the index crosses zero. That is, when the short moving average becomes larger than 
the long moving average, the moving average rule will generate a buy signal. By 
definition, this will happen when the oscillator index goes from negative to positive. 
Therefore, an oscillator chart is also usefijl for generating moving average rule signals. 
Relative Strength Index 
The RSI is a price-following oscillator that ranges between 0 and 100. A popular method 
of analyzing the RSI is to look for a divergence in which the security is making a new 
high but the RSI is failing to surpass its previous high. This divergence is an indication of 
an impending reversal. The name "Relative Strength Index" is slightly misleading, as the 
RSI does not compare the relative strength of two instruments, but rather the internal 
strength of a single security. A more appropriate name might be "Internal Strength 
Index." 
Because you can vary the number of time periods in the RSI calculation, you may want to 
experiment to find the period that works best for you. (The fewer days used to calculate 
the RSI, the more volatile the indicator.) 
Wilder Smoothing in an RSI Analysis 
Wilder Smoothing is similar to a Exponential Moving Average analysis. It responds 
slowly to price changes compared to other moving averages. 
The most common uses of RSI are to: 
Indicate overbought and oversold conditions. An overbought or oversold market is one 
where prices have risen or fallen too far and are therefore likely to retrace. 
21: 
If the RSI is above 70 then the market is considered to be overbought, and an RSI 
value below 30 indicates that the market is oversold. 80 and 20 can also be used to 
indicate overbought and oversold levels. 
Overbought and oversold signals are most reliable in a non-trending market where prices 
are making a series of equal highs and lows. If the market is trending, then signals in the 
direction of the trend are likely to be more reliable. For example, if prices are in an 
uptrend, a safer trade entry may be obtained by waiting for prices to puUback giving an 
oversold signal and then turn up again. 
Identify failure swings. For example, a failure swing would be if the RSI formed a high 
above 70 then retraced to form a pivot low before rallying to form a second high. The 
second high fails to exceed the first before the RSI reverses taking out the pivot low 
formed between the highs. 
Generate buy and sell signals. If the RSI is above 70 and you are looking for the market 
to form a top, then the RSI crossing back below 70 can be used as a sell signal. The same 
is true for market bottoms, buying after the RSI has moved back above 30. These signals 
are best used in non-trending markets. 
In trending markets, the most reliable signals will be in the direction of the trend. For 
example, if the market is trending up, taking only buy signals after the RSI has moved 
back above 30 after dipping below it. The reason for taking signals only in the direction 
of the trend, is that when the market is trending any counter-trend signal is likely to 
indicate a small retracement against the underlying trend rather than true reversal. 
Indicates bullish and bearish divergence. Divergence between the RSI and the price 
indicates that an up or down move is weakening. 
Bearish divergence is when prices are making higher highs but the RSI is making lower 
highs. This is a sign that the up move is weakening. 
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Bullish divergence is when prices are making lower lows but the RSI is making higher 
lows. This is a sign that the down move is weakening. 
It is important to note that although divergences indicate a weakening trend they do not in 
themselves indicate that the trend has reversed. The confirmation or signal that the trend 
has reversed must come from price action, for example a trend line break. 
Volume 
Volume is the total number of shares or fijtures contracts traded during the given period. 
Volume activity is normally viewed in relation to price activity and price range, where 
volume is used to confirm price trends and to warn of any weakening or change in the 
trend. 
The most common uses of Volume are to: 
Confirm the current trend. If the market is trending either up or down, then the trend 
should be confirmed with higher or increasing volume. Retracements against the trend 
should be on decreasing or light volume. Warn of a weakening in the trend. If a market is 
continuing to trend on decreasing volume, this is warning that the trend is beginning to 
weaken. This is especially true when a market makes a new high or low on low volume. 
A low volume push into new highs or lows should be viewed with suspicion. 
Confirm a breakout fi-om a trading range. In a non-trending market that has formed a 
trading range, a break to new highs or lows should be accompanied by an increase in 
volume. A breakout accompanied by low volume is a similar situation to a trending 
market that pushes into new highs or lows on low volume and therefore should be treated 
with caution. 
Candlestick 
Candlestick analyses use open, high, low and close price data. If the close is below the 
open (if the value of the security has fallen) the candlestick body is filled. If the close is 
higher than the open, the candlestick body is left hollow. The lines above and below the 
body are called shadows, they show the high and low prices for the period. 
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Candles are drawn as follows: 
closing value 
opening value' 
highest 
opening value 
loviest 
closing value 
•UnflllBcr (whle) when 
closing value tigherVnan 
opening 
'Filled' with tilack 
when closir^ value 
tower than opening 
The originators of candlestick analysis charts viewed the market place as a battle between 
buyers and sellers. The winner of the battle at the end of each period is determined by 
examining: 
D Whether the body of the candlestick is hollow or filled (whether the close is higher or 
lower than the open). 
D The length of the body. 
D Whether there are shadows at either end of the body, and if there are shadows, their 
length. 
Candlestick analyses are interpreted in much the same way as bar analyses. Recognizable 
patterns develop which aid the trader in forecasting the likely direction of prices. 
Hanging Man 
v ^ 
t 
Hammer 
Windows (Falling) 
Bullish Doji 
Shooting Star 
Bearish Engulfing 
• Windows (Falling) 
Bearish Doji 
Morning Star | |fi|^^ l ^ t l 
V 
A 
r^' \} { 
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The most common uses for Candlestick analysis are: 
To identify trends. Many Candlestick patterns signify bullish or bearish trends. For 
example, the "Hammer" candlestick pattern suggests a bullish trend when it occurs after a 
downward trend. 
To anticipate reversals. Some Candlestick patterns often occur at tops or bottoms, where 
the market changes direction. For example, the "Morning Star" pattern usually suggests a 
downtrend has bottomed out. 
Linear Regression Indicator 
The Linear Regression Indicator plots the end point of multiple Regression Lines. 
The most common use of the Linear Regression Indicator is to show where prices should 
be on a statistical basis. The interpretation of the Linear Regression Indicator is similar 
to a moving average. However, unlike a moving average, a Linear Regression Indicator 
does not exhibit as much "delay." Since the indicator is "fitting" a line to the data points 
rather than averaging them, the Linear Regression Indicator is more responsive to price 
changes. Any excessive deviation fi-om the Linear Regression Indicator should be short-
lived. 
Linear Regression Slope Indicator 
The Linear Regression Slope indicator is simply the slope of a Regression Line. 
MACD 
Moving Average Convergence Divergence (or "MACD" as it is more commonly known) 
is a type of oscillator that can measure market momentum as well as follow or indicate 
the trend. MACD consists of two lines, the MACD Line and the Signal Line. The MACD 
Line measures the difference between a short moving average and a long moving 
average. The Signal Line is a moving average of the MACD Line. MACD oscillates 
above and below a zero line without upper and lower boundaries. 
The most common uses of MACD are to: 
Generate buy and sell signals. Signals are generated when the MACD Line and the Signal 
Line cross. A buy signal is generated when the MACD Line crosses from below to above 
the Signal Line, the further below the zero line that this occurs the stronger the signal. A 
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sell signal is generated when the MACD Line crosses from above to below the Signal 
Line, the further above the zero line that this occurs the stronger the signal. 
=> Indicate trend direction. If a trend is gaining momentum then the difference 
between the short and long term moving average will increase. This means that if 
both MACD lines are above (below) zero and the MACD Line is above (below) 
the Signal Line, then the trend is up (down). 
=> Indicate bullish and bearish divergence. Divergence between the MACD and the 
price indicates that an up or down move is weakening. 
Bearish divergence is when prices are making higher highs but the MACD is making 
lower highs. This is a sign that the up move is weakening. 
Bullish divergence is when prices are making lower lows but the MACD is making 
higher lows. This is a sign that the down move is weakening. It is important to note that 
although divergences indicate a weakening trend, they do not in themselves indicate that 
the trend has reversed. The confirmation or signal that the trend has reversed must come 
from price action, for example a trend line break. 
This indicator tells you how quickly an instrument is moving up or down. A positive 
value indicates that the trend is up, a negative value indicates that the trend is down. The 
more extreme the number, either positive or negative, the steeper the trend. When the 
indicator crosses zero, it shows a change in trend. 
Efficient Markets 
The idea that the expected risk-adjusted excess return on foreign exchange is zero implies 
a sensible statement of the efficient markets hypothesis in the foreign exchange context: 
Exchange rates reflect information to the point where the potential excess returns do not 
exceed the transactions costs of acting (trading) on that information.9 In other words, you 
can't profit in asset markets (like the foreign exchange market) by trading on publicly 
available information. This description of the efficient markets hypothesis appears to be a 
restatement of the first principle of technical analysis: Market action (price and 
transactions volume) discounts all information about the asset's value. There is, however, 
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a subtle but important distinction between the efficient maricets hypothesis and technical 
analysis: The efficient markets hypothesis posits that the current exchange rate adjusts to 
all information to prevent traders from reaping excess returns, while technical analysis 
holds that current and past price movements contain just the information needed to allow 
profitable trading. What does this version of the efficient markets hypothesis imply for 
technical analysis? Under the efficient markets hypothesis, only current interest rates and 
risk factors help predict exchange rate changes, so past exchange rates are of no help in 
forecasting excess foreign exchange returns—i.e., if the hypothesis holds, technical 
analysis will not work. 
Finding a Trading Rule 
A basic problem in evaluating technical trading strategies is that rules requiring 
judgement and skill are impossible to quantify and therefore unsuitable for testing. A fair 
test requires fixed, objective, commonly used trading rules to evaluate. An "objective" 
rule does not rely on individual skill or judgement to determine buy or sell decisions. The 
rule should be commonly used to reduce the problem of drawing false conclusions from 
"data mining"— a practice in which many different rules are tested until, purely by 
chance, some are found to be profitable on the data set. Negative test resuhs are ignored, 
while positive results are published and taken to indicate that trading rule strategies can 
yield profits. For example, there is a vast literature on pricing anomalies in the equity 
markets, summarized by Ball (1995) and Fortune (1991), but Roll (1994) has found that 
these aberrations are difficult to exploit in practice; he suggests that they may be partially 
the result of data mining. 
Trading Rules 
With these considerations, two kinds of trading rules have been commonly tested: filter 
rules and moving average rules. 
Filter rules give a buy signal when the exchange rate rises x percent over the previous 
recent minimum. 
The analyst must make two choices to construct a filter rule: First, how much does the 
exchange rate have to rise, or what is the size of the filter? Second, how far back should 
the rule go in finding a recent minimum? The filter rules studied here will use filters from 
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0.5 percent to 3 percent and go back five business days to find the extreme. A moving 
average rule gives a buy signal when a short moving average is greater than the long 
moving average; otherwise it gives a sell signal. This rule requires the researcher to 
choose the lengths of the moving averages. The moving average rules to be tested will 
use short moving averages of 1 day and 5 days and long moving averages of 10 days and 
50 days. Both the filter rules and the moving average rules are extrapolative, in that they 
indicate that the trader should buy when the exchange rate has been rising and sell when 
it has been falling. 
Profits 
The trading rules switch between long and short positions in the foreign currency. Recall 
that a long position is a purchase of foreign currency—a bet that it will go up—while a 
short position is the reverse, selling borrowed foreign currency now in the hope that its 
value will fall. 
Thus, technical analysis is the most widely used by Traders while taking positions based 
on their interpretations of patterns in the data. Economists have traditionally rejected the 
claims of technical analysts because of the appealing logic of the efficient markets 
hypothesis. More recently, however, the discovery of profitable technical trading rules 
and other evidence against efficient markets have led to a rethinking about the 
importance of institutional features that might justify extrapolative technical analysis 
such as private information, sequential trading, and central bank intervention, as well as 
the role of risk. There is no guarantee, of course, that technical rules will continue to 
generate excess returns in the future; the excess returns may be bid away by market 
participants. 
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Appendix 14 
3.2 HEDGING FOREIGN EXCHANGE EXPOSURES IN A MNC 
COMPUTER PERIPHERAL MANUFACTURING BUSINESS 
- a case study 
3.2.1. Introduction 
Multi-national corporations (MNCs) often sell products in various countries with prices 
denominated in corresponding local currencies. Thus, they possess a multitude of cash 
flows that are sensitive to changes in exchange rates. Together with interest rates, and 
commodity prices, these three financial price risks are the subject of the growing field 
of financial risk management. This essay will in turn discuss various methods and 
procedures that a MNC could use to hedge its cash flows and investments against 
foreign exchange risk through an example of an unreal MNC - ABC Inc. 
ABC Inc. is a multi-national million dollar computer peripheral manufacturing business. 
It has manufacturing plants in Asia, Eastern Europe and Africa. Its products are sold to 
Europe, Australia and the US. The company results are value in terms of euros as a base 
currency. 
3.2.2 Definition of hedging 
Like many other firms, ABC Inc. attempts to manage its financial exposures through 
hedging. So, we need to understand what hedging is before discussing the different 
methods used in hedging. 
Hedging is the taking of a position, acquiring a cashflow, an asset or a contract that 
will rise (fall) in value and offset a fall (rise) in the value of an existing position. It 
therefore protects the owner of the existing assets fi"om potential loss. However, it also 
eliminates any gain from an increase in the value of the asset hedged against. The value 
of a firm is the net present value of all expected future cash flows. The fact that these 
cash flows are expected means that nothing about the future is certain. So, firms use 
hedging to reduce risks or uncertainties. 
3.2.3 Reasons of hedging 
o Reducfion in risk in future cash flows improves the planning capability of the firm. If 
the firm can be more accurate in predicting future cash flows, it may be able to 
undertake specific investments or activities that it might otherwise not consider. 
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0 Reduction of risk in future cash flows reduces the likeHhood that the firm's cash flows 
will fall below a necessary minimum. This minimum point, often referred to as the point 
of financial distress, lies left of the center of the distribution of expected cash flows. 
0 Management has a comparative advantage over the individual shareholder in knowing 
the actual risk of the firm. Regardless of the level of disclosure provided by the firm to 
the public, management always possesses an advantage in the depth and breadth of 
knowledge concerning the real risks and returns inherent in any firm's business. 
0 Markets are usually in disequilibrium because of structural and institutional 
imperfections, as well as unexpected external shocks. Management is in a better 
position than shareholders to recognize disequilibrium conditions and to take advantage 
of one-time opportunities to enhance the firm's value through selective hedging. 
3.2.4 Hedging Foreign Exchange Exposure 
Foreign exchange exposure is a measure of the potential for a firm's profitability, net 
cash flow, and market value to change because of a change in exchange rates. It is 
widely recognized that as the volatility in exchange rates has increased dramatically 
after the breakdown of the Breton Woods system of fixed exchange rates, multinational 
corporations have become increasingly vulnerable to foreign exchange risk since the 
short term movements in exchange rates are often not accompanied by offsetting 
changes in prices in the corresponding countries 
There are three main types of foreign exchange exposure: transaction, operating, and 
accounting. Transaction exposure measures the impact (often gains or losses) of settling 
outstanding obligations entered into before change in exchange rates but to be settled 
after change in exchange rates. Operating exposure refers to change in expected ftiture 
cash flows arising fi-om an unexpected change in exchange rates. Accounting exposure 
refers to changes in reported owners' equity in consolidated financial statement caused 
by a change in exchange rates. 
3.2.5. Managing Transaction Exposure 
Transaction exposure arises fi-om: purchasing or selling on credit goods or services 
when prices are stated in foreign currencies, borrowing or lending fimds when 
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repayment is to be made in a foreign currency, being a party to an unperformed foreign 
change forward contract, and either acquiring assets ore incurring liabilities 
denominated in foreign currency. 
Foreign exchange transaction exposure can be managed by contractual, operating, and 
financial hedges. Contractual hedges employ the forward, futures, money and options 
market. 
Operating and financial hedges employ the use of risk-sharing agreements, some 
types of financial derivative, and other strategies. 
3.2.6 Managing an Account Receivable 
a) Forward Market Hedge 
A forward hedge involves a forward (or futures) contract and a source of funds to fulfil 
that contract. A forward contract (transaction) is an agreement between two 
counterparties to exchange two different currencies at a rate, which is agreed today for 
delivery at an agreed date. The forward contract is entered into at the time the 
transaction exposure is created. If fiinds to fulfil the forward contract are on hand thanks 
to a business operation, the hedge is considered "covered" because no residual foreign 
exchange risk exists. Funds to be received are matched with funds to be paid. 
In some situations, funds to be received to fulfil the forward contract are not already 
available or to be received later, but must be purchased in the spot market at some 
future date. A hedge like that is considered "uncovered". It involves considerable risk 
because the manager must bear the risk of purchasing foreign currency at an uncertain 
future price. 
Suppose in ABC's case, it has just signed an agreement for the sale of a container of 
computer peripheral to XYZ, a US firm, for $ 1,000,000. At the moment, ABC has no 
other current foreign customers, so the currency risk of this transaction is of particular 
concern. The sale is made in March with payment due in June (3 months later). The 
following financial and market information is available for the analysis: 
o Spot exchange rate: €1.00/$ 1.30 
o 3-month forward rate: €1.00/$ 1.32 (a 1.54% per annum premium on the euro) 
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o Advisory service forecasts that the spot rate in 3 months will be €1.00/$! .31. If ABC 
remains the transaction unhedged, it expects an uncertain amount of €763,359. 
So, in this case, the forward contract is entered into in March, when the sale to XYZ 
was booked as an account receivable. But the funds to fulfil the contract will be 
available in June, when ABC receives $1,000,000 from XYZ. 
If ABC wishes to hedge its exposure in the forward market, it will sell $1,000,000 
forward today at the 3-month forward rate of €1.00/$1.32. This is a "covered" 
transaction because in 3-month time the firm will receive $1,000,000 from the U.S firm; 
deliver that sum of money to the counterparty in the forward contract to square its 
forward sale and receive €757,576. 
3.2.7 Options Market Hedge 
An options market hedge involves using an option to hedge foreign exchange exposure. 
An option is an agreement between two counterparties in which the option buyer pays 
the seller (also called the writer) a premium for the right, but not the obligation, to buy 
or sell a specifieid quantity of a specified underlying instrument on or before an agreed 
date (called the expiry or maturity date) at an agreed exchange rate, called the strike 
price. 
In the case of ABC, it can also cover its $1,000,000 exposure by purchasing a put 
opfion. A put option limits downside risk to a known amount - the option premium -
while sfill allows the option buyer (ABC) to benefit from the upside potential for 
appreciation of the U.S dollar. Given the following information: 
o June put opfion in the OTC market for $1,000,000: strike price €1.00/$l .33, 1.5% 
premium. 
ABC could purchase fi-om the OTC market a three-month put option on $1,000,000 at 
the strike price of €1.00/$1.33 and a premium cost of 1.5%. The cost of the option is: 
Cost of option = [(size of option)/(spot rate)] * (premium) = 
($1,000,000/1.3)*1.5%=€11,538 
Now, we have to project the above cost of the option forward three months in order to 
compare with other hedging strategies. We should use the cost of capital of ABC, which 
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is 12% per annum or 3% per quarter. Then, the premium of the option as of June would 
be: €11,538*(1.03) = €11,885 
When the $1,000,000 is received three months later, i.e. in June, the value in euros 
depends on the spot rate at that time. The upside potential is unlimited: ABC can benefit 
from the increase of the U.S dollar as in the unhedged situation. At any exchange rate 
below $1.33, the option would be allowed unexercised and ABC would exchange the 
sale proceeds in U.S dollars for euros at spot rate. If the forecast rate of €1.00/$ 1.31 
materializes, ABC would exchange the $1,000,000 in the spot market and get €763,359. 
Net proceeds would be €763,359 minus the cost of the option of €11,885, or €751,474. 
Exercise put option €763,359 
Put option premium -11.885 
Net proceeds €763,359 
In contrast to the unhedged situation, an option limits downside risk. If the euros 
appreciates above the strike price (or the U.S dollar depreciates), ABC would exercise 
its option to sell $1,000,000 at the strike price, receiving €751,880 gross, but €739,995 
net of the cost of the option. The cost of the option should be taken into consideration 
when calculating the break-even rate of the option. 
Foreign currency option have other hedging uses beyond the one discussed above. 
Consider a situation where a firm must submit a fixed price bid in a foreign currency 
without knowing whether their bid is won until some days later. The bidder can use the 
foreign currency option to hedge foreign currency exposure either for the bidding period 
alone or for the whole period of potential exposure if the bid is won. 
3.2.8 Managing an Account Payable 
If ABC has a $1,000,000 account payable in 3 months, the hedging choices would also 
vary among the three alternatives discussed above but with different outcome, a) 
Forward Market Hedge ABC could buy $1,000,000 forward, locking in a rate of 
€1.00/$l .32 and a total cost of €757,576. 
d) Choice and Outcome 
The same as in managing an account receivable, the decision on the strategy depends on 
ABC's expectations on exchange rate and its risk tolerance. 
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As discussed above, in the case of ABC, the forward hedge gives the lowest cost for the 
payment of the account payable. However, this outcome is only for the specific example 
of ABC. If the dollar depreciates against the euro, giving the spot rate 3 month later 
much high above the strike price of $1.33, the option alternatives might be the best 
choice. 
3.2.9. Managing Operating Exposure 
Operating exposure, also called economic exposure, measures any change in the present 
value of a firm resulting from changes in fiiture operating cash flows caused by any 
unexpected change in exchange rates. Operating exposure analysis assesses the impact 
of changing exchange rates on a firm's own operations over coming months and years 
and on its competitive position with other firms. Operating exposure and transaction 
exposure are related in that they both deal with future cash flows. The difference lies in 
the way they explain why those cash flows change when exchange rates change. 
Managing the operating exposure of a firm requires forecasting and analyzing all the 
firm's individual transaction exposures together with those of the competitors. Taking 
the example of ABC, fiature changes in exchange rates will not only affect the domestic 
based currency value of the firm's foreign currency cash flows, but also alter the 
quantity of foreign currency cash flows generated as well and therefore, will affect its 
competitiveness. 
The changes in exchange rates will affect the sales volume, sales price, or operating 
costs of a MNC. The changes will in turn have their impact on the short-run, medium-
run and long-run cash flows of the firm. 
Managing operating exposure requires recognition of disequilibrium in parity conditions 
and preposition to react in the most appropriate way. MNCs can diversify 
internationally their operation and financing bases. Diversifying operations means 
diversifying sales, locations and raw material sources, which refers to business 
knowledge rather than financial aspects while diversifying financing bases refers to 
raising funds in more than one currency, and in more than one market. Here, we will not 
discuss in details the strategic management of operating exposure. We only mention the 
strategy of using currency swaps to diversify financing. 
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3.2.10 Currency Swap 
A currency swap is a foreign exchange agreement between two parties to exchange a 
given amount of one currency for another and, after a period of time, to give back the 
original amounts swapped. In a currency swap, a firm and a swap dealer (often, a bank) 
agree to exchange an equivalent amount of two different currencies for a specified 
period of time. Currency swaps can have a wide range of maturities up to 10 years. The 
swap dealer acts as an intermediary in setting up the swap agreement. 
Firstly, two firms have to borrow funds in the markets and currencies in which they 
have comparative advantage. Depending on their business, they might wish to match 
their cash outflow and inflow. For example, ABC could borrow euro on a regular basis, 
however, it exports to the US and might wish to use these revenues to make payments 
on USD dominated debt. But if it does not have comparative advantage in borrowing in 
the USD debt market, it may enter a cross-currency swap in which it could swap its 
euro-denominated debt service payments with another firm that has USD denominated 
debt service payments. This swap would result in the situation where ABC pays dollars 
and receives euros. Without borrowing USD, ABC still has dollar-denominated debt 
service. 
3.2.11. Managing Accounting Exposure 
Accounting exposure, also called translation exposure, arises because financial 
statements of foreign subsidiaries, which are stated in foreign currency, must be restated 
in the parent's reporting currency for the firm to prepare consolidated financial 
statements. 
For example, foreign subsidiaries of ABC Inc. must restate local Australian dollar, yen, 
peso ... statements into euros so that the foreign values can be added to the parent's 
euro-denominated balance sheet and income statement. This accounting process is 
called translation. Translation exposure, or accounting exposure is the potential for an 
increase or decrease in the parent's net worth and reported net income caused by a 
change in exchange rates since the last translation. 
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If we use the same exchange rate to measure all item on the statements, there would be 
no imbalances resulting from the re-measurement. But translation principles are often a 
complex compromise between historical and current market valuation of assets. 
Historical exchange rates can be used for certain equity accounts, fixed assets, and 
inventory item, while current exchange rates can be used for current assets, current 
liabilities, income and expense ... So, the different exchange rate needs to be used and 
different translation methods are specified to manage the accounting exposure. 
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Appendix 15 
Risk Management in Indian industry - Excerpts 
(a) HCL Technologies Ltd**., India's leading global IT services provider, announced on 
07/13/2008 that it expects to report foreign exchange losses owing to strengthening of US$ 
against Indian Rupee in respect of its outstanding hedges. 
HCL has been following the policy of hedging its foreign currency inflows against 
fluctuations by taking forward covers. HCL had US$-Indian Rupee forward covers of $2.5 
billion as of March end of 2008. 
Friday, July 11, 2008 - The US Dollar in the just concluded quarter ended on 30th June 
appreciated against Indian Rupee by 7.3%. In addition, the 12-month forward premiums 
have firmed up fi-om Rs. 0.67 to a Dollar as of March end to Rs. 1.77 as of June end 
As a part of its proactive treasury policy and to put a stop loss, the company unwound $540 
million of forward covers and incurred cash loss of US$ 9 mn. The foreign exchange loss for 
this quarter inclusive of mark to market impact on the outstanding foreign exchange covers, 
is likely to be US$ 65 to 75 million. For the full year ended 30th June, 2008, the Company 
would be incurring foreign exchange loss of US$ 67 to US$77 million. This is against $79.2 
million of FX gain recorded during financial year ended on 30th June, 2007. As a result of 
mark-to-market the forward covers where hedge accounting is being followed, the company 
will be carrying US$ 114 million as "Other Comprehensive Loss" in the balance sheet. As 
of June end, the company was having US$-Indian Rupee hedges of $1.7 billion. 
(b) Global financial turbulence hits many Indian companies: April 7 2008*^ 
The finance minister has informed the Parliament that banks operating in India had an 
exposure of Rsl27.86 trillion ($3.16 trillion) of derivatives on their books as on December 
31, 2007. The number, though large, tells nothing about the mark-to-market value of each 
bank's portfolio or the amount of risk it is carrying. There is a possibility of double-counting 
of trades, and the customer transactions might not be more than 10 per cent of the trading 
" Livewire, http://www.newswiretoday.com/ Noida, Uttar Pradesh, India, 13/07/2008 
" VIRENDRA PAREKH, Khaleej Times Online, April 7 2008 
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book. However, even after assuming that just one per cent of the trades have a problem, the 
mark-to-market losses would be around $3.16 billion, which is a conservative estimate. 
Indeed, according to Jamal Mecklai, CEO of risk management firm Mecklai Financial, the 
extent of mark-to-market losses could be $3 to 5 billion. To be sure, that doesn't mean that 
companies will report this level of losses. They could cover up their positions by the time 
these trades mature, offset losses on some trades with profits on others, or carry forward 
them. Even then, admitting on record the position as it exists today would not be without 
adverse consequences. 
How did Indian companies land in this trouble? By trading in an amazing medley of highly 
complex currency derivatives, partly in an effort to hedge risk at minimum cost and partly in 
a bid to make quick gains by taking speculative positions disguised as hedging. 
Here is a small sample for those who are not familiar with the kind of products being traded 
in derivatives market. Broadly, there are two categories: swaps and options. By using them, 
a company can take loan in a lower interest-rate currency (yen) and then convert (swap) it in 
to a higher interest-rate currency (dollar). Or it could hedge the full currency risk through 
forward contract. However, it could reduce the cost of hedging by buying option with a 
knock-out. An option would give it the right, but not the obligation, to by yen at a 
predetermined rate (say, 120 a dollar). The knock-out would mean that the option would 
cease to exist if a certain event takes place e.g. yen hits 105 against dollar. In that event, the 
company would have to buy yen at the going rate when the contract matures. There are, 
course, knock-in options, which come into being if and only if a certain event takes place. 
Then there are KIKO (knock-in, knock-out) options, which have both a knock-in and knock-
out. There is One-touch option under which when a certain level (of any currency pair) is 
hit, a company buying an option gets a pre-determined pay-off ($10,000, $20,000, or 
$30,000). This is how companies made money through derivative deals last year. There is a 
double-touch option in which there are two levels and if either of them is hit, the company 
buying an option will get a pay off 
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All options require a buyer to pay a premium. Conversely, sellers of options would receive a 
premium. Very often, banks or FX consultants work out zero-cost structures/strategies for 
companies so that they don't have to pay any premium. To make a zero-cost structure, they 
would make the company buy some option(s) and sell other(s) so that the premium paid for 
buying an option is set-off against the premium received for selling another. 
Unsurprisingly, most companies could not appreciate the difference between risk reduction 
and cost reduction. They did not realise, or mind, the risk they were assuming by entering 
into these kinds of trades. Indian companies made money on these trades last fiscal, boosting 
their other income and profits. The problem began when the dollar began to depreciate 
against all currencies, including the yen and the Swiss franc, knocking out options. A lot of 
companies are sitting on these swaps, where they have to incur huge losses unless the dollar 
regains strength before these swaps mature. Many companies have made losses on contracts 
that are more than their profits for the year, and in some cases more than their net worth. 
Some companies, such as Rajashree Sugars and Sabare International, have taken their 
banks to the court for Muring' them into buying exotic products which entailed huge losses 
to these companies. Banks deny the charge. There is a view, however, that many of the 
contracts are null and void as the companies had no legal right to enter into these (writing 
options, for example). If courts uphold this view, then banks would be in real trouble. 
As it is, many banks are making provisions for depreciation of their assets portfolio, arising 
fi-om losses suffered on currency derivatives. While ICICI Bank is provisioning $260 
million to cover its losses on exposure to credit derivatives. Bank of Baroda will make a 
provision of $5.3 million for its investments in Credit Linked Notes (CLNs). 
The existing accounting norms, which did not ask companies to fully account for such losses 
by marking to market, helped companies understate the problem and thereby under-provide 
for losses. In effect, shareholders would not get the complete picture. The turbulence in the 
global financial markets is making waves in India. An increasing number of companies are 
either declaring losses on their foreign exchange derivatives exposure. It is also mandatory 
that every company must disclose derivative losses and make provisions for them as per 
accounting standards of the Institute of Chartered Accountants of India. 
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(c) Do our companies understand financial risk?^ ^ 
While companies understand the concept and related implications of traditional financial 
risks managed historically, knowledge and awareness of financial risks associated with new 
and complex financial transactions are evolving. 
India Inc. is going global. They are acquiring much larger competitors, aggressively entering 
new markets and exploring various financial tools. But the moot question is whether they 
can manage the risks that emanate from such moves. 
"The risk management procedures being currently followed tend to be reactive than 
proactive according to KPMG and the Enterprice Risk Management (ERM) report of the 
Conference Board. "This indicates a need for better understanding of risk management 
practices and sensitivity models to be able to take informed decisions after proper 
appreciation of impact, if even a remote risk was to materialise due to external factors." 
While Tata Motors, ICICI Bank, Tata Chemicals and Dr Reddy's, represent case studies for 
The Conference Board by virtue of their use of ERM as a management tool, most of the 
Indian firms generally do not take such a comprehensive approach.These are among the 
initial group of Indian companies that align their risk management systems to practices 
adopted in matured economies. 
Generally a company, which has good risk management procedures in place, can take more 
risks and hence look at better rewards. Organisations also need to a formal and structured 
approach to ensure that all risks and related mitigation measures are evaluated 
comprehensively. They should also focus on improving their risk monitoring/ performance 
measures with an aim to identify risk exposures and evaluate the effectiveness of mitigation 
measure well in advance rather than managing the implications on a reactive basis. 
The other side of risk is the opportunity that can be leveraged. Risk is inherent in all 
business activities and operations. If the management has adequate procedures and 
information to evaluate the risk exposure and benefits (both short term and long term), they 
can take calculated risks (as per their risk appetite) through which the organisation can gain. 
87 
D. Murali & Kumar Shankar Roy, Do our companies understand financial rislc? Business Line, Thuisday, Apr 10, 2008 
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Appendix 16 
Glossary of Foreign Exchange Terms 
Accrual - The apportionment of premiums and discounts on forward exchange 
transactions that relate directly to deposit swap (Interest Arbitrage) deals , over the period 
of each deal. 
Actualize - The underlying assets or instruments which are traded in the cash market. 
Adjustable Peg - Term for an exchange rate regime where a country's exchange rate is 
"pegged" (i.e. fixed) in relation to another currency , often the dollar or French Franc, but 
where the rate may be changed from time to time. This was the basis of the Breton 
Woods system. See peg, and crawling peg. 
Agent Bank - (1) A bank acting for a foreign bank. (2) In the Euro market - the agent 
bank is the one appointed by the other banks in the syndicate to handle the administration 
ofthe loan. 
Aggregate Demand - Total demand for goods and services in the economy. It includes 
private and public sector demand for goods and services within the country and the 
demand of consumers and firms in other countries for good and services. 
Aggregate risk - Size of exposure of a bank to a single customer for both spot and 
forward contracts. 
Aggregate Supply - Total supply of goods and services in the economy from domestic 
sources (including imports) available to meet aggregate demand. 
Appreciation - A currency is said to 'appreciate' when it strengthens in price in response 
to market demand. 
Arbitrage - The purchase or sale of an instrument and simultaneous taking of an equal 
and opposite position in a related market, in order to take advantage of small price 
differentials between markets. 
Ask (Offer) Price - The price at which the market is prepared to sell a specific Currency 
in a Foreign Exchange Contract or Cross Currency Contract. At this price, the trader can 
buy the base currency. In the quotation, it is shown on the right side of the quotation. For 
example, in the quote USD/CHF 1.4527/32, the ask price is 1.4532; meaning you can buy 
one US dollar for 1.4532 Swiss francs. 
Asset - In the context of foreign exchange is the right to receive from a counterparty an 
amount of currency either in respect of a balance sheet asset (e.g. a loan) or at a specified 
future date in respect of an unmatched forward Forward or spot deal. 
Asset Allocation - Dividing instrument funds among markets to achieve diversification 
or maximum return. 
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At best - An instruction given to a dealer to buy or sell at the best rate that can be 
obtained. 
At or Better - An order to deal at a specific rate or better. 
Authorized Dealer - A financial institution or bank authorized to deal in foreign 
exchange. 
Back Office - Settlement and related processes. 
Backwardation - Term referring to the amount that the spot price exceeds the forward 
price. 
Balance of Payments - A systematic record of the economic transactions during a given 
period for a country. (1) The term is often used to mean either: (i) balance of payments on 
"current account"; or (ii) the current account plus certain long term capital movements. 
(2) The combination of the trade balance, current baiemce, capital account and invisible 
balance, which together make up the balance of payments total. Prolonged balance of 
payment deficits tend to lead to restrictions in capital transfers, and or decline in currency 
values. 
Balance of Trade - The value of a country's exports minus its imports. 
Band - The range in which a currency is permitted to move. A system used in the ERM. 
Bank line - Line of credit granted by a bank to a customer, also known as a" line". 
Bank Rate - The rate at which a central bank is prepared to lend money to its domestic 
banking system. 
Bar Chart - A type of chart which consists of four significant points: the high and the 
low prices, which form the vertical bar, the opening price, which is marked with a little 
horizontal line to the left of the bar, and the closing price, which is marked with a little 
horizontal line of the right of the bar. 
Base Currency - The first currency in a Currency Pair. It shows how much the base 
currency is worth as measured against the second currency. For example, if the 
USD/CHF rate equals 1.6215 then one USD is worth CHF 1.6215 In the FX markets, the 
US Dollar is normally considered the 'base' currency for quotes, meaning that quotes are 
expressed as a unit of $1 USD per the other currency quoted in the pair. The primary 
exceptions to this rule are the British Pound, the Euro and the Australian Dollar. 
Basis - The difference between the cash price and futures price. 
Basis Point - One hundredth of one percentage point. A change from 5.25% to 5.75% is 
said to be a 50 basis point move. See 'Point' for currency moves. 
Basis trading -Taking opposite positions in the cash and futures market with the 
intention of profiting from favorable movements in the basis. 
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Basket - A group of currencies normally used to manage the exchange rate of a currency. 
Sometimes referred to as a unit of account. 
Bear - An investor who believes that prices are going to fall. 
Bear Market - A market distinguished by declining prices. 
Bid Price - The bid is the price at which the market is prepared to buy a specific 
Currency in a Foreign Exchange Contract or Cross Currency Contract. At this price, the 
trader can sell the base currency. It is shown on the left side of the quotation. For 
example, in the quote USD/CHF 1.4527/32, the bid price is 1.4527; meaning you can sell 
one US dollar for 1.4527 Swiss francs. 
Bid/Ask Spread - The difference between the bid and offer price. 
Big Figure - The first two or three digits of a foreign exchange price or rate. Examples. If 
the USD/JPY bid/ask is 115.27/32, the big figure is 115. On a EUR/USD price of 
1.2855/58 the big figure is 1.28. The big figure is often omitted in dealer quotes. The 
EUR/USD price of 1.2855/58 would be verbally quoted as "55/58". 
Book - The summary of currency positions held by a dealer, desk, or room. A total of the 
assets and liabilities. If the average maturity of the book is less than that of the assets, the 
bank is said to be running a short and open book. Passing the Book refers normally to 
transferring the trading of the Banks positions to another office at the close of the day, 
e.g. from London to New York. 
Breton Woods - The site of the conference which in 1944 led to the establishment of the 
post war foreign exchange system that remained intact until the early 1970s. The 
conference resulted in the formation of the IMF. The system fixed currencies in a fixed 
exchange rate system with 1% fluctuations of the currency to gold or the dollar 
Breton Woods Agreement of 1944 - An agreement that established fixed foreign 
exchange rates for major currencies, provided for central bank intervention in the 
currency markets, and pegged the price of gold at US $35 per ounce. The agreement 
lasted until 1971, when President Nixon overturned the Breton Woods agreement and 
established a floating exchange rate for the major currencies. 
Broker - An individual or firm that acts as an intermediary, putting together buyers and 
sellers for a fee or commission. In contrast, a 'dealer' commits capital and takes one side 
of a position, hoping to earn a spread (profit) by closing out the position in a subsequent 
trade with another party. 
Bull - An investor who believes that prices are going to rise. 
Bull Market - A market distinguished by rising prices. Indicates generally prolonged 
period of rising prices 
Buying Rate - Rate at which the market and a market maker in particular is willing to 
buy the currency. Sometimes called bid rate. 
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Cable - Trader jargon referring to the Sterling/US Dollar exchange rate. So called 
because the rate was originally transmitted via a transatlantic cable beginning in the mid 
1800's. 
Candlestick Chart - A chart that indicates the trading range for the day as well as the 
opening and closing price. If the open price is higher than the close price, the rectangle 
between the open and close price is shaded. If the close price is higher than the open 
price, that area of the chart is not shaded. 
Capital Risk - The risk arising from a bank having to pay to the counter party with out 
knowing whether the other party will or is able to meet its side of the bargain, see 
Herstatt. 
Carry - The interest cost of financing securities or other financial instruments held. 
Carry Trade - Refers to the simultaneous selling of a currency with a low interest rate, 
while purchasing currencies with higher interest rates. Examples are the JPY crosses such 
as GBP/JPY and NZD/JPY. 
Cash - normally refers to an exchange transaction contracted for settlement on the day 
the deal is struck. This term is mainly used in the North American markets and those 
countries which rely for foreign exchange services on these markets because of time zone 
preference i.e. Latin America. In Europe and Asia, cash transactions are often referred to 
as value same day deals. 
Cash and Carry - The buying of an asset today and selling a future contract on the asset. 
A reverse cash and carry is possible by selling an asset and buying a future. 
Cash Delivery - Same day settlement. 
Cash market - The market in the actual financial instrument on which a futures or 
options contract is based. 
Cash Settlement - A procedure for settling futures contract where the cash difference 
between the future and the market price is paid instead of physical delivery. 
Central Bank - A bank which is responsible for controlling a countries monetary policy. 
It is normally the issuing bank and controls bank licensing, and any foreign exchange 
control regime. 
Chartist - An individual who studies graphs and charts of historic data to find trends and 
predict trend reversals which include the observance of certain patterns and 
characteristics of the charts to derive resistance levels, head and shoulders patterns, and 
double bottom or double top patterns which are thought to indicate trend reversals. 
Clean float - An exchange rate that is not materially effected by official intervention. 
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Cleared Funds - Funds that are freely available, sent in to settle a trade. 
Closed Position - Exposures in Foreign Currencies that no longer exist. The process to 
close a position is to sell or buy a certain amount of currency to offset an equal amount of 
the open position. This will 'square' the position. 
Collateral - Something given to secure a loan or as a guarantee of performance 
Commission - The fee that a broker may charge clients for dealing on their behalf 
Confirmation - A document exchanged by counterparts to a transaction that states the 
terms of said transaction. 
Consumer Price Index (CPI) - A measure of the average amount (price) paid for a 
market basket of goods and services by a typical U.S. consumer in comparison to the 
average paid for the same basket in an earlier base year. 
Contagion - The tendency of an economic crisis to spread from one market to another. In 
1997, political instability in Indonesia caused high volatility in their domestic currency, 
the Rupee. From there, the contagion spread to other Asian emerging currencies, and then 
to Latin America, and is now referred to as the 'Asian Contagion'. 
Contract - An agreement to buy or sell a specified amount of a particular currency or 
option for a specified month in the future (See Futures contract). 
Conversion - The process by which an asset or liability denominated in one currency is 
exchanged for an asset or liability denominated in another currency. 
Convertible currency - A currency that can be freely exchanged for another currency 
(and or gold) without special authorization from the central bank. 
Correspondent Bank - The foreign banks representative who regularly performs 
services for a bank which has no branch in the relevant centre, e.g. to facilitate the 
transfer of fiinds. In the US this often occurs domestically due to inter state banking 
restrictions. 
Country Risk - Risk associated with a cross-border transaction, including but not limited 
to legal and political conditions. 
Cover - (1) To take out a forward foreign exchange contract. (2) To close out a short 
position by buying currency or securities which have been sold. 
Covered Arbitrage - Arbitrage between financial instruments denominated in different 
currencies, using forward cover to eliminate exchange risk. 
Crawling peg - A method of exchange rate adjustment; the rate is fixed/ pegged, but 
adjusted at certain intervals in line with certain economic or market indicators. 
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Credit Risk - The risk that a debtor will not repay; more specifically the risk that the 
counterparty does not have the currency promised to be delivered. 
Cross Currency Pairs - A pair of currencies that does not include the U.S. dollar. For 
example: EUR/JPY or GBP/CHF. 
Cross deal - A foreign exchange deal entered into involving two currencies, neither of 
which is the base currency. 
Cross rates - Rates between two currencies, neither of which is the US Dollar. 
Cross Rates - The exchange rate between two currencies expressed as the ratio of two 
foreign exchange rates that are both expressed in terms of a third currency. Foreign 
exchange rate between two currencies other than the U.S. dollar, the currency in which 
most exchanges are usually quoted. 
Currency Pair - The two currencies that make up a foreign exchange rate. For Example, 
EURAJSD 
Currency Risk - the probability of an adverse change in exchange rates. 
Current Account - The sum of the balance of trade (exports minus imports of goods and 
services), net factor income (such as interest and dividends) and net transfer payments 
(such as foreign aid). The balance of trade is typically is the key component to the current 
account. 
Dealer - An individual or firm that acts as a principal or counterpart to a transaction. 
Principals take one side of a position, hoping to earn a spread (profit) by closing out 
the position in a subsequent trade with another party. In contrast, a broker is an 
individual or firm that acts as an intermediary, putting together buyers and sellers for a 
fee or commission. 
Deficit - A negative balance of trade or payments. 
Deflator - Difference between real and nominal Gross National Product, which is 
equivalent to the overall inflation rate. 
Delivery date - The date of maturity of the contract, when the exchange of the currencies 
is made This date is more commonly known as the value date in the FX or Money 
markets. 
Delivery Risk - A term to describe when a counterparty will not be able to complete his 
side of the deal, although willing to do so. 
Depreciation - A fall in the value of a currency due to market forces rather than due to 
official action. 
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Derivative - A contract that changes in value in relation to the price movements of a 
related or underlying security, future or other physical instrument. An Option is the most 
common derivative instrument. 
Devaluation - The deliberate downward adjustment of a currency's price, normally by 
official announcement. 
Direct quotation - Quoting in fixed units of foreign currency against variable amounts of 
the domestic currency. 
Dirty Float - Floating a currency when the rate is controlled by intervention by the 
monetary authorities. 
Economic Indicator - A government issued statistic that indicates current economic 
growth and stability. Common indicators include employment rates, Gross Domestic 
Product (GDP), inflation, retail sales, etc. 
Effective Exchange Rate - An attempt to summarize the effects on a country's trade 
balance of its currency's changes against other currencies. 
Euro - The currency of the European Monetary Union (EMU). This is the amalgamation 
of the following currencies, after Jan. 1, 2002 these currencies will be considered legacy 
currencies. Germany Deutsche Marks, Italy Lira, Austria Schillings, France Franc, 
Belgium Francs, Netherlands (Dutch) Guilders, Finland Markka, Portugal Escudo, 
Greece Drachmas, Ireland Punt, Luxembourg Francs, Spanish Pesetas. 
European Monetary System - A system designed to stabilize if not eliminate exchange 
risk between member states of the EMS as part of the economic convergence policy of 
the EU. It permits currencies to move in a measured fashion (divergence indicator) within 
agreed bands (the parity grid) with respect to the ECU and consequently with each other. 
European Monetary Union (EMU) - The principal goal of the EMU is to establish a 
single European currency called the Euro, which will officially replace the national 
currencies of the member EU countries in 2002. On Janauryl, 1999 the transitional phase 
to introduce the Euro began. The Euro now exists as a banking currency and paper 
financial transactions and foreign exchange are made in Euros. This transition period will 
last for three years, at which time Euro notes an coins will enter circulation. On July 
1,2002, only Euros will be legal tender for EMU participants, the national currencies of 
the member countries will cease to exist. The current members of the EMU are Germany, 
France, Belgium, Luxembourg, Austria, Finland, Ireland, the Netherlands, Italy, Spain 
and Portugal. 
Exchange control - A system of controlling inflows and out flows of foreign exchange, 
devices include licensing multiple currencies, quotas, auctions, limits, levies and 
surcharges. 
Exotic - A less broadly traded currency. 
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Exposure - (i) Net working capital - The current assets in a foreign currency minus 
current liabilities in the currency; (ii) Net financial method The current assets in a foreign 
currency minus current liabilities and long term debt in the currency; (iii) Monetary/non-
monetary method - Monetary assets and liabilities in the foreign currency are valued at 
present exchange rates, while non-monetary items are entered at the relevant historic 
rates. 
Fed Fund Rate - The interest rate on Fed funds. This is a closely watched short term 
interest rate as it signals the Feds view as to the state of the money supply. 
Federal Open Market Committee (FOMC) - The body that is responsible for setting 
the interest rates and credit policies of the Federal Reserve System. A 12-member 
committee consisting of the seven members of the Federal Reserve Board and five of the 
twelve Federal Reserve Bank presidents. The Committee sets objectives for the growth of 
money and credit. These objectives are implemented through purchases and sales of U.S. 
government securities in the open market. The FOMC also establishes polic> relating to 
System operations in the foreign exchange markets. 
Federal Reserve System - The central bank of the United States, with responsibility for 
implementing the country's monetary policy and regulating member banks of the System. 
The Fed was created in 1913 and is composed of 12 regional Federal Reserve Banks and 
a national Board of Governors. 
Fiscal Policy - Government policy regarding taxation and spending. Fiscal policy is 
made by Congress and the Administration. 
Fisher Effect - The relationship that exists between interest rates and exchange rate 
movements, so that in an ideal situation interest rate differentials would be exactly off set 
by exchange rate movements. See interest rate parity. 
Fixed exchange rate - Official rate set by monetary authorities. Often the fixed exchange 
rate permits fluctuation within a band. 
Flat/square - Dealer jargon used to describe a position that has been completely 
reversed, e.g. you bought $500,000 then sold $500,000, thereby creating a neutral (flat) 
position. 
Flexible exchange rate - Exchange rates with a fixed parity against one or more 
currencies with frequent revaluation's. A form of managed float. 
Floating exchange rate - An exchange rate where the value is determined by market 
forces, demand and supply. Even floating currencies are subject to intervention by the 
monetary authorities. When such activity is frequent the float is known as a dirty float. 
Forex Club - Groups formed in the major financial centers to encourage educational and 
social contacts between foreign exchange dealers, under the umbrella of Association 
Cambiste International. 
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Forward - The pre-specified exchange rate for a foreign exchange contract settling at 
some agreed future date, based upon the interest rate differential between the two 
currencies involved. 
Forward Contract - A forward contract fixes the exchange rate for future delivery at a 
date to be agreed by both participants. A deposit (or a minimum margin) is usually 
required in forward transactions. For example, if I want to lock in today's rate to buy 
$10,000 USD at 1.5820 Canadian for the next 4 months, I will have the ability to 
purchase up to $10,000 USD at this rate. 
Forward margins - Discounts or premiums between spot rate and the forward rate for a 
currency. Normally quoted in points. 
Forward Outright - A commitment to buy or sell a currency for delivery on a specified 
future date or period. The price is quoted as the Spot rate minus or plus the forward 
points for the chosen period. 
Forward Points - The pips added to or subtracted from the current exchange rate to 
calculate a forward price. 
Forward Rate - Forward rates are quoted in terms of forward points , which represents 
the difference between the forward and spot rates. In order to obtain the forward rate 
from the actual exchemge rate the forward points are either added or subtracted from the 
exchange rate. The decision to subtract or add points is determined by the differential 
between the deposit rates for both currencies concerned in the transaction. The base 
currency with the higher interest rate is said to be at a discount to the lower interest rate 
quoted currency in the forward market. Therefore the forward points are subtracted from 
the spot rate. Similarly, the lower interest rate base currency is said to be at a premium, 
and the forward points are added to the spot rate to obtain the forward rate. 
Free Reserves - Total reserves held by a bank less the reserves required by the authority. 
Front Office - The activities carried out by the dealer, normal trading activities. 
Fundamental Analysis - focuses on the economic forces of supply and demand that 
causes price movement. The Fundamentalist studies the causes of market movement, 
whereas the Technician studies the effects. 
Fundamentals - The macro economic factors that are accepted as forming the foundation 
for the relative value of a currency, these include inflation, growth, trade balance, 
government deficit, and interest rates. 
Futures Contract - An obligation to exchange a good or instrument at a set price on a 
future date. The primary difference between a Future and a Forward is that Futures are 
typically traded over an exchange (Exchange- Traded Contacts - ETC), versus forwards, 
which are considered Over The Counter (OTC) contracts. An OTC is any contract NOT 
traded on an exchange. 
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Gap - A mismatch between maturities and cash flows in a bank or individual dealers 
position book. Gap exposure is effectively interest rate exposure. 
Going long - The purchase of a stock, commodity, or currency for investment or 
speculation. 
Going short - The selling of a currency or instrument not owned by the seller. 
Gold Standard - The original system for supporting the value of currency issued. The 
was that where the price of gold is fixed against the currency it means that the increased 
supply of gold does not lower the price of gold but causes prices to increase. 
Good 'Till Cancelled Order (GTC) - An order to buy or sell at a specified price. This 
order remains open until filled or until the client cancels. 
Grid - Fixed margin within which exchange rates are allowed to fluctuate. 
Gross Domestic Product - Total value of a country's output, income or expenditure 
produced within the country's physical borders. 
Gross National Product - Gross domestic product plus " factor income from abroad" -
income earned from investment or work abroad. 
Hard currency - A currency whose value is expected to remain stable or increase in 
terms of other currencies. 
Head and Shoulders - A pattern in price trends which chartist consider indicates a price 
trend reversal. The price has risen for some time, at the peak of the left shoulder, profit 
taking has caused the price to drop or level. The price then rises steeply again to the head 
before more profit taking causes the price to drop to around the same level as the 
shoulder. A fiirther modest rise or level will indicate a that a further major fall is 
imminent. The breach of the neckline is the indication to sell. 
Hedge - The purchase or sale of options or fiitures contracts as a temporary substitute for 
a transaction to be made at a later date. Usually it involves opposite positions in the cash 
or futures or options market. 
Hedging - A hedging transaction is a purchase or sale of a financial product, having as its 
purpose the elimination of loss arising fi-om price fluctuations. With regards to currency 
transactions it would protect one against fluctuations in the foreign exchange rate, (see 
IMF - International Monetary Fund, established in 1946 to provide international 
liquidity on a short and medium term and encourage liberalization of exchange rates. 
The IMF supports countries with balance of payments problems with the provision of 
loans. 
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IMM - International Monetary Market part of the Chicago Mercantile Exchange that lists 
a number of currency and financial ftitures Implied volatility A measurement of the 
market's expected price range of the underlying currency futures based on the traded 
option premiums. 
Implied Rates - The interest rate determined by calculating the difference between spot 
and forward rates. 
Indicative quote - A market-maker's price which is not firm. 
Industrial Production - Measures the total value of output produced by manufacturers, 
mines and utilities. This data tends to react quickly to the expansions and contractions of 
the business cycle and can act as a leading indicator of employment and personal income. 
Inflation - An economic condition whereby prices for consumer goods rise, eroding 
purchasing power. 
Initial Margin - The initial deposit of collateral required to enter into a position as a 
guarantee on future performance. 
Interbank Rates - The Foreign Exchange rates at which large international banks quote 
other large international banks. 
Interest Arbitrage - Switching into another currency by buying spot and selling forward, 
and investing proceeds in order to obtain a higher interest yield. Interest arbitrage can be 
inward, i.e. from foreign currency into the local one or outward, i.e. from the local 
currency to the foreign one. Sometimes better results can be obtained by not selling the 
forward interest amount. In that case some treat it as no longer being a complete 
arbitrage, as if the exchange rate moved against the arbitrageur, the profit on the 
transaction may create a loss. 
Interest parity - One currency is in interest parity with another when the dilTerence in 
the interest rates is equalized by the forward exchange margins. For instance, if the 
operative interest rate in Japan is 3% and in the UK 6%, a forward premium of 3% for the 
Japanese Yen against sterling would bring about interest parity. 
Interest rate Swaps - An agreement to swap interest rate exposures from floating to 
fixed or vice versa. There is no swap of the principal. It is the interest cash flows be they 
payments or receipts that are exchanged. 
Internationalization - Referring to a currency that is widely used to denominate trade 
and credit fransactions by non residents of the country of issue. US dollar and Swiss 
Franc are examples. 
Intervention - Action by a central bank to effect the value of its currency by entering the 
market. Concerted intervention refers to action by a number of central banks to control 
exchange rates. 
Leading Indicators - Statistic that are considered to precede changes in economic 
growth rates and total business activity, e.g. factory orders. 
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Liability - In terms of foreign exchange , the obligation to deliver to a counterparty an 
amount of currency either in respect of a balance sheet holding at a specified future date 
or in respect of an un-matured forward or spot transaction. 
LIBOR - The London Inter-Bank Offered Rate. Banks use LIBOR when borrowing from 
another bank. 
Limit order - An order with restrictions on the maximum price to be paid or the 
minimum price to be received. As an example, if the current price of USDATEN is 
117.00/05, then a limit order to buy USD would be at a price below 102. (i.e. 116.50) 
Liquidation - The closing of an existing position through the execution of an offsetting 
transaction. 
Liquidity - The ability of a market to accept large transaction with minimal to no impact 
on price stability. 
Long position - A position that appreciates in value if market prices increase. When the 
base cuirency in the pair .is.bpughtj the position is said.to be long. 
Managed float - When the monetary authorities intervene regularly in the market to 
stabilize the rates or to aim the exchange rate in a required direction. 
Manufacturing Production - Measures the total output of the manufacturing aspect of 
the Industrial Production figures. This data only measure the 13 sub sectors that relate 
directly to manufacturing. Manufacturing makes up approximately 80% of total Industrial 
Production. 
Margin - a cash or additional equity deposit provided by a client as collateral to cover a 
forward position. 
Margin Call - A request from a broker or dealer for additional funds or other collateral to 
guarantee performance on a position that has moved against the customer. 
Market Maker - A dealer who regularly quotes both bid and ask prices and is ready to 
make a two-sided market for any financial instrument. 
Mark-to-Market - Process of re-evaluating all open positions with the current market 
prices. These new values then determine margin requirements. 
B Maturity - The date for settlement or expiry of a financial instrument. 
Micro economics - The study of economic activity as it applies to individual firms or 
well defined small groups of individuals or economic sectors. 
Monetarists - Followers of Milton Friedman who focus on the effect of money and 
monetary policy on changing price and employment levels. 
Monetary Policy - The federal governments attempt to change aggregate demand 
through money supply changes. 
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Odd Lot - A non standard amount for a transaction. 
Offer - The price at which a seller is willing to sell. The best offer is the lowest such 
price available. 
Offsetting transaction - A trade with which serves to cancel or offset some or all of the 
market risk of an open position. 
Off-shore - The operations of a financial institution which although physically located in 
a country, has little connection with that country's financial systems. In certain countries 
a bank is not permitted to do business in the domestic market but only with other foreign 
banks. This is known as an offshore banking unit. 
One Cancels the Other Order (OCO) - A designation for two orders whereby one part 
of the two orders is executed the other is automatically cancelled. 
Open order - An order that will be executed when a market moves to its designated 
price. Normally associated with Good 'til Cancelled Orders. 
Over the Counter (OTC) - Used to describe any transaction that is not conducted over 
an exchange. 
Overnight - A deal fi-om today until the next business day. 
Overnight limit - Net long or short position in one or more currencies that a dealer can 
carry over into the next dealing day. Passing the book to other bank dealing rooms in the 
next trading time zone reduces the need for dealers to maintain these unmonitored 
exposures. 
Parity - (1) Foreign exchange dealer's slang for your price is the correct market price. 
(2) Official rates in terms of SDR or other pegging currency. 
Pegged - A system where a currency moves in line with another currency, some pegs are 
strict while others have bands of movement. 
Personal Income - Measures an individuals' total annual gross earnings from wages, 
business enterprises and various investments. Personal income is the key to personal 
spending, which accounts for 2/3 of GDP in the major economies. 
Pips - The smallest unit of price for any foreign currency. Digits added to or subtracted 
from the fourth decimal place, i.e. 0.0001. ^ /5o called Points. 
Political Risk - Exposure to changes in governmental policy which will have an adverse 
effect on an investor's position. 
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Position - The netted total commitments in a given currency. A position can be either flat 
or square (no exposure), long, (more currency bought than sold), or short ( more currency 
sold than bought). 
Premium - In the currency markets, describes the amount by which the forward or 
futures price exceed the spot price. 
Price Transparency - Describes quotes to which every market participant has equal 
access. 
Repurchase Agreements - When the Federal Reserve makes a repurchase agreement 
with a government securities dealer, it buys a security for immediate delivery with an 
agreement to sell the security back at the same price by a specific date (usually within 
15 days) and receives interest at a specific rate. This arrangement allows the Federal 
Reserve to inject reserves into the banking system on a temporary basis to meet a 
temporary need and to withdraw these reserves as soon as that need has passed. 
Resistance Point or Level - A price recognized by technical analysts as a price which is 
likely to result in people sell a rebound but if broken through is likely to result in a 
significant price movement. 
Retail Sales - Measures the monthly retail sales of all goods and services sold by 
retailers based on a sampling of variety of different types and sizes. This data gives a 
look into consumer spending behavior, which is a key determinant of growth in all major 
economies. 
Revaluation - An increase in the exchange rate for a currency as a result of central bank 
intervention. Opposite of Devaluation. 
Risk - Exposure to uncertain change, most often used with a negative connotation of 
adverse change. 
Risk management - The identification and acceptance or offsetting of the risks 
threatening the profitability or existence of an organisation. With respect to foreign 
exchange involves among others consideration of market, sovereign, country, transfer, 
delivery, credit, and counterparty risk. 
Risk Position - An asset or liability, which is exposed to fluctuations in value through 
changes in exchange rates or interest rates. 
Roll-Over - A rollover is the simultaneous closing of an open position for today's value 
date and the opening of the same position for the next day's value date at a price 
reflecting the interest rate differential between the two currencies. 
Selling rate - Rate at which a bank is willing to sell foreign currency. 
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Settlement - (1) The final stage of a transaction, actual physical exchange of one 
currency for another (2) is the process by which available funds have been instructed by a 
client of Cambridge for transfer via wire, draft or deposit to a multi-currency account and 
a designated receiver of such fiinds. 
Settlement Risk - Risk associated with the non settlement of the transaction by the 
counter party. 
Short Position - An investment position that benefits from a decline in market price. 
When the base currency in the pair is sold, the position is said to be short. 
Short sale - The sale of a specified amount of currency not owned by the seller at the 
time of the trade. Short sales are usually made in expectation of a decline in the price. 
Short-term interest rates - Normally the 90 day rate. 
Simple Moving Average (SMA) - A simple average of a pre - defined amount of price 
bars. For example, a 50 period Daily chart SMA is the average closing price of the 
previous 50 daily closing bars. Any time interval can be applied here. 
Soft Market - More potential sellers than buyers, which creates an environment where 
rapid price falls are likely. 
Spot - (1) The most common foreign exchange transaction. (2) Spot or Spot date refers to 
the spot transaction value date that requires settlement within two business days, subject 
to value date calculation. 
Spot next - The overnight swap from the spot date to the next business day. 
Spread - (l)The difference between the bid and ask price of a currency. (2) The 
difference between the price of two related fijtures contracts. 
Squeeze - Action by a central bank to reduce supply in order to increase the price of 
money. 
Stable market - An active market which can absorb large sale or purchases of currency 
without major moves. 
Standard - A term referring to certain normal amounts and maturities for dealing. 
Sterilization - Central Bank activity in the domestic money market to reduce the impact 
on money supply of its intervention activities in the FX market. 
Stop loss order - Order given to ensure that , should a currency weaken by a certain 
percentage, a short position will be covered even though this involves taking a loss. 
Realize profit orders are less common. 
Support Levels - A technique used in technical analysis that indicates a specific price 
ceiling and floor at which a given exchange rate will automatically correct itself 
Opposite of resistance. 
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Support levels - When an exchange rate depreciates or appreciates to a level where (1) 
Technical analysis techniques suggest that the currency will rebound, or not go below; (2) 
the monetary authorities intervene to stop any further down ward movement. See 
resistance point. 
Swap - The simultaneous purchase and sale of the same amount of a given currency for 
two different dates, against the sale and purchase of another. A swap can be a swap 
against a forward. In essence, swapping is somewhat similar to borrowing one currency 
and lending another for the same period. However, any rate of return or cost of funds is 
expressed in the price differential between the two sides of the transaction. 
Swap price - A price as a differential between two dates of the swap. 
Swift - Society of Worldwide Interbank Financial Telecommunications. It is a dedicated 
computer network that is set up to support fund transfer messages between member banks 
worldwide. 
Technical Analysis - is analysis based on market action through chart study, volume, 
trends, moving averages, patterns, formations and many other technical indicators. 
Technical Correction - An adjustment to price not based on market sentiment but 
technical factors such as volume and charting. 
Tick - A minimum change in price, up or down. 
Tomorrow next (Tom next) - Simultaneous buying of a currency for delivery the 
following day and selling for the spot day or vice versa. 
Trade Balance - Measures the difference in value between imported and exported goods 
and services. Nations with trade surpluses (exports greater than imports), such as Japan, 
tend to see their currencies appreciate, while countries with trade deficits (imports greater 
than exports), such as the US, tend to see their currencies weaken. 
Treasury Bill - Short-term U.S. government obligations sold at a discount from face 
value. Treasury bills generally are issued with 13-, 26- or 52-week maturities. 
Treasury Bond - Obligations of the U.S. government that mature in 15 or more years 
and pay a specified coupon. 
Trend - simply the direction of the market, usually broken down to three 
categories....major, intermediate and short-term trends. Three directions are also 
associated with a trend; that is, uptrend, downtrend, and a sideways trend. 
Uncovered - Another term for an open position. 
Under-valuation - An exchange rate is normally considered to be undervalued when it is 
below its purchasing power parity. 
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Unemployment Rate - Measures the total workforce that is unemployed and actively 
seeking employment, measured as the percentage of the labor force. 
Value Date - For a spot transaction it is two business banking days forward in 
the country of the bank providing quotations which determine the spot value 
date. The only exception to this general rule is the spot day in the quoting centre 
coinciding with a banking holiday in the country(ies) of the foreign 
currency(ies). The value date then moves forward a day. 
Volatility - A measure of price fluctuations. The standard deviation of a price series is 
commonly used to measure price volatility. 
Volume - represents the total amount of trading activity in a particular stock, commodity 
or index for that day. It is the total number of contracts traded during the day. 
Vostro Account - A local currency account maintained with a bank by another bank. The 
term is normally applied to the counterparty's account from which funds may be paid into 
or withdrawn, as a result of a transaction. 
Wash trade - A matched deal which produces neither a gain nor a loss. 
Yard - Slang for a billion. 
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